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Editorial
The rate at which new computer hardware products are arriving in the market is simply mindboggling. As the technology advances, the size and the price of the devices come down, while the efficiency
and capacity increase. The scenario is same in all cases, whether it is about internal components like
processor, motherboard, RAM, graphics card, and hard disk or for peripheral accessories like mouse,
keyboard, and monitors. Personal computers became popular only before about three decades back. But
already there are huge piles of outdated and antique hardware components and devices. This is a tribute to
the tremendous rate of development of latest technologies in computer hardware field. Perhaps, the newest
entrant into the archeological catalogue of computer peripherals is CRT monitors. The sleek looking LCD
monitors are spreading like computer virus. Data storage devices have attracted considerable attention of the
technology developers. New kinds of storage devices such as newer versions of flash memory cards, hard
disks using latest technology and disks of ever-increasing capacity are the results of advancement in latest
technology in compute hardware. The memory size of the random access memory (RAM) cards is soaring to
enable the smooth functioning of graphics animation software packages and streaming video websites. Also,
computer motherboards have undergone substantial changes over the years. More and more functions are
being added to the motherboard. Also, despite the incredible improvement in performance and
functionalities, the price of these components has actually fallen steadily. The most vital component of a
computer is the microprocessor. It is in this field that a battle of developing latest technologies in computer
hardware takes place. The pace of development of microprocessor increases as the competition between the
major processor chip manufacturing companies, Intel and AMD, intensifies. Both the companies are
engaging in a neck and neck competition and continuously outdo each other in introducing new
technologies.
In the field of computer peripherals, the latest technology in computer hardware is in developing yet
another version of wireless mouse and keyboard. The concept of wireless mouse and keyboard is about a
decade old. But the development of these items is still a work in progress. The latest products of wireless
mouse and keyboard are said to be highly durable and error free. Some of the developments in the latest
technology in computer hardware are gearing up for changing the present concept of desktop and laptop
computers. With new developments making possible the convergence of mobile phone technology and
computers, a new breed of fully functional palm-top computers are going to be introduced in near future.
With touch screen monitors and without the need for a mouse, these gadgets are likely to become the next
big leap in the constantly leaping technological development field.
The conference designed to stimulate the young minds including Research Scholars, Academicians,
and Practitioners to contribute their ideas, thoughts and nobility in these disciplines of engineering. It’s my
pleasure to welcome all the participants, delegates and organizer to this international conference on behalf of
IRNet family members. We received a great response from all parts of country and abroad for the
presentation and publication in the proceeding of the conference. I sincerely thank all the authors for their
invaluable contribution to this conference. I am indebted towards the reviewers and Board of Editors for
their generous gifts of time, energy and effort.
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Constant Time Scanning and Better Edge Preservation
for Better Performing and Quality of Median Filter

Ritwik Sharma & Shubham Harnal
School of Science and Technology, IGNOU-I2IT Center of Excellence, Pune, India
Abstract – The median filter is an important filter in many image processing algorithms and especially in removal of salt and pepper
noise. Traditional median filters either focus on improving the performance or the quality of the median filtering. Generally, the
methods which optimize performance do so at the cost of quality and vice-versa. In this paper a novel approach to median filtering is
presented providing both better performance and quality without sacrificing either. The analysis is presented with respect to image
processing and the results obtained are presented in tabular form.
Keywords-Median filters, image processing, algorithms, complexity.

I.

this complexity can be reduced to O(r2), which is still
not good performance achievement. Another issue with
median filter is that its output quality is severely
compromised in extremely noisy images [2] and it has a
tendency to distort edges in its final output.

INTRODUCTION

Images are continuously subjected to noise and
interference from several sources, which includes sensor
noise and channel noise. These noises are random in
nature and can severely affect the quality of an image.
Image noises that are introduced from sources like noisy
sensors or interference in transmission channels usually
appear as a discrete isolated pixel variation that are not
spatially correlated to other pixels in its neighborhood.
Noise of this kind has a higher-spatial-frequency
spectrum than normal image components due to its
spatial de-correlation [4]. Such pixels with noise appear
visually different from their neighbors and are
unpleasant to human eyes.

The paper proposes a method to overcome stated
problems with median filtering, which includes
achieving better edge preservation with effective noise
reduction while least compromising with the processing
performance.
II. CONTEMPORARY METHODS OF MEDIAN
FILTERING
In regular median filtering a processing kernel is
taken with N x N (N is odd number) dimensions and
traversed over the image. It is populated with intensity
values of the pixels in the neighborhood of center pixel
in kernel and the median of those intensities is computed
and is assigned to the center pixel in the processing
kernel.

Most common type of impulse noise is “salt and
pepper” noise. It got its name because of its appearance
as white and black dots superimposed on an image.
Impulse noise is removed using order-statistic filters.
Order-statistic filters[3] are non-linear spatial filters
which are based on ordering of the pixels in the image
area under the filter and substituting the center pixel
with value determined with the ordering result. The
most popular filtering method in this category is the
median-filtering. In median filtering the intensity value
of center pixel is replaced with median of the intensity
values of its neighboring pixels.

Traditionally median filtering has been a
computationally
intensive
operation,
requiring
operations of the order of O(r2) ( r is kernel radius ) [1].
There have been various attempts to address the
computationally intensive aspect of median filters.
These attempts have individually addressed either the
performance or the quality of the median filter.

With advances in hardware processing capabilities,
usefulness of median filtering has been hampered by its
processing time requirements. It is a non-linear method
with per-pixel complexity of O(r2 log r)(where ‘r’ is
processing kernel radius)[1]. Further by keeping number
of pixel constant and using efficient sorting algorithms

An example of addressing the performance of
median filtering, is [1] in which the order of the
computation required for the median filtering is reduced
to constant time O(1). This approach utilizes the
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and another to preserve edges and have better noise
reduction.

property of median values that they do not vary too
much over a given data sample. As a result, instead of
gathering values of all pixel values for a given kernel
radius, in this approach a running median is calculated;
this running total is calculated and updated by scanning
only a subset of the image pixels in a columnar way; the
median value is continuously updated as the pixels are
scanned in this columnar fashion; each time one set of
pixels is discarded and a newer set of pixels is added
into the calculation.

The first step for achieving better performance
concerns with how the image is traversed to populate the
kernel.
The algorithm maintains M (in M x N image) arrays
with size ‘r’(r x r is kernel size). The processing kernel
is composed of ‘r’ arrays. Initially for the first pass all
elements of the M arrays are populated with the
corresponding pixel values from first ‘r’ rows in the 8
bit gray scale single channel image. From second pass
the rightmost array is shifted one pixel down and its
value is updated as per new pixel value from the image.
Then whole kernel is shifted to one array right. Values
of the kernel are passed to second step of proposed
algorithm which computes the new value for the center
pixel in the kernel. This step is repeated until the whole
image has been traversed. In this method instead of
updating all the r x r kernel pixels only one pixel is
updated and one array is subtracted and another is added
to the kernel.

This algorithm provides good performance
(constant time) however the image obtained as output
has severe blurring, especially of the edges Other
approaches have focused more on the quality of the
noise removal more than the performance.
In [2], effective de-noising and better edge
preservation is obtained by highly accurate noise
detection. By more accurate noise detection, the output
is better in terms of clarity and retention of edge
preservation but although the method achieves better
output in terms of the median filter, the performance is
again degraded due to the processing being of the order
of O(r2).

The second step to improve de-noising and to
preserve edges:

Thus, in existing methods of median filtering,
generally a tradeoff between time and quality exists;
either the algorithm is good in performance (time) but
the output is degraded considerably or the output is good
but requires heavy performance.

The passes kernel values are sorted and populated
in a vector array AV in ascending order with Emin
representing minimum pixel value, Emax representing
maximum pixel
TABLE I. PSNR Values: Regular Median v/s Modified
Median Filter

In the current approach, the traversal is maintained
to be of constant time yet better quality is obtained by
highly accurate noise detection.

PSNR ( db )

III. IMPLEMENTATION NOTES
NOIS
E(%)

A. Platform Details
The current algorithm was prototyped using the
OpenCV library which provides C bindings. The C
programming language[9] was used to interface with the
OpenCV library. The only functionality of OpenCV[7]
used was the ability to read, write and display images.
All the other routines for scanning and filtering were
implemented.

With Original
Noise

With
Regular
Median
Filter

With
Modified
Median
Filter

5

40.21

34.96

36.34

10

37.11

34.74

35.63

15

35.34

34.44

34.99

The hardware setup consisted of an Intel 32-bit
machine, (Intel Core Due 2.0 GHz) with 4GB RAM.

20

34.11

34.33

34.52

25

33.14

34.08

34.12

The code was tested to be platform agnostic and
was tested on both Windows (Vista) and also on various
unix-based Linux distributions such as Ubuntu,
OpenSUSE.

30

32.37

33.78

33.61

35

31.66

33.44

33.23

40

31.12

33.19

33.02

B. Steps

45

30.55

32.57

32.42

The proposed method has been divided mainly into
two parts: first to achieve better processing performance

50

30.12

32.2

32.23

55

29.7

31.66

31.86
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As compared to complexity of regular median
filtering (O(r2) ), the complexity of current filter is
constant time in scanning so the performance is also
better.

PSNR ( db )
NOIS
E(%)

With Original
Noise

With
Regular
Median
Filter

With
Modified
Median
Filter

60

29.34

31.16

31.61

65

28.97

30.56

31.31

70

28.69

30.08

31.17

75

28.37

29.54

30.92

For a visual difference, refer to Figures 1 – 4.
As can be seen by comparing Figure 3 with Figure
4, the modified median filter is much effective in
preserving edge effects and does not carry any residual
noise as in the image with only the regular median filter
applied. Thus the modified median filter has better
output.

value, Emed for median pixel value and Ecnt for kernel’s
center value.
•

If the Ecnt lies within range Emin < Ecnt < Emax and
following conditions Emin > 0 and Emax < 255 are
satisfied the Ecnt is considered uncorrupted and kept
unchanged. But if any of these conditions fails Ecnt
is considered as corrupted pixel.

•

If Ecnt is corrupted and Emin < Emed < Emax and 0 <
Emed < 255, Ecnt is replaced with Emed. If any
condition in this step fails then next step is taken.

•

Compute difference of adjacent pixels in vector
array AV and find the maximum difference between
the adjacent pixels. Assign Ecnt with corresponding
pixel which had the maximum difference (the lower
pixel value).

CONCLUSION
Two novel methods have been studied here to
improve the performance and quality of median filtering
for effective salt and pepper noise removal. For
improving performance modified sliding window
method has been employed to populate the kernel
elements. The improvement has been achieved over
normal population of kernel which has arithmetic
complexity of O(r2) to arithmetic complexity of O(1) as
suggested in [1].
For quality improvement and effective removal of
noise a modified median filtering method has been
employed. Experiments suggest that the modified mean
filter is very effective in removal of noise while
preserving edges when the noise levels are moderate.
For higher noise densities, the algorithm tends to
introduce blurring effect in the images.

Repeat these steps until whole image is traversed.

For further improvements, more efficient sorting
methods for kernel elements can be utilized. Some other
techniques can be used to preserve the blurring in highly
corrupted images.

IV. RESULTS
The main metric used to compare quality of median
filtering is the PSNR value ( Peak Signal to Noise Ratio.
The higher the value of PSNR, the closer is the
processed image to the original image.
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Abstract – Cloud Computing is becoming a well-known buzzword nowadays. Many companies, such as Amazon, Google, Microsoft
and so on, accelerate their paces in developing Cloud Computing systems and enhancing their services to provide for a larger amount
of users. However, security and privacy issues present a strong barrier for users to adapt into Cloud Computing systems. In this
paper, we investigate several Cloud Computing system providers about their concerns on security and privacy issues. We find those
concerns are not adequate and more should be added in terms of five aspects (i.e., availability, confidentiality, data integrity, control,
audit) for security. Moreover, released acts on privacy are out of date to protect users' private information in the new environment
(i.e., Cloud Computing system environment) since they are no longer applicable to the new relationship between users and providers,
which contains three parties (i.e., Cloud service user, Cloud service provider/Cloud user, Cloud provider). Multi located data storage
and services (i.e., applications) in the Cloud make privacy issues even worse. Hence, adapting released acts for new scenarios in the
Cloud, it will result in more users to step into Cloud. We claim that the prosperity in Cloud Computing literature is to be coming
after those security and privacy issues having be resolved.

I.

control and optimize resource use by leveraging a
metering capability at some level of abstraction
appropriate to the type of service.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is the collection of virtualized and
scalable resources, capable of hosting application and
providing required services to the users with the “pay
only for use” strategy where the users pay only for the
number of service units they consume. A computing
Cloud is a set of network enabled services, providing
scalable, QoS guaranteed, normally personalized,
inexpensive computing infrastructures on demand,
which could be accessed in a simple and pervasive way.

II. OPEN SECURITY ARCHITECTURE
OF CLOUD COMPUTING
Cloud computing can be defined as the provision of
computing services via the Internet such as [7]
Applications
(software-as-a-service,
or
SaaS),
Platforms, Infrastructure (IaaS), Process orchestration
and integration

1.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF CLOUD COMPUTING

Figure 1 shows the open secure architecture of
cloud computing . The Open Security Architecture
cloud computing pattern is an attempt to illustrate core
cloud functions, the key roles for oversight and risk
mitigation, collaboration across various internal
organizations, and the controls that require additional
emphasis.

Cloud
computing
exhibit
five
essential
characteristics defined by NIST (National Institute of
Standards and Technology).
1. On-demand self-service. A consumer
unilaterally provision computing capabilities.

can

2. Broad network access. Capabilities are available
over the network and accessed through standard
mechanisms that promote use by heterogeneous thin or
thick client platforms.

The various controls in this architecture are :

3. Resource pooling. The provider’s computing
resources are pooled to serve multiple consumers, with
different physical and virtual resources dynamically
assigned and reassigned according to consumer demand.
4. Rapid elasticity. Capabilities can be rapidly and
elastically provisioned, in some cases automatically, to
quickly scale out and rapidly released to quickly scale
in.

•

SA-1/4/5 System and Services Acquisition: ensure
that acquisition of services is managed correctly.

•

CP-1 (contingency planning): ensure a clear
understanding of how to respond in the event of
interruptions to service delivery.

•

Risk Assessments controls: helps to understand the
risks associated with services in a business context.

The pattern also provides a view into activities that are
shared by security architects, security managers, and
business managers. They should:

5. Measured service. Cloud systems automatically
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•

Agree on the control baseline applicable to this
cloud sourcing activity/service.

•

Confirm how this translates into the control
framework of the cloud provider.

•

Decide on additional risk mitigating controls

3.2. Obstacles and opportunities of cloud computing
The following table shows the top ten obstacles and
opportunities of cloud computing.
Table1. Obstacles and opportunities of cloud computing.
No
1
2

3

Data
Confidentiality
and Auditability
Data
Transfer
Bottlenecks
Performance
Unpredictability

4
5

6
7

There are a number of key control areas that should
be considered carefully before moving the computing
operations to cloud services: Contractual agreements,
Certification and third-party audits, Compliance
requirements, Availability, reliability, and resilience,
Backup and recovery, Service levels and performance,
Decommissioning. If the process is comprised of a
number of cloud services, then supporting services such
as security, load monitoring & testing and provisioning
and configuration management are required.

Flexibility to choose vendor.

•

Elasticity. Elastic nature of the infrastructure allows
to rapidly allocate and de-allocate massively
scalable resources to business services on a demand
basis.

•

Cost Reduction. Reduced costs due to operational
efficiencies, and more rapid deployment of new
business services.

10

Software Licensing

Fate

4.1. Top Seven Security Threats

The following are some of the major advantages of
cloud computing:

•

Reputation
Sharing

IV. CLOUD COMPUTING SECURITY THREATS

3. 1. Advantages of Cloud Computing :

Virtualization. Virtualization is defined as
decoupling and separation of the business service
from the infrastructure needed to run it.

9

Opportunities
Use
Multiple
Cloud
Providers
Standardize
APIs;
Compatible SW to enable
Surge or Hybrid
Cloud
Computing
Deploy
Encryption,
VLANs, Firewalls
FedExing
Disks;
Higher
BW Switches
Improved
VM
Support;
Gang
Flash
Memory;
Schedule VMs
Invent Scalable Store
Invent Debugger that relies
on Distributed VMs
Invent Auto-Scalar that
relies on ML; Snapshots
for Conservation
Offer
reputation-guarding
services
like
those for
email
Pay-for-use licenses

Despite of these obstacles as well as opportunities
and advantages, cloud computing raises several security
issues and hence security is still the primary concern of
many customers who want to leverage public cloud
services.

III. FEASIBILITY OF CLOUD COMPUTING

•

Scalable Storage
Bugs
in
Large
Distributed Systems
Scaling Quickly

8

Figure 1. Cloud Computing Model - Open Secure
Architecture [OSA09].

Obstacle
Availability/Business
Continuity
Data Lock-In

Top seven security threats to cloud computing
discovered by “Cloud Security Alliance” (CSA) are
1. Abuse and Nefarious Use of Cloud Computing.
Abuse and nefarious use of cloud computing is the top
threat identified by the CSA. A simple example of this is
the use of botnets to spread spam and malware.
Attackers can infiltrate a public cloud, for example, and
find a way to upload malware to thousands of computers
and use the power of the cloud infrastructure to attack
other machines.
Suggested remedies by the CSA to lessen this threat:
•

Stricter initial registration and validation processes.

•

Enhanced

credit

card fraud

monitoring
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changes/activity.

coordination.
•

Comprehensive introspection of customer network
traffic.

•

Promote strong authentication and access control
for administrative access and operations.

•

Monitoring public blacklists for one’s own network
blocks.

•

Enforce service level agreements for patching and
vulnerability remediation.

2. Insecure Application Programming Interfaces.
As software interfaces or APIs are what customers use
to interact with cloud services, those must have
extremely secure authentication, access control,
encryption and activity monitoring mechanisms especially when third parties start to build on them.

•

Conduct vulnerability scanning and configuration
audits.

5. Data Loss/Leakage. Be it by deletion without a
backup, by loss of the encoding key or by unauthorized
access, data is always in danger of being lost or stolen.
This is one of the top concerns for businesses, because
they not only stand to lose their reputation, but are also
obligated by law to keep it safe

Suggested remedies by CSA to lessen this threat:
•
•

•

Analyze the security model of cloud provider
interfaces.

Suggested remedies by CSA to lessen this threat:

Ensure strong authentication and access controls are
implemented
in
concert
with
encrypted
transmission.
Understand the dependency chain associated with
the API.

3. Malicious Insiders. The malicious insider threat is
one that gains in importance as many providers still
don't reveal how they hire people, how they grant them
access to assets or how they monitor them.
Transparency is, in this case, vital to a secure cloud
offering, along with compliance reporting and breach
notification.

Enforce strict supply chain management and
conduct a comprehensive supplier assessment.

•

Specify human resource requirements as part of
legal contracts.

•

Require transparency into overall information
security and management practices, as well as
compliance reporting.

•

Determine security breach notification processes.

Implement security best practices for installation/
configuration.
environment

for

Encrypt and protect integrity of data in transit.

•

Analyze data protection at both design and run
time.

•

Implement strong key generation, storage and
management, and destruction practices.

•

Contractually demand providers to wipe persistent
media before it is released into the pool.

•

Contractually specify provider backup and retention
strategies.

•

Prohibit the sharing of account credentials between
users and services.

•

Leverage
strong
two-factor
techniques where possible.

•

Employ
proactive
unauthorized activity.

•

Understand cloud provider security policies and
SLAs.

monitoring

authentication
to

detect

7. Unknown Risk Profile. Security should always in
the upper portion of the priority list. Code updates,
security practices, vulnerability profiles, intrusion
attempts - all things that should always be kept in mind.

Suggested remedies by CSA to lessen this threat:

Monitor

•

Suggested remedies by CSA to lessen this threat:

4. Shared Technology Vulnerabilities. Sharing
infrastructure is a way of life for IaaS providers.
Unfortunately, the components on which this
infrastructure is based were not designed for that. To
ensure that customers don't thread on each other's
"territory", monitoring and strong compartmentalization
is required.

•

Implement strong API access control.

6. Account, Service & Traffic Hijacking. Account
service and traffic hijacking is another issue that cloud
users need to be aware of. These threats range from
man-in-the-middle attacks, to phishing and spam
campaigns, to denial-of-service attacks.

Suggested remedies by CSA to lessen this threat:
•

•

Suggested remedies by CSA to lessen this threat:

unauthorized
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•

Disclosure of applicable logs and data.

•

Partial/full disclosure of infrastructure details (e.g.,
patch levels, firewalls, etc.).

•

Monitoring and alerting on necessary information.

developed. Homomorphic encryption can be used
for data security encryption. But with this approach
key management is a problem.
Identity and Access Management (IAM). The key
critical success factor to managing identities at
cloud providers is to have a robust federated
identity management architecture and strategy
internal to the organization. Using cloud-based
“Identity as a Service” providers may be a useful
tool for outsourcing some identity management
capabilities and facilitating federated identity
management with cloud providers.

4.2. Other Security Threats
1.

Failures in Providers Security. Cloud providers
control the hardware and the hypervisors on which
data is stored and applications are run and hence
their security is very important while designing
cloud.

2.

Attacks by other customer. If the barriers between
customers break down, one customer can access
another customer's data or interfere with their
applications.

3.

Availability and reliability issues. The cloud is
only usable through the Internet so Internet
reliability and availability is essential.

4.

Legal and Regulatory issues. The virtual,
international nature of cloud computing raises many
legal and regulatory issues regarding the data
exported outside the jurisdiction.

5.

Perimeter security model broken. Many
organizations use a perimeter security model with
strong security at the perimeter of the enterprise
network. The cloud is certainly outside the
perimeter of enterprise control but it will now store
critical data and applications.

6.

Integrating Provider and Customer Security
Systems. Cloud providers must integrate with
existing systems or the bad old days of manual
provisioning and uncoordinated response will
return.

•

Security Management. From a security
management perspective, a key issue is the lack of
enterprise-grade access management features. The
scope of security management of cloud services
will vary with the service delivery model, provider
capabilities, and maturity. Customers will have to
make trade-offs with respect to the flexibility and
control offered by the SPI services. The more
flexible the service, the more control you can
exercise on the service, and with that come
additional security management responsibilities. In
a virtualized environment where infrastructure is
shared across multiple tenants, your data is
commingled with that of other customers at every
phase of the life cycle—during transit, processing,
and storage. Hence, it is important to understand the
location of the service, service-level guarantees
such as inter-node communication, and storage
access (read and write) latency.

•

Privacy. Privacy is an important issue for cloud
computing, both in terms of legal compliance and
user trust and this need to be considered at every
phase of design. The key challenge for software
engineers to design cloud services in such a way as
to decrease privacy risk and to ensure legal
compliance. The following tips are recommended
for cloud system designers, architects, developers
and Testers.

V. SECURITY IN CLOUD COMPUTING
•

•

Infrastructure Security. The security challenges at
various levels namely network level, host level and
application level are not specifically caused by
cloud computing instead are exacerbated by its use.
The issues of infrastructure security and cloud
computing can be addressed by clearly defining
trust boundaries by understanding which party
provides which part of security.
Data Security and Storage. Data security is a
significant task, with a lot of complexity. Methods
of data protection, such as redaction, truncations,
obfuscation, and others, should be viewed with
great concern. Not only are there no accepted
standards for these alternative methods, but also
there are no programs to validate the
implementations of whatever could possibly be

1.

Minimize personal information sent to and
stored in the cloud.

2.

Protect personal information in the cloud.

3.

Maximize user control.

4.

Allow user choice.

5.

Specify and limit the purpose of data usage.

6.

Provide feedback.

(Please refer for more details on privacy).
•

Audit and Compliance. A programmatic approach
to monitoring and compliance will help prepare
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time can remove or hide sensitive information from
the publisher's original image. Filters at retrieval
time filters may be specified by the publisher or the
retriever.

CSPs (Cloud Service Provider) and their users to
address emerging requirements and the evolution of
cloud business models. To drive efficiency, risk
management, and compliance, CSPs need to
implement a strong internal control monitoring
function coupled with a robust external audit
process. To gain comfort over their in-cloud
activities, CSP users need to define their control
requirements, understand their CSP’s internal
control monitoring processes, analyze relevant
external audit reports, and properly execute their
responsibilities as CSP users.
•

Security-as-a [cloud] Service. Security-as-aservice is likely to see significant future growth for
two reasons. First, a continuing shift in information
security work from in-house to outsourced will
continue. Second, several other information security
needs are present for organizations currently, but
they will accelerate in need and complexity with the
growing adoption of cloud computing. The two
proactive controls are important to the growth of
cloud computing: identity management that is intercloud and scalable to the cloud size, and
(encryption) key management. The two reactive
controls are needed for audit and compliance
purposes as well: scalable and effective SIEM, and
data leakage prevention (DLP). Providing solutions
to each of these controls will be difficult and
requires significant complexity that must be hugely
scalable and yet easy to use.

VI. EXISTING SOLUTIONS FOR SECURITY
THREATS

3.

Provenance Tracking. This mechanism that tracks
the derivation history of an image.

4.

Image maintenance. Repository maintenance
services, such as periodic virus scanning, that detect
and fix vulnerabilities discovered after images are
published.

•

Advantages. Filters mitigate the risk in a
systematic and efficient way. The system stores all
the revisions which allows the user to go back to the
previous version if the current version if she
desires. The default access permission for an image
is private so that only owner and system
administrator can access the image and hence
untrusted parties cannot access the image.

Figure 2. Architecture of Mirage Image
Management System.

6.1. Mirage Image Management System
The security and integrity of VM images are the
foundation for the overall security of the cloud since
many of them are designed to be shared by different and
often unrelated users. This system addresses the issues
related to secure management of the virtual-machine
images that encapsulate each application of the cloud.

Limitations. Huge performance overheads, both
in space and time. Filters cannot be 100% accurate and
hence the system does not eliminate risk entirely. Virus
scanning does not guarantee to find all malware in an
image. "The ability to monitor or control customer
content" might increase the liability of the repository
provider

Figure 2 shows the overall architecture of Mirage
Image Management System.

(For detailed explanation about
Management System please refer).

Mirage Image Management System consists of 4
major components:

Mirage

Image

6.2. Client Based Privacy Manager

1.

Access Control. This framework regulates the
sharing of VM images. Each image in the
repository has a unique owner, who can share
images with trusted parties by granting access
permissions.

Client based privacy manager helps to reduce the
risk of data leakage and loss of privacy of the sensitive
data processed in the cloud, and provides additional
privacy-related benefits.

2.

Image Transformation by Running Filters.
Filters remove unwanted information from images
at publishes and retrieval time. Filters at publish

Figure 3 shows the overall architecture of the
privacy manager. The main features of the privacy
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from the service provider depends not only on the user
having sufficient computing resources to carry out the
obfuscation and deobfuscation, but also on the
application having been implemented in such a way that
it will work with obfuscation.

manager are:
•

•

•

•

Obfuscation. This feature can automatically
obfuscate some or all of the fields in a data structure
before it is sent off to the cloud for processing, and
translate the output from the cloud back into deobfuscated form. The obfuscation and deobfuscation is done using a key which is chosen by
the user and not revealed to cloud service providers.

6.3. Transparent Cloud Protection System (TCPS)
TCPS is a protection system for clouds aimed at
transparently monitoring the integrity of cloud
components. TCPS is intended to protect the integrity of
guest Virtual Machines (VM) and of the distributed
computing middleware by allowing the host to monitor
guest VMs and infrastructure components.

Preference Setting. This is a method for allowing
users to set their preferences about the handling of
personal data that is stored in an unobfuscated form
within the cloud. This feature allows the user
greater control over the usage of his data.
Data Access. The Privacy Manager contains a
module that allows users to access personal
information in the cloud, in order to see what is
being held about them and to check its accuracy.
This is an auditing mechanism which will detect
privacy violations once they have happened.
Feedback. The Feedback module manages and
displays feedback to the user regarding usage of his
personal information, including notification of data
usage in the cloud. This module could monitor
personal data that is transferred from the platform.

Figure 4 shows the architecture of TCPS. TCPS is a
middleware whose core is located between the Kernel
and the virtualization layer. (Please refer for detailed
explanation of TCPS architecture). By either actively or
passively monitoring key kernel or cloud components
TCPS can detect any possible modification to kernel
data and code, thus guaranteeing that kernel and cloud
middleware integrity has not been compromised and
consequently no attacker has made its way into the
system.

Personae. This feature allows the user to choose
between multiple personae when interacting with
cloud services. (Please refee for detailed description
of Privacy Manager).

All TCPS modules reside on the Host and Qemu is
leveraged to access the guest. Suspicious guest activity
can be noticed by the Interceptor and they are recorded
by the Warning Recorder into the Warning Queue where
the potential alteration will be evaluated by the Detector
component. TCPS can locally react to security breaches
or notify the distributed computing security components
of such an occurrence. In order to avoid false positives
as much as possible, an administrator can notify TCPS
of the new components' checksum.

Figure 3. Overview of Privacy Manager.
Advantages. This solution solves many practical
problems such as Sales Force Automation Problem,
Customized End-User Services Problem and Share
Portfolio Calculation problem. (Please refer for detailed
explanation of these solutions)

Advantages. This system is effective in detecting most
kind of attacks. This system is able to avoid falsepositives (Guest maintenance tolerance). The system
minimizes the visibility from the VMs (Transparency).
The system and the sibling guests are protected from
attacks of a compromised guest. The system can be

Disadvantages. If the service provider does not provide
full cooperation the features of the Privacy Manager
other than obfuscation will not be effective, since they
require the honest cooperation of the service provider.
The ability to use obfuscation without any cooperation
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deployed on majority of the available middleware.The
system can detect an intrusion attempt over a guest and,
if required by the security policy, takes appropriate
actions against the attempt or against the compromised
guest and/or notify remote middleware securitymanagement components 6.4. Secure and Efficient
Access to Outsourced Data
Providing secure and efficient access to outsourced data
is an important component of cloud computing and
forms the foundation for information management and
other operations.
Problem. Figure 5 shows the typical owner-write-userread scenario. Only the owner can make updates to the
outsourced data, while the users can read the
information according to access rights. Since the data
owner stores a large amount of information on the
untrusted service provider, the owner has to encrypt the
outsourced data before putting on the server. The
outsourced data will be accessed by different end users
all over the network and hence computationally
expensive operations on the data blocks (smallest unit of
data) should be avoided and the amount of data stored in
the end users must be reduced. Right keys should be
provided to the end users to control their access.

3.

End user U sends {U, S, request index, cert} to the
service provider S.

4.

Service Provider S verifies the cert, check the user
and ACM index, and retrieve data blocks, and
conduct over encryption as follows. Using seed as
the initial state of P(), the function will generate a
long sequence of pseudo random bits. S will use
this bit sequence as one-time pad and conduct the
xor operation to the encrypted blocks. The
computation results will then be sent to U.

5.

End user U receives the data blocks, use seed and K|
to derive keys, and then recover the data.

Dynamics in Use Access Rights.
• Grant Access Right. The owner will change the
access control matrix and increase the value of ACM
index. The service provider and end user do not need to
change to adapt to this update Revoke Access Right: If
the service provider conducts over encryption, the
owner updates the access control matrix, increases the
value of ACM index and sends this new ACM index to
the service provider until it receives acknowledgement.
If the services provider refuses to conduct over
encryption, then adopt lazy revocation to prevent
revoked users from getting access to updated data
blocks.
Dynamics in Outsourced Data.
•

Block Deletion. A special control block is used to
replace the deleted block. The owner will label its
access control matrix to show that the block no
longer exists

•

Block Update. The control block is encrypted with
kp,i and write it to the i-th block of the outsourced
data.

Figure 5. Illustration of application scenario

The control block will contain the following
information: (1) a pointer to the data block in which D|i
is currently stored; (2) information used by the data
owner to derive the encryption key of D|i ; (3)
information used by the data owner to verify the
integrity of the control block. The owner will also use
the new secret to encrypt D0i and write it to the
corresponding place in S.

Solution. Fine-grained access control should be
provided for the outsourced data by encrypting every
data block with a different symmetric key. (Please refer
for key derivation method).
Data Access Procedure.
1.

2.

End user U will send a data access request to the
data owner O. U -> O: {U, O, EKou , (U, O, request
index, data block indexes, MAC code)}

•

Data owner O authenticates the sender, verify
the request and determine the smallest key set O->
U: { U, O, EKou, (O, U, request index, ACM index,
seed for P(), K|, cert for S, MAC code)} The cert in
the packet is a certificate for the service provider
and it has the following format: {EKos, (U, request
index, ACM index, seed, indexes of data blocks,
MAC code)}

Block Insertion and Appending. The data owner
will locate an unused block index, derive the
encryption key in the hierarchy using k0,1, encrypt
the data block, and store it on the service provider.
The new data blocks are inserted based on their
access patterns.

Advantages. Data access procedure reduces the
overhead of the data owner and prevents the revoked
users from getting access to the outsourced data. This
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Bharat Bhargava. Secure and Efficient Access to
Outsourced Data. CCSW '09: Proceedings of the
2009 ACM workshop on Cloud computing
security, pages 55-65. November 2009

approach is robust against collusive attacks if the hash
function is safe. Over-encryption conducted by the
service provider defends against eavesdroppers even
when they have the data block encryption keys. This
approach has less communication and overhead for data
retrieval when they have infrequent update operations.
This approach handles user revocation without
impacting service provider.
Disadvantages. This approach is applicable only for
owner-write-users-read applications and hence not
generic. There is a lengthened data retrieval delay
caused by the access to updated data blocks. (For
detailed explanation of this approach please refer Survey
on Cloud Computing Security – Technical Report)

[5]

Richard Chow Philippe Golle, Markus Jakobsson,
Elaine Shi, Jessica Staddon, Ryusuke Masuoka,
Jesus, Molina, Controlling Data in the Cloud
Outsourcing Computation without Outsourcing
Control. CCSW '09: Proceedings of the 2009
ACM workshop on Cloud computing security,
pages 85-90. November 2009.

[6]

Top 7 threats to cloud computing DOI =
www.net-security.org/secworld.php?id=8943

[7].

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Cloud_computing_security

[8]

Open
Security
Architecture
opensecurityarchitecture.org/

[9]

Steve Bennett, Mans Bhuller, Robert Covington.
Oracle White Paper in Enterprise Architecture –
Architectural Strategies for Cloud Computing.
August 2009. DOI= http://www.oracle.com/
technology/architect/entarch/pdf/arc
hitectural_strategies_for _cloud_computing.pdf

CONCLUSION
More than ten papers were surveyed regarding the
cloud computing, advantages of cloud computing, risks
in cloud computing and various approaches to solve
those risks each with their pros and cons. Each
algorithm aimed at solving a particular risk. However
cloud computing is still struggling in its infancy, with
positive and negative comments made on its possible
implementation for a large-sized enterprise. IT
technicians are spearheading the challenge and pursuing
research to improve on its drawbacks. Several groups
have recently been formed, such as the Cloud Security
Alliance or the Open Cloud Consortium, with the goal
of exploring the possibilities offered by cloud
computing and to establish a common language among
different providers. Cloud computing is facing several
issues in gaining recognition for its merits. Its security
deficiencies and benefits need to be carefully weighed
before making a decision to implement it

[10] Security Guidance for Critical Areas of Focus in
Cloud Computing, April 2009. DOI =
http://www.cloudsecurityalliance.org/topthreats/c
sathreats. v1.0.pdf
[11] Flavio Lombardi, Roberto Di Pietro. Transparent
Security for Cloud. SAC '10: Proceedings of the
2010 ACM Symposium on Applied Computing,
pages 414-415. March 2010.
[12] Shilpashree Srinivasamurthy, David Q. Liu, Survey
on Cloud Computing Security – Technical
Report. Department of Computer Science,
Indiana University Purdue University Fort Wayne
July 2010.
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Safer Data Transmission Using Steganography
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Abstract – Today’s Internet connected networks are under permanent attack by intruders and hackers. The explosive growth of
computer systems and their interconnections has led to a heightened awareness of the need to protect the data transmitted. There are
many ways already existing and also discovered daily. The field of cryptography has got more attention nowadays. There exist many
encryption algorithms like RSA, DES, and AES etc. But still hackers are able to retrieve the messages which are sent secretly. So, to
deceive the hackers, people have started to follow a technique called ‘Steganography’. In this method, the data is hidden behind
unsuspecting objects like images, audio, video etc. so that people cannot even recognize that there is a second message behind the
object. Images are commonly used in this technique. In this paper, we have proposed an idea for overcoming some serious
drawbacks in steganography and we have tried to overcome those with our ideas. Here, the pixels in the images are replaced with the
new ones, which are almost identical to the old ones, in a manner that can be used to retrieve back the hidden data.

I.

INTRODUCTION
IV. THE PIXEL REPLACEMENT TECHNIQUE

Steganography is the art and science of
communicating in a way which hides the existence of
the communication. In contrast to cryptography, where
the "enemy" is allowed to detect, intercept and modify
messages without being able to violate certain security
premises guaranteed by a cryptosystem, “ the goal of
steganography is to hide messages inside other
harmless messages in a way that does not allow any
enemy to even detect that there is a second secret
message present.”

To overcome the drawbacks in the currently
followed techniques, we propose a new methodology for
hiding data in images. Here, we place the existing pixels
in the image with the new ones in such a way that no
difference is visible between the contaminated and the
original image.
V. PROCEDURE
TECHNIQUE

TO

IMPLEMENT

THE

A. Encoding

II. STEGANOGRAPHY IN IMAGES

The Algorithm used for encoding in this technique
can be described with the following steps:

In steganographic images any plain text, cipher text,
other images, or anything that can be embedded in a bit
stream can be hidden in an image. The common
methods followed for hiding data in images are the
‘Least Significant Bit (LSB) Insertion’ technique in
which the LSB of the pixel values are replaced with the
data to be encoded in binary form, the ‘Masking
Technique’ in which the original bits are masked with
data bits and the ‘Filtering Technique’ in which certain
transformations are done on the image to hide data. This
follows the same procedure as that of water marker.

 Get the Image, Message to be hidden and the
Password.
 Encrypt the message and the password.
 Move some rows below the first row in the image
and fix a reference position
 Near the left edge for odd characters and near the
right for even characters.
 For each character in the original data do

III. DRAWBACKS IN THE CURRENT
TECHNIQUES

 find a position corresponding to that character
 search the surrounding pixels and find a pixel value
closer to all of them

When the pixels will be scanned for a possible
relation it will be used to trace out the actual characters.
Only 24 bit messages are suitable and 8 bit images are to
be used at great risk. Extreme Care needs to be taken in
the selection of the cover image, so that the changes to
the data will not be visible in the stego-image.

 replace the current pixel and the reference pixel
with this value
 move to the next row
 Set a pixel value as a threshold.
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 Repeat steps 4 and 5 for the Password from the
bottom of the image.

the image and then we’ll discuss how to retrieve
message for the authorized person who knows the
correct password.

B. Decoding

A. Encrypting the Message and providing Password

The Algorithm for retrieving the original message
from the steganographed image follows this sequence:
 Move to the bottom row in the image where
password hiding starts.

The actual message and the password are obtained from
the user. Then, they are encrypted using any of the
encryption algorithms like RSA, DES etc. This
encryption step provides an additional safety feature
added to the technique to ensure maximum safety.

 Find the value of the reference pixel.

B. Choosing a position to hide the character



Search the entire row for the same pixel value.



Find the position of that pixel and decode the
character.



Repeat steps 3 thro 5 till the threshold is reached.



Concatenate all the characters found so far (Actual
Password).



If the found password does not match the given
password go to step 11.

The actual process of steganography starts begins here.
The Image is scanned from the top row – wise. Few
rows are omitted. The message to be sent is split into
individual characters. The following process is repeated
for all the characters in the message. A position for
hiding the character is chosen according to some
relation with that character. The relation can be
something like the ASCII value of the character, the
order of occurrences of that character in the
Alphabetical or Reverse order if it is an alphabet etc.



Move to the top row in which the first character of
original data was stored.

For example, the position of the character ‘R’ can be
chosen as:



Repeat the sequence followed in steps 3 to 7 to get
the original message.

ASCII Value of ‘R’ = 82,



Display the result.

( only e.g. It need not be 50 to use)

1.

FLOW DIAGRAM

C. Finding a Suitable Color

 Get the Image and the Password.

So, position = 82 – 50 = 32.

Once a position is chosen, the values of all the
pixels surrounding the pixel in that position are found.
Since this position is usually not near the edge of the
image, there will be 8 pixels surrounding it. A pixel
value, i.e., a color, is chosen so that it does not differ
much from those of the 8 pixels. This is the most
difficult step in the whole process. The value will differ
only by a small value. Such a small change in the color
will be indiscernible to the users.
D. Replacing the pixels

(a)

Now, with the color to be replaced being found, it’s
time to replace the pixels with the new color. A position
near to the left side of the row is fixed as the reference
position for the odd numbered character i.e., the 1st, 3rd,
5th character and so on. Similarly, for the even
numbered characters, a position close to the right side of
the row is selected as the reference position. These
reference positions are the same for all the characters.
When the reference position is chosen, the pixel in that
position is replaced with the new color. Then, the
pixel in the already found position for the character (in
our e.g., this is 32) is also replaced with the new color.

(b)

Fig. 1: (a) encoding (b) decoding
IMPLEMENTATION
With this algorithm described, let us describe the pixel
replacement technique in detail. First, we shall see how
the original message and the password are hidden into
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Example of contaminated image

Fig.3: Edge finding method
This procedure is the inference that larger the
number of edges in an image, higher the number of
adjacent pixels with highly contrasting colors.
Fig. 2: contaminated image
Here is such an example where the image is
contaminated with data to be sent. But, in real situations,
these will not be visible at all because the color chosen
for replacing is so close to the original color that cannot
be found by the human eye but still can be found out by
the computer. The above mentioned steps of finding a
suitable color and replacing the pixels is continued for
all the characters in the encrypted message.
E. Hiding the Password

Fig.4: Frequency plotting of an image with a sharp slope
of RED component

The same steps of choosing the color, replacing the
pixels and setting a threshold are repeated for hiding the
password but the only difference is that the image is
scanned row – wise from the last row instead of from
the first row.

This method scans the image and records the
frequency of occurrence of all the combinations of each
of the RGB components.

F. Setting a Threshold

Retrieving the Message

The final step is to set a threshold pixel in a fixed
position to indicate the end of the encrypted message.
This is essential for decoding the message from the
image. Otherwise, we cannot find the end of the
message.

The process of retrieving the original message from
the steganographed image is similar to that of the hiding
process except in the reverse order. First, the password
is got from the user. The image is scanned from the last
row and the row in which the password hiding started is
reached. The reference pixel value is found and the
position of that color in that row is noted. Then, again
the relation used previously for finding the position is
used to get the original character. This can be explained
as:

Some methods to determine Variable Threshold:
For determining variable threshold is an important
job. Various ways are suggested for finding a proper
threshold for an image. Determining a proper value
largely depends on a close and precise study of the
nature and quality of the image. The colorconcentration, number of edges and contrast of colors
are some of such properties. Two methods which give
satisfactory threshold value for images. The first method
does a quantitative study of the number of edges present
in the image. The second plots a frequency graph for all
the color components and thus, determines an
approximate concentration of colors.

If the position is 32, then
32 + 50 = 82,
The character of ASCII value 82 is ‘R’.
Similarly, the other characters are found till the
threshold is reached and all of them are concatenated to
get the original password. Now, the given password
and the original are checked and if they match, then
further processes are done, otherwise, an error message
is displayed.
If the password matches, then the image is scanned
from the top and the starting Row from where the data
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hiding started is reached. The same steps of finding the
reference pixel and the position of the other pixel are
repeated again till the threshold.

IX. CONCLUSION
To overcome the drawbacks in the existing
cryptography and steganography techniques, we have
proposed a new technique for hiding data in images. Our
technique is less prone to attacks and since the data is
strongly encrypted and the cost of retrieving it by
unauthorized persons is extremely high. Since the pixels
are replaced with almost identical pixels, it is difficult to
even identify that there is a second message hidden. So,
we hope that our technique will be used widely in the
future.

Then, all the characters are joined and the original
message is displayed.
As seen from this example, there are no big changes
visible between the actual image and the one in which
data is hidden. Thus, our proposed technique can be a
useful method for hiding messages in images.
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Study and Analysis of Statistical Features of Face Expression
in Noisy Environment
Kanchan Lata Kashyap & Sanjivani Shantaiya
DIMAT, Raipur
Abstract – This paper presents a new approach for the recognition of emotions in noisy environment. The approach presents the
cascading of Wiener filter and Mutation based bacteria optimization technique (MBFO) to remove the noise from the highly
corrupted face image .After removing the noise by the combination of wiener filter and MBFO technique and then detects the local ,
global and statistical feature form the image. Bacterial foraging optimization algorithm (BFOA) is inspired by the social foraging
behavior of Escherichia coli. BFOA has already drawn the attention of researchers because of its efficiency in solving real-world
optimization problems arising in several application domains. In this research paper seven emotions namely anger, fear, happiness,
surprise, sad, disgusting and neutral will be tested from database in noisy environment of speckle noise. facial expressions
recognition system is based on a representation of the expression, learned from a training set of pre-selected meaningful features.
However, in reality the noises that may embed into an image document will affect the performance of face recognition algorithms.
Finally, emotion recognition will be performed by giving the extracted eye, lip and mouth blocks as inputs to a feed-forward neural
network trained by back-propagation.
Keywords—Wiener filter; bacteria foraging optimization ;feature detection; facial expression; Biometrics, speckle noise.

I.

detecting the desired features as the warped texture in
each iteration of an AAM search approaches to the
fitted image. Ahlberg [7] use AAM in their work. In
addition, ASMs - which are the former version of the
AAMs that only use shape information and the intensity
values along the profiles perpendicular to the shape
surface are also used to extract features such as the work
done by Votsis et al. [9]. Many algorithms have been
developed to remove speckle noise in document images
with different performance in removing noise and
retaining fine details of the image, like: Simard and
Malvar [10] shows image noise can originate in film
grain, or in electronic noise in the input device such as
scanner digital camera, sensor and circuitry, or in the
unavoidable shot noise of an ideal photon detector.
Beaurepaire et al. [2] tells the identification of the nature
of the noise is an important part in determining the type
of filtering that is needed for rectifying the noisy image.
Noise Models from Wikipedia [11] shows the noise in
imaging systems is usually either additive or
multiplicative. Image Noise [12] shows in practice these
basic types can be further classified into various forms
such as amplifier noise or Gaussian noise, Impulsive
noise or salt and pepper noise, quantization noise, shot
noise, film grain noise and nonisotropic noise. AlKhaffaf [13] proposes several noise removal filtering
algorithms. Most of them assume certain statistical
parameters and know the noise type a priori, which is
not true in practical cases. Prof. K. M. Passino [8]
proposed an optimization technique known as Bacterial
Foraging Optimization Algorithm (BFOA) based on the
foraging strategies of the E. Coli bacterium cells. Until

INTRODUCTION

A biometric is an automated method of recognizing
an individual based on measurable biological
(anatomical and physiological) and behavioral
characteristics that can be used to differentiate that
organism as an individual. Biometric data is captured
when the user is an authenticated by the system. This
data is used by the biometric system for real-time
comparison against biometric samples. When image is
transmitted over the network noise is added as unwanted
variations in the image [22]. It causes a wrong
conclusion in the identification of images in
authentication and in pattern recognition process. So
First noise should be removed from the image and
features are detected Noise in imaging systems is
usually either additive or multiplicative.
II. RELATED WORK
There is a vast body of literature on emotions.
Recent discoveries suggest that emotions are intricately
linked to other functions such as attention, perception,
memory, decision making, and learning. This suggests
that it may be beneficial for computers to recognize the
human user’s emotions and other related cognitive states
and expressions. Ekman and Friesen [1] developed the
Facial Action Coding System (FACS) to code facial
expressions where movements on the face are described
by a set of action units (AUs) .Ekman’s work inspired
many researchers to analyze facial expressions by means
of image and video processing. The AAM approach is
used in facial feature tracking due to its ability in
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through the layers of processing elements, generating an
output pattern in response to the input pattern presented.
In the second phase, the errors calculated in the output
layer are then back propagated to the hidden layers
where the synaptic weights are updated to reduce the
error.

date there have been a few successful applications of the
said algorithm in optimal control engineering, harmonic
estimation in [15], transmission loss reduction in Ref
[16], machine learning in
[14] and so on. Its
performance is also heavily affected with the growth of
search space dimensionality Kim et al [17] proposed a
hybrid approach involving GA and BFOA for function
optimization. Biswas et al [18] proposed a hybrid
optimization technique, which synergistically couples
the BFOA with the PSO. In this paper hybridized
technique for the detection of emotions in noisy
Environment is used .In this experiment only speckle
noise has been considered.

C. Testing
The third phase will be testing of expressions that
will shows the
classification for seven different
expression like happy, sad,
neutral
,disgusting,
surprise, fear and anger.
Implementation Overview of Facial Expression
Recognition System

2.1 Organization of the Paper
The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 3 describes the materials and methods
of
proposed technique, experimental results on JAFFE data
base has been shown in section 4 and future scope has
been discussed in section 5.
III. MATERIAL AND METHODS OF
PROPOSED TECHNIQUE
The proposed method is divided into three parts:
•

Image preprocessing

•

Training of images using neural network.

• Testing of images results in classification of facial
expression .
A. Image preprocessing
.

Image preprocessing parts includes the acquisition
of noisy images , filtering , region of interest clipping ,
quality enhancement of images and features extraction
.first images are taken from the JAFFE databases and
noises are added . wiener filter is used to remove the
noise and mutation based bacteria foraging technique
has been applied to remove the remaining noise after
applying the wiener filter. The region of interest is eyes,
lips, mouth (eyes and lips) that are independently
selected through the mouse for identification of feature
extraction. Statistical analysis is has been done by
calculating the mean, median and standard deviation of
the noisy frame, restored frame, cropped frame and
enhanced frame .

A. Image acquisition
The first module is the acquisition of noisy face
image .to acquire the noisy image spackle noise is
passed as the input . Input image sample are considered
from JAFFE database.
B.

Wiener filter

Wiener2 lowpass-filters an intensity image that has
been degraded by constant power additive noise.
wiener2 uses a pixelwise adaptive Wiener method based
on statistics estimated from a local neighborhood of
each pixel. It estimates the local mean and variance
around each pixel.

B. Training of Neural Network
Back Propagation Neural network will be used for
training of the neurons and for classification of
expression. Back Propagation algorithm is most widely
used neural network. This is applied at input to hidden
layer, due to its relative simplicity and its universal
approximation capacity. The learning algorithm is
performed in two stages: feed-forward and feedbackward. In the first phase the inputs are propagated

∑
∑

1, 2 ………………..(1)

,
,

1, 2

……..(2)

where is the N-by-M local neighborhood of each pixel
in the image A. wiener2 then creates a pixelwise Wiener
filter using these estimates.
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1, 2

1, 2

Step 2: Chemotaxis loop: j = j+1

………..(3)

a) For i= 1,2…S, take a chemotaxis step for bacterium i
as follows

C. Mutation Bacteria Foraging Optimization
In the first stage Wiener filter is used to remove the
speckle noise. In the second stage, both the noisy and
Wiener filter output images will be passed as search
space variables in the BFO technique [15] to minimize
errors due to differences in filtered image and noisy
image. Bacterial Foraging Optimization with fixed step
size suffers from two main problems
I.

b) Compute fitness function J (i, j, k, l)
c) Let Jlast =J (i, j, k,) to save this value since we may
find a better
cost via a run.
d) Tumble: Generate a random vector Δ(i) Rp with
each element

If step size is very small then it requires many
generations to reach optimum solution. It may not
achieve global optima with less number of
iterations.

Δm(i) m= 1, 2…p, a random number on [-1 1]
e) Move: Let

II. If the step size is very high then the bacterium reach
to optimum value quickly but accuracy of optimum
value gets low. Similarly, in BFO, chemotaxis step
provides a basis for local search, reproduction
process speeds up the convergence, elimination and
dispersal helps to avoid premature convergence. To
get adaptive step size, increase speed and to avoid
premature convergence, the mutation by PSO is
used in BFO instead of elimination and dispersal
event by equation 4.
1,

1,

f) Compute J (i, j+1, k, l)
g) Swim
i) Let m =0 (counter for swim length)
ii) While m < Ns (if have not climbed down too long)
Let m = m+1
If J (i, j+1, k, l) < Jlast (if doing better),

1,

Let Jlast = J (i, j+1, k, l) and let

…..4
(j+1,k)= Position vector of i-th bacterium in j-th
chemotaxis step and k-th reproduction steps.

And use this
J(j+1,k)

global=

Best position in the entire search space .The
BFpfPSO follows chemotaxis, swarming, mutation and
reproduction steps to obtain global optima.

to compute the new

Else, let m = Ns. This is the end of the while
statement

The step by step algorithm of BF-pfPSO is
presented below.

h) Go to next bacteria (i+1) if i ≠S

Initialize Parameters p, S, Nc, Ns, Nre, Ned, Ped and C
(i), i= 1, 2...S Where,

and
If j <Nc, go to step
Step 3: Update
3. In this case, continue chemotaxis, since the life of
bacteria is not over.

p = Dimension of search space
S = Number of bacteria in the population
Nc = Number of chemotaxis steps
Ns = Number of swimming steps

Step 4: Reproductions:

Nre = Number of reproduction Steps

(a) For the given k and l, and for each i = 1, 2…S, let

Pm = Mutation probability
C (i) = Step size taken in the random direction specified
by the tumble
(i ,j,k)=Position vector of the i-th
bacterium, in j-th chemotaxis step, in k-th reproduction
step and in l-th elimination and dispersal step

be the health of bacterium i . Sort bacteria and
chemotaxis parameter C (i) in order of ascending cost
Jhealth (higher cost means lower health).
b) The Sr =S/2 bacteria with the highest Jhealth values
die and other Sr=S/2 bacteria with the best values split.

Step 1: Reproduction loop: k = k+1
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…………………11

Step 5: (New step): Mutation
For i = 1, 2…S, with probability Pm, change the
bacteria position by pfPSO.

E. Histogram Equalization
A histogram equalization method has been applied
to improve the quality of cropped lip, eye and mouth
region. Histogram equalization improves the contrast in
the grayscale and its goal is to obtain a uniform
histogram.

Step 6: If k < Nre, go to step 2. We have not reached the
specified number of reproduction steps. Therefore, we
have to start the next generation in the chemotaxis loop.
The mean square error expressed in equation (5)
between the noisy image and the wiener filter image has
to be used as cost function in Mutation based bacterial
Foraging technique to optimize the peak signal to noise
ratio.

F . Back Propagation Neural Network

Where f’i,j and fi,j represents the pixel value of restored
image and original image respectively.

For the training of dataset ANN has been used. The
features that have been extracted from face images has
to fed as an input to an Artificial Neural Network using
feed forward back propagation. . In this network, the
information moves in only one direction, forward, from
the input nodes, through the hidden nodes and to the
output nodes. Feed forward neural network begins with
an input layer. The input layer may be connected to a
hidden layer or directly to the output layer. In order to
train the neural network, a set of training face image
samples of various expressions will be required. During
training, the connection weights of the neural network
will initialized with some random values. The training
samples in the training set will input to the neural
network classifier in random order and the connection
weights will be adjusted according to the error backpropagation learning rule.

D. Pre-Processing and Feature Extraction

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The face image is resized to uniform dimension, the
data type of the image sample is transformed to double
precision and passed for feature extraction. The region
of interest (ROI) of a lip , an eye and mouth have been
selected independently in the acquired images through
the mouse. Statistical features like mean ,median and
standard deviation has been calculated for noisy frame,
restored frame . cropped frame and enhanced cropped
frame by using the following formula in programming
language MATLAB 7.0.

The proposed algorithm is applied on the sample
face images. The simulations has been performed using
the Image Processing Toolbox and the Neural Network
Toolbox of Matlab 7.0. The images were obtained from
the JAFFE databases available in the World Wide Web .
The 70 images from JAFFE database without adding
any noise are taken as the prototype image set. Speckle
noises are added with variance varying from 0.02 to 0.9.
The results consist of sample face images taken from
the JAFFE database and results of image preprocessing
and feature extraction stage.

Error=

……………….5

Where MN is the size of the both noisy image and
wiener filtered image. Performance of the MBFO
technique is evaluated based on the Peak Signal to Noise
Ratio (PSNR) and Mean Absolute Error(MAE) given
by[10].
PSNR=10
MAE=

…………………………………6
……………………….7

Mean: Average or mean value of face image has
been calculated using following equation:
...............................8

4.1 Image preprocessing and feature extraction results

Median: Meadian of face image has been calculated
using following equation:
................................9
............................10
Standard Deviation: Standard Deviation of face image
has been calculated using following equation:

Fig -4(a) Sample images from JAFFE Database
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Fig-7(a),(b),(c),(d)
Figure 7 (a ) Cropped Eye Region in restored image
(b Enhancement of cropped Eye region by Histogram
Equalization ( c) Histogram of cropped eye region (d)
Histogram after enhancement

Fig-4(b) Noisy image (c) wiener filtered image
(d) ) Restored image from Noisy image by using
median filter & MBFO

Table-I STATISTICAL FEATURES FOR EYES
Statistical

A Preprocessing result of eye feature

Noisy
frame

Restored
frame

Cropped

Mean

0.5016

0.5014

0.5002

0.4996

Median

0.5514

0.5468

0.5077

0.4523

Standard
deviation

0.4581

0.2226

0.3030

0.2934

Features

frame

Enhanced
frame

TABLE-II STATISTICAL FEATURES FOR LIPS
Statistical

Fig-5(a), (b), (c) (d)

Noisy
frame

Restored
frame

Cropped

Mean

0.5020

0.5014

0.5002

0.4996

Median

0.5467

0.5430

0.4918

0.4217

Standard
deviation

0.4576

0.2228

0.2129

0.2012

Features

Figure 5 (a ) Cropped Eye Region in restored image
(b Enhancement of cropped Eye region by Histogram
Equalization ( c) Histogram of cropped eye region (d)
Histogram after enhancement
B. Preprocessing result of lip feature

frame

Enhanced
frame

Table-III STATISTICAL FEATURES FOR MOUTH
.

Fig-6(a),(b),(c),(d)

Statistical
Features

Noisy
frame

Restored
frame

Cropped
frame

Enhanced
frame

Mean
Median
Standard
deviation

0.5022
0.5510
0.4583

0.5016
0.5469
0.2227

0.5003
0.5077
0.2936

0.5002
0.5076
0.2934

V. CONCLUSION

Figure 6 (a ) Cropped lip Region in restored image (b
Enhancement of cropped lip region by Histogram
Equalization ( c) Histogram of cropped eye region (d)
Histogram after enhancement

In this work cascading of wiener filter and Bacteria
Foraging Optimization with mutation is used to remove
highly corrupted speckle noise with variance up to 0.9.
Region of interest such as eyes, lips and mouth are
selected trough mouse. Statistical features are calculated
to recognize the different emotions.

C. Preprocessing result of mouth feature

FUTURE WORK
In future statistical features will be used to train the
neural network to recognize the different emotions like
happy, sad, angry, disgusting, surprise fear and neutral.
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Abstract – In this paper We present a semi-proving method for verifying necessary conditions for program correctness. Our
approach is based on the integration of global symbolic evaluation and metamorphic testing. It is relatively easier than conventional
program proving, and helps to alleviate the problem that software testing cannot show the absence of faults.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Since then, more research has been carried out in
the area of automatic program testing without the need
of a human oracle. The Techniques of program
checkers, for instance, were developed [1, 3]. Let p be a
program purportedly computing function f, and x be an
input case for p. A program checker is an algorithm that
checks whether p(x) =f(x) with a probability level
specified by the user. In essence, this technique also
utilizes the expected properties of the functions.

Program proving and program testing are the two
means of verifying the correctness of a program. The
former uses a mathematical proof to show that the
program in question is correct [12, 15]. It is, however,
not popular in the industry because of the problems of
automation and the complexity of proofs even for small
programs. The latter, program testing, has remained the
major means of establishing confidence in software
correctness. Nevertheless, there are two fundamental
problems in program testing, namely the reliable test set
problem [13] and the oracle problem [18].

More recently, a metamorphic testing method was
proposed by Chen et al. [4, 5]. It has been proposed as a
property-based test case selection strategy. It is based on
the intuition that even if no failure is revealed by a test
case selected according to some strategies, it still has
useful information. Thus, follow-up test cases should be
further constructed from the original test cases with
reference to some necessary conditions of the problem
to be implemented. Such necessary properties guiding
the construction of follow-up test cases are known as
metamorphic relations.

A testing oracle is a mechanism against which
testers can check the output of a program and decide
whether it is correct. The oracle problem refers to the
fact that an oracle may not be available in many
situations [18], such as during the computation of
complex numerical analysis functions.
A common approach for testing numerical and
scientific programs is to check whether they preserve
some identity relations exhibited by the functions in
question. Consider, for example, a program to compute
the log function. Since we know that log x2=2 log x, we
should check whether the program results also demon
strate this property. This technique of verifying identity
relations has been extensively used, for instance, in
Cody and Waite [9].

There are fundamental differences between
metamorphic testing and the other methods outlined
above, even though all of them propose to test programs
against selected properties of implemented functions
when testing oracles are not readily available:
(a) In metamorphic testing, the properties are not
limited to identity relations. It has been applied, for
instance, to verify the convergence of solutions of
partial differential equations with respect to the
refinement of grid points [6]. On the other hand, apart
from a couple of examples on error bounds given by
Wicker, all the other techniques have only made use of
identity relations.

There is a closely related technique, known as data
diversity, developed by Amman and Knight [2]. The
notion of data diversityis based on a very novel idea
aimed at overcoming the problems associated with Nversion programming. It has been developed from the
perspective of fault tolerance rather than fault detection
(and since then has only been advocated as a fault
tolerance technique). As a consequence, properties used
in data diversity are intrinsically limited to identity
relations.

(b) When compared with data diversity, a further
difference is that other test cases used in data diversity
are basically re expressed forms of the original test
cases. This constraint is necessary because the technique
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metamorphic relations with respect to the function. Our
first step is to identify some metamorphic relations. Let
Mid be the function that we want the program to
compute. We shall write the function as Mid (xyz) and
the corresponding program as GetMid (XYZ). When
there is no confusion, we shall simply write them as Mid
(I) and GetMid (I) respectively.

is applied in fault tolerance, with the objective of
applying alternate ways to process the original test case
but using the same program. In metamorphic testing,
although other test cases are also derived from the
original test cases, they are not limited by this
constraint. Having said that, it should be pointed out that
metamorphic testing and Cody and Waite’s technique do
not differ in this aspect.

1: double GetMid (double x1, double x2, double x3) {
2: double mid;
3: mid = x3;
4: if (x2 _ x3)
5: if (x1 _ x2)
6: mid = x2;
7: else {
8:
if (x1 _ x3)
9:
mid = x1;
10: }
11: else
12: if (x1 _ x2)
13: mid = x2;
14: else if (x1 _ x3)
15:
mid = x1;
16: return mid;
17: }

(c) For program checkers, the main objective is to
provide a probabilistic oracle for any given test case, so
as to estimate whether the corresponding output is likely
to be correct. The generation of additional test cases is
only a by-product of the system. Metamorphic testing,
however, does not aim at providing an alternative oracle
for a given input. Instead, it postulates that even though
we do not know whether a test case is successful in the
absence of an oracle, its result may still carry very
useful information: We can run a follow-up test case and
compare the series of results against selected properties
of the implemented functions. If the results do not
exhibit the expected properties, the program must be at
fault. In other words, metamorphic testing is a propertybased test case selection strategy that can be used along
with other test case selection strategies.
We shall present a semi-proving method that can be
used either to prove that a program preserves selected
necessary conditions of target functions, or to identify
counterexamples if otherwise. Our method is based on
the integration of metamorphic testing and global
symbolic evaluation.

Figure 1: Program GetMid
An obvious property of the Mid function is that Mid (π
(I)) = Mid(I) for any input tuple I and any permutation
π(I) of I, such as π(x,y,z) = (z,x,y).We shall verify
whether the program GetMid also satisfies this property
for all elements in the input domain. We note that all the
permutations of the tuple I, together with the
composition of permutations, form a group [14]. From
group theory, any permutation of I (X,Y,Z) can be
expressed as compositions of the transpositions τ1(I) =
(X,Z,Y) and τ2(I) = (Y,X,Z) In other words, in order to
prove that GetMid π(I) = GetMid(I) for any input tuple
I = (X,Y,Z) and any permutation of I, we need only
prove two
properties, namely GetMid(X,Z,Y) =
GetMid(X,Y,Z) and GetMid(Y,X,Z) = GetMid( X,Y,Z).

II. A FIRST EXAMPLE
i.

Proving Necessary Conditions for Program
Correctness:

We shall introduce the semi-proving method
through examples. The first example is the program
“GetMid” shown in Figure 1. It Accepts three real
numbers x1, x2, and x3 as inputs and returns their
median. It is adapted from [16], where it was used as a
worst case example to illustrate the constraint-based test
case generation technique for mutation testing. We use
this example to demonstrate how to prove that a
program satisfies the expected metamorphic relations
for all inputs. We can also guarantee that, if the program
terminates but does not satisfy the expected relations for
some input cases, these cases can always be identified
and hence reveal an error in the program. Programs that
do not terminate will be out of the scope of this paper.

We execute all the possible paths in the program
using the global symbolic evaluation technique [7, 8,
11], to produce three different symbolic outputs
depending on different path conditions:

⎧ X when condition C1 holds
⎪
GetMid ( X,Y,Z ) = ⎨Y when condition C 2 holds
⎪⎩Z when condtion C 3 holds

Even for programs that terminate, it is not easy to
prove their correctness. Most software engineers will
resolve to test it by means of test cases. We propose to
check the correctness of a program by proving selected

(1)
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wher condition C1 is Y ≤ X < Z or Z < X ≤ Y ,

I.

II. DETECTING PROGRAM FAULTS:
In the above example, we have demonstrated how
to prove that a program satisfies a metamorphic relation.
In this section, we shall create a fault in the program and
demonstrate how the same method can be used to reveal
the error. Let us remove statements 14 and 15 from the
program GetMid in Figure 1, giving a faulty program
GetMid. This is known as a missing path error,
generally considered “the most difficult type of error to
detect by automated means” [16].

wher condition C 2 is X < Y < Z or Z ≤ Y < X , and
wher condition C 3 is Y < Z ≤ X or X ≤ Z ≤ Y .

Let π(X,Y,Z) = (X,Z,Y) be a permutation of (X,Y,Z).By
global symbolic evolution again. we have

⎧ X when condition C 4 holds
⎪
GetMid ( X,Z,Y ) = ⎨Z when condition C 5 holds
⎪⎩Y when condtion C 6 holds

We follow the same semi-proving procedure as
described earlier. Suppose we would like to verify the
same metamorphic relation GetMid(π(I)) = GetMid(I)
for any input tuple I and any permutation π (I) of I. By
global symbolic evaluation, the output of GetMid is as
follows:

(2)
wher condition C 4 is Z ≤ X < Y or Y < X ≤ Z ,
wher condition C 5 is X < Z < Y or Y ≤ Z < X , and
wher condition C 6 is Z < Y ≤ X or X ≤ Y ≤ Z .

⎧ X when condition C 7 holds
⎪
GetMid ( X,Y,Z ) = ⎨Y when condition C 8 holds
⎪⎩Z when condtion C 9 holds

We would like to prove GetMid(X,Z,Y) =
GetMid(X,Y,Z) for any input of (X,Y,Z).According to
equation (1),we need to prove this under the conditions
C1,C2 and C3.When condition C1 holds the output of
GetMid(X,Y,Z) has a equal value to X.We need only
prove that the output of GetMid(X,Z,Y) has the same
value. We have three sub cases:

(3)
wher condition C 7 is Y ≤ X < Z ,
wher condition C 8 is X < Y < Z or Z ≤ Y < X , and

(a) Condition C4 is true: In this situation, according to
equation (2), the output of GetMid(X, Z, Y) also has a
value equal to X.

wher condition C 9 isY < Z ≤ X or ( Z ≤ Y and X ≤ Y ).

First, let us verify that GetMid(X,Z,Y) = GetMid(X,Y,Z).
According to equation (3), we need to do this under the
conditions C7, C8, and C9. Consider the case when
condition C7 holds. The output of GetMid(X,Y, Z) has a
value equal to X. By global symbolic evaluation,

(b) Condition C5 is true: In this situation, we have
condition
is
(Y ≤ X < Z or Z < X ≤ Y ) another
( X < Z < Y or Y ≤ Z < X ) which is a contradiction.
Hence this sub case will never occur.

⎧ X when condition C10 holds
⎪
GetMid ( X,Z,Y ) = ⎨Z when condition C11 holds
⎪⎩Y when condtion C12 holds

(c) Condition C6 is true: In this situation, we have
another condition is
(Y < Z ≤ X or X ≤ Z ≤ Y )
( Z < Y ≤ X or X ≤ Y ≤ Z ) hence we can simplify as
( X = Y < Z )or ( Z < Y = X ) hence according to the
equation (2),the output of GetMid(X,Z,Y) has a value
equal to Y=X.

(4)
wher condition C 7 is Z ≤ X < Y ,
wher condition C 8 is X < Z < Y orY ≤ Z < X , and

Thus, the outputs of GetMid (X,Z,Y) and
GetMid(X,Y,Z) agree with each other when condition C1
holds. The cases when conditions C2 and C3 hold can
be proved similarly. As a result GetMid (X,Z,Y) =
GetMid(X,Y,Z) for any input (X,Y,Z).

wher condition C 9 isZ < Y ≤ X or (Y ≤ Z and X ≤ Z ).

According to equation (4), we have three sub cases,
depending on whether condition C10, C11, or C12 is
true. We can skip the case where condition C10 holds,
because the corresponding output is also X. When
condition C11 holds, the combined constraint (C7 and
C11) is a contradiction, and hence this sub case is
impossible. When condition C12 holds, the combined
constraint (C7 and C12) can be Simplified to
Y<X <Z
(Y < X < Z )
or (Y < X < Z ) .When
,however GetMid(X, Z,Y) ≠GetMid(X,Y,Z) because Y≠X

Following the same procedure, we can also prove
that GetMid(Y,X,Z) =
GetMid(X,Y,Z)
for any
input(X,Y,Z) According to group theory, therefore, we
can conclude that GetMid(π(I)) = GetMid(I) for any
input tuple I and any permutation π(I) of I. In other
words, we have proved that the program is correct with
respect to this metamorphic relation.
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Thus, by identifying input cases such that Y < X < Z
,we can prove that GetMid is faulty.

First, we need to identify a metamorphic relation.
Suppose G(x)=F(x)+C. where is a positive constant.
From elementary calculus, we
know that
the
given
equation
Trap(G,A,V,B,ERROR)=
Trap(F,A,B,V,ERROR) when V ≥ 1 , where the symbol
“ERROR” is a Boolean constant with a value of “true”
or “false”. We apply the loop analysis technique [7] in
global symbolic evaluation and obtain the following
result. There are all together six classes of execution
paths for any input (F, A, B, V, ERROR). The paths, path
conditions, and corresponding symbolic outputs are as
follows:

/* Program Trap implements the trapezoidal rule to
find the approximate area under the curve f(x)
between x = a and x = b. The computation uses v
intervals of size b − a ƒ v . The variable “error”

will be set to “true” when n is less than 1. */
float Trap(float (*f)(float), float a, float b, int v,
bool & error) {
float area;
float h; /* interval */
float x;
float yOld; /* value of f(x-h) */
float yNew; /* value of f(x) */
1: if (v< 1)
2: error = true;
else {
3: error = false;
4: area = 0;
5: if (a!= b) {
6: h = (b-a) / v;
7: x = a;
8: yOld = (*f)(x);
9: while ((a> b && x> b) ||(a< b && x< b))
10: x = x + h;
11: yNew = (*f)(x);
12: area = area + (yOld + yNew) / 2.0;
/* The denominator 2.0 will be modified to
Figureseed
2: Program
Trap.
a
fault. */
13: yOld = yNew;
}
14: area = area * h;
15: if (a> b)
II.
A SECOND EXAMPLE
16: area =-area;
17: return area;
}

1. Path: (0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17).
Path condition: V = 1 and A>B.
area: ( F(A) ⁄2.0 +F(B) ⁄2.0)×(A-B)
error: false
2. Path: (0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17).
Path condition: V = 1 and A< B.
area: ( F(A) ⁄2.0 +F(B) ⁄2.0)×(B-A)
error: false
3.

Path: (0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 17).
Path condition: V≥1 and A= B.
area: 0.
error: false.

4.

Path: (0, 1, 2, 17).
Path condition: V<1.
area: undefined.
error: true.

Figure 2 : Program Trap

Let us consider an input case (G, A, V, B,
ERROR),where G(x)=F(x)+C and C>0. We do a global
symbolic evaluation of the program again for this input.
We note that the change of the first parameter from F to
G does not affect the selection of execution paths when
the program is being run. In other words, both the paths
to be executed and the path conditions are the same for
Trap (F, A, B, V, ERROR). The only difference is the
symbolic value of the variable area after execution. In
the following results, we shall not list the path
conditions, since they are identical to the corresponding
ones above.

III. A SECOND EXAMPLE
In the previous example, the fault in the program is
not within any loop. In this section, we shall illustrate
how our method can be applied in situations where
potential faults occur inside loops. For programs with
loops, techniques for loop analysis or loop
generalization [7, 8, 10, 17] are usually needed. As an
example, consider a program Trap adapted from [7] and
shown in Figure 2. The program supposedly computes
the approximate area under the curve f(x) between x=a
and x=b. Through this example, we shall further
illustrate how we can prove that a program satisfies
expected necessary conditions.

1. Path: (0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17).
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Path condition: V = 1 and A>B.

1. Path: (0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17).

area: ( F(A)+C ⁄2.0 +F(B)+C ⁄2.0)×(A-B)

Path condition: V = 1 and A>B.

error: false

area: ( F(A) ⁄2.0 +F(B) ⁄2.0)×(A-B)
error: false

2. Path: (0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17).

Then, we perform the second symbolic execution for the
same path and condition, this time using
Trap(G,A,V,B,ERROR). We obtain the following result:

Path condition: V = 1 and A< B.
area: ( F(A)+C ⁄2.0 +F(B)+C ⁄2.0)×(B-A)

1. Path: (0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17).

error: false
3.

area: ( F(A)+C ⁄2.0 +F(B)+C ⁄2.0)×(A-B)

Path: (0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 17).

error: false

Path condition: V≥1 and A= B.

Consider the first path with the path condition (V =
1 and A>B). With respect to the above pair of results,
we
have
Trap(G,A,V,B,ERROR)Trap(F,A,B,V,ERROR)
=
(
F(A)+C
⁄2.01
+F(B)+C⁄2.01)×(A-B)-(F(A)+C⁄2.01+F(B)+C ⁄2.01)×(BA)=(2/2.01)×C×(A-B)= (2/2.01)×C×|A-B|≠ C×|A-B|.
Thus, a fault has been detected. The fault can also be
detected when other paths are being executed and
reviewed.

area: 0.
error: false.
4.

Path: (0, 1, 2, 17).
Path condition: V<1.
area: undefined.
error: true.

Now
we
need
to
verify
whether
Trap(G,A,V,B,ERROR)-Trap(F,A,B,V,ERROR)=C×|BA| when V≥1 for every possible path. Since the global
symbolic evaluation of the program produces six classes
of paths, there are all together 4×4=16. Combinations of
path conditions to be considered. As 12 of them are
contradictions, however, we need only consider the
remaining four of them. For example, for the first path
with the condition (V=1and A>B).We calculate
Trap(G,A,V,B,ERROR)-Trap(F,A,B,V,ERROR) = (
F(A)+C ⁄2.0 +F(B)+C ⁄2.0)×(A-B)- ( F(A)+C ⁄2.0
+F(B)+C ⁄2.0)×(B-A). This satisfies the metamorphic
relation. Following this

We recognize that faults such as that in statement
12 may also be uncovered by program testing. However,
even though we can select test cases to cover a given
path, there is no guarantee in conventional program
testing that all faults in that path will be detected.
Furthermore, when testers execute the program using
real number test cases, minor discrepancies may easily
be overlooked because small differences are expected in
floating-point arithmetic. For a faulty program with the
denominator in statement 12 replaced by “2.001”, the
output is 0. 000206765, which is only different from the
correct output by 0.000000064. This small difference
may generally be anticipated in floating-point arithmetic
and hence ignored by mistake. On the other hand, using
the semi-proving method with symbolic input, the error
is guaranteed to be uncovered.

Procedure, we can prove that the outputs of all the
remaining paths satisfy the metamorphic relation.
Hence, the program Trap satisfies the metamorphic
relation for any input data.

IV. CONCLUSION

Let us now seed a fault into statement 12. Suppose
we change the denominator “2.0” into “2.01”,
simulating a typo, and see how it can be revealed by the
method. We shall denote the faulty program by Trap.
We do not need to complete the entire global symbolic
evaluation before verifying the expected metamorphic
relation. On the contrary, verification can start
immediately after any selected path has been executed.
(In this sense, semi-proving is also a symbolic testing
method.) For example, the symbolic execution of Trap
(F, A, B, V, ERROR) on the first path will produce

We have presented a semi-proving method that
verifies expected necessary conditions for program
correctness. This method is an integration of symbolic
evaluation and metamorphic testing techniques. Our
method involves both structural (white-box) information
when performing global symbolic evaluation, and
functional (black-box) information of the problem
domain when identifying metamorphic relations. By
combining black- and white-box information, subtle
errors in white-box testing such as missing path errors
can be better tackled. From the perspective of testing,
our integrated approach helps to alleviate the problem
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that software testing does not affirm the absence of
faults. From the perspective of program proving, target
properties can be verified using appropriate sets of
inputs identified through metamorphic relations.We
have also outlined a procedure for proving selected
necessary conditions of program correctness and
identifying failure-causing inputs, if any. Although
property testing has long been recognized in software
testing, it has been used only as a stand-alone technique.
This paper has shown the potential of integrating
property testing with other verification techniques.
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International
Computer
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Encryption\Decryption Through S-DES
Sreekanth Tammineni
Dept. of Embedded System Design Amit Patwardhan
Embedded System Design Dept. (SOST), International Institute of Information Technology, Pune, India
Abstract – “ENCRYPTION/DECRYPTION THROUGH S-DES” is the project which focuses on the transmission of data across
networks. The main importance for opting this project includes the following key dimensions like authentication, user validation,
data protection and security. Simplified-DES has similar properties and structure to DES with much smaller parameters. The S-DES
encryption algorithm takes an 8-bit block of plain text and a 10 bit key as input and then produces 8 bit block of cipher text as
output. Simplified-DES decryption algorithm takes an 8 bit block of cipher text as input and also 10 bit key and then produces the
encrypted 8 bit plain text.
The Strength of S-DES are
¾

As S-DES uses 10 bit key. Thus there are 210 =1024 possible keys. Thus it seems that a brute-force attack on S-DES is
impractical.

¾

A single computer performing one S-DES encryption for microsecond would require more than 1000 years to break SDES.

Keywords- S-DES, IP, IP-1, S-boxes, E/P, P8, P10, SW, PKI.

I.

keys using that we provide the security for the messages
which we transmit. In this we are implementing
Simplified-DES Algorithm.

INTRODUCTION

The Simplified-DES is the new information
protection standard. S-DES is a reduced version of the
DES algorithm. It has similar properties to DES but
deals with a much smaller block and key size (operates
on 8-bit message blocks with a 10-bit key). It was
designed as a test block cipher for learning about
modern cryptanalytic techniques such as linear
cryptanalysis, differential cryptanalysis and lineardifferential cryptanalysis. It is a variant of Simplified
DES.

S-DES is a reduced version of the DES algorithm. It
has similar properties to DES but deals with a much
smaller block and key size (operates on 8-bit message
blocks with a 10-bit key). It was designed as a test block
cipher for learning about modern cryptanalytic
techniques such as linear cryptanalysis, differential
cryptanalysis and linear-differential cryptanalysis. It is a
variant of Simplified DES.
The same key is used for encryption and
decryption. Though, the schedule of addressing the key
bits is altered so that the decryption is the reverse of
encryption. An input block to be encrypted is subjected
to an initial permutation (IP). Then, it is applied to two
rounds of key-dependent computation. Finally, it is
applied to a permutation which is the inverse of the
initial permutation.

The same key is used for encryption and
decryption. Though, the schedule of addressing the key
bits is altered so that the decryption is the reverse of
encryption. An input block to be encrypted is subjected
to an initial permutation IP. Then, it is applied to two
rounds of key-dependent computation. Finally, it is
applied to a permutation which is the inverse of the
initial permutation.
Scope:
The scope of this document is limited to explaining
the features of the Simplified-DES module. This project
does not allow the other parties or un-authorized persons
between communication End-Users and System
Administrators who are involved.
II. OVERVIEW
This module deals with messages (text) which we
want to transmit. It facilitates recording-applications for
the Software Companies, Internet, and Defence sector.
The module also facilitates generating different types of
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h S-DES

when keey distribution is restricted to
t a limited nuumber
of trusteed individualss. Since symm
metric encryptiion is
easy to break, it's primarily
p
used
d for safeguaarding
n or materiall that
relatively unimportannt information
needs to be protected oonly for a shortt period of timee.
t
document a short overvview of the reeasons
In this
why S-D
DES should bee selected. Thiis topic has diivided
into fourr categories:

III. VISION
o admit it, but
b the world
People arre reluctant to
revolves arounnd secrets. Witthout secrets, thhere would be
no privacy—
—everybody's personal and
a
business
information would
w
be opeen to public inspection. It
would be impoossible to safegguard a person
nal or business
identity, keep a lid on futuure plans, cond
duct financial
o even maintaiin a bank accou
unt.
transactions, or

•

Secuurity: S-DES has the samee objective security
leveel as the othher finalists, and
a
can easilly be
impplemented in a secure way.

•

Efficiency: S-DE
ES has a laarge "perform
mance
marrgin" comparedd to the other candidates.

•

Dessign philosophhy: The clearr design has many
advantages: easy iimplement ablee on a wide rannge of
nce in the claaimed
plattforms, easy too get confiden
secuurity level.

•

Exteensions: S-DES is easily exteendable to otheer key
and block lengthhs. Finally, thee issue of muultiple
AES
S algorithms.

IV. IMP
PLEMENTAT
TION

In the co
omputer world
d, secrets are protected by
encryption tecchnologies. Unnlike a password, which is
simply a key
y that provid
des access to information,
encryption is designed to make an en
ntire body off
u
In laymen's term
ms, encryption
information unreadable.
converts plain
n text into a secret code forr transmission
over a public network,
n
such as
a the Internet..
There aree two main waays to encryptt information.
One approacch is to usse asymmetricc public-key
infrastructure (PKI) encrypption. PKI cryyptography is
based on a paair of cryptogrraphic keys—oone is private
and known only to the user, while
w
the otherr is public and
xchange. PKI
known to thee opposite paarty in any ex
technology caan be used in any
a data exchaange requiring
identification and authorizattion of transactting parties. It
provides privacy and conffidentiality, acccess control,
proof of doocument trannsmission, annd document
archiving andd retrieval sup
pport. While most
m
security
vendors curreently incorpo
orate some type
t
of PKI
technology intto their softwarre, differences in design and
implementatioon prevent interoperabiliity between
products.
ncrypting data is symmetric
The otherr method of en
key protectionn, known as secret
s
key enccryption. Less
secure than PKI,
P
and therefore less usefu
ful, symmetric
encryption usses the same key to both encrypt and
decrypt messaages. Symmettric technology
y works best
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Where P10 is a permutation with table:
P10
3 5

2

7

4

10

1

9

8

6
IP is the initial permutation and IP-1 is its inverse
IP

P8 is another permutation with the following rule:

2

6

3

1

4

8

5

7

3

5

7

2

8

6

P8
6

3

7

4

8

5

10

9

IP-1
4

1

Function fK consists of a combination
permutation and substitution functions.

LS-1 is a circular left shift of 1 bit position, and LS-2 is
a circular left shift of 2 bit positions

of

fK(L, R) = (L ⊕ F(R, SK), R)
Where SK is a sub key (i.e. K1 or K2).
E/P is an expansion permutation, with the following
rules:
E/P
4

1

2

3

2

3

4

1
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S0 and S1 are to S-boxes operates according to the
following tables:

REFERENCES
[1] Cryptography and Network Security 3rd Edition by
William Stallings.

S0:
1

0

3

2

3

2

1

0

[3] homepage.smc.edu/.../assignments/assgt-sdes.htm

0

2

1

3

[4] http://www.vocal.com/sdes.html

3

1

3

2

[5] www.cs.binghamton.edu/~steflik/cs455/
Simplified_DES

[2] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SDES.
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S1:
0

1

2

3

2

0

1

3

3

0

1

0

2

1

0

3

[7] ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs_all.jsp?arnumber=1619
415



And P4 would be another permutation.
P4
2

3

4

1

Hardware Requirements:
•

Processor: Pentium II (minimum)

•

Hard disk: 10GB (minimum)

•

RAM: 128MB
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Mail Sorter Using Labview
A. Nikhila1 , Nisha A Nair2 , Kumuda S3 , Preethi K Mane4
BMS College of Engineering, Bangalore-19, India
Abstract – The Indian postal system is the largest networks in the world. Being the 7th largest country in the world, major population
of the country is rural based, where the basic amenities of life is a sweet dream. In such a scenario, having an efficient mail delivery
system is essential. Hence, to eliminate the drawbacks in other processes, we propose to fully automate the sorting process. Unlike
the code generation technique, it neither requires any human intervention to generate a code based on the pin code nor will be a
problem in case of absence of the pin code. The principle used for sorting is the Optical Character Recognition using LabVIEW
software. Camera, placed over the slide unit captures the image of the address. The pin code or the state (in the absence of the pin
code) is selected and compared with a set of trained characters in the data base. On finding a positive match, based on the first two
digits of the pin code or the first four letters of the state, the mail is segregated by the LabVIEW program involving OCR technique.
The processed data is sent to the real time application by the DAQ card, which activates the actuating arm(servo motor) to allow the
letters to move to the respective stack(zone) and thus sorting the mails automatically, reducing the human effort and errors.
Keywords-OCR, LabVIEW, DAQ card.

I.

INTRODUCTION

QR Code (abbreviated from Quick Response Code)
is the trademark for a type of matrix barcode(or twodimensional code) first designed for the automotive
industry. More recently, the system has become popular
outside the industry due to its fast readability and large
storage capacity compared to standard UPC barcodes.
The code consists of black modules (square dots)
arranged in a square pattern on a white background. The
information encoded can be made up of four
standardized kinds ("modes") ofdata (numeric,
alphanumeric, byte/binary, Kanji), or through supported
extensions, virtually any kind of data. This method is
not popular as it is as it is worthless in the absence of a
pincode.

Indian post is the most widely distributed postal
network in the world. With its service for over 150 years
old, it has been the backbone of the nation’s
communication and has played a crucial role in the
country’s socio-economic development. It touches the
lives of Indian citizens in many ways: delivering mails,
accepting deposits under Small Savings Schemes,
providing life insurance cover under Postal Life
Insurance (PLI) and Rural Postal Life Insurance (RPLI)
and providing retail services like bill collection, sale of
forms, etc.The sorting has to be done as fast as possible
to be received by the recipient on time. This method can
include some human errors like misreading the
pincodes, misplacing the letters in the wrong stacks, etc.
It can also affect the eyes due to constant vigilance on
the pincode. To meet the demands, a huge number of
people should be employed by the post offices.
However, the numbers of people for doing the job are
very few. The Indian postal system lacks in the human
labour. Hundreds of human beings are required for the
task but in reality, only thirty percent of that are
available for the job. This increases the labour, fatigue,
errors, etc.

However, OCR technology has an edge over the
above two mentioned processes. This method can sort
the mails without a pincode. So this is very
advantageous and is gaining momentum.
II. METHODS OF CHARACTER
RECOGNITION
A. OCR (Optical character recognition)
The principle used in our project to read and sort
the mails is the optical character recognition. This
principle is executed by the LabVIEW software.

In the present day, a lot of techniques are used to
sort the mails, other than the conventional manual
method. The mails can be sorted using barcode
technique, QR code technique and the OCR technique.
The most commonly used technique is the barcode
generation. Since a barcode is generated from reading
the pincode, pincode is the prime necessity in this
process. Absence of pincodes makes this process
worthless.

Optical characterrecognition, usually abbreviated to
OCR, is the mechanical or electronic conversion of
scanned images of handwritten, typewritten or printed
text into machine-encoded text. It is widely used as a
form of data entry from some sort of original paper data
source, whether documents, sales receipts, mail, or any
number of printed records. It is crucial to the
computerization of printed texts so that they can be
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electronically searched, stored more compactly,
displayed on-line, and used in machine processes such
as machine translation, text-to-speech and text mining.
OCR is a field of research in pattern recognition,
artificial intelligence and computer vision.

SLIDING UNIT: Comprises of two plates – one
movable plate and a fixed plate. After a delay of 5
seconds, movable plate lifts up and the envelope falls
onto the conveyor belt. This is run by a 12V DC Motor
of 30 rpm. ENVELOPE: Inland letters of dimensions
6x4” are designed such that the State name and pincode
are written together on the fifth line of the address. It is
placed on the movable sliding plate at a predefined
position. CAMERA: 12 Mega pixel USB camera fixed
to the Sliding Structure takes an image of the envelope.
CONVEYOR BELT: Run by a 12V DC Motor of 60
rpm, through a pulley system, the belt transports the
envelope to the collection unit. By this time the software
code would have processed the image and detected the
zone it belongs to. COLLECTION UNIT: It is operated
by a high torque VS5 Servo Motor. Based on the zone
detected, it rotates to align the respective box to the
conveyor.

OCR systems require calibration to read a specific
font; early versions needed to be programmed with
images of each character, and worked on one font at a
time. "Intelligent" systems with a high degree of
recognition accuracy for most fonts are now common.
Some systems are capable of reproducing formatted
output that closely approximates the originalscanned
page including images, columns and other non-textual
components.
B. how does ocr works
OCR recognizes characters by using two methods pattern recognition and feature detection [3]
•

PATTERN RECOGNITION

In pattern recognition one compares the scanned image
with a stored version of various characters. OCR
programs to recognize letters written in a number of
very common fonts (ones like Times, Helvetica,
Courier, and so on) was devised, that meant they could
recognize quite a lot of printed text, but there was still
no guarantee they could recognize any font that was sent
their way. Hence feature detection was developed.[1]
•

Figure 3: The complete hardware structure

FEATURE DETECTION

IV. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 1: Example of feature detection
The individual component features (angled lines,
crossed lines, or whatever) from which the character is
made is determined. For example as shown in figure 1 If
you see two angled lines that meet in a point at the top,
in the center, and there's a horizontal line between them
about halfway down, that's a letter A , this rule is
applied to recognize most characters by using certain
standard features associated with each character to
identify them such as in the case of ‘A’.

Figure 4: Flowchart depiction of software
implementation

III. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

The software developed is used to sort mails on a
zonal basis – north, south, east and west. A database is
created by training scanned and captured letters and
alphabets using NI Vision assistant for recognizing state
alphabets and pincode numbers by using the method of
border recognition of individual character.An image is
acquired by using the camera through IMAQDX drivers
and creating an OCR session in LabVIEW.A rectangular

Figure 2: Block diagram of hardware implementation
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region of interest (ROI) is selected to feed the state and
pincode into the OCR read program [4] [5]. After OCR
read if the pincode is correct (encounters consecutive 3
digits) then it extracts the first two digits of the pincode
and compares it to the various zones using a case
structure. In case the pincode fails then the first four
alphabets of the state name is extracted and sorted.
Once the ROI is selected a digital pulse of 12V is
used to move the sliding plate by using NI 9178 chassis
and NI 9472 DAQ card. After the zone is detected a
program is devised on labview to move the servomotor
at fixed angles such that it aligns itself with the
respective zones on the collection unit. This is achieved
by using NI 9178 chassis and NI 9401 which provides
PWM signals to move the servomotor.
*Deviated result
•

For all cases the movable plate of the sliding unit
moved 45degrees as expected and went up for
duration of 2 seconds as expected and prevented
damage to the motor.

•

Desired result/performance obtained.

VI. CONCLUSION
‘Mail Sorter using LABVIEW’ is a step towards
technological advancement, it segregates printed letters
on zonal division basis by using the highly advanced
technology of OCR and software LABVIEW powered
by National Instruments. Integration of above software
and hardware provides us with the automatic Mail
Sorter This method is highly efficient in sorting printed
mails... This method facilitates sorting even in the
absence of pincode.It is time efficient and can sort mails
of any color.

Figure 5: Depicts OCR Read and Zone Sorting

VII. FUTURE SCOPE
One can further automate, variable masks by
installing and programming variable ROI by scanning.
Further sorting can be carried out for local district and
main road level by updating and widening the data
base... The technique can be extended to read
handwritten mails using neural networks and fuzzy
logic. The algorithm behind this will identify any type
of handwriting. If trained further, fuzzy logic can help
identify and read different languages.

Figure 6: Sorting Into East Zone Based On Pincode
Extraction
V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
After carrying out test runs using the entire setup in
its integrated form, the following results were tabulated.
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Abstract – -Anonymous secure group communication is a new research and application paradigm. In this paper Anonymity between
two-party communication, Access control polynomial to multi-part group communication, group key management for secure group
communication and secure set concepts has been proposed. Newly extended scheme enforces Anonymous group membership, group
size, Anonymous group communication and group message broadcasting. The experimental results and comparisons with existing
system show that the ACP scheme is elegant, flexible, efficient and practical.
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I.

(membership and size) and secure communication
among the members of the anonymous group.

INTRODUCTION

There is a high importance in providing secure
group communication in networking. The existing
system generally uses secure lock which provides
anonymous secure group communication. This lock is,
in fact, a single value computed from the multiple
encrypted keys using the Chinese Remainder Theorem
(CRT). Secure Lock implements anonymous secure
group communication, but it suffers from an efficiency
problem .SAM (Secure Anonymous and multicast) tries
to provide an architecture for anonymous secure group
communication, but fails in providing rigorous
anonymity.

II. EXISTING SYSTEM
Let us discuss some of the existing scheme used in
group communication.
1. Secure lock:
This lock is a single value computed from the
multiple encrypted keys using the Chinese Remainder
Theorem (CRT). The Secure Lock scheme works as
follows: Suppose each member mi in the universal
group G has its public and private key pair (Pi, Si)
Suppose each member mi in the universal group G has
its public and private key pair (Pi, Si). A central entity
(e.g. a server) determines a sequence of n = |G| pairwise
relatively prime numbers N1, N2, N3, Nn. These
numbers are assigned to group member’s m1, m2, m3,
mn respectively. All the Ni are made public. When a
group of members § = {mi1, m2, miℓ} wants to form an
anonymous secure communicating group, the central
server selects a random key k and first establishes the
following congruence’s:

Traditionally, the research on anonymity has been
focused on two-party communication. Further, three
typical anonymities have been extensively studied.
Anonymity is not only an issue in two-party
communication environments, but also in multi-party
computing environments. Some preliminary work on
privacy and anonymity in VANETs has been initiated
such as Traceable Anonymous Certificate (TAC)
recently proposed by the IEEE Internet Engineering
Task Force and group-based anonymous communication
schemes.

Ł ≡ EPi1 (k) (mod Ni1)

There are some challenges that make the design of
anonymous secure group communication a tough task.
Firstly, in secure lock implements anonymous secure
group communication, but it is inefficient. SAM tries to
provide architecture for anonymous secure group
communication, but fails in providing rigorous
anonymity. Secondly, Secret Set schemes can
implement anonymous group membership and group
size,
but
cannot
support
secure
group
communication.ACP (Access control polynomial ) can
be exposed to provide anonymous multi-party
communication, which enforces both anonymous group

...
Ł ≡ EPiℓ (k) (mod Ni ℓ)
Then, the server computes Ł by applying the CRT.
Integer Ł will be the lock for the encrypted keys EPij
(k), and is sent along with the random key k as (Ł, {k}
k). When a receiver, such as mij, receives the above
packet, he/she can compute EPij (k) = Ł mod Nij, then
obtains k = DSij (EPij (k)) using his/her private key and
finally decrypts the random key k using k. If the
decryption discloses k, then mij knows that he is in the
group and the group key is k. Otherwise, the member is
not in the group .Once group members get to know they
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are in the group and get the group key k, they can
perform group communication which is securely
protected by the group key k. It is clear that the CRT
value Ł hides group membership by introducing decoys
and group size is also hidden (group size means exact
size).the attacker will actually know the upper bound of
the group size. Due to the involvement of public key
systems and the Chinese Remainder Theorem the Secure
Lock scheme is inefficient and not scalable.

Si in set §; otherwise, A(x) is a random value if other
numbers or invalid users’ secret keys are used in the
substitution.
Advantages of ACP:
1. It is elegant, simple, easy to understand and
implement.

The Drawback of the Secure Lock scheme is
inefficient and not scalable because it is only applicable
to small group, if number of member increases, time
required computing the lock is more. In this scheme any
user can check their membership only but cannot check
membership of other group members and group size.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
Secret Set is defined a group of members in which
any user can test their membership in the group but can
determine neither the other group members nor the size
of the group. Secret Set provides a fundamental
structure for mutually suspicious entity group
communication.

2.

It is flexible and easy to adapt to (any) different
kinds of key management and (any) different kinds
of access control relations.

3.

It is able to enforce access control and secure group
communication in any scale and any granularity.

4.

It is able to implement seamless integration of
heterogeneous data sources and systems without
much modification of the existing components.

5.

It is able to protect against any kind of attacks, not
only external attacks, but also internal attacks, even
when attackers and/or malicious users collude.

6. It supports highly dynamic environments; in
particular, the revocation of members/resources is
simple and efficient. It also supports temporary
suspension of membership.

1. Secret Set Based ACP- Anonymous Secure Group
Communication Scheme:

7. It does not require member serialization or
synchronization and does not disclose membership.

From the above descriptions, Secure Lock
implements anonymous secure group communication,
but it is inefficient. SAM tries to provide architecture for
anonymous secure group communication, but fails in
providing rigorous anonymity. Secret Set schemes can
implement anonymous group membership and group
size, but cannot support secure group communication.
First introduce an innovative construction of an Access
Control Polynomial (ACP). Then we extend the ACP
mechanism to anonymous multi-party communication,
which enforces both anonymous group (membership
and size) and secure communication among the
members of the anonymous group.

8.

Users only need to store a secret value.
Furthermore, the key computation and key
derivation are executed by the same efficient
procedure. This makes the scheme applicable to
various devices including those with low computing
powers such as PDAs, sensors.

9.

It is able to offer the capability of hiding the entities
in groups and even group size.

IV. COMPARISONS AND DISCUSSIONS
1. Comparisons
Secret Set schemes: From the above description,
the Secret Set is only used for anonymous membership
and set size, but the new ACP based mechanism can
also distribute the secret key. In contrast, the new ACPbased scheme allows for a random number of members
and there is no need for such ordering.

2. Access Control Polynomial
As in the above secret key-based Secret Set scheme,
we assume that every valid member mi in the system is
assigned a secret key Si (a random positive integer less
than q). This secret is only known to the member and
the central server. We also assume that q is a large
prime from which a finite field Fq is formed and f: {0,
1} €→ {0, 1} ℓ (where ℓ = ڿlog (q)  )ۀis a cryptographic
hash function. An Access Control Polynomial (ACP) is
a polynomial over Fq[x] and defined as follows. A(x)
=∏ I €§ (x – f (Si, z)) where § denotes the Secret Set
under consideration and z is a random integer from Fq
and made public. In addition, z is changed every time
A(x) is computed. It is evident that A(x) is equated to 0
when x is substituted with f (Si, z) by a valid user with

Anonymous membership broadcasting schemes
(AMB): The new ACP-based scheme can also support
AMB if only the intended receiver’s ID is included in
the construction of A (x). In particular, the new ACPbased scheme is secure against collusion of any number
of users.
Anonymous secure group communication
schemes: As for Secure Lock, it is based on public key
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cryptosystems. In contrast, the new ACP-based
mechanism employs polynomial and secret key
cryptosystems. Thus, the ACP-based scheme can use a
128-bit number to get stronger security than Secure
Lock using at least 1024-bit numbers. This is because
80-bit symmetric systems, 160-bit hash functions, and
1024-bit RSA all have comparable security. In this
sense, the new ACP-based scheme will be more efficient
than Secure Lock.

selects different group sizes and then m random values
S1, S2, Sm from the pre-generated keys for the users in
the group such as U1, Um. Then a random number less
than q is generated as z. S1, Sm and z, together with a
random session key, are used to calculate the
coefficients of the polynomial P(x).
For the Secure Lock scheme, we select RSA public
key cryptosystem and use RSA classes contained in
bcprov-jdk16-138.jar. The package is a Java
implementation of cryptographic algorithms from
Bouncy Castle Crypto. We generate 10,000 public
primes and RSA objects. The primes are 1024 bits long
and generated randomly. We use a random 128-bit
number as session key K.

Table 1.Complexities of Secure Lock and ACP

The time complexity for generating P(x) is O (n2)
multiplications (with modulus) and the key computation
time is O (n) multiplications. The complexity for
modular multiplications is O (B2) bit operations, where
B is the bit length of the operands. As for Secure Lock,
the complexity for public key encryption is O (B3).
Since there are n public key encryptions, the total
running time for public key encryptions are O (nB3) (in
bit operations).The complexity for CRT computation is
O (n2B2). Thus, the total running time for computing Ł
(which is nB bits) is O (nB3) + O (n2B2). As for
computing the key from Ł, its complexity is O (nB2) +
O (B3). Ignoring the key and membership verification
(which is the same for both methods), the complexities
are summarized in Table 1.

The experimental results are shown in Table 2 and
also in Figures 1, 2, and 3 from the table and figures, it
can be observed that the experimental results validate
theoretical analysis in Table 1 and prove the ACP-based
mechanism is more efficient than the Secure Lock
scheme approximately 100 times faster in term of
membership representation generation (i.e. Ł or P(x))
and approximately 10 times better in terms of key

2. Experiments
To demonstrate the performance of our scheme,
implemented both the ACP-based scheme and the
Secure Lock scheme. A java program was developed to
measure the computation time of the core message
generation and key computation.
For the ACP-based scheme, we generate a 128-bit
random prime q to form the field Fq in which to perform
our polynomial arithmetic. The one way function is
chosen as z mod q where z is a primitive root of q. We
use the typical square and multiply technique for
exponentiation. In the experiments, the program
generates 10, 000 random numbers less than q as keys S
for 10, 000 users. For each experiment, the program
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Access Control (DIF-AC), and Hierarchical Access
Control (HAC) and also used in securing Distance
Education and Video Conference.

computation and message length.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Secret set supports anonymous secure group
communication. Furthermore, the new scheme also
supports anonymous secure group communication and
offers many desirable features. The experiment and
comparison showed ACP-based scheme is generic,
flexible, efficient, dynamic, practical, invulnerable and
easy to implement.
Secure group communication protocols used in
particular multi-party key agreement and update
algorithms, help promote traditional and new Internet
multi-party applications such as video conferencing or
distance education. We propose a framework for
managing such approaches with access management
mechanisms and applications in real environments.
Furthermore, we extend this framework with
anonymisation techniques for the sake of the
individual’s privacy. Our solution combines traditional
unicast based approaches for privacy with authenticated
and encrypted group communication. Thereby, we are
able to build closed groups in which the members are
not disclosed to outsiders. The introduced secure and
anonymous multicast (SAM) framework can be
employed as scalable, ones, malicious replays or
masquerading, because of missing access control
mechanisms.
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Abstract – Store-and-generate techniques encode a given test set and regenerate the original test set during test with the help of a
decoder. This technique is particularly suitable for IP cores coming with pre-computed test sets, and also the encoded test data can be
stored either on or off chip. Previous research has focused on run-length coding where the test set is considered as a sequence of runs
of zero, each run terminated by a one. This may lead to an inefficient encoding for runs of ones. In this paper to overcome this
problem in which test is considered as a sequence of alternating runs of zeros and runs of ones. Implementation of algorithm is
carried out using Synopsys tools. VCS is used for simulation and Design Compiler is used for synthesis and to get time, area and
power required.
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I.

Recent coding strategies for test data compression are
based on classical techniques such as statistical Coding
or run-length coding. In particular, run-length coding
has been studied intensively ranging from the
application of Golomb codes to more sophisticated
schemes specifically adapted to the situation of test data
compression [2]. As shown in Figure 3, 2-V Golomb
coding maps a run of length r to a prefix of length k (k-1
zeros terminated by one) and a tail of length k, if M = 2k

INTRODUCTION

Today’s systems-on-a-chip usually integrates a
variety of different cores. This design style allows a
very flexible and efficient product development, but on
the other hand, testing these systems becomes
increasingly challenging. Most of the problems resulting
from inaccessible cores, the need for at speed testing,
the individual test requirements of different cores, etc.
can be tackled by built-in self-test (BIST) approaches
[1]. However, if the system contains intellectual
property (IP) blocks coming only with a set T of test
patterns, then techniques are required to store the given
test set T in a compact representation and regenerate it
during test. For this task compression codes offer a twofold solution:
1.

The test data volume can be greatly reduced by
simple encoding and decoding procedures.

2.

As illustrated in Figure 2, there is a natural option
for test resource partitioning, i.e. it is sufficient to
implement the decoder on chip, and the encoded
test data can be stored either on or off chip.

To encode a test set T, Chandra and Chakrabarty
and other authors propose to decompose it into runs of
zeros followed by a single one. A simple example is
given in Figure 2.
The advantage of this encoding strategy is that it
doesn’t require any extra information to distinguish
between runs of zeros and runs of ones. But this also
means that runs of ones are encoded very inefficiently
Original test data: 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
Encoded test data: 110 100 100 100 100 0100 100 100
100 100 100
Figure 2: Encoding test data using Golomb codes.
To overcome this problem two solutions have been
proposed so far:
(1) If the differences between successive test vectors are
considered instead of the test vectors, then the data to be
encoded usually contain only a very low percentage of
ones. However, an extra register on chip is required to
regenerate the original test vectors from the difference
vectors.
(2) For test vectors with a high percentage of ones, the
vectors are encoded considering run lengths as count of
0’s and 1’s both and stored. To regenerate the original
test vectors during test a selection logic on chip controls
which of the decoded vectors can be used directly and

Figure 1: Store-and-generate approach for test pattern
generation.
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which must be inverted before
b
using them as test
patterns.

results showed
s
here is only for fully
f
specifiedd test
patterns..

In this paaper, a coding strategy is proposed which
efficiently enccodes both runns of zeros andd runs of ones
and avoids thhe disadvantagees of Golomb Coding. The
organization of
o the paper is as follow
ws: The basic
principles of this
t
strategy are
a introduced in section 2,
subsequently, experimental results and co
onclusions are
provided in sections 3 and 4..
II. TWO-VA
ALUE
ALGORIITHM
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C
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In this cooding strategy is based on thhe observation
that a fully specified tesst set T is composed off
o one’s [3].
alternating ruuns of zeros and runs of
Consequently,, a test set T can
c simply be encoded as a
sequence of ruun-lengths. To decode such a sequence it is
only necessarry to know whether
w
the firrst run-length
corresponds too a run of zerros or one’s. For
F any other
run-length in the
t sequence itt is then obvious which type
of run it correesponds to [4]]. The originall test data are
now decompo
osed into runs of zeros and runs of ones.
The encoded data start with
h a zero indiccating that the
d then the codees for the runfirst run contaains zeros, and
lengths follow
w. Overall, the size of the enccoded test data
is reduced from
m 24 to 19 bitss.

C
C1355

S
S298

Table 1: Compressionn ratio using 2-V Golomb Coding.

Original test data:
d
001111100000111111
Encoded test data:
d

C
Circuit

IV. SIM
MULATION R
RESULTS:

111 010
01 0100 0111

In this simulatioon results forr 74L85 ISC
CAS85
benchmaark circuit is shown and also synthesis results
r
for samee is shown. 74L
L85 is 4 bit maagnitude comparator
with 11 bit input and 3 bit output.

Figure 3: En
ncoding test data using 2-V Golomb
Coding.
Further reducttion is possiblee, by using diffferent value off
parameter M according
a
to coompression ratiio [5].

Coding of both 2-V G
Golomb codingg and its decodding is
completeed in VHDL aand it is simulaated and syntheesized
in Synoppsys tools i.e. VCS for sim
mulation and D
Design
compilerr for synthesis. Results foor both are shown
s
below.

The propo
osed strategy of 2-V Golom
mb Decoder is
that current ruun value is stoored while enccoding and on
basis of that while
w
decodingg able to know
w whether run
of 0’s or 1’s du
uring decoding
g.
III. EXPERIM
MENTAL RE
ESULTS
In previouus paper [12] we have impllemented both
Golomb Codinng and 2-V Goolomb Coding in MATLAB
and comparedd compression
n ratio of both
h methods by
giving input as
a test patternss of standard ISCAS85
I
and
ISCAS89 bennchmark circuiits. We found 2-V Golomb
Coding givess good comprression ratio compared to
Golomb Codiing. MATLAB
B results for 2-V Golomb
Coding are shoown in table 1..
In this paper each circcuit’s precompputed test sets
have been useed. The test sets have been encoded
e
using
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1.

ATPG memory required to store test data.
Implementation of algorithm is completed in VCS and
design compiler tools of Synopsys for simulation and
synthesis.

Synthesis results in Design Compiler:
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Zero Knowledge Password Authentication Protocol
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Abstract – In many applications, the password is sent as cleartext to the server to be authenticated thus providing the eavesdropper
with opportunity to steal valuable data. This paper presents a simple protocol based on zero knowledge proof by which the user can
prove to the authentication server that he has the password without having to send the password to the server as either cleartext or in
encrypted format. Thus the user can authenticate himself without having to actually reveal the password to the server. Also, another
version of this protocol has been proposed which makes use of public key cryptography thus adding one more level of security to the
protocol and enabling mutual authentication between the client & server.
Keywords- computer network, computer security, authentication protocol, zero-knowledge proof , password.

I.

randomly generated number to be used only once
throughout the session in order to avoid replay attacks.

INTRODUCTION

a) Motivation

The simple version of this protocol supports only
one way authentication i.e. only the clients can
authenticate themselves to the server. However, the
other way round authentication is not possible.

In today's world of Internet, most of the people
have mail accounts or accounts with social networking
sites etc. where they need to authenticate themselves
before logging in and being able to access their
resources. However, very few people are actually aware
of the fact that many of such applications make use of
PAP(Password Authentication Protocol) in order to
authenticate the users which is not very secure.

The other version of this protocol i.e. ZK-PAP with
PKE incorporates the concept of public key
cryptography[4] thus adding a second level of security
to the protocol and also enabling two-way
authentication, i.e. the client can authenticate the server
and vice versa.

In case of PAP, though the password is stored in
hashed format on the server along with its
corresponding username making it less vulnerable to
attacks, still the fact that the username-password pair
travels in clear on the wire makes it vulnerable to
attacks like eavesdropping & packet sniffing which will
easily reveal the sensitive data to the intruder.

c)

Organization of paper

The paper has been briefly divided into four
sections. The first section introduces the readers to the
basic notations and concept such as zero-knowledge
proof [6,7,10] and PAP [11] which one needs to
understand before he can understand the protocol
proposed. The second section gives a basic idea about
the CHAP authentication protocol which is a relevant
work in this area.

Here it is assumed that only the user knows the
sensitive data(password) which is a secret information
for him.
b) Contribution

The third section gives some brief idea about the
basic primitives or building block of the protocol
followed by description of working of the protocol
proposed in this paper.

This paper presents a protocol using which the users
can be authenticated by the authentication server
without having to reveal the password. This protocol,
based on zero knowledge proof[6], thus protects the
sensitive data from being revealed to the server or any
intruder listening to the communication channel. It is
meant to to be basically used in distributed system or
peer to peer networks.

II. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
a) Notations
In this section, we shall be discussing some of the
basic notations which we will encounter in the paper
later. Key k K is symmetric session key which will be
established between the user and client in every session
to carry out the further communication. H is a collision
resistant hash function used to generate the hash value
of any data. As discussed already, nonce is a randomly

This paper first presents a simple version of the ZKPAP in which the user can authenticate himself to the
server without revealing the password[8]. The protocol
uses a challenge-response mechanism (between the
server and client) based on nonce. A nonce is a
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generated data denoted by Ni (N1, N2 etc) and
transformation function is any simple mathematical
function which can be applied on integer data (assuming
that nonce here is integer in nature).

about the colors of the two balls or any knowledge on
how to distinguish the two balls.
Another classic example to understand zeroknowledge proof is given in [15] which uses the
example of magic cave to explain the same concept.

Also we have encryption & decryption functions
which are denoted by E & D respectively. In case of
asymmetric (public key) cryptography, EPR-A & EPU-A
represent encryption using private key & public key of
A respectively. Similarly, DPR-A & DPU-A represent
decryption using private key & public key of A
respectively. In case of symmetric (private key)
cryptography, as we have no concept of public key
hence EPR-A & DPR-A represent encryption and
decryption respectively using the secret key of A.

Password Authentication Protocol:
Let us now discuss about the Password
Authentication Protocol(PAP)[12,13]. PAP is an
authentication protocol which is being used by point-topoint protocol to validate and authenticate users before
they can access resources. This protocol requires the
user to send the username and password to the
authenticating server in cleartext thus making it
vulnerable to packet sniffing & eavesdropping.

b) Definitions

After the server receives the username & password, it
generates hash of the password using the same
algorithm which was used to hash the password before
storing it into the password file. Then the generated hash
is matched against the stored password hash
corresponding to the entered user name. If a match is
found, then the user is allowed to login else access is
denied.

Here we shall be discussing the concepts of zeroknowledge proofs and PAP in brief.
Zero-knowledge Proof :
Let us first discuss the concept of zero knowledge
proofs. The concept of zero-knowledge can be explained
with the help of a classical example of two identical
balls[9]. Suppose a person, say 'A' has two identical
billiards ball of different colors, say red and blue. Now
he want to convince his friend, say 'B' that the two balls
are of different colors.
The basic approach will be to give the two balls to
B so that he can see them and confirm the fact that the
two balls are of different colors or not. However, in this
scheme B gains knowledge about the colors of the balls.

Here, though the password is stored in encrypted
format on the server thus making it less vulnerable to
attacks but sending the unencrypted ASCII password
over the network makes the protocol insecure.
III.

RELEVANCE TO PRIOR WORK

One of the relevant work done in this field is the
CHAP(challenge
handshake
authentication
protocol)[1,2,3,5,12]. This protocol is based on
challenge-response model and makes use of single-use
keys to provide more security. However this system
does not completely eliminate the need to send data over
wire in plain text format.

Using the zero-knowledge approach, however A
can convince his friend B that he has balls of different
colors without having B see the balls actually. To do
this, A blindfolds B and then places a ball on each of B's
hand. Though B has no idea about which ball is of
which color but A can see the color of the two balls.

This protocol works in the following manner : when
a user types his user name, the server generates a
random key and sends it to the client machine(user) in
unencrypted format. The user then encrypts his
password using the received key and sends it to the
server. The authenticator program on server encrypts the
password corresponding to the received username using
the generated key & matches it against the data received
from the client machine.

Now A asks B to take his hands at the back and
either swap the arrangement of the two balls or keep the
arrangement same as original and show him the balls
again. A sees the new arrangement of the balls and lets
B know whether the balls were swapped or not. Thus A
can prove to B that he has given him balls of different
colors without revealing anything about color of the
balls.
Let us say they play this game 't' times, where the
value of t is large. If A tries to cheat B by giving him
both the balls of same color, then the probability that A
will still be able to answer correctly in each game is 2-t
which is negligible for large value of t.

The user is allowed to login and access his
resources if the match occurs else access is denied.
Also, CHAP keeps sending various challenges to
the client (user) throughout the session to verify that
only an authorized person is logged in.

This is a zero knowledge approach since A
convinced B that he has two balls of different colors but
at end of all games, B does not gain any knowledge

The main advantages of the scheme are as follows:
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It solves the problem of logged in but unattended
systems.

This kind of hash function has many applications
such as digital signature, MAC etc.



Also, the password no more travels in clear but in
encrypted form thus solving the problem of packet
sniffing or eavesdropping.

b) Block Cipher : It is one of the most important
primitives of various cryptographic algorithms &
protocols like MAC & various hash functions. It is used
mainly to provide confidentiality of data. Block cipher
works on fixed length inputs known as blocks. These
ciphers encrypt or decrypt one block of data at a time.

However, this
disadvantages :

scheme

poses

the

following



As the randomly generated key is sent to the user in
clear, an intruder can get the key by packet-sniffing.



The password on the server is stored in unencrypted
format thus making it more vulnerable to attacks.



Also, on continuously sniffing a line, the intruder
will be able collect many key-ciphertext pairs for a
user's password thus gaining some knowledge about
the user's password.

Some of the most widely used block ciphers are
DES (Data Encryption Standard), 3DES (Triple DES)
and AES (Advanced Encryption Standard).
c) Stream Cipher : It is another most important &
common primitives for various cryptographic
algorithms. In this case, the encryption or decryption of
data takes place one bit at a time. Thus it can be treated
as a block cipher with block size of 1 bit.
Some of the most commonly used stream cipher
algorithms are ORYX, SEAL & RC4.

IV. CRYPTOGRAPHIC PRIMITIVES
The algorithms which are designed to perform any
cryptographic operation are known as cryptographic
primitives. The primitives are the building blocks which
are used to create more complex cryptographic protocols
to achieve various security goals. The primitives can be
classified into two major groups : symmetric (or private
key) & asymmetric (or public key). We will now define
some of the primitives used in the proposed protocol:

d) Transformation Function : Transformation function
is any simple mathematical function which can be
applied to an integer. Here the transformation function is
applied on the nonces to avoid replay attacks.
V.

a) Collision Resistant Hash Function[16] : A collision
resistant hash function is a function which takes a
variable length input and produces a fixed length output
with the property that even slightest change in the input
will reflect change in the output(hash value). The input
to hash function is called a message and the output is
known as hash value.

As in general scenario, every user has a username &
password used to login to a system to access various
resources. The password is secret to the user which only
he can change when logged in to the application and the
same change is registered with the server.
The simple version of the algorithm provides only
one way authentication, that is, only server can
authenticate a client system. Let us designate the server
and client as verifier and prover for ease of
understanding.

The collision resistant hash function exhibits the
following four properties:


It should be easy to compute hash value for any
message.



It should be infeasible to deduce the message from
the hash value. This is known as one way property.



It should be infeasible to find two different
messages say m1 & m2 with same hash value. This
property is known as collision resistance.



It should be infeasible to change a message without
reflecting any change in it's hash value.

THE PROPOSED SECURITY PROTOCOL :
ZERO
KNOWLEDGE
PASSWORD
AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOL (ZK-PAP)

The protocol is initiated by the prover by sending
his username and a challenge(nonce) N1 to the verifier
in clear. The verifier responds by generating a random
session key, say k and another challenge(nonce) N2.
Then it concatenates N1, N2 & k and encrypts them
using the hash of the password corresponding to the
received user name. This encrypted data is then sent to
the prover.
The prover now decrypts the data using the hash of
its password as key, fetches the values of N1, N2 & K
and verifies if the value of N1 received is same as the
one it had sent to the verifier. The nonce N1 here is used
only to avoid any replay attack. If the value of the
received & the generated nonce do not match, then the
received message is discarded else it retrieves the
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Notations used:

session key. The prover then applies the transformation
function on the nonce N2, encrypts it with the received
session key and sends it to the verifier.

IDA : Username of A
N1 & N2 : Nonce

Once the verifier receives the encrypted message, it
then decrypts the message with the generated session
key and matches it with the expected value. If match
occurs, then the user is allowed to login to his account
and access resources else access is denied. As in CHAP,
in ZK-PAP, a series of challenges can be exchanged
between the prover & verifier through out the session to
verify that only an authorized person is logged in.

k : Shared secret key between A(user) & S(server)
F : Transformation function
EK : Encryption using key k
H[pwd] : Hash of the password
VI. ZK-PAP with PKE

The main advantages of this protocol are as follows:


The authentication is done without the need of the
password to travel across the wire.



The password in the password file on server is
stored in encrypted format thus making it less
vulnerable to attacks.



The security of the protocol mainly depends on the
strength of the encryption algorithm being used.
Thus using the standard algorithms like AES, DES
etc will provide high degree of security to the
protocol.



This section briefs about the other version of the
ZK-PAP protocol described above. This version of the
protocol makes use of public key encryption[4] in order
to give an added level of security and also enable twoway authentication ie. the verifier(server) can
authenticate the prover(client) and vice versa.
Here it is assumed that all the users have (or can
get) the public key of the server and the server has or
can receive public keys of all the users. The protocol
works as follows:


The user,say A sends his username and a nonce to
the server after encrypting it with server's public
key.



The server decrypts the message with his private
key and extracts the value of the nonce N1.



The server then generates a nonce N2 and a random
session key k, concatenates N1, k & N2 , encrypts
them with hash of the password of user A, then with
public key of the user A and sends the encrypted
data to A.



User A then decrypts the received encrypted data
with his private key, then with the hash of his
password and extracts the values of N1, N2 & k. He
then matches the value of received nonce N1 & the
generated value of N1.



If match occurs, then A extracts the value of k &
nonce N2, applies the transformation function F on
N2 and encrypts the transformed value first with the
session key k, then with public key of the server
and sends the encrypted message to the server.



The server decrypts the received value with its
private key & then with the shared session key.



The user A is allowed to login if the server receives
the expected value else access is denied.

Use of nonce at each step helps us prevent replay
attacks.

Here it is assumed that the security of the server is
not compromised else the protocol becomes vulnerable
to attacks. In this protocol, we can also use time stamp
instead of nonce, however that will incur an overhead of
keeping all the communicating systems synchronized in
time.
A

S

IDA, N1

EH(pwd)[N1||k||N2]

EK[F(N2)]

As it can be seen from the above steps, only server
will be able to extract the correct value of nonce N1 as it
was encrypted with server's public key. Thus, if the
client receives correct value of the nonce N1 from the

Fig 1 : Zero Knowledge Password Authentication
Protocol
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Also using the public-key encryption in ZK-PAP
with PKE adds a second level of security and enables
mutual authentication between the client & server. Both
protocol proposed here are simple & efficient, thus
enabling their practical use.

server, it knows that the message was sent by the server
itself and not by some intruder. Thus, use of public key
encryption also allows the client to authenticate the
server thus enabling mutual authentication.
Also, a series of challenge can be exchanged
between the server and client to ensure that only an
authorized person is logged in. This will also solve the
problem of logged-in but unattended systems or
workstations.
A
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Fig 2 : ZK-PAP with PKE

Notations used:
IDA : User name of A
N1 & N2 : Nonce
k : Shared secret key between A(user) & S(server)
F : Transformation function
EK : Encryption using key k
H[pwd] : Hash of the password
EPU-S & EPU-A : Encryption using public key of S & A
respectively

VII. CONCLUSION
This paper illustrates ZK-PAP and ZK-PAP with
PKE protocols, both of which are based on the concept
of zero-knowledge proof. The ability to authenticate
oneself without having to reveal one's password will
make the system less vulnerable to attacks. As the
protocol uses the hash of the password as key, using a
strong encryption cipher (in which key-recovery is hard)
will strengthen the security of this protocol.
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Abstract – Protocols aim to increase the lifetime of the sensor network by only maintaining a subset of nodes in an active or awake
state. The design of these protocols assumes that the sensor nodes will be deployed in a trusted, nonadversarial environment, and
does not take into account the impact of attacks launched by malicious insider or outsider nodes. We propose a metaprotocol (MetaTMP) to represent the class of topology maintenance protocols. The Meta-TMP provides us with a better understanding of the
characteristics and of how a specific TMP works, and it can be used to study the vulnerabilities of a specific TMP. We describe
various types of malicious behaviour and actions that can be carried out by an adversary to attack a wireless sensor network.
We describe three attacks against these protocols that may be used to reduce the lifetime of the sensor network, or to degrade the
functionality of the sensor application by reducing the network connectivity and the sensing coverage that can be achieved. Further,
we describe countermeasures that can be taken to increase the robustness of the protocols and make them resilient to such attacks.
Keywords – wireless sensor networks, security and privacy protection, network coverage.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recent technological improvements have made the
deployment of small, inexpensive, low-power, and
distributed devices, which are capable of local
processing and wireless communication, a reality. Such
devices are called sensor nodes. Each sensor node is
capable of only a limited amount of processing, but
when coordinated with the information from a large
number of other nodes, they have the ability to measure
a given physical environment in great detail. Thus, a
sensor network can be described as a collection of
sensor nodes which co-ordinate to perform some
specific action. The sensor ability to measure a given
physical
phenomenon
(sensing),
to
compute
(processing), and to communicate wireless, allows the
creation of Wireless Sensor Networks that are able to
monitor a given area, to elaborate the collected data, and
to send the elaborated data to a collector device There
are works that address specific security issues related to
network protocols or layers.

We describe three types of attacks that can be
launched against these protocols: sleep deprivation
attacks that increase the energy expenditure of sensor
nodes, and thus, reduce the lifetime of the sensor
network; snooze attacks that result in inadequate sensing
coverage or network connectivity; and network
substitution attacks in which multiple attackers collude
to take control of part of the sensor network. We found
that all these protocols require incorporation of protocolspecific measures in order to increase their resilience to
insider attacks.
To the best of our knowledge, the only other
research work that has pointed out the security issues on
maintaining protocols. That increases the energy
expenditure of sensor nodes, and thus, reduces the
lifetime of the sensor network; snooze attacks that result
in inadequate sensing coverage or network connectivity;
and network substitution attacks in which multiple
attackers collude to take control of part of the sensor
network. For example, SPAN[3] and ASCENT[2]
attempt to maintain network connectivity, but do not
guarantee sensing coverage. All these protocols involve
some form of coordination and message exchange
between neighboring nodes in order to elect
coordinators and determine sleep schedules. They are
vulnerable to security attacks in which malicious nodes
send spoofed or false messages to their neighbours in an
effort to defeat the objectives of the protocol.

For example, in [Secure routing in wireless sensor
networks, Secure Routing for Mobile Ad hoc
Networks.] are analysed attacks and countermeasures
for routing protocols we analyze the security
vulnerabilities of PEAS, ASCENT, and CCP, three
well-known topology maintenance protocols (TMPs) for
sensor networks. The sensor nodes will perform
significant signal processing, computation, and network
self-configuration to achieve scalable, robust and longlived networks.
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• Because RSA encryption is a deterministic
encryption algorithm – i.e., has no random component –
an attacker can successfully launch a chosen plaintext
attack against the cryptosystem, by encrypting likely
plaintexts under the public key and test if they are equal
to the ciphertext.

II. BASED ON RSA ALGORITHM
The
RSA
algorithm
involves
steps: key generation, encryption and decryption.

three

RSA involves a public key and a private key. The
public key can be known to everyone and is used for
encrypting messages. Messages encrypted with the
public key can only be decrypted using the private key.
The keys for the RSA algorithm are generated the
following way:
1.

Security and practical considerations
The security of the RSA cryptosystem is based on
two mathematical problems: the problem of factoring
large numbers and the RSA problem. Full decryption of
an RSA cipher text is thought to be infeasible on the
assumption that both of these problems are hard, i.e., no
efficient algorithm exists for solving them.

Choose two distinct prime numbers p and q.

o For security purposes, the integers p and q should
be chosen at random, and should be of similar bitlength. Prime integers can be efficiently found using
a primarily test.
2.

The RSA problem is defined as the task of taking
eth roots modulo a composite n: recovering a value m
such that, where (n,e) is an RSA public key and c is an
RSA ciphertext.

Compute n = pq.

o n is used as the modulus for both the public and
private keys
3. Compute φ(n) = (p – 1)(q – 1), where
is Euler's totient function.

Key generation

φ

Finding the large primes p and q is usually done by
testing random numbers of the right size with
probabilistic primarily tests which quickly eliminate
virtually all non-primes.

4. Choose
an
integer e such
that 1
<e<
φ(n) and gcd(e,φ(n)) = 1, i.e. e and φ(n) are co prime.
o

Numbers p and q should not be 'too close', lest
the Fermat factorization for n be successful, if p − q, for
instance is less than 2n1/4 (which for even small 1024-bit
values of n is 3×1077) solving for p and q is trivial.
Furthermore, if either p − 1 or q − 1 has only small
prime
factors, n
can
be
factored
quickly
by Pollard's p − 1 algorithm, and these values
of p or q should therefore be discarded as well. This
procedure raises additional security issues. For instance,
it is of utmost importance to use a strong random
number generator for the symmetric key, because
otherwise Eve (an eavesdropper wanting to see what
was sent) could bypass RSA by guessing the symmetric
key.

e is released as the public key exponent.

o e having a short bit-length and small Hamming
weight results in more efficient encryption - most
commonly 0x10001 = 65537. However, small values
of e (such as 3) have been shown to be less secure in
some settings.[4]
φ(n);
5. Determine d = e–1 mod
the multiplicative inverse of e mod φ(n).

i.e. d is

o This is more clearly stated as solve for d given
(d*e)mod φ(n) = 1
o This is often
Euclidean algorithm.
o

computed

using

the extended

d is kept as the private key exponent.

III. META-TMP (TOPOLOGY MAINTENANCE
PROTOCOLS)

The public key consists of the modulus n and the
public (or encryption) exponent e. The private
key consists of the modulus n and the private (or
decryption) exponent d which must be kept secret.

The definition of a Meta-TMP that can be used to
represent this class of protocols. The Meta-TMP
provides us with a better understanding of the
characteristics and how a specific TMP works. It is also
a useful tool for studying the security vulnerabilities of a
specific TMP.

Attacks against plain RSA
• When encrypting with low encryption exponents
(e.g., e = 3) and small values of the m, (i.e. m < n1 / e) the
result of me is strictly less than the modulus n.

The abstraction of TMPs into a meta protocol,
Meta-TMP, is represented in the state diagram

• If the same clear text message is sent to e or more
recipients in an encrypted way, and the receivers share
the same exponent e, but different p, q, and therefore n,
then it is easy to decrypt the original clear text message

Well defined TMPs implemented so that a node
makes its state transition decisions.
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occurs, the node goes into the M-TestS (Meta Test
Sleeping) state.
•

M-TestS: The testing state to go to sleep. The node
executes the test TestS (Test Sleeping), and then,
makes a transition: if condition M-CW_S
(MetaCondition from Working to Sleeping) is true,
the node goes into M-Sleeping state. Otherwise, if
condition M-CW_S is false, the node goes back into
M-Working state.

Effect of the Attacks on Protocols
The classification contains three types of attacks:
sleep deprivation, snooze, and network substitution.
TABLE 1
Table of Correspondences between Points of
Vulnerability and Attack Effects on the Target Node

Fig. 1
Typically, a node that is involved in a TMP collects
and exchanges data with the neighbourhood and
periodically decides whether to be active or to be asleep.
In order to keep things as general as possible, Testing
Data are the name which is assigned to the data that
each node needs to decide which state of activity it
should be. We assume that each node might collect the
Testing Data in any state of activity. The type of data
and the nature of the tests that are carried out by each
node are closely related to the characteristics and design
of the TMP.
Each node participating in the TMP can be in one of
the following states:
•

M-TestB: The starting state of each node. The node
executes the test TestB (Test Begin), and then,
makes a transition: if condition M-CB_S (MetaCondition from Begin to Sleeping) is true, the node
goes into M-Sleeping state. Otherwise, if condition
M-CB_S is false, the node goes into M-Working
state.

•

M-Sleeping: In this sleeping state, the node saves
energy. When the event M-EAWAKE (Meta Event
Awake) occurs, the node goes into the M-TestW
(Meta TestWorking) state.

•

M-TestW: The testing state to start working. The
node executes the test TestW (Test Working), and
then, makes a transition: if condition M-CS_W
(Meta- Condition from Sleeping to Working) is
true, the node goes into M-Working state.
Otherwise, if condition M-CS_W is false, the node
goes back into M-Sleeping state.

•

M-Working: The working state, the node takes part
in the sensing and communication of the network.
When the eventM-EREST (Meta Event Rest)

TABLE 2
Table of Correspondences between Points of
Vulnerability and Attack Effects on the Target
WSN(wireless sensor networks)

In Tables 1 and 2, we highlight the possible effects
of an attack depending on the protocol vulnerabilities,
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prevent networks from malicious attacks. This attacks may
be from inside the network or from the outside the network.
Our analysis of the security of protocols highlights the need
for key management protocols that are resilient to node
cloning and replication attacks. Lastly, we show that efficient
mechanisms for local (one hop) broadcast authentication are
also desirable. A broadcast in which the recipients are
limited to being one-hop neighbours of the sender, is a
frequent communication operation used.

which is depending on the way the Testing Data can be
falsified. All possible alternatives are considered, since
Table 1 has eight rows, each row corresponding to one
of the eight edges of the Meta-TMP state diagram in
Fig. 1. Both tables assume that Testing Data can be
collected in any state of activity.
The Coverage Lifetime and the Connectivity
Lifetime
The Coverage Lifetime is defined as the time
interval from activation of the network until the
percentage of the area that is being monitored.

V. CONCLUSION
By securing and maintenance protocol we can achieve the
fully secured network communication in between of client and
server communication. Here we implementing META-TMP
protocol to avoid malicious attacks from inside or outside
attacks. protocols should be designed so that state transition
decisions are revisited periodically. For example, without a
periodic check of a node’s eligibility to be in a sleeping or active
state, it becomes possible for an adversary to launch a resourceconsumption attack that results in a node staying in the active
state until its energy is depleted.

The Connectivity Lifetime is defined as the time
interval from activation of the network until the
percentage of the reports delivered to the destination

Our analysis of the security of protocols highlights the need
for key management protocols that are resilient to node cloning
and replication attacks. Lastly, we show that efficient
mechanisms for local (onehop) broadcast authentication are also
desirable. Further research is necessary in order to develop
efficient mechanisms that are tailored to local broadcast
authentication in sensor networks.
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The overall aim of the paper is to demonstrate how our
system, called secured network communication effectively
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Homogeneous Multi-interface Mobile Node Support in NS2
Suhas J. Patil & B. R. Chandavarkar
Department of Computer Science and Engg., National Institute of Technology Karnataka, Surathkal, Mangalore, India
Abstract – NS2 is a widely used, open source tool for network simulation. A Mobile Node (MN) in NS2 by default provides only a
single Wi-Fi interface. It makes difficult for users to simulate the scenario where a mobile node is connected to multiple networks
through different interfaces at the same time. Some projects have been done to implement multiple Wi-Fi interfaces but according to
our view they have some limitations. This paper presents the implementation of mobile nodes in NS2 with multiple Wi-Fi interfaces
and multiple WiMAX interfaces trying to overcome those limitations.
Keywords- NS2; Multiple Interfaces

I.

INTRODUCTION

II. RELATED WORK

The 4th Generation (4G)[1] is one of the emerging
technologies, which incorporates different networks
such as Wi-Fi, WiMAX, UMTS etc. In the next
generation of wireless networks a Mobile Node (MN)
equipped with multimedia-enabled wireless devices will
be expected to use real-time and non-real time
applications at any time anywhere from diverse
networks. Furthermore MNs are expected to conduct
multiple communications sessions at the same time (e.g.
voice, video or downloading). A MN should be enabled
with multiple interfaces in order to connect to different
networks, roam freely across the different networks and
to be always best connected (ABC).

Some projects have been implemented for providing
multiple interface support to a MN in NS2. But
according to our view they have some drawbacks or
some limitations. All the projects targeted only Wi-Fi
interfaces as support for Wi-Fi is by default in the NS2.
We are going to discuss some important projects done
so far in this area.
A. TENS
TENS [3] project was done at the Indian Institute of
Technology of Kanpur, India. It aimed to improve the
ns-2.1b9a implementation of the WLAN (IEEE 802.11)
and to add multiple interface support. This model is
based on multiplexing the physical layer. Most of the
implementation was done in C++. They used a loop for
add-interface method in ns-mobilenode.tcl.

Network Simulator 2 (NS2)[2] is one of the widely
used simulators by the researchers in computer
communication networks to simulate and study network
performance of new technologies for communication. A
MN in NS2 by default does not have multiple interface
support which makes difficult to simulate 4G scenarios.
In order to help simulate such scenarios in NS2 multiple
interfaces support for a MN must be provided.

B. HYACINTH
Hyacinth [4] project was done at the State
University of New York in ns-2.1b9a. Its main
drawback is that it has quite a static configuration so
that all the nodes within the scenario have 5 interfaces.
Another drawback is that, a static (manual configurable)
routing agent was implemented to use this multiinterface capability. The existing routing agents don’t
work with multi-interface MN.

The objective is to provide multiple interface
support to a MN in NS2. NS2 is chosen as it is an opensource, widely used simulator designed specifically for
research in computer communication networks. To
investigate network performance, researchers can
simply use an easy-to-use scripting language to
configure a network, and observe results generated. NS2
consists of two key languages: C++ and Object-oriented
Tool Command Language (OTcl). While the C++
defines the internal mechanism (i.e., a backend) of the
simulation objects, the OTcl sets up simulation by
assembling and configuring the objects as well as
scheduling discrete events (i.e. a frontend).

C. NS-2 Multiple Interface Support
This project [5] at the University of Cantabria
implemented the multi-interface MN in NS 2.33. In this
project they multiplexed link layers and physical layers
of a MN. They also modified routing agent to use the
multi-interface facility. MN can have variable number
of interfaces and routing algorithms are not static. In this
user has to call add-channel procedure as many times as
the number of interfaces, instead of specifying the
number of interfaces and adding those many channels
automatically. Its patch can be found at[6]
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the corresponding channel and travel through the
different entities in ascending order to the Link Layer,
which is connected to the same common point, i.e.
routing agent. For outgoing traffic, routing agent is
modified such that it can select the appropriate interface
through which packets can be transmitted. This
architecture is inspired from the architecture in [5] and
we have extended it for multiple WiMAX interface as
well.

All the projects explained above implemented only
Wi-Fi interfaces the as support for Wi-Fi is by default in
the NS2. Some projects have implemented fixed number
of interfaces or have manual configurable routing agent.
Here we have implemented multiple interfaces for Wi-Fi
as well as WiMAX so that a MN can have variable
number of Wi-Fi or WiMAX interfaces. User just needs
to specify the number of interfaces and the channels to
be attached to each interface.
III. ARCHITECTURE
A. Single Interface MN Architecture in NS2
Figure 1 shows the original architecture of the MN
[7] in NS2. It consists of a chain of different modules
which emulates the different entities of protocol stack
that any mobile host would have in the real life. These
entities are Link Layer, MAC Protocol, ARP, Interface
Queue, and Network Interface. All the entities are
connected to the same shared wireless channel. In
addition, the Propagation Model is used which simulates
the effect of the real wireless channels on the
transmitted signal.

Fig. 2 : Multiple Interface Mobile Node Architecture
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
Here we have implemented multiple interfaces MN
in NS 2.30. The NS version 2.30 is chosen because
support for WiMAX interface is provided for this
version by NDSL[8]. Support for WiMAX is not by
default in NS2. To simulate WiMAX network scenario,
supporting module for WiMAX provided by any third
party must be added to NS2. Before starting
implementation we added the WiMAX module in NS
2.30 provided by NDSL. While implementing care is
taken so that the product is backward compatible. As
NS2 has two languages tcl and C++ modifications are
done at both levels.
A. Tcl Implementation
Fig. 1 : Single Interface Mobile Node Architecture

Most of the modifications are done in ns-lib.tcl and
ns-mobilenode.tcl. First a variable numif is added in nslib.tcl to store the number of interfaces a MN has. A
new procedure multiIFnode is introduced which creates
the MN with specified number of interfaces. The
parameters are the number of interfaces and channels to
be assigned to those interfaces. Changes are made to
node-config procedure so that array of channels is
created to store the channels assigned to each interfaces.

B. Multiple Homogeneous Interface MN Architecture
in NS2
Figure 2 presents the architecture of the modified
MN with multiple interface support. After routing agent,
chain of all the modules of link layer and physical layer
are multiplexed as many times as the number of
interfaces a node has. Incoming packets arrive through
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The channels are stored in this array
procedure is called from scenario
create-wireless-node is modified so
procedure is called as many times
interfaces.

and the channels to be associated with each interface.
Before creating the multiple interface nodes, it must be
configured by calling node-config command.

when multiIFnode
script. Procedure
that add-interface
as the number of

To create a mobile node with Wi-Fi interfaces mac
value must be mac/802_11 and for a MN with WiMAX
interfaces mac value must be mac/802_16. So to create a
MN with 2 interfaces following tcl script is used.

Changes to the add-target procedure of nsmobilenode.tcl are made to create as many interface
queues as the number of interfaces. Procedure addtarget-rtagent is also modified so that it can attach
routing agent with the corresponding link layer entities.
Procedure add-interface is modified so that an array of
ARP tables is created where one ARP table is dedicated
for one interface. The above changes executes only
when number of interfaces are more than one. For a MN
with one interface above changes will not execute so
that the backward compatibility is maintained.

set ns [new Simulator]
for {set i 0} {$i < 2} {incr i} {
set chan_($i) [new $val(chan)]
}
set mifnode [$ns multiIFnode 2 chan_(0) chan_(1)]
VI. RESULTS

B. C++ Implementation

To see the working of the MN with multiple
interfaces we simulated scenarios where a MN has 2
Wi-Fi interfaces and a TCP agent is attached to it. It is
observed that the MN with 2 interfaces works fine.
Same thing is repeated for WiMAX interfaces and it
worked fine too.

Mobilenode.cc is modified such that it can correctly
associate each interface with appropriate channel. The
simulator controls the nodes which are connected to a
channel by means of a list which is managed using two
arrays of pointers. Channel.cc is modified such that it
can manage the nodes attached to the channel. Finally
changes are made to mac-802_11.cc and mac-802_16.cc
files. The recv procedure of Mac802_11 and
Mac802_16 class is modified to identify the interface
through which a packet is received. This information is
required for routing agent.

Table 1. shows the total number of packets
processed during the given duration for Wi-Fi as well as
WiMAX interfaces. It shows the number of packets sent
by sender and number of packets received by receiver. It
also shows number of packets dropped during the
communication.

Now multiple interface support is added but to use
that feature routing agent must be modified. So
routingAgent.cc is modified to include array of targetlist
and ifqueuelist. To broadcast whenever required, a
packet is sent through all the interfaces. To send unicast
packets an index, which is stored in routing table entry
by routing agent is used to forward the packet to
appropriate target.

TABLE I.

Routing protocols (AODV, DSDV) are modified to
make use of multiple interface support. Loop is used to
broadcast the packets in sendRequest, sendError and
sendHello methods of the aodv.cc and dsdv.cc files.
Unicast packets are sent through the appropriate
interface by using index in sendReply and forward
methods. Finally routing table is modified to include
index in the routing table entry. Procedure rt_update is
also modified to include interface index as an extra
parameter in the routing table entry.

NUMBER OF SENT, RECEIVED AND DROPPED PACKETS

Time

Wi-Fi

(sec)

Sent

Received

Dropped

WiMAX
Sent

Received

Dropped

5

150

140

10

90

80

10

10

334

324

10

151

137

14

15

539

529

10

191

169

22

20

742

730

12

221

194

27

25

945

934

11

261

228

33

30

1148

1141

7

289

253

36

35

1352

1344

8

316

277

39

40

1559

1546

13

355

310

45

45

1762

1752

10

395

343

52

50

1967

1954

13

426

370

56

55

2211

2100

111

460

400

60

60

2375

2363

12

504

436

68

Fig. 3 shows the graph of throughput (in kbps) against
the duration of simulation (in seconds). It is observed
that throughput gained in case of Wi-Fi is more than that
in case of WiMAX as practically Wi-Fi offers more
bandwidth than WiMAX.

V. SIMULATION SCRIPT
Before creating a MN with multiple interfaces as
many channels must be created as the interfaces a
mobile node is supposed to have. After that a node is
created by calling multiIFnode procedure. The
parameters to this method are the number of interfaces
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Fig. 3 : Throughput vs Duration of simulation
VII. FUTURE WORK
As the outcome of this work it is possible to create
a MN with multiple Wi-Fi or multiple WiMAX
interfaces using simple tcl scripts. So we were able to
create MN with multiple homogeneous interfaces. This
model can be extended to include multiple technologies
and not the same technologies so that a MN can have
Wi-Fi as well as WiMAX interfaces. Also many other
technologies like UMTS, Bluetooth can be added to this
model. So we will be able to create MN with multiple
heterogeneous interfaces.

Fig. 4 : Proposed Architecture of Multiple
Heterogeneous Interface MN
VIII.CONCLUSION
It is now possible to simulate a scenario in NS2
where a mobile node has multiple homogeneous i.e. WiFi or WiMAX interfaces. This will help researchers to
simulate the next generation wireless scenario where a
MN is connected to multiple wireless networks through
multiple interfaces at the same time.

A. Proposed Architecture of Multiple Heterogeneous
Interface MN
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Abstract – In this paper We present the application of a service level management approach as a promising way to address
dependability of SOA life cycle. Web services often suffer from long response times or temporary non-availability We need a
service that is highly available, processes HTTP requests fast, and allows built-in applications to use the power of high-performance
machines. One solution is to make web services fault tolerant..
Keywords-Dependability, SOA lifecycle, Service level management, Non Functional Properties, Service level agreement Fault
Tolerant, FAWS.

I.

stage discovering and construction of actual service
dependability. Under the deploy stage setup into
integrated and secure environment. In the manage stage
manage applications and services and monitor business
metrics.

INTRODUCTION

SERVICE-ORIENTED
architecture
(SOA)
integrates the elements of enterprise architecture and
software architecture. Generally Services expose both
functional and non functional properties.A better service
offering provides the needed functionality with the
needed Quality of Service (QoS) [1]. QoS parameters
such as dependability [2] are part of the non-functional
properties (NFPs) of a service. Advantage of SOA is the
ability to compose new services from existing ones.

Performance, dependability and other NFPs are
typically specified in Service Level Agreements (SLAs).
The aspects of dependability and the application of state
of the art approaches for its assurance have still not been
addressed consistently throughout the SOA life cycle.
The application of a service level management approach
as a promising way to address dependability of the SOA
life cycle.

Service Oriented Architecture is an architectural
paradigm that may be used to build infrastructures
enabling those with needs (requestors) and those with
capabilities (providers) to interact via services across
disparate domains of technology and ownership.
Services act as the core facilitator of electronic data
interchanges yet require additional mechanisms in order
to function. Several new trends in the computer industry
rely upon SOA as the enabling foundation.

The two phases of the SOA life cycle resemble the
two general phases of the systems life cycle in the
context of dependability development and use. Note that
in this classification the acceptance and introduction
activities are part of the development phase—it includes
all activities from presentation of the initial user
requirements to the successful pass of the acceptance
test of the developed system. The use phase of a system
begins when it is accepted for use and starts the delivery
of its services to the users. This phase consists of
alternating periods of correct service delivery, service
outage, and service shutdown.
In the Service Level Management (SLM) approach,
Formalization describes that business side formalized
requirements of NFPs and in IT-Infrastructure
Formalized NFP capabilities are gathered. In the
comparison and matching business process requirements
are compared to infrastructure capabilities. Under the
run time optimization the technical services are
reproduced in the infrastructure to meet business process
requirements.

Fig 1:SOA Lifecycle

The SOA life cycle extends the infrastructure and
management in support of SOA. Activities under the
Model stage includes gathering the requirements,
specification of fault model and design, In the assemble
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II. FAULT TOLERANCE
T
E FOR WEB
SERVICE
ES(FAWS)
Web services often sufffer from long response
r
times
or temporary non-availability
n
y. For some classes of Webbased applicattions, such as online
o
processiing of medical
images, this kind
k
of behavio
or just aren’t acceptable.
a
In
such applicatiions, you neeed a service that
t
is highly
available, proocesses HTTP requests fastt, and allows
built-in appliications to use
u
the pow
wer of highperformance machines.
m
Onee solution is to make web
services fault tolerant.
t

Fig 3.R
Relationship bettween Dependaability and Seccurity
attributes
Fauult tolerance is ultimately aboout keeping thhe full
availabillity of the syystem, even in
i the presence of
failure. When designning a dependable fault-toolerant
system, it is important to understand the definitionss of:
•

Faillure. A failure occurs
o
when thhe delivered seervice
of a system or a coomponent deviiates from its
speccification.

•

Erroor. An error is a part of the syystem state thatt is
liable to lead it to failure. An errror affecting the
servvice is an indication that a faiilure is occurrinng, or
has occurred.

•

Fauult. A fault is thhe adjudged or hypothesized ccause
of an
a error.

a) Fault toleerance and dep
pendability:
Fault tolerancce is based onn dependabilityy, which is a
concept that enncapsulates thee following attrributes:
•

Availabiliity: readiness for
f correct servvice

•

Reliabilityy: continuity of correct servicce

•

Maintainaability: to unndergo modiffications and
repairs

•

Safety - ab
bsence of catasstrophic conseq
quences on
the user(s) and the envirronment
mproper system
m alteration
Integrity - absence of im

•

In short:
s
a fault can cause an error and an error
within one
o service cann be propagatedd to lead to a seervice
failure. An error is thhe manifestatioon of a fault iin the
e
on the seervice.
system; a failure is thee effect of an error
Thereforre, faults are pootential sourcees of system faiilures.
Fault toolerance is thee ability to continue
c
to prrovide
service in spite of fauults. It can bee achieved by error
T
goal of error
processing and faultt treatment. The
processing is to removve errors from
m the computaational
state beffore a failure occurs, whereas the goal off fault
treatmennt is to prevent faults from beeing activated aagain.
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d) Client-transparent and non-transparent fault
tolerance:

b) Techniques For Fault Tolerance:
Active replication: It consumes a lot of resources.
This means it creates the need for redundant application
servers. When the fault-tolerant system receives a
request from a client, it is sent to all of the server
replicas. Each replica computes the result independently
and sends it to the component called "voter". The voter
decides the result based on maximum occurrence of the
same result and the decided result is returned to the
client.

In FAWS, there are two techniques called "clienttransparent fault tolerance" and "non-transparent fault
tolerance". In the case of client-transparent fault
tolerance, the client sends the request and waits for the
response -- the logic is handled on the server side as
shown in Fig 4, In the case of non-transparent fault
tolerance, the client has a list of service providers and
sends the request to the first one. If the client receives a
desired response, then everything is fine. But if the
client gets a SOAP fault or a transport-level fault, he or
she will send the request to the next service provider on
the list until the desired response is obtained, as shown
in Figure 5 below.

Passive replication: The essential idea of the primary
backup replication technique is that at any given instant
one server acts as the primary server and does all the
work. If the primary server fails, the backup server takes
over. Passive replication has two parts. One is passive
replication with state update and the other one is passive
replication without state update. In the "with state"
update scheme, the primary and backup servers update
their states simultaneously.
c)

Fault-Tolerant System For Web services:

Web services often suffer from long response times or
temporary
non-availability.
For
Web-based
applications, such as stock trading, reservation
processing, and shopping, such outages are
unacceptable. Fault-tolerant techniques can be used to
address these problems; however, keep in mind that the
concept of fault tolerance is totally different from
Reliable Messaging (RM) in web services. In RM, both
client and server are aware of the protocol and act upon
it. In a fault-tolerant situation, the client might not know
what is actually happening with the application server;
rather, it might only be aware that the server side has
implemented a fault-tolerant functionality.

Fig 4. Client Transparent Fault Tolerance

Almost the web service utilizations are based on
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) messages (there
are a few based on REST (Representational State
Transfer)), but also to be considered are the SOAPbased web services it lacks from a fault-tolerant
capability. There are numerous fault-tolerant systems for
real-time applications, but finding a fault-tolerant
system for web services is not an easy task. The major
problems faced by clients who use SOAP to access a
web service are service non-availabilities and request
resending. When a client sends a request and the server
fails while the request is being processed, the client will
be disconnected and won't receive the preferred
response at all. The client will receive either a
connection timeout exception or a socket closed
exception. Following this, the client has to resend the
SOAP request to access the service. Such undesirable
situations can be prevented by the use of a fault-tolerant
system for SOAP-based web services.

Fig 5. Non-Transparent Fault Tolerance
III. THE ARCHITECTURE OF FAWS
FAWS is based on distributed object architecture. It
consists of several components that operate
independently of each other in a distributed network.
FAWS guarantees full availability of the whole system,
even in a single component failure. This distributed
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FT-Admin: This component can be considered as
the core of the system, which in fact consists of two
subcomponents: the administration of the subcomponent
and monitoring of the subcomponent (FT-Monitor). FTAdmin manages the fault-tolerant system as a single
system and applications as if they were running on a
single server. FT-Admin communicates constantly with
FT-Detector and FT-Front in order to provide
uninterrupted service. FT-Admin provides two services:
replication management and configuration management.
While replication management is responsible for
maintaining replicated servers and failover operations,
the configuration management service is responsible for
system initialization and changes.

architecture lowers the risk of a complete system failure.
It is based on passive replication without state update
and provides client-transparent fault tolerance
behavior.
The frontend of FAWS acts as the web server. It
also receives SOAP requests. When a request is
received, it is forwarded to the primary web server. The
response from the server is sent to the respective client.
The frontend logs each received request before it is sent
to the primary server. This frees clients from having to
resend the request in case of a primary failure. As a
result, clients need to only be aware of FAWS's frontend address to access the web service (could be the
published EPR). They need not bother about the
underlying primary and secondary servers.

FT-Detector: The fault detecting component of the
system is FT-Detector, which detects software failure
(process failure), hardware failure (machine failure), and
notifies to FT-Admin appropriately. The software-fault
detection is done by port scanning. For example, by
checking whether a particular port is active (if an
application server is up and running), it is possible to
decide the status of the server. FT-Detector uses this
technology to track web server failures. The hardware or
network failure is detected by using the Internet Control
Message Protocol (ICMP protocol). ICMP echo requests
are sent to each machine periodically. FT-Detector waits
for a certain time period -- the checking period can be
set using FT-Monitor and the default time interval is one
second -- to receive a reply. It then resends the ICMP
request and waits for a reply. If it does not get a reply to
the resent request, FT-Detector decides that particular
machine has failed.

Figure 6 illustrates the high-level components
architecture of FAWS. The figure also highlights how
the four major components of the system -- FT-Front,
FT-Admin, FT-Detector, and FT-Monitor -- interact
with the each other, as well as with the primary and
backup servers. Each component works independently
and communicates with one or more components in the
system (for example, FT-Detector communicates with
FT-Admin). All of the internal communication among
the components is carried out using RMI (Remote
Method Invocation).

FT-Monitor: Both FT-Admin and FT-Monitor run
as one component. FT-Front is the only component that
gives graphical representation of the system, such as
how the components are interconnected and their status.
It provides two major functions for the system
administrator. First, it provides a way to set (or change)
the system configuration at the initial stage and at runtime. Secondly, it provides system status and graphical
representation of distributed FAWS components.

Fig 6. Architecture of FAWS

IV. MESSAGE PROCESSING FLOW INSIDE
FAWS

FT-Front: This is the only component that directly
interacts with clients. The client sees the FT-Front as the
application server that provides the web services. FTFront listens for SOAP requests on a specific port,
which is configurable using FT-Admin. FT-Front uses
RMI to communicate with FT-Admin. FT-Admin starts
up FT-Front by providing configuration data, such as the
IP address of the primary application server, the
maximum number of resends per request, and so forth,
as a result of FAWS maintaining a message log (by FTFront). FT-Front can failover to a new primary server
dynamically when it is notified by FT-Admin.

FAWS is capable of handling multiple clients
simultaneously. The number of clients depends on the
size of the incoming queue even though FAWS is
thread-safe, its request processing needs to be
completed. For example purposes, I will only discuss
how FAWS operates with one client (see Figure 7).
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V. CONCLUSION
Dependability aspects have still not been addressed
consistently throughout the SOA life cycle. We
presented the adaptation of a four-step approach for
service level management and its activities as one
dependability-related extension. When it comes to fault
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Texture Classification
Using Weighted Probabilistic Neural Networks
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Abstract – Texture classification is basically the problem of classifying pixels in an image according to their textural cues. This is
different from conventional image segmentation as the texture is characterized using both the gray value for a given pixel and graylevel pattern in the neighborhood surrounding the pixel. In this project, the novel temporal updating approach is developed for
weighted probabilistic neural network (WPNN) classifiers that can be used to classify the textures. This is done by utilizing the
temporal contextual information and adjusting the WPNN to adapt to such changes. Whenever a new set of images arrives, an initial
classification is first performed using the WPNN updated to the last frame while at the same time, a prediction using PNN is also
based on the classification results of previous frame. The result of both the PNN and WPNN are then compared. Compared to the
PNN, WPNN includes weighting factors between pattern layers and summation layer of the PNN. Performance of this approach is
compared with model based and feature based methods in terms of signal to noise ratio and classification rate.

I.

done manually. Thus, fully understanding the
recognition, classification or clustering techniques is
essential to the developments of Neural Network
systems particularly in medicine problems.

INTRODUCTION

Automated classification and detection of tumors in
different medical images is motivated by the necessity
of high accuracy when dealing with a human life. Also,
the computer assistance is demanded in medical
institutions due to the fact that it could improve the
results of humans in such a domain where the false
negative cases must be at a very low rate. It has been
proven that double reading of medical images could lead
to better tumor detection. But the cost implied in double
reading is very high, that’s why good software to assist
humans in medical institutions is of great interest
nowadays.

II. LITERAUTRE SURVEY
Automated classification and detection of tumors in
different medical images is motivated by the necessity
of high accuracy when dealing with a human life. Also,
the computer assistance is demanded in medical
institutions due to the fact that it could improve the
results of humans in such a domain where the false
negative cases must be at a very low rate. It has been
proven that double reading of medical images could lead
to better tumor detection. But the cost implied in double
reading is very high, that’s why good software to assist
humans in medical institutions is of great interest
nowadays.

Conventional methods of monitoring and
diagnosing the diseases rely on detecting the presence of
particular features by a human observer. Due to large
number of patients in intensive care units and the need
for continuous observation of such conditions, several
techniques for automated diagnostic systems have been
developed in recent years to attempt to solve this
problem. Such techniques work by transforming the
mostly qualitative diagnostic criteria into a more
objective quantitative feature classification problem.

III. PROBABILISTIC NEURAL NETWORK
The probabilistic neural network was developed by
Donald Specht. This network provides a general
solution to pattern classification problems by following
an approach developed in statistics, called Bayesian
Classifiers. PNN is adopted for it has many advantages.
Its training speed is many times faster than a BP
network. PNN can

In this project the automated classification of brain
magnetic resonance images by using some prior
knowledge like pixel intensity and some anatomical
features is proposed. Currently there are no methods
widely accepted therefore automatic and reliable
methods for tumor detection are of great need and
interest. The application of PNN in the classification of
data for MR images problems are not fully utilized yet.
These included the clustering and classification
techniques especially for MR images problems with
huge scale of data and consuming times and energy if

Approach a Bayes optimal result under certain easily
met conditions. Additionally, it is robust to noise
examples. Advance hybrid PNN such as done by
Georgiadas et all aimed to improve brain tumor
characterization on MRI by using PNN and non-linear
transformation of textured features. This method
employs a two level hierarchical decision tree
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going to the output that the node belongs to, or 0 for all
other connections, the WPNN enable every unit in
pattern layer contribute to output is the structure of the
novel WPNN.

discriminate the metastatic brain tumor cases from the
gliomas and meningiomas (primary brain tumor) cases.
At each level, classification was performed using two
different LSFTPNN classifier. LSST-PNN then was
compared with the support Vector Machines with Radial
Basis Kernel (SVM-RBF) and the Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) classifiers. However, we choose a basic
Mat lab PNN for its simple structure and training
manner.

V. METHODOLOGY
A description of the derivation of the PNN classifier
was given in Chettri and Cromp. PNNs had been used
for classification problems. The PNN classifier
presented good accuracy, very small training time,
robustness to weight changes, and negligible retraining
time. There are 6 stages involved in the proposed model
which are starting from the data input to output. The
first stage is should be the image processing system.
Basically in image processing system, image acquisition
and image enhancement are the steps that have to do. In
this paper, these two steps are skipped and all the
images are collected from available resource. The
proposed model requires converting the image into a
format capable of being manipulated by the computer.
The MR images are converted into matrices form by
using MATLAB. Then, the PNN is used to classify the
MR images. Lastly, performance based on the result will
be analyzed at the end of the development phase.

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Probabilistic Neural Networks (PNN) is a class of
neural networks that combine some of the best attributes
of statistical pattern recognition and feed-forward
artificial neural networks. It is the neural network
implementation of kernel discriminate analysis, and was
introduced by Donald Specht in the late 1980's.
Conventional PNN is a three layers feed forward
network including input layer, pattern layer and
summation layer. The input layer contains M nodes to
accept input feature vector. The pattern layer consists of
K pools of pattern nodes. The kth pool in the pattern
layer contains Nk number of pattern nodes. Each node
in the pattern layer is connected with every node in the
input layer. The summation layer consists of K nodes,
one node for each pool in the pattern layer. Pattern
nodes of each kth summation node are connected to the
corresponding kth summation node in the summation
layer.
Gaussian function is often chosen as the activation
function, combined with a radial basis function in the
pattern layer. For the summation layer, a linear basis
function and a linear activation function is used. If there
are N nodes in the pattern layer representing class Α, the
conventional PDF estimation for Α is where G is the
kernel function, d is dimension of input, and σ is the
radius factor which is usually chosen by cross validation
or by more esoteric methods. However, a single σ may
not be always fit for all the patterns, particularly when
the number of patterns is large. Hence, covariance
matrix Σ corresponding to each pattern might be more
suitable. On the other hand, standard PNN assumes that
one pattern belongs to only one class. This property
limits its usage for MR image classification, in which
partial volume effect makes pattern contribute across
classes.

Figure: The proposed system
VI. CONCLUSION
In this project, PNN has been implemented for
classification of MR brain image. PNN is adopted for it
has fast speed on training and simple structure. Twenty
images of MR brain were used to train the PNN
classifier and tests were run on different set of images to
examine classifier accuracy. The developed classifier
was examined under different spread values as a
smoothing factor. Experimental result indicates that
PNN classifier is workable with an accuracy ranged
from 100% to 73%according to the spread value.

A weighted PNN is developed to resolve these
problems. The structure of WPNN is close to
conventional PNN, except that weighting factors from
soft labeling matrix, which can indicate the reference
vectors’ probabilities of belonging to final target classes,
are introduced between pattern-to-summation layer.
Unlike PNN, whose weights are either 1 for connection
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Abstract – Two routing protocols named DSDV and AODV were evaluated and simulated using NS-2 package and were compared
in terms of packet delivery ratio, end to end delay and routing overhead and throughput in different environment; varying number of
nodes, speed and pause time. The performance of routing protocols were measured with respect to metrics like Packet Delivery
Fraction, End to End Delay and Routing Overhead and throughput in four different scenarios.

I.

INTRODUCTION

any node in the network act as a potential router means
that each node in the network also acts as a router,
forwarding data packets for other nodes. A Mobile Ad
hoc Network (MANET) is a kind of wireless ad-hoc
network, and is a self-configuring network of mobile
routers (and associated hosts) connected by wireless
links – the union of which forms an arbitrary topology
that represent complex distributed systems that comprise
wireless mobile nodes that can freely and dynamically
self organize into arbitrary and temporary ad hoc
network topologies. A mobile ad hoc network is a
collection of nodes that is connected through a wireless
medium forming rapidly changing topologies. The
widely accepted existing routing protocols designed to
accommodate the needs of such self-organized networks
do not address possible threats aiming at the disruption
of the protocol itself. To improve the packet delivery
ratio of Destination-Sequenced Distance Vector
(DSDV) routing protocol in mobile ad hoc networks
with high mobility, a message exchange scheme for its
invalid route reconstruction is being used. Two
protocols AODV, DSDV were simulated using NS-2
using OTcl and C++ package and were compared in
terms of packet delivery ratio, end to end delay and
routing overhead in different environment; varying
number of nodes. Routing protocols play decisive role
for the packets as how they will reach the destination.
To study the behaviour of these protocols, several
attempts have been made in deploying and evaluating
protocols in different network environments. Routing
protocols naming AODV and DSDV been simulated to
judge their performance in various different situations.

Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) as well as
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) suffer from various
challenges like low bandwidth, overhead and velocity of
nodes, random and quickly changing network topology;
thus the need for a robust dynamic routing protocol that
can accommodate such an environment. This research
contribution is the study between MANETs and WSNs
environment with respect to two routing protocols i.e
AODV and DSDV using NS-2. This study investigates
the routing protocols corresponding to packet delivery
ratio, routing overhead, average to end-to-end delay and
throughput. For MANETs, two protocols AODV and
DSDV are selected and a performance study is done..
For WSNs, two protocols AODV and DSDV are
selected and evaluated. WSN consist of multiple sensor
nodes, which can communicate with each using wireless
radio links. Each node is usually small as well as easy
and cheap to produce. This makes them flexible and
versatile, but also creates constraints. It consist of many
small, light weight sensor nodes (SNs) called motes.
Each individual node has very limited resources
(memory, CPU, battery capacity) and the range of its
wireless radio is considerably smaller than the diameter
of the whole network deployed on the fly in large
numbers to monitor the environment or a system by the
measurement of physical parameters such as
temperature, pressure or relative humidity. Potential
WSN applications include security, traffic control,
industrial and manufacturing automation, medical or
animal monitoring Mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) is
a network composed of mobile nodes or communication
devices mainly characterized by the absence of any
centralized coordination, fixed infrastructure or predetermined organization of available links, which makes
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II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

II.i AODV Reactive (On-Demand) Protocol
Ad-hoc On-demand distance vector (AODV)[9,10]
is another variant of classical distance vector routing
algorithm, based on DSDV and DSR . It shares DSR’s
on-demand characteristics hence discovers routes
whenever it is needed via a similar route discovery
process. However, AODV adopts traditional routing
tables; one entry per destination which is in contrast to
DSR that maintains multiple route cache entries for each
destination. The initial design of AODV is undertaken
after the experience with DSDV routing algorithm. Like
DSDV, AODV provides loop free routes while repairing
link breakages but unlike DSDV, it doesn’t require
global periodic routing advertisements. Apart from
reducing the number of broadcast resulting from a link
break, AODV also has other significant features.

Fig 2: Route Reply through RREP Packet
To control network-wide broadcasts of RREQ
packets, the source node use an expanding ring search
technique. In this technique, source node starts
searching the destination using some initial time to live
(TTL) value. If no reply is received within the discovery
period, TTL value incremented by an increment value.
This process will continue until the threshold value is
reached. When an intermediate node forwards the
RREQ, it records the address of the neighbor from
which first packet of the broadcast is received, thereby
establishing a reverse path.

Whenever a route is available from source to
destination, it does not add any overhead to the packets.
However, route discovery process is only initiated when
routes are not used and/or they expired and
consequently discarded. This strategy reduces the effects
of stale routes as well as the need for route maintenance
for unused routes. Another distinguishing feature of
AODV is the ability to provide unicast, multicast and
broadcast communication. AODV uses a broadcast route
discovery algorithm and then the unicast route reply
massage. The following sections explain these
mechanisms in more detail. [8]

When the RREQ is received by a node that is either
the destination node or an intermediate node with a fresh
enough route to the destination, it replies by unicasting
the route reply (RREP) towards the source node. As the
RREP is routed back along the reverse path,
intermediate nodes along this path set up forward path
entries to the destination in its route table and when the
RREP reaches the source node, a route from source to
the destination established. Fig. 2 indicates the path of
the RREP from the destination node to the source
node.[8]

Route Discovery
When a node wants to send a packet to some
destination node and does not locate a valid route in its
routing table for that destination, it initiates a route
discovery process. Source node broadcasts a route
request (RREQ) packet to its neighbors, which then
forwards the request to their neighbors and so on.

Route Maintenance
A route established between source and destination
pair is maintained as long as needed by the source. If the
source node moves during an active session, it can
reinitiate route discovery to establish a new route to
destination. However, if the destination or some
intermediate node moves, the node upstream of the
break remove the routing entry and send route error
(RERR) message to the affected active upstream
neighbors. These nodes in turn propagate the RERR to
their precursor nodes, and so on until the source node is
reached. The affected source node may then choose to
either stop sending data or reinitiate route discovery for
that destination by sending out a new RREQ message.

Fig. 1 indicates the broadcast of RREQ across the
network
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Fig 3: Illustration of AODV
II.ii DSDV Proactive (Table-Driven) Routing
Protocol

Figure 5. DSDV Routing Table

Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector Routing
(DSDV) [1,11] is one of the most well known tabledriven routing algorithms for MANETs. It is a distance
vector protocol. In distance vector protocols, every node
i maintains for each destination x a set of distances
{dij(x)} for each node j that is a neighbor of i. Node i
treats neighbor k as a next hop for a packet destined to x
if dik(x) equals minj{dij(x)}. The succession of next
hops chosen in this manner leads to x along the shortest
path. In order to keep the distance estimates up to date,
each node monitors the cost of its outgoing links and
periodically broadcasts to all of its neighbors its current
estimate of the shortest distance to every other node in
the network. The distance vector which is periodically
broadcasted contains one entry for each node in the
network which includes the distance from the
advertising node to the destination. The distance vector
algorithm described above is a classical Distributed
Bellman-Ford (DBF) algorithm [6][7].

DSDV is a distance vector algorithm which uses
sequence numbers originated and updated by the
destination, to avoid the looping problem caused by
stale routing information. In DSDV, each node
maintains a routing table which is constantly and
periodically updated (not on-demand) and advertised to
each of the node’s current neighbors. Each entry in the
routing table has the last known destination sequence
number. Each node periodically transmits updates, and it
does so immediately when significant new information
is available. In DSDV, broken link may be detected by
the layer-2 protocol [2], or it may instead be inferred if
no broadcasts have been received for a while from a
former neighbouring node. The data broadcasted by
each node will contain its new sequence number and the
following information for each new route: the
destination’s address, the number of hops to reach the
destination and the sequence number of the information
received regarding that destination, as originally
stamped by the destination. No assumptions about
mobile hosts maintaining any sort of time
synchronization or about the phase relationship of the
update periods between the mobile nodes are made.
Following the traditional distance-vector routing
algorithms, these update packets contain information
about which nodes are accessible from each node and
the number of hops necessary to reach them. Routes
with more recent sequence numbers are always the
preferred basis for forwarding decisions. Of the paths
with the same sequence number, those with the smallest
metric (number of hops to the destination) will be used.
The addresses stored in the route tables will correspond
to the layer at which the DSDV protocol is operated.
Operation at layer 3 will use network layer addresses for
the next hop and destination addresses, and operation at
layer 2 will use layer-2 MAC addresses [7].

Fig 4: Illustration of DSDV
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

Packet Delivary Ratio

The following metrics are used in varying scenarios
to evaluate the different protocols:-

100

1) Packet delivery ratio - This is defined as the ratio of
the number of data packets received by the destinations
to those sent by the CBR sources.

80

P 60
D 40
R 20

2) Normalized routing load - This is defined as the
number of routing packets transmitted per data packet
delivered at the destination. Normalized routing load
gives a measure of the efficiency of the protocol.

0
25

3) End-to-end delay of data packets - This is defined
as the delay between the time at which the data packet
was originated at the source and the time it reaches the
destination. Data packets that get lost en route are not
considered. Delays due to route discovery, queuing and
retransmissions are included in the delay metric.

In figure 6 shows the performance metrics of PDR.
When network size is 25 nodes. Packet delivery ratio of
AODV is higher than DSDV. When we increase the
network size at 50 nodes than packet delivery ratio of
AODV is again higher than DSDV. When network size
at 75 nodes packet delivery ratio of DSDV increases and
PDR of AODV decreases but the ratio us almost similar
at 75 nodes. When we again increases the network size
with 100 nodes than PDR of DSDV again decreases and
PDR OF AODV again increase and higher than DSDV.
The performance of AODV is better than DSDV with
no. of nodes increases (except at 75 nodes).

Parameter Used:
Table 1 Simulator parameter used for routing
protocols
Value

Simulator

NS-2.27

Protocols

AODV, DSDV

No. of Nodes

25,50,75,100

Environment size

500*500,500*400

Simulation time

20,50,100 seconds

Traffic type

CBR,UDP

50
75
100
No of Nodes

Figure 6 Performance evaluation of routing protocols
average resullts

4) Throughput - This is defined as the ratio of the
number of data packets received by the destinations to
those sent by the CBR sources.

Parameter

AODV
DSDV

Average End to End delay:
This delay includes processing and queuing delay in
each intermediate node i.e. the time elapsed until a
demanded route is available. Unsuccessful route
establishment are ignored.

Packet Delivery Ratio average results:
Table 3 End to End Delay of AODV and DSDV
routing average results

The ratio between the number of packets that are
received and the number of packets sent.

No of Nodes
25

Table 2 Packet Delivery Ratio of AODV, DSDV

AODV
3606.4

DSDV
10204.56

No. of Nodes

AODV

DSDV

50

4031.63

5057.795

25

74.82

61.02

75

5762.115

7708.61

50

80.72

66.85

100

9075.43

7668.355

75

74.765

76.02

100

75.755

65.765
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Average End to End Delay

Avg.
end- to 10000
end
8000
delay

6000
4000

AODV
DSDV

2000
0
25
50
75
No. of Nodes

Routing Overhead

1.8
1.6
R 1.4
O 1.2
H 1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

12000

AODV
DSDV
25

100

50

75

100

No. of Nodes

Figure 8 Performance evaluation of routing protocols
average results

Figure 7 Performance evaluation of routing protocols
average results

In figure 8 shows the performance metrics of routing
overhead. When network size is 25 nodes. Routing
overhead of DSDV is higher than AODV. When we
increase the network size at 50 nodes than routing
overhead of DSDV is again higher than AODV. When
network size at 75 nodes routing overhead of DSDV
decreases and overhead of AODV increases. When the
network size with 100 nodes than overhead of AODV
almost same routing overhead of DSDV again increase
and higher than AODV.

In figure 7 shows the performance metrics of
average end to end delay. When network size is 25
nodes. Average end to end delay of DSDV is very
higher than AODV. When we increase the network size
at 50 nodes than Average end to end delay of DSDV is
again higher than AODV but delay of DSDV now
decreases and delay of AODV little bit increases. When
network size at 75 nodes average end to end delay of
DSDV increases and delay of AODV again increases.
When the network size with 100 nodes than delay of
AODV again increases and delay of AODV again
increase and higher than DSDV. The performance of
AODV is better than DSDV with no. of nodes increases
(except with 100 nodes).

Throughput:
Throughput is the total of all bits (or packets)
successfully delivered to individual destinations over
total-time / total time (or over bits-total / total time) and
result is found as per KB/Sec.

Routing Overhead:
The routing overhead measures by the total number
of control packets sent divided by the number of data
packets delivered successfully.

No. of Nodes
25

2.3

2.08

No. of Nodes

AODV

DSDV

50

2.915

2.54

25

1.36

1.615

75

5.335

5.405

50

1.255

1.435

100

5.315

5.1

75

1.375

1.345

100

1.395

1.61

AODV

DSDV

Table 5 Throughput of AODV and DSDV routing
protocols average results

Table 4 Routing Overhead of AODV and SDV routing
protocols for WSN
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T
h
r
o
u
g
h
p
u
t

Throughput

6

Parameter

AODV

DSDV

5

Flooding

Yes

Yes

4

Routing loop Avoidance

Yes

Yes

3

Power Consumption

Medium

High

AODV

Distance Vector

Yes

Yes

DSDV

Throughput

High

Medium

End-to-End Delay

Medium

High

2
1
0
25

50

75

100

Table 6. A Brief Comparison of AODV & DSDV

No. of Nodes
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Abstract – Record matching, which identifies the records that represent the same real-world entity, is an important step for
data integration. Most state-of-the-art record matching methods are supervised, which requires the user to provide training
data. These methods are not applicable for the Web database scenario, where the records to match are query results
dynamically generated on- the-fly. Such records are query-dependent and a prelearned method using training examples
from previous query results may fail on the results of a new query. To address the problem of record matching in the Web
database scenario, we present an unsupervised, online record matching method, UDD, which, for a given query, can
effectively identify duplicates from the query result records of multiple Web databases. After removal of the same-source
duplicates, the “presumed” nonduplicate records from the same source can be used as training examples alleviating the
burden of users having to manually label training examples. Starting from the nonduplicate set, we use two cooperating
classifiers, a weighted component similarity summing classifier and an SVM classifier, to iteratively identify duplicates in the
query results from multiple Web databases. Experimental results show that UDD works well for the Web database
scenario where existing supervised methods do not apply.
Keywords—Record matching, duplicate detection, record linkage, data deduplication, data integration, Web database,
query result record, SVM..

I.

book if we are interested only in the book title and
author. The problem of identifying duplicates,
that is, two (or more) records describing the
same entity, has attracted much attention from
many research fields, including Databases, Data
Mining,
Artificial Intelligence, and Natural
Language Processing. Most previous work is
based on predefined matching rules handcoded by
domain experts or matching rules
learned offline by some learning method from a
set of training examples. Such approaches work
well in a traditional database environment, where
all instances of the target databases can be
readily accessed, as long as a set of high-quality
representative records can be examined by
experts or selected for the user to label. In the
Web database scenario, the records to match are
highly query-dependent, since they can only be
obtained through online queries. Moreover, they
are only a partial and biased portion of all the data
in the
source
Web databases. Consequently,
hand-coding or offline-learning approaches are not
appropriate for two reasons. First, the full data set is
not available beforehand, and therefore, good
representative data for training are hard to obtain.
Second, and most importantly, even if good
representative data are found and labeled for
learning, the rules learned on the representatives

INTRODUCTION

TODAY, more and more databases that
dynamically generate Web pages in response to
user queries are available on the Web. These Web
databases compose the deep or hidden Web, which is
estimated to contain a much larger amount of high
quality, usually structured information and to have
a faster growth rate than the static Web. Most Web
databases are only accessible via a query interface
through which users can submit queries. Once a
query is received, the Web server will retrieve the
corresponding results from the back-end database
and return them to the user. To build a system that
helps users integrate and, more importantly,
compare the query results returned from multi- ple
Web databases, a crucial task is to match the
different sources’ records that refer to the same
real-world entity. For example, Fig. 1 shows some of
the query results returned by two online bookstores,
booksamillion.com and abebooks.com, in response to
the same query “Harry Potter” over the Title field. It
can be seen that the record numbered 3 in Fig. 1a
and the third record in Fig. 1b refer to the same
book, since they have the same ISBN number
authors differ somewhat. In
although their
comparison, the record numbered 5 in Fig. 1a and
the second record in Fig. 1b also refer to the same
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of a full data set may not work well on a partial
and biased part of that data set.

the weighting of other fields or even be zero.
However, if a matching rule is learned from
representatives of the full data set, then it is highly
unlikely that a rule to deal with such fields will be
discovered. Moreover, for each new query,
depending on the results returned, the field
weights should probably change
too, which
makes supervised-learning- based methods even
less applicable. To overcome such problems, we
propose a new record matching method
Unsupervised Duplicate Detection (UDD) for the
specific record matching problem of identifying
duplicates among records in query results from
multiple Web databases. The key ideas of our
method are:
1. We focus on techniques for adjusting the
weights of the record fields in calculating the
similarity between two records. Two records are
considered as duplicates if they are “similar
enough” on their fields. As illustrated by the
previous example, we believe
different fields
may need to be assigned different importance
weights in an adaptive and dynamic manner.
2. Due to the absence of labeled training
examples, we use a sample of universal data
consisting of record pairs from different data
sources
as an approximation for a negative
training set as well as the record pairs from the
same data source. We believe, and our experimental
results verify, that doing so is reason- able since the
proportion of duplicate records in the universal set
is usually much smaller than the proportion of
nonduplicates. Employing two classifiers that
collaborate in an iterative manner, UDD identifies
duplicates as follows: First, each field’s weight is
set according to its “relative distance,” i.e.,
dissimilarity,
among
records
from
the
approximated negative training set. Then, the first
classifier, which utilizes the weights set in the first
step, is used to match records from different data
sources. Next, with the matched records being
a positive set and the nonduplicate records in
the negative set, the second classifier further
identifies new duplicates. Finally, all the identified
duplicates and non- duplicates are used to adjust the
field weights set in the first step and a new
iteration begins by again employing the first
classifier
to identify new
duplicates. The
iteration stops when no new duplicates can be
identified.

Fig. 1. Example query results from two Web
databases. (a) Query results from
booksamillion.com. (b) Query results from
abebooks.com.
To illustrate this problem, consider a query for
books of a specific author, such as “J. K. Rowling.”
Depending on how the Web databases process
such a query, all the result records for this query
may well have only “J. K. Rowling” as the value for
the Author field. In this case, the Author field of
these records is ineffective for distinguishing the
records that should be matched and those that
should not. To reduce the influence of such fields in
determining which records should match, their
weighting should be adjusted to be much lower than

The contributions of this paper include:
•
To our knowledge, this is the first work that
studies and solves the online duplicate detection
problem for the Web database scenario where
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query results are generated on-the-fly. In this
scenario,
the importance of each individual
field needs to be considered, which may vary
widely from query to query. This makes existing
work
based
on hand- coded rules or offline
learning inappropriate.

neighborhood method [20], Bigram Indexing [9],
and record clustering ([12] and [27]). Even
though these methods differ in how to partition the
data set into blocks, they all considerably reduce
the number of comparisons by only comparing
records from the same block. Since any of these
methods can be incorporated into UDD to reduce
the number of record pair comparisons, we do not
further consider this issue. While most previous
record matching work is targeted at matching a
single type of record, more recent work ([13], [16],
and [22]) has addressed the matching of multiple
types of records with rich associations between the
records. Even though the matching complexity
increases rapidly with the number of record types,
these works manage to capture the matching
dependencies between multiple record types and
utilize such dependencies to improve the matching
accuracy of each single record type. Unfortunately,
however, the dependencies among multiple
record types are not available for many domains.

•
To our knowledge, this is also the first
work that takes advantage of the dissimilarity
among records from the same Web database for
record matching. Most existing work requires
human-labeled training data (positive, negative,
or both), which places a heavy burden on users.
•
A machine learning algorithm is proposed
to learn only from an approximated negative
training set, which may contain some positive
examples, i.e., noise. Most existing work learns
from a positive example set that contains no noise.
• The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, related work is reviewed. Section 3 first
defines the duplicate

Compared to these previous works, UDD is
specifically designed for the
Web database
scenario where the records to match are of a
single type with multiple string fields. These
records are heavily query-dependent and are only
a partial and biased portion of the entire data,
which makes the existing work based on offline
learning inappropriate. Moreover, our work focuses
on studying and addressing the
field
weight
assignment issue rather than on the similarity
measure. In UDD, any similarity measure, or some
combination of them, can be easily incorporated.
Our work is also related to the classification
problem using only a single class of training
examples, i.e., either positive or negative, to find
data similar to the given class. To date, most singleclass classification work has relied on learning from
positive and unlabeled data ([14], [15], and [24]). In
[25], multiple classification methods are compared
and it is concluded that one-class SVM and
neural network methods are comparable and
superior to all the other methods. In particular, oneclass SVM distinguishes one class of data from
another by drawing the class boundary of the
provided data’s class in the feature space.
However, it requires lots of data to induce the
boundary precisely, which makes it liable to
overfit or underfit the data and, moreover, it is
very vulnerable to noise.

• The terms data source and Web database are used
interchangeably record matching problem in the
Web database context, and then, presents the UDD
record matching method. Section 4 validates the
UDD method through experiments on some real
data sets. Section 5 concludes the paper.
II. RELATED W O RK
Most record matching methods adopt a
framework that uses two major steps ([17] and [23]):
1. Identifying a similarity function. Using training
examples (i.e., manually labeled duplicate and
nonduplicate records) and a set of predefined basis
similarity measures/functions
over
numeric
and/or string fields, a single composite similarity
function over one pair of records, which is a
weighted combination (often linear) of the basic
functions, is identified by domain experts [20] or
learned by a learning method, such
as
Expectation-Maximization, decision tree, Bayesian
network, or SVM ([5], [12], [32], and [35]).
2. Matching records. The composite similarity
function is used
to calculate
the similarity
between
the candidate pairs and highly similar
pairs are matched and identified as referring to the
same entity.

An important aspect of duplicate detection is to
reduce the number of record pair comparisons.
Several methods have been proposed for this
purpose including standard blocking [21], sorted

The record matching works most closely related
to UDD are Christen’s method [8] and PEBL [36].
Using a nearest based approach, Christen first
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performs a comparison step to generate weight
vectors for each pair of records and selects those
weight vectors as training examples that, with
high likelihood, correspond to either true matches
(i.e., pairs with high similarity scores that are used
as positive examples) or true non matches (i.e.,
pairs with low similarity scores that are used as
negative examples). These training examples are
then used in a convergence step to train a classifier
(either nearest neighbor or SVM) to label the record
pairs not in the training set. Combined, these two
steps allow fully auto- mated, unsupervised
record pair classification, without the need to know
the true match and non match status of the
weight vectors produced in the comparison step.

4. PEBL assumes that the set of positive
training examples is correct; whether and by
how much its performance will be affected by
false positive exam- ples is not known. Our
experiments show that UDD’s
TABLE 1

PEBL classifies Web pages in two stages by
learning from positive examples and unlabeled data.
In the mapping stage, a weak classifier, e.g., a rulebased one, is used to get “strong” negative
examples from the unlabeled data, which contain
none of the frequent features of the positive
examples. In the convergence stage, an internal
classifier, e.g., SVM, is first trained by the positive
examples and
the auto identified
negative
examples and
is then
used
to iteratively
identify new negative examples until it converges.
The major differences between Christen’s method,
PEBL, and UDD are:

Duplicate Reduction within a Website Using Exact
Matching performance is not very sensitive to the
false negative cases, i.e., actual duplicates from
the same data source.
III. DUPLICATE DETECTION IN UDD
In this section, the duplicate detection problem
in the context of Web databases is first defined in
Section 3.1, and then, an overview of our solution to
this problem, the UDD method, is presented in
Section 3.2. Next, the two main classifiers of UDD
are described: a weighted component similarity
summing classifier in Section 3.3 and an SVM
classifier in Section 3.4. The similarity measure
used in our experiments is briefly described in
Section 3.5.

1. The weights used in Christen’s method are
static, while in UDD the weights are adjusted
dynamically.
2. Both Christen’s method and PEBL use only
one classifier
during the iterations of the
convergence stage, while UDD uses two classifiers
that cooperate. When there is only one single
classifier in the convergence-stage iterations, the
classified results from a previous iteration are
used by the same classifier as the retraining
examples for the next iteration, which makes it
unlikely these results will help
the classifier
obtain
a
different
hypothesis. Using two
classifiers cooperatively can help prevent this
problem.

3.1 Problem Definition
Our focus is on Web databases from the same
domain, i.e., Web databases that provide the same
type of records in response to user queries. Suppose
there are s records in data source A and there are t
records in data source B, with each record having a
set of fields/attributes. Each of the t records in data
source B can potentially be a duplicate of each of the
s records in data source A. The goal of duplicate
detection is to determine the matching status, i.e.,
duplicate or nonduplicate, of these s
t record
pairs.

3. PEBL is a general framework for the Web
page classification problem and it needs a set of
positive training examples, while UDD tackles
a slightly different
classification
problem,
online
duplicate record detection for multiple
Web databases. In this scenario, the assumption
that most records from the same data source are
nonduplicates usually holds,
i.e., negative
examples are assumed without human labeling,
which
helps
UDD overcome the training
examples requirement.

3.1.1 Duplicate Definition
Different users may have different criteria for
what constitutes a duplicate even for records within
the same domain. For example, in Fig. 1, if the user
is only interested in the title and author of a book
and does not care about the ISBN information,
the records numbered 5 in Fig. 1a and the second
record in Fig. 1b are duplicates. Furthermore, the
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records numbered 5 and 6 in Fig. 1a are also
duplicates under this criterion. In contrast, some
users may be concerned about the ISBN field besides
the title and author fields. For these users, the
records numbered 5 and 6 in Fig. 1a and the second
record in Fig. 1b are not duplicates. This user
preference problem makes supervised duplicate
detection methods fail.
Since UDD is
unsupervised, it does not suffer from this problem.

of the m records then is t/n.
3.1.3 Problem Formulation
We formulate the duplicate detection problem
following the completion of the exact matching
step. We represent a pair of records P12 ¼ fr1 ;
r2 g, where r1 and r2
can come from the
same or different data sources, as a similarity
vector V12 ¼ < 1 ; 2 ; . . . ; n >, in which i
represents the ith field similarity between r1 and
r2 : 0
1: i ¼ 1 means that the ith fields
i
of r1 and r2 are equal and i ¼ 0 means that
the ith fields of r1 and r2 are totally different.
Note that UDD can employ any similarity function
(one or multiple) to calculate the field similarity.
The similarity function we use in our experiments
is discussed in Section 3.5.

3.1.2 Assumptions and Observations
In this section, we present the assumptions and
observations on which UDD is based. First, we
make the following two assumptions:
1. A global schema for the specific type of result
records is predefined and each
database’s
individual query result schema has been matched
to the global schema (see, for example, the
methods in [19] and [30]).

We call a similarity vector formed by a
duplicate record pair a duplicate vector and a
similarity vector formed by a

extractors, i.e.,
wrappers, are
2. Record
available for each source to extract the result
data from HTML pages and insert them into a
relational database according to the global schema
(see, for example, the methods in [29], [37], and
[38]).
Besides these two assumptions, we also make use
of the following two observations:
1. The records from the same data source usually
have the same format.
2. Most duplicates from the same data source
can be identified and removed using an exact
matching method.
Duplicate records exist in the query results of
many Web databases, especially when the
duplicates are defined based on only some of the
fields in a record. Using a straightforward
preprocessing step, exact matching, can merge those
records that are exactly the same in all relevant
matching fields. We investigated 40 Websites for
four popular domains on the Web, and as shown in
Table 1, found that the simple exact matching step
can reduce duplicates by 89 percent, on average.
The main reason that exact matching is so effective
at reducing duplicates is that the data format for
records from the same data source is usually
the same for all records. In Table 1, the duplicate
ratio is defined as follows:

Fig. 2. Duplicate vector identification algorithm.

Definition 1. Suppose there are m records extracted
from a data source d. There can be n ¼ mðm 1Þ=2
record
pairs generated, which are formed by
putting every two records together. Suppose t of the n
record pairs are duplicate records. The duplicate ratio
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We propose a method that identifies duplicate
vectors in P iteratively, in a way similar to [8]
and [36]. However, different from these two
works, in which only one classifier is used during
the iterations, we employ two classifiers in each
iteration that cooperate to identify duplicate
vectors from P . Two classifiers are used since we
believe that, if there is only one classifier, it is
possible that the identified positive instances are
not effective enough to retrain the classifier to
get a more accurate hypothesis, while two
classifiers with different characteristics may
discover different sets of positive instances. Thus,
the two classifiers can benefit from each other
by
taking
advantage of duplicate vectors
identified by the other classifier.

Fig.
3. Duplicate
vector
identification
process. (a) Identify a set of duplicate vectors
d1
from P and f from N using C1
with
parameters learned from N . (b) Identify a set of
duplicate vectors d2 from P with C2 , which is
learned from N f and D. (c) Identify a new set of
duplicate vectors d0 from P and f 0 from N using
C1 with parameters learned from N f and D. (d)
Identify a set of duplicate vectors d0 from P using
C2 . The iteration stops when no new duplicate
vectors are identified by C1 . nonduplicate record
pair a nonduplicate vector. Initially, two sets of
vectors can be built.
1.

A nonduplicate vector set N that includes
similarity vectors formed by any two different
records from the same data source.

2.

A potential duplicate vector set P that
includes all similarity vectors formed by any
two records from different data sources.

The overall UDD algorithm is presented in Fig.
2. 1In this algorithm, two classifiers in tandem, C1
and
C2 identify the duplicate vector
set D
iteratively. At the very beginning of the algorithm,
the negative example set N is used to set the
parameters W of C1 (line 2). Then, C1 is used to
identify a set of duplicate vectors d1 from P and a
set of duplicate vectors f from N (lines 3 and 4 and
Fig. 3a). If there are no duplicates at the very
beginning, i.e., d1 ¼ , the algorithm will stop at
line 6 before any iteration begins. In each
iteration, after creating N 0 by deleting f from N
(line 7) and adding d1 and f into D (line 8), we
train C2 using the updated D and N 0 (line 9),
i.e., using positive and negative examples. Next,
we employ the trained C2 to detect new duplicate
vectors d2 from P (line
1 10), and then, remove d2
from P (line 11 and Fig. 3b) and add d2 to D (line
12). After D is updated, D and N 0 are used to
adjust the parameters W of C1 (line 13) that were
set tentatively according to N before any iteration
began. Using C1 with the new parameters W , we
can identify a new set of duplicate vectors from P
(d0in Fig. 3c) and a new set of duplicate vectors
from N (f 0 in Fig. 3c), and a new duplicate vector
detection iteration begins. The iteration stops when
no new duplicates are identified by C1 (Fig. 3d).

Given the nonduplicate vector set N , our goal
is to try to identify the set of actual duplicate
vectors D from the potential duplicate vector set
P.
3.2 UDD Algorithm Overview
An intuitive solution to this problem is that
we can learn a classifier from N and use the
learned classifier to classify P . Although there are
several works based on learning from only
positive (or negative) examples, to our knowledge
all works in the literature assume that the positive
(or negative) examples are all correct. However, N
may contain a small set of false negative examples.
For most general, single-class learning algorithms,
such as one-class SVM, these noise examples
may have disastrous effects [25].

3.3 C1- Weighted component Similarity summing
(WCSS) Classifier
plays a
In our algorithm, classifier C1
vital role. At the beginning, it is used to identify
some duplicate vectors when there are no positive
examples available. Then, after iteration begins, it is
used again to cooperate with C2 to identify new
duplicate vectors. Because no duplicate vectors are
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available initially,
classifiers
that need class
information to train, such as decision tree and
Naı̈ve Bayes, cannot be used.

component weight assignment algorithm is shown
in Fig. 4. The intuition for the weight assignment
includes:

An intuitive method to identify duplicate
vectors
is
to assume that two records are
duplicates if most of their fields that are under
consideration are similar, such as the record
numbered 3 in Fig. 1a and the third record in Fig.
1b. On the other hand, if all corresponding fields of
the two records are dissimilar, it is unlikely that the
two records are duplicates.

1.

similarity
Duplicate intuition:
The
between two duplicate records should be close
to 1. For a duplicate vector V12
that is
formed by a pair of duplicate records r1
and r2 , we need to assign large weights to the
components with
large similarity values
and small weights to the components with
small similar- ity values (lines 4-8).

To evaluate the similarity between two
records,
we combine the values
of each
component in the similarity vector for the two
records. As illustrated in Section 3.1.1, different
fields may have different importance when we
decide whether two records are duplicates. The
importance is usually data-dependent, which, in
turn, depends on the query in the Web database
scenario. Hence, we define the similarity between
records r1 and r2 as

2.

Nonduplicate intuition: The similarity for
two non- duplicate records should be close to
is the
0. Hence, for a in which pi
accumulated ith component similarity value
for all duplicate vectors in D (lines 5 and 6) and
wdi is the normalized weight for the ith
component (lines 7 and 8). For each component,
if it usually has a large similarity value in the
duplicate vectors, pi will be large according to
(2) and, in turn, a large weight will be assigned
for the ith component according to (3). On the
other hand, the component will be assigned a
small weight if it usually has
a small
similarity value in the duplicate vectors.

According to the nonduplicate intuition, we
use the following weight assignment scheme
considering all non- duplicate vectors in N :
qi ¼

X

ð1

v2N

vi Þð4Þ
qj

and qi nonduplicate vector V12 that is formed
by a pair of nonduplicate records r1
and r2 ,
P
w
¼
we need to assign ni
n j¼1 5Þsmall
weights to the components with large similarity
values and large weights to the components with
small similarity values (lines 9-14). According to
the
duplicate intuition, we
design
the
following weight assignment scheme considering
all duplicate vectors in D: n which qi is the
accumulated ith component dissimilarity value for
all nonduplicate vectors in N (lines 10 and 11) and
wni is the normalized weight for the ith component
(lines 12 and 13). In a similarity vector V ¼ < 1
; 2 ; . . . ; n >, the ith component dissimilarity
refers to 1
i . For each component, if it
usually has a large similarity value in the
nonduplicate vectors, it will have a small
accumulated dissimilarity according to (4) and will,

Fig. 4. Component weight assignment algorithm.
3.3.1 Component Weight Assignment
In the WCSS classifier, we assign a weight to a
component to indicate the importance of its
corresponding field under the condition that the
sum of all component weights is equal to 1. The
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in turn, be assigned a small weight according to
(5). On the other hand, it will be assigned a large
weight if it usually has a small similarity value in
the nonduplicate vectors.
In general, the two intuitions will give rise
to different weighting schemes, which need to be
combined to generate a more reasonable weighting
scheme. In our experiment, we give each scheme a
weight to show its importance (line 14):
wi ¼ a wdi þ ð1

aÞwni

than the size of the positive examples. This
is especially the case at the beginning of the
duplicate vector detection iterations when a limited
number of duplicates are detected. Another
requirement is that the classifier should work
well given limited training examples. Because
our algorithm identifies duplicate vectors in an
iterative way, any incorrect identification due to
noise during the first several iterations, when the
number of positive examples is limited, will
ð6Þgreatly affect the final result.

in which a 2 ½0; 1 denotes the importance of
duplicate vectors
versus nonduplicate vectors.
At the start of our algorithm in Fig. 2, there is
no duplicate vector available. Hence, a is assigned
to be 0. As more duplicate vectors are discovered,
we increase the value of a. We initially set a to be
0.5 at the 2nd iteration to indicate that D and
N are equally important and incrementally add 0.1
for each of the subsequent iterations.

According to [33], Support Vector Machine
(SVM), which is known to be insensitive to the
number of training examples, satisfies all the
desired requirements and is selected for use in
UDD. Because our algorithm will be used for online
duplicate detection, we use a linear kernel, which is
the fastest,
as the kernel
function in our
experiments.

3.3.2 Duplicate Identification

The similarity calculation quantifies the
similarity between a pair of record fields. As the
query results to match are extracted from HTML
pages, namely, text files, we only consider string
similarity. Given a pair of strings ðSa ; Sb Þ, a
similarity function calculates the similarity score
between Sa
and Sb , which must be between
0 and
1. Since the similarity function is
orthogonal to the iterative duplicate detection,
any kind of similarity calculation method can be
employed in UDD (e.g., [6] and [18]). Domain
knowledge or user preference can also be
incorporated into the similarity function.
In
particular, the similarity function
can be
learned if training data is available [31].

3.5 Similarity Calculation

After we assign a weight
for each
the duplicate vector detection is
component,
rather intuitive. Two records r1
and r2 are
duplicates if Simðr1 ; r2 Þ Tsim , i.e., if their
similarity value is equal to or greater than a
similarity threshold. In general, the similarity
threshold Tsim should be close to 1 to ensure that
the identified duplicates are correct.
Increasing
the value of Tsim
will reduce the number
of duplicate vectors identified by C1
while,
at the same time, the identified duplicates will
be more precise. The influence of Tsim
on the
performance of our algorithm will be illustrated
in Section 4.3.3.

Specifically,
in
our
experiments,
a
transformation- based
similarity calculation
method is adapted from [31] in which, given
two strings Sa ¼ fta1 ; ta2 ; . . . ; tam g and Sb ¼
ftb1 ; tb2 ; . . . ; tbn g containing a set of tokens,
to Sb
is a
a string transformation from Sa
sequence
of operations that
transforms the
tokens of Sa
to tokens of Sb . Among others,
the string transformations considered include
Initial (one token is equal to the first character of
the
other),
Substring
(one token
is a
substring of the other),
and Abbreviation
(characters in one token are a subset of the
characters in the other token). After the k
transformation steps are identified, the similarity
score between Sa and Sb is calculated as the
cosine similarity between the token vectors Sa
and Sb with each token associated with a TF-

3.4 C- Support Vector Machine Classifier
After detecting a few duplicate vectors
whose similarity scores are bigger than the
threshold using the WCSS classifier, we have
positive
examples, the identified duplicate
vectors in D, and negative examples, namely,
the remaining nonduplicate vectors in N 0 . Hence,
we can train another classifier C2 and use this
trained classifier to identify new duplicate vectors
from the remaining potential duplicate vectors in P
and the nonduplicate vectors in N 0 .
A classifier suitable for the task should
have the following characteristics. First, it should
not be sensitive to the relative
size of the
positive and negative examples because the size
of the negative examples is usually much bigger
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IDF weight, where TF means the frequency of
a token in a string and IDF the inverse of the
number of strings that contain the token in the
field. The TF value of a token is usually 1 and
IDF will reduce the weight for tokens, such as
the tokens in the user query that appear in
multiple strings in a field.

detecting duplicate query results collected from
Web databases, we also collected some real Web
data from Web databases in three domains: Book,
Hotel, and Movie. For the Book domain, we
collected records with Title, Author, Publisher, and
ISBN fields. In our experiments, we run the
UDD algorithm on the full data set with all four
fields (referred to as Book-full) as well as on the
subdata set with only fields Title and Author
(referred to as Book-titau). For the Hotel where
the ground truth, i.e., #of T rue Duplicate P airs,
for the Cora data set is given in [26] and that for
the other data sets is manually identified.

IV. EXPERIMENTS
This section describes the experiments used to
validate the UDD method. First, we introduce
the data sets used in Section 4.1. Then, Section
4.2 describes the evaluation metric. Finally, the
experimental results are presented in Section
4.3, which includes the influence of different
parameters of our algorithm on the final results.

However, as indicated in [10], due to the
usually imbalanced distribution of matches and
nonmatches in the weight vector set, these
commonly used accuracy measures are not very
suitable for assessing the quality of record
matching. The large
number of nonmatches
usually dominates the accuracy measure and yields
results that are too optimistic. Thus, we also use
the F -measure, which is the harmonic mean of
precision and recall, to evaluate the classification
quality [2]:

4.1 Data Sets
We tested UDD on five data sets. To
compare UDD with existing approaches, we ran
our experiments on Cora, which is a collection of
research paper citations provided by [26] and
whose subsets have been used in [5], [12], and [13].
Each citation of a paper originally was a text string
and was manually segmented into multiple fields
such as Author, Title, Year, etc. The paper
coreferences, i.e., duplicates, which are citations
that refer to the same paper, were manually
labeled. Unfortunately, Cora is a noisy data set in
which there are some fields that are not correctly
segmented and
there
is some
erroneous
coreference labeling. In our experiments, we
separate the Cora data set into different subsets
to make sure that our assumption that the records

2. precision recall
Domain, we collected records with Name,
Address, and Star fields from 10 hotel-booking
Web sites. For the Movie domain, we collected
records with nine fields such as Title, F measure
¼ ðprecision þ recall Actor, Director, etc., from 10
movie-selling Web sites. Some of the databases do
not provide values for some fields in their query
results. In such cases, we leave these fields
blank considering them to have a null value.
When measuring the similarity of a record that
has a null value field to another record, we set the
component value for the null value field to be the
average of all other nonnull fields’ component
values in the similarity vector.

TABLE 2 Properties of the Data Sets

data
sets are
The properties of these
summarized in Table 2. The results shown in
are
the performance of the
later
tables
duplicate detection algorithms averaged over all
the queries for each domain.
In our experiments, UDD is implemented in
C++ and was run on a PC with an Intel 3.0 GHz
CPU and 1 GB RAM. The operating system is
Mandriva Linux 2005 Limited Edition and the
compiler is GCC 3.4.3. It was observed that UDD
could finish the record matching task within 1
second for each query, on average, which is quite
acceptable in the Web database record matching
scenario.

from each data source are distinct holds. We
assign the records into n subsets, where n is the
largest number of duplicates that a paper has
in Cora. Each duplicate is randomly assigned to
a subset under the restriction that a paper’s
duplicates cannot be assigned to the same subset.
To show the applicability of our algorithm for
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4.2 Evaluation Metric
As in many other duplicate detection approaches,
we report the overall performance using recall
and precision, which are defined as follows:
#of Correctly Identified Duplicate Pairs
Precision #-------------------------------------------------#of All Identified Duplicate Pairs

-

#of correctly Identified Duplicate Pairs
Recall= ---------------------------------------------------#of True Duplicate Pairs

Tsim . Table 4 shows UDD’s performance when
using five different similarity thresholds (Tsim :
0.75, 0.80, 0.85, 0.90, and 0.95) on the four Web
database data sets. The iteration row in this table
indicates the number of iterations required for
UDD to stop.

4.3 Experimental Results
4.3.1 Cora Data Set
We ran UDD on the Cora data set and its
three subsets individually when the similarity
threshold Tsim ¼ 0:85. Although Cora is a
noisy data set, our algorithm still performs well
over it. UDD has a precision of 0.896, recall of 0.950,
and F-measure of 0.923 over the Cora data set.
We compared our results with other works that
use all or part of the Cora data set. Bilenko and
Mooney [5], in which a subset of the Cora data set
is used, report an F-measure of 0.867. Cohen and
0.99/0.925
for
Richman
[12]
report
precision/recall using a subset of the Cora data
set. Culotta and McCallum [13] report an Fmeasure of 0.908 using the full Cora data set. From
this comparison, it can be seen that the
performance of UDD is comparable to these
methods, all of which require training examples.

It can be seen that the duplicate vector
detection iterations stop very quickly. All of them
stop by the fifth iteration. On the one hand, the
smaller Tsim is, the more iterations are required
and the higher the recall. This is because the
WCSS classifier with smaller Tsim
identifies
more duplicates and most of them are correct
duplicates. Hence, with more correct positive
examples, the SVM classifier can also identify
more duplicates, which, in turn, results in a higher
recall. On the other hand, the smaller Tsim is, the
lower the precision. This is because the WCSS
classifier with smaller Tsim
is more likely
to identify incorrect
duplicates, which
may
incorrectly guide the SVM classifier to identify
new incorrect duplicates. In our experiments, the
highest F-measures were achieved when Tsim ¼
0:85 over all the four data sets.

4.3.2 Web Database Data Sets
Table 3 shows the precision, recall, Fmeasure value, and actual execution time of UDD
on the Web database data sets when the similarity
threshold Tsim ¼ 0:85. It can be seen that UDD
can efficiently identify duplicates among records
from multiple data sources with good precision
and recall, on average.

We also observe from Table 4 that the
iterations stop more quickly when the threshold
Tsim is high. When Tsim is high, vectors are
required to have more large similarity values on
their fields in order to be identified as duplicates
in the early iterations. Hence, vectors with only
a certain number of fields having large similarity
values and other fields having small similarity
values are likely to stay in the negative example
set
N . Recall
that,
according to the
nonduplicate
intuition, when
setting
the
component weights in the
WCSS classifier,
fields with more large similarity values in N gain
smaller weights and fields with more small
similarity values in N gain larger weights. The
vectors that stay in N would make the fields
with small similarity values on all vectors in N

4.3.3 Performance Evaluation
Effect of the threshold Tsim . In Section 3.3.2,
it is assumed that two records r1 and r2 are
duplicates if their similarity Simðr1 ; r2 Þ is larger
than or equal to a similarity threshold
TABLE 3
Performance of UDD on the Web Database Data
Sets
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relatively even smaller compared with other fields.
Thus, they gain larger weights. In turn, the vectors
staying in N are even more unlikely to be
identified as duplicates in the next iteration
because of the larger weights on their fields
with small similarity values. Consequently, a high
Tsim
value makes it difficult for the WCSS
classifier to find new positive instances after the
first two iterations.

components that usually have large similarity
values in N will be assigned small weights. Note
that the false nondupli- cate vectors are actually
duplicate vectors with large similarity values for
their components. As a result, an inappropriate set of
weights could be set for WCSS.
2. Since the SVM classifier learns by creating a
hyper- plane between positive and negative
examples, the false nonduplicate vectors will
incorrectly add positive examples in the negative
space. As a result, the hyperplane could be moved
toward the positive space and the number of
identified duplicate vectors will be much smaller.

TABLE 4
Performance of UDD with Different Tsim
Web Database Data Sets

on the

Deleting the false nonduplicate vectors from
N in the algorithm in Fig. 2 (line 7) can alleviate
this effect. Table 5 shows the performance of
UDD under different duplicate ratios: 0, 2, 5,
and 10 percent. As expected, the perfor- mance
decreases as the duplicate ratio
increases.
However, if the duplicate ratio is small, the
performance is not greatly affected, e.g., when
the percentage is 2 percent. The F-measure is still
larger than 0.88 even when the duplicate ratio is
10 percent, which
is actually a quite
high
duplicate ratio, as illustrated by Example 1.
Example 1. Suppose there is a data set with 100
records that are extracted from the same data
source in which every
TABLE 5
Performance of UDD on the Book-Full Data Set
under Different Duplicate Ratios (Tsim ¼ 0:85)

Influence of duplicate records from the
same data source. Recall that, in Section 3, we
assumed that records from the same data source
are nonduplicates so that we can put pairs of them
into the negative example set N . However, we also
pointed out that, in reality, some of these record
pairs could be actual duplicates. We call the actual
duplicate vectors in N false nonduplicate vectors.
The
number of false nonduplicate
vectors
increases as the duplicate ratio, defined in
Definition 1 in Section 3.1.2, increases.

10 records represent the same entity, i.e., the
data set contains only 10 distinct records. There
will be 100 99=2 ¼ 4;950 record
pairs, i.e.,
nonduplicate
vectors, generated in total
containing ð10
9=2Þ
10 ¼ 450 false
nonduplicate vectors. That is, the duplicate ratio
of this data set is 450=4950 ¼ 9:09 percent.
Effect of the number of iterations. Fig. 5
shows the performance of UDD at the end of each
duplicate detection iteration over the four Web
database data sets when Tsim ¼ 0:85. It can be
seen that the iteration stops quickly for all data
sets and takes at most four iterations.

The false nonduplicate vectors will affect
the
two classifiers in our algorithm in the
following ways:
1. While setting the component weights W in
WCSS according to the nonduplicate intuition,
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performance in [8], i.e., a two-step iterative
SVM-based classifier with increment percentage
ip ¼ 50 percent and total training percentage tp
¼ 100 percent. For efficiency reasons, all SVMs
use
the
linear kernel
function in
our
experiments. It can be seen that the performance of
UDD is close to the performance of SVM on the
Book-full data set because UDD first produces
high-quality positive and negative instances using
one classifier, and then, uses an SVM classifier to
do classification. However, UDD has the advantage
that it does not require any prelabeled training
examples, which relieves the burden on users
having to provide such examples and makes
UDD applicable for online record matching in
the Web database scenario. OSVM totally fails at
this task even though most state-of-the-art work
shows
the effectiveness of single-class SVM
when it is provided with a large number of positive
examples to identify new positive data. However,
in the current task scenario, there are only negative
examples, i.e., nonduplicate vectors in N , for
OSVM to learn from. Moreover, N may actually
have some false nonduplicate vectors and, since
OSVM is vulnerable to noise, it fails more easily.

4.3.4 Comparison with Other Classification
Methods
Table 6 shows the precision, recall, and Fmeasure for UDD compared with four other
machine
learning
approaches, SVM, PEBL,
OSVM, and Christen’s method, on the Book-full
data set. SVM refers to a normal SVM based on
1,000 duplicate and 1,000 nonduplicate vectors
being provided as training examples,
which
are randomly selected from the ground truth.
OSVM [25], refers to one-class SVM that is
provided with the nonduplicate vectors in N as
examples to find vectors in P , say Np , that are
similar to the provided examples. Since Np is the
are similar
to N , i.e.,
set of vectors that
nonduplicates, P
Np
is the actual set of
duplicate vectors identified by OSVM. In [36],
PEBL learns
from
positive examples and
unlabeled data, with one weak classifier before the
iterations and one classifier inside the iterations.
In our experiments, we implement it to learn
from the nonduplicate examples, N, and the
unlabeled data, P, by using the WCSS classifier as
the weak classifier to identify “strong” positive
examples and using an SVM classifier as the
second classifier. For Christen’s method, we use
the classifier that has the best

UDD outperforms both PEBL and Christen’s
method on both precision and recall, and for
PEBL especially on the recall. While both PEBL
and UDD employ two classifiers, the two
classifiers in UDD alternately cooperate inside the
iterations while the weak classifier in PEBL
only works before the iterations. Thus, UDD
outperforms PEBL since in UDD either classifier
can identify instances that cannot be identified
by the other classifier, which reduces the
possibility of being biased
by the false
positive/negative examples. In both PEBL and
Christen’s method, there is only one classifier in
the iterations. When there is only one classifier in
the iterations, the identified results
in a
previous iteration are used by the same classifier
as the new training examples for the next iteration,
which makes the classifier more vulnerable to false
examples.

Fig. 5: Performance of UDD at the end of each
duplicate detection iteration over the four data sets
when Tsim ¼ 0:85.
TABLE 6
Performance Comparison between UDD and Other
Learning Methods on the Book-Full Data Set (Tsim
¼ 0:85)

It can also be seen that UDD is slower than
SVM and OSVM because UDD needs two
iterations to identify the duplicates. However,
UDD is faster than PEBL and Christen’s
method, which require more iterations than
UDD to identify all duplicates.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

Duplicate detection is an important step in
data integration and
most
state-of-the-art
methods
are
based
on
offline learning
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techniques, which require training data. In the
Web database scenario, where records to match
are greatly query-dependent, a pretrained
approach is not applicable as the set of records
in each query’s results is a biased subset of the
full data set.
To overcome this problem, we presented an
unsupervised,
online
approach, UDD, for
detecting duplicates over the query results of
multiple Web databases. Two classifiers, WCSS and
SVM, are used cooperatively in the convergence
step of record matching to identify the duplicate
pairs from all potential duplicate pairs iteratively.
Experimental results show that our approach is
comparable to previous work that requires training
examples for identifying duplicates from the
query results of multiple Web databases.
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A New Approach For Instigating Security
Using Single Zoom Mouse Click Graphical Password
Merin Sebastian & Biju Abraham Narayamparambil
Rajagiri School of Engineering and Technology, Rajagiri Valley, Kakkanad, Kochi , Kerala, India
Abstract – Due to growing hazards to networked computer system, there is great need for security innovations. Authentication is the
process of security to information. User authentication is one of the significant topics in information security. Commonly used
authentication is alphanumeric passwords, biometrics and smart card. At present day upcoming popular method is graphical
password. In graphical password systems authentication is based on clicking on image rather than typing alphanumeric strings .The
motivation to develop graphical password is the fact that human can remember picture better than text. In this we propose a
graphical password scheme which is more secured than other method. This method also depends not only on image but also number
of mouse click on the image. This method reduces the huge image database, as well as images being too simple to cause collisions
on points selected for different users.
Keyword: Graphical password, Alphabetic dictionary, cued recall.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 we
brief of present graphical password schemes. Section 3
describes the proposed scheme and the working of
alphabetic dictionary scheme will. Section 4 and 5
future work and conclusion will be discussed.

Graphical
passwords
are
an
alternative
authentication method to alphanumeric passwords in
which users click on images to authenticate themselves
rather than type alphanumeric strings. The user input the
password to the computer in graphical password with an
aid of the computers graphical input devices and output
devices. The user select from images, in a specific order,
presented in a graphical user interface (GUI)[3]. For this
reason, the graphical-password approach is sometimes
called graphical user authentication (GUA).
The
graphical-password approach increases the usability
feature and memory of the user. Graphical password
tries to overcome major drawback of alphanumeric
passwords. The alphanumeric passwords has the
drawback as password is easy to guess, user has to
remember the password always, cracking the password
was easy, complex password has to be created for
security , different password has to maintain for
different authentication.

II. OVERVIEW OF GRAPHICAL
SCHEME

PASSWORD

In normal authentication method the user has to
give the user name and the alphanumeric password.
Graphical password works same as alphanumeric
password the user has to enter the name and the
password, but the password will be images [2][3]. The
user has to click on the image in sequences. The
sequences of click will become the password. By using
the images the user can easily identify password. The
steps involved during authentication are
Step 1: On logging in the user has to give his/her user
name.

Though graphical password has been implemented
widely there still few drawbacks :(1) The password
might be easily guessed when there exits too few
picture; (2) Many passwords might be identical if the
pictures are homogeneous; (3) similar to text passwords,
the adversaries can view the user's input process by
shoulder surfing, and try to impersonate the user later
on;

Step 2: The user has to click on the particular image
which he/she selected as password during registration
.
Step 3: The sequences of the click has to be the same as
the user click during registration.
Step 4: The sequences of click is noted and checked
with the data base.

In this paper, proposed scheme will reduce this
drawback .Proposed scheme also depends on number of
click and alphabetic dictionary scheme on the image so
there can be single image or collection of image.
Shoulder attack is almost unfeasible in this method.

Step 5: The user is authenticated, if the correct
sequences is given.
Step 6: If not authenticated the user has to go thought
the authentication process again.
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Figure 2: (a) DAS (b) Blonder algorithm (c) Pass Go
B. Recognition
Recognition techniques are something which user
recognize. The user and the system share a secret. The
system provides cues and the user must correctly
recognize the secret. Anyone able to recognize the secret
will be able to authenticate as the original user.
Graphical passwords where users must recognize preselected images from a set of decoys fall into this
category. Several method developed are,

Fig 1: Simple graphical password
The graphical password scheme has been divide
into three [1] 1) Recall (Something you know) 2)
recognition (Something you recognize) 3) CCP(Cuedrecall).

a) Dhamija and Perrig Algorithm: user will be asked
to select certain number of images from a set of random
pictures generated by a program. Later, user will be
required to identify the pre-selected images to be
authenticated[1][8].

A. Recall method
Recall base techniques is something which the user
know. A secret is shared between the user and the
system. Users must recall and correctly enter their secret
to authenticate themselves. Anyone who knows or
guesses the secret will also be able to authenticate as the
original user. Several method developed are,

b) Sobrado and Birget Algorithm: This technique that
overcome the shoulder surfing attacks[1][7]. In their
first scheme which they called ”triangle scheme”, a user
needs to selects their pass-object among many displayed
object. To be authenticated,a user needs to recognize all
the pre-selected pass-object which was selected during
the registration phase. The user requires to click inside
the convex-hull which formed by the pass-object.

a) Draw-A-Secret (DAS): Users draw their password
on a 2D grid using mouse[1][3] .The password is
composed of the coordinates of the grid cells that the
user passes through while drawing. A drawing can
consist of one continuous pen stroke or several strokes.
b) Blonder Algorithm: This graphical password
scheme in which a password is created by having the
user click on several locations on an image[1][7].
During authentication, the user must click on the
approximate areas of those locations.

c) Man Algorithm: a user selects a number of pictures
as pass-objects. Each passobject has several variants and
each variant is assigned a unique code[1]. During
authentication, the user is challenged with several
scenes. Each scene contains several pass-objects (each
in the form of a randomly chosen variant) and many
decoy-objects.

c) Pass-Go: User draw their password on a grid, except
that the intersections are used instead of grid squares.
Visually, the user’s movements are snapped to grid-lines
and intersections so that the drawing is not impacted by
small variations in the trace[1].

d) Jansen Algorithm: For the password creation, a user
has to select the theme first which consists of thumbnail
photos[7][8]. Afterward, a user has to selects and
registers a sequence of the selected thumbnail photo to
form a password.

d) Passdoodle: Passdoodle is similar to DAS, allowing
users to create a freehand drawing as a password, but
without a visible grid. The use of additional
characteristics such as pen colour, number of pen
strokes, and drawing speed are suggested by the authors
to add variability to the doodles[1].

e) Passface Algorithm: Based on the assumption that
human can recall human faces easier than other pictures
[1]. User are requires to select the previously seen
human face picture from a grid of nine faces which one
of the face is the known face and the rest is the decoy
faces.
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provide answer to the selected question. For each
question server create an intelligent authentication space
using image. The answer to the question will be
embedded into image. On authentication, the server
picks one or more questions selected by user on
registration time randomly .the user need to navigate the
image and click the right answer. For example in fig
4(c) first glob is shown. The question is which city user
love to visit and the answer is Sydney then user has to
click on Australia, and then Australia will enlarge, and
then click on Sydney so on.

Figure 3: (a) Dhamija and Perrig (b) Sobrado and
Birget (c) Man Algorithm (d) Jansen (e) Passface
C. Cued Recall
Cued-recall is combination of recall and recognition
scheme. Thus it is more secured than other methods. In
cued-recall systems, the system provides a cue to help
trigger the user's memory of the password. This feature
is intended to reduce the memory load on users and is an
easier memory recall task than pure recall. Several
method developed are,
a) Cued Click Points (CCP):It is combination of
PassPoints, Passfaces. A password consists of one clickpoint per image for a sequence of images[6]. The next
image displayed is based on the previous click-point so
users receive immediate implicit feedback as to whether
they are on the correct path when logging in. (see fig 4
(a))CCP offers both improved usability and security
Users had high success rates, could quickly create and
re-enter their passwords, and were very accurate when
entering their click-points.
b)

Click Button
Grid(CBAFG):

According

to

Figures

Figure 4: (a)CCP (b) CBAFG (c) IPA
III. OUR SCHEME
In cued recall method there are sequences of image
enlargement by clicking on image(fig 4(a)) .It mean
that there are “n” image(n- password length)for each
user . Thus lot of memory is needed to store the image.
Though cued recall is best secured scheme the memory
is a problem. The proposed scheme borrow some
features of cued recall scheme, Dhamija and Perrig
scheme (recall method) and alphabetic dictionary
scheme. Our scheme will give better security and
usability to the user. Alphabetic dictionary scheme is
user to add more security to the system.

in

This is improvement made to CCP scheme. In this
multiple background images is adopted. On registration
user is presented with four background image[5]. User
should choose one or more image from four background
image. The “n” pass-image is displayed in turn for the
user to select several cells as password by clicking the
image. After selection user choose an icon from ten icon
display as staring icon. During authentication there will
be 4 background image, 1 icon and 10 numeric
button(fig 4(b)). If the icon is not user staring icon then
user has to click any numeric button randomly and icon
will change on each click. When staring icon appears
user can enter password by clicking each cell.

In proposed system there is only one level of image
enlargement. The user as to click “n” times (n- number
of mouse click) on starting image, based on the click
point next image is enlarging. The next image is the
theme image. The user has to click the particular image
and apply alphabetic dictionary (fig 5).

c) Implicit Password Authentication (IPA):This is
applied in mobile banking. The bank database will have
100 to 200 standard questions[4]. On registrations the
user has to pick 10-20 questions from database and
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IV. FUTURE WORKS
Graphical password is an emerging technology in
this world for authentication. There can be more idea
developed in this technology and more improvement
applied to current development. The technology can also
be extended to network security.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have discussed about the graphical
password and its different schemes. A small idea of
different scheme has been discussed. In proposed
scheme a new idea has been implemented. The proposed
scheme gives more usability and security to
authentication system. There can still more development
in this area.

Figure 5: Single zoom mouse click graphical password
Alphabetic
dictionary
add
security
to
authentication. In this the user has to assign an alphabet
to each image in theme image (enlarged image). For that
selected alphabet the use has to maintain a set of word
starting with the alphabet (special character are
included). Each time user log in the user has to click on
staring image “n” times(fig 5), then the theme image
will come on that click on particular image and type the
word.
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Abstract – A subset of AI is, evolutionary algorithm (EA) which involves evolutionary computation, a generic population-based
meta heuristic optimization algorithm. An EA uses some mechanisms inspired by biological evolution: reproduction, mutation,
recombination, and selection. A genetic algorithm (GA) is a search technique used in computing to find exact or approximate
solutions to optimization and search problems. Working of a search engine deals with searching for the indexed pages and referring
to the related pages within a very short span of. Search engines commonly work through indexing. The paper deals with how a
search engine works and how evolutionary algorithms can be used to develop a search engine that feeds on previous user requests to
retrieve "alternative" documents that may not be returned by more conventional search engines.
Keywords – Artificial Intelligence, Evolutionary Algorithm, Genetic algorithms.

I.

intelligence that involves combinatorial optimization
problems.

INTRODUCTION

An application of Evolutionary Algorithm is Search
Engines. Web mining can make use of evolutionary
algorithms for faster and better evaluation of solutions.
Artificial Intelligence is used in computational
mathematics. The algorithm makes use of previous
results. It computes new results based on what it has
learned from previous ones (by lateral thinking). Rest of
the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 and 3 giving
detailed description of background information,section 4
explains about current scnarios followed by its
drawbacks, section 7 onwards focuses on need and
development of search engines using evolutionary
algorithms.

III. RELATED WORK
Yann Landrinschweitzer et al. introduced the idea
lateral thinking in search engines. André L. Vizine et
al.put forth the idea of evolving a search engine to
retrieve documents from the web.
In this paper we present the analysis of the studies
of the aforementioned academicians and talk about the
working
and
advantages
of
using
evolutionary algorithms and genetic algorithms for
optimizing the retrieval of web documents.
IV. CURRENT SCENARIO

II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The advent of e-commerce and corporate intranets
has led to the growth of organizational repositories
containing large, fragmented, and unstructured
document collections. Information retrieval systems,
designed for storing, maintaining and searching largescale sets of unstructured documents, are the subject of
intensive investigation. Though it is difficult to retrieve
relevant documents from such collections, it is relatively
less cumbersome to define categories broadly
classifying the information contained in the collection.
An information retrieval system, a sophisticated
application
managing
underlying
documentary
databases, is at the core of every search engine. Finetuning the performance of information retrieval systems
is essential. One step in optimizing the information
retrieval experience is the deployment of Genetic.

Evolution: - A gradual process in which something
changes into a different and usually more complex or
better form. In artificial intelligence, an evolutionary
algorithm (EA) is a subset of evolutionary computation,
a generic population-based meta-heuristic optimization
algorithm.
Meta-heuristic :-In computer science, metaheuristic designates a computational method that
optimizes a problem by iteratively trying to improve a
candidate solution with regard to a given measure of
quality.
Candidate solutions:- [1] to the optimization problem
play the role of individuals in a population, and the
fitness function determines the environment within
which the solutions "live".

Algorithms, a widely used subclass of Evolutionary
Algorithms that have proved to be a successful
optimization tool in many areas. It improves the
retrieval accuracy of search engines that retrieve

Artificial evolution (AE):-Describes a process involving
individual evolutionary algorithms.In computer science,
evolutionary computation is a subfield of artificial
intelligence
(more
particularly
computational
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documents frrom organizational repositoories using a
value based appproach.

the hunddreds omillionss of Web pagess that exist, a search
s
engine employs
e
speciaal software robbots, called spiiders,
to build lists of the woords found on Web sites. When
W
a
spider iss building its lists, the proccess is called Web
crawling
g.[2]

Fitness functiion:- A particcular type of function that
prescribes thhe optimality of a soluttion (i.e., a
chromosome in a geneticc algorithm) so that that
a
all the
particular chroomosome mayy be ranked against
other chromossomes and opttimal ones mayy be allowed
to breed and mix
m to produce better solution
ns.

Worrds occurring in the title, subtitles,
s
metaa tags
and otheer positions of relative impportance were noted
for speccial consideraation during a subsequent user
search. Other
O
systems, such as AltaV
Vista, go in the other
directionn, indexing eevery single word on a page,
including "a," "an," "the" and otther "insignifi
ficant"
words.

Precision Ratee:- In the fielld of informattion retrieval,
precision is thhe fraction of retrieved
r
docum
ments that are
relevant to thee search.
Recall Rate:- Recall in In
nformation Reetrieval is the
fraction of thee documents th
hat are relevannt to the query
that are successsfully retrieved.
V. TECHNO
OLOGY USED
D
Genetic allgorithm - Thiss is the most popular type off
EA. One seeks the solution of a problem in
i the form off
strings of num
mbers (traditioonally binary, although the
best represen
ntations are usually
u
those that reflect
something aboout the problem
m being solvedd), by applying
operators suuch as recoombination annd mutation
(sometimes onne, sometimess both). This type
t
of EA is
often used in optimization
o
prroblems.
•

Genetic programming - Here the solutions are in the
form of computer prog
grams, and thheir fitness is
determineed by their abillity to solve a computational
c
problem.

•

Evolutionnary programm
ming - Similaar to genetic
programm
ming, but the structure of th
he program is
fixed andd its numericall parameters are
a allowed to
evolve.

•

Evolutionn strategy - Works
W
with veectors of real
numbers as representtations of so
olutions, and
u self-adapttive mutation raates.
typically uses

•

Neuro-evoolution - Similar to genetic programming
but the geenomes represeent artificial neeural networks
by describbing structure and
a connectionn weights. The
genome enncoding can bee direct or indirect.

Fig 1: Worrking of searchh engine
Meta taags
Metta tags allow thhe owner of a page to speciffy key
words and
a
concepts under which the page wiill be
indexed.. This can bee helpful, esppecially in casses in
which thhe words on thee page might have
h
double or triple
meaninggs -- the Meta ttags can guide the search enggine in
choosing
g which of thhe several posssible meaninggs for
these woords is correct.. , spiders willl correlate metaa tags
with page content, reejecting the meta
m
tags that don't
match thhe words on thee page.
Buildingg the index
Oncce the spiders hhave completedd the task of fiinding
informattion on Web pages (and we should
s
note thaat this
is a task that is never actually completed -- the
constanttly changing nnature of the Web
W means that the
spiders are always crrawling), the search
s
engine must
store thee information inn a way that makes
m
it useful.

VI. WORKIN
NG OF A SEA
ARCH ENGIN
NE
Early seaarch engines held an indeex of a few
hundred thoussand pages annd documents, and received
maybe one or two thousand inquiries each day.[3] Today,
e
will inddex hundreds of
o millions off
a top search engine
pages, and respond to tens of millions of
o queries per
day.

Theere are two keyy components involved in making
m
the gatheered data accesssible to users:
ÆThe in
nformation stoored with the data

Web crawlingg

ÆThe method
m
by whiich the inform
mation is indexxed

Before a search engine can tell you where
w
a file or
document is, it
i must be fou
und. To find innformation on
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VII. DRAWA
ACKS OF CUR
RRENT
OPTIMA
AZATION AL
LGORITHM

Evolutio
onary Optim
mization
knowled
dge extraction
n:-

Basic searrch engines thaat use optimizaation perform
Boolean searchhes using AND
D, NOT, OR annd NEAR.

It has
h been obseerved that a set of ‘individual’
constitutte potential soolutions to thee problem. At each
generatio
on (iteration), new individu
uals may be crreated
by ‘mutation’ or ‘recoombination’ off parent individduals.
Re-combbination explorres the geneticc pool of the paarents
while mutation
m
allow
ws new ‘genes’ to appear. This
selectionn is done too ensure thatt the best of the
individu
uals are favoredd/ considered w.r.t
w to the prooblem
at hand. This process is
i stochastic as its behavior iss nons
staate is
determinnistic, in that a system's subsequent
determinned both by thee process's preedictable actionns and
by a raandom elemennt. The techniique, despite being
random, is proved to converge theo
oretically and many
t approach.
successfful applicationss are based on this

The recalll rate and preccision rate. of search
s
engines
that currently use
u optimizatio
on :Eg:- A Database
D
wheree there are 10
00 documents
relating to the general field of
o “data extracction”, a query
ments. If only
on “text mininng” may retrieeve 400 docum
40 of them arre about “dataa extraction” thhen the tested
recall rate will be 40% as the database contains 100
n data extraction. As only 40
4 documents
documents on
matched the request of the user
u
out a posssible 400, the
precision rate is 10% only[7].

and
d

application
n

to

Evo
olutionary alggorithmic too
ols are extreemely
attractive in case of innformation rettrieval, web mining
m
and docuument retrievaal but are primaarily used in offf-line
implemeentation, i.e. prre and post processing.
Evaaluation step:- A list of docum
ments correspoonding
to the processed
p
querry is presenteed to the userr. The
documennts actually viewed by the users
u
are consiidered
as intereesting and aree rewarded accordingly. Moodules
that rarely contributee to its retrieeval of are simply
discardeed and replaceed by newly generated moddules.
mizes
This algorithm allows to evolve a pro
ofile that maxim
the “satisfaction” off the user iss term of viiewed
documennts.

r
Fig 2: Recall rate and Precision rate
A high precision
p
rate over recall raate is always
preferred. Thaat is, it matters more that the result
r
be more
relevant than be
b large in nuumber. It has been
b
proposed
that a ‘User Profile’ can be evolved using
u
genetic
programming.

Informaation Retrievaal:Informattion Filtering :A probleem that the usser has to tackkle is “filteringg” out
relevant information. This is essentiial due to the sheer
h to
mass off data availablee on the Web.. The system has
s
interessts of users [9].
cater to specific

O ALGORIT
THMIC APPR
ROACH
VIII. NEED OF
Nowadays, large medical databases consist of a
s
databases, each on different
d
fields
collection of smaller
and in formaats, making it
i increasinglyy difficult to
retrieve valuaable informatioon among the thousands off
documents rettrieved by a siimple query[8]. Databases off
large companiies grow both linearly and discretely
d
each
time another company is absorbed, allong with its
database. In the end, hugee databases of
o millions off
documents annd several terra bytes are constituted
c
off
several sub databases,
d
eacch on their own domain,
specific structuure, language and
a query systeems.

The 3 reequisites:a)

State-of-thhe-art enginess are used too span these
databases and they have a high precision and
a recall rate
considering th
he sheer mass of
o possibly mulltilingual data.
They feed on
o previous user requestss to retrieve
alternative documents that are
a more relevvant, but may
not be returnedd by conventioonal search enggines.

a) Serve
S
specific interests of the
t user. Irrellevant
info
ormation must be as little as possible.
p
Numbber of
rejected relevant aarticles must allso be small.

c
changges of
b) Thee system must adapt to the constant
the user.
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c)

The system should be capable of exploring new
domains in order to find some novelties of potential
interest to the user.

industry. One of the first steps to model the knowledge
domain of a virtual Community is to collect a
vocabulary of domain-relevant terms, constituting the
linguistic surface manifestation of domain concepts.

In systems developed using information filtering
based on user profiles, the user specifies which words
are of interest and which aren’t. If the interest changes,
they need to be manually incorporated into the website.
This eliminates the need of an explicit feedback by the
user on each text.

IX. GENETIC ALGORITHM
It is a search heuristic that mimics the process of
natural evolution and is thus routinely used to generate
useful solutions to optimization and search problems.
Genetic algorithms belong to the larger class of
evolutionary algorithms (EA), which generate solutions
to optimization problems using techniques inspired by
natural evolution, such as mutation, selection, and
crossover.

User Profile:Evolutionary
algorithms
(EA)
are
used
interactively, in order to evolve a “user profile” at each
new query. This profile is a set of “modules” that can
perform basic re writing tasks on words of the query.

Mutation: -

User queries are written with the help of user
profiles. DB is searched with the help of re written
queries and is presented to the user as a list of
documents. User satisfaction is collected as the no. of
documents actually read by the user. This is used by the
EA as a fitness function, internally. The unread ones are
discarded over a period of time. This technique can be
used to improve upon Boolean search engines.

The EA periodically makes random alterations in
one or more members of the current population, yielding
a new candidate solution which may be better than the
existing ones.
Crossover: The EA attempts to combine elements (decision
variable values) of existing solutions in order to create a
new solution, with some of the features of each "parent"

Web Mining:The internet is the largest library[10]. Its problem
being that “Books” are spread all around without
indexing. It’s the readers’ job to find the Web for a site
that has his/her desired content. Furthermore the user
has to certify the content.

Selection: The EA performs a selection process in which the
‘most-fit’ members of the population survive, and the
‘least-fit’ members are eliminated. The process is the
step that guides the EA towards even-better solutions.

The process of performing information filtering and
data mining is termed as web mining[11].

X. WORKING

The internet hosts a large number of communities
with the most varied interests. Virtual communities
allow the aggregation of various societies. An automatic
keyword extraction method and Genetic Algorithm
(GA) is proposed to search the web. It’s designed to be
implemented in an academic virtual community. Group
profiles will be updated based on the suggestions made
by the community.

Following describes the working of the proposed
algorithm in a virtual community characterized as a
scientific paper collection[6]. For users to have access to
these sources of information he/she will have to login in
1 or more area of interest. The system autonomously
generates group profiles for web documents by selecting
a suitable library of keywords, and a search agent that
generates and optimizes, via a genetic algorithm (GA),
search queries for a search engine. The libraries of the
group profiles take into account the relative frequency
of a word in a given document and its relative frequency
in a set of related and unrelated documents; an approach
taken to insert contest information into the system. The
search agent uses GA to optimize the search. Keyword
extraction and GA were designed to be employed in an
academic virtual community in the near future. The GA
along with a performance evaluation chart is presented
indicating the effectiveness of the technique. Various
avenues for investigation are also discussed, along with
the future scope.

Keyword Extraction:Terminology mining, term extraction, term
recognition, glossary extraction or keyword extraction,
is a subtask of information extraction. The goal of
terminology extraction is to automatically extract
relevant terms from a given corpus.
Modeling the growing number of communities and
networked enterprises that use the internet, and their
information needs is important for several web
applications, like topic-driven web crawlers, web
services] recommender systems, etc. The development
of terminology extraction is essential to the language
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Keyword Exttraction:-

Genetic Algorithm:-

For a word ‘w
w’ to represent a group profilee; that is, to be
selected as a keyword,
k
it hass to be a good descriptor
d
of a
group and reprresent a set of documents belonging to the
group or foldeer D and have thhe following properties:p

nd and extendeed by
GA introduced byy John Hollan
G
are w
wide applied annd highly succeessful.
David Goldberg
Steps :
1) Definne objective funnction.

1) Be predom
minant in D wh
hen compared with the other
words in D.
D
2)

It’s a function that’s desired
d to maximizze or
m the
minimizze. The best element id iss chosen from
availablee set of elemennts.

Be preddominant in D when com
mpared to its
occurrencce in all other sets of documennts (folders).

2) Enccode initial poopulation of poossible solutioons as
fixed len
ngth binary striings and evaluuate chromosom
mes in
initial poopulation usingg objective fun
nction.

The keyw
word selection method was taken from [12]
and works as follows. Let G(w)
G
be the raank of a word
‘w’.
w) = Fcluster(w)) X Fcoll(w)
G(w

3) Create new popuulation (evolu
utionary searchh for
better so
olutions):

(1)

Fcluster - Relaates word ‘w’ with the otheer words in a
given folder

- Selecct suitable
(parents)).

Fcoll
- Relattes word ‘w’ with
w all other exxisting folders
or groups.

-Apply crossover opeerator on parennts with respeect to
crossoveer probability to produce new chromossomes
(known as offspring).

This way fj(w) correspoonds to the num
mber of times
word ‘w’ appeears in folder ‘jj’ i.e. the frequuency of word
in j, then Fj(w)
(
representss the relative frequency off
word, defined as :

cchromosomes for

reproduuction

-Apply mutation operrator on offsppring chromossomes
with reespect to muutation probabbility. Add newly
n
constitutted chromosom
mes to new pop
pulation.
-Until thhe size of new population is smaller than thhat of
the curreent go back to step (3).

(2)

-Replacee current popullation by new population.
p
4) Evaaluate
function
n.

0<Fj(w)<1 andd ∑vFj(w) =1.
The purpoose of this norm
malization is to
o consider the
importance off the word comppared to otherss in the folder,
over the no. of
o times it apppears, as the laatter might be
deceptive. Thhe relative freq
quency Fj(w) will play the
roleCof Fclusterr(w). To deterrmine the reprresentation off
word ‘w’ in all
a folders, Fcolll(w), the follow
wing equation
is used:

currentt

population

using

objeective

5) Cheeck terminationn criteria; if noot satisfied goo back
to step 3.
3

(3)
The goodness of a word G iss defined as:
(4)

Fig 3:- Iterative processs in Genetic Programming
Theere are 2 poppulations of chromosomes to be
evolved [6]. 1st - each cchromosome is composed of a predefined number of words randomlyy defined randdomly
chosen from
f
the keyw
words library of
o each folder. 2nd –
containss the same num
mber of genes of
o the 1st popuulation
and sam
me number oof individualss of the preevious
operation. Each gene oof the 2nd popuulation may asssume
1 of the 3 Boolean randdom values: AND,
A
OR, NOT
T.

Words wiith a goodness value greateer than a prespecified thresshold θ are allowed to enter the library off
keywords. Thhis is perform
med for all words
w
of each
document in all folders.
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Ex. illustrating the encoding scheme and query
generated by the GA using the chromosomes presented.

After determining the fitness of all the individuals, a
binary tournament is performed to select those
individuals that will compose the next generation. The
best individual of the population is maintained and is not
subjected to crossover (i.e. there is no limit or boundary
on it). The crossover operator implemented here was the
single-point crossover. The only constraint being that
the same word cannot appear twice in the same
chromosome in which case, the crossover operator is not
applied and the parent chromosomes remain unchanged.

AND - default operator. “-“ represents the NOT
operator. At each generation, the chromosomes of each
population are concatenated in order to form a queue
encoding query that will be used by the search engine to
search for new documents. The document retrieved will
be used to determine the fitness of this chromosome for
which the cosine measure [13] is used. It determines the
similarity between 2 vectors independent of their
magnitude. 1 vector represents the library of keywords
in the folder, and the other represents the collection of
keywords extracted from the document retrieved using
the query. The equation returns the angle between these
2 vectors. Its = 1 when the vector points in the same
direction and 0 when 90 degrees in angle.

XI. OBSERVATION AND CASE STUDY
This case study presented here has been studied by
[6]. When a user (member of the community) finds an
article interesting that is still not indexed in the
community, this can be suggested for inclusion. With
time, these folder structures start to increase in terms of
number of documents and in terms of quality of
contents, since the papers are selected based on users
having common interests and user evaluations. Every
time the members of the community suggest a new
paper, the group profile will be updated. Group profiles
will be composed of a set of keywords from the
suggested papers.
Performance Evaluation

(5)

To assess the performance, the GA was tested on 3
groups : 1,2,3 using a benchmark database. The
keyword extraction process was used to determine the
number of keywords from each folder. The chosen
threshold was θ = 5 x 10-5. The value was chosen
empirically and a trade-off was observed between the
value of θ and the number and quality of the keywords.
High values of θ = few words selected with high
goodness value but low vales of θ = high words with
low goodness values.

WDK - The frequency of the word k in the keywords
library of folder D.
WQK - The relative frequency of word k in the document
Q.
The ‘fitness function’ prescribes the optimality of a
solution (a chromosome) in a GA so that that a
particular chromosome may be ranked against all the
other chromosomes. Optimal chromosomes are allowed
to breed and mix their datasets producing a new
generation that will (hopefully) be even better.

Fig 5: Evolution of the fitness of the best individual (top
curve) and fitness of average individual (bottom curve).

Fig 4 - Working of a Learning Search Engine based on
User Profiles [5]
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GA is capable of improving about 65% quality of the
best individual. The diversity of the population at the
end of the curve is very less. Mutation may be required.
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Abstract – Idle-listening and unproportional use of relay nodes is the biggest challenge for energy- efficiency and longevity wireless
sensor network (WSN) deployments. While existing Low power listening (LPL)-based MAC protocols employ the concept of micro
sleep periods of 5ms to catch packets destined to the radio while alleviating idle-listening Next to idle-listening, an equally critical
problem for the longevity of WSNs is the unproportional use of some nodes for relaying, which depletes the energy at these
frequently used nodes.We propose a novel coordinated sleep/wakeup protocol SNOOZENAP focus on avoiding the overhead of
distributing complex, large sleep/wakeup scheduling information to the nodes. SNOOZENAP piggybacks onto the relayed data packets
the seed of the pseudo-random generator that encodes the scheduling information, and enables any recipient/snooper to calculate its
sleep/wakeup schedule from this seed. In essence, SNOOZENAP trades off doing extra computation in order to avoid expensive
control packet transmissions. Through real implementation it shows that SNOOZENAP eliminates the idle-listening problem and
proper load balancing efficiently and achieves low-latency, and low-cost relaying of data packets for random routing protocols
Keywords - WSN, MAC, LPL.

I.

INTRODUCTION

(LPL) to the receiver nodes and shifted the
coordination burden to the sender node, which needs to
send a long preamble to ensure that receiver nodes
detect the presence of the transmission. BMAC,
however, still suffers from the idle listening problem
because all receivers switch to the receive state after a
detection of a preamble to be able to receive the
transmission even though the transmission is not
addressed to them. Coordinated sleep/wakeup MAC
layer implementations [6-7] will synchronize
transmissions to slots and only allow nodes to transmit
at these time intervals. With this approach nodes can
improve their energy efficiency using the information
about transmission schedules of their neighbors.
Recently, to address load balancing of nodes[8] by
addressing the packet to a random neighbor instead of a
specific neighbor everytime. Searching every time
random neighbor results in the large and complex traffic
pattern where each and every traversed node leads
unused and always remain idle all time.. The energy of
that unused neighbor node depletes quickly, while the
other neighbors are left underutilized. The resulting
complex traffic pattern, however, renders the existing
rendezvous-based MAC solutions inapplicable .

Energy efficiency is a major challenge in wireless
sensor network (WSN) deployments . In multihop WSN
deployments, the radio is often the critical component
that drains most of the energy. Even while “idlylistening” to the channel in order to detect any potential
transmissions addressed to itself, the radio wastes the
same level of energy as transmitting a packet. Next to
idle-listening, an equally critical problem for the
longevity of WSNs is the unproportional use of some
nodes for relaying, which depletes the energy at these
frequently used nodes and leads to partitioning of the
network.
II. RELATED WORK
Maximizing the power efficiency is a major
challenge in wireless sensor network deployments[1-3]
WSN deployments, the radio is often the critical
component that drains most of the energy and it is
crucial to shut down the radios and power them back
only when they are “needed”. Since when the radio will
be needed for receiving a packet is hard to foresee, this
simple requirement spawns several challenges for the
MAC layer. Low power listening (LPL)-based MAC
protocols [4-5] to employ the concept of microsleep
periods to catch packets destined to the radio while
alleviating idle-listening The low power listening
protocol BMAC provided low-power-listening
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protocol aims to accurately predict packet arrivals to
prevent overhearing and to reduce idle listening
duration. This requires successful prediction of relay
duration (time required for receiving and forwarding a
single packet), routes and packet generation. In this
section we underline our assumptions and models we
propose for predicting each component. We then
combine these predictions to predict packet arrivals.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

We use the standard experimentally determined
relay duration to working of the data traverse i.e.5.5 ms
the time needed to travel a packet of data in the network
and we fix this value in our implementation. We also
used another two constant values in our implementation
α 0.023 and β 0.0018 in determining the power
consumption factor.
Module description
1.

Pseudo radom sequence module

The big insight in SnoozeNap is that “random is not
truly
random”.
We
exploit
the
predictability/repeatability of pseudo random sequences
for enabling the nodes to determine exactly when they
are expected to wakeup for the relaying duties. By
learning the current relay node and the current seed, any
node can trace which next nodes will be chosen as
relays for arbitrary depths and determine its wakeup
time for serving as a relay. This module is developed
inorder to achieve the load balancing factor i.e. in the
network all the nodes must be used no node should be
left out unattended if left unattended it makes that nodes
as idle nodes which will keep on waiting for receiving
the data/beacon signal from the source node and wastes
the energy. Another important factor to keep in mind
that in each iteration the alternate path should be chosen
so that all nodes will be used one or the other time.

Figure 1: Detailed project design flow
Assumptions and Model
We investigate WSNs where multiple data
generation sources are relaying data to a single sink over
multihop routes. The network topology is connected.
For demo reasons we concentrate on the single-source
single sink routing in a multihop network.
Source
sensor generates packets with a predefined and
computable pattern. For example, the source sensor may
be generating a new packet with a period of
T
minutes, with respect to a function of time, or in the
most general case with a pre-announced quasi-random
scheme. Each sensor has a set of next sensors to be used
as relays. When a sensor needs to forward a packet, it
samples a predetermined probability distribution to
decide on one of the next sensors. Although more
complicated schemes are plausible, we concentrate on a
simple representative scenario with simple relay
probabilities. Each sensor keeps a table containing the
probabilities of relaying through each of its neighbors.
This probability distribution is sampled at each packet
relay to decide on the target of message.It is important
to note that even this simple scheme can lead to
significant improvements in load balancing when the
relay probabilities are carefully chosen. The challenge
with this relay model is the complexity of the resulting
traffic. The traffic pattern has two important challenges:
Large probability of overhearing packets and highly
varying duration between packet arrivals. SnoozeNap

Figure 2 Pseudo random sequence Flow chart
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2.

Send/forward module

3.

This module will be responsible for the
communication of the data packets which the source
node has acquired and also forwarding the data packets
to next neighboring node which mentioned in the
seed.The communication part in the network is achieved
through socket programming in which the
communication channel which has been established
prior to communication in the pseudo random sequence
module to save the paths. This established channel is
used for sending the data which has been accumulated
by the sender. Once the data accumulated by sender is
verified for errors such as white spaces, unwanted error
data and this data will be trimmed to particular length
and format and data will be put in to packet format. The
length of the packet will be depending on the protocols
used in communication. The packet will consist of the
data and the seed which is generated from pseudo
random sequence module will be sent across the
network. The seed is the communication path in which
the packet has to traverse to reach its destination. Once
the seed and current packet location is known deriving
the next state/node which receives the data packet will
be easy.Following flow chart describes the sending as
well as forwarding the data

Sleep/wake module

This module describes about the sleep/awake state
of any node in the course of communication. Before
going to detail of the algorithms used to achieve the
sleep/awake of any node we have to discuss some of the
parameters, assumptions and state maintained in each
node in the particular moment.
We start our discussion of the SnoozeNap protocol
with its state and we keep the state of protocol small and
repairable. If state of any mote is corrupted for some
reason, for instance a packet loss or a wrong prediction
of packet arrival, the mote resets its state and waits for
overhearing any packet. As we describe below, a single
packet reception is sufficient to properly update and
correct the state. State (S) of SnoozeNap protocol
consists of two main parts: static state(Ss), and dynamic
state(Sd). Dynamic state is updated online while routing,
whereas the static state is precomputed and does not
change afterwards. We assume static state is not
corruptible (stored in flash memory). Static state
consists of the topology and routing information. This is
stored as a table containing a row for each node and a
separate column for each neighbor node.
Dynamic state is employed for determining the
sleep durations and it consists of the random number
generator state (SRNG) and the current packet location
(Xpacket). Dynamic state is updated with each packet
reception. Each packet contains the random number
generator state and the node to receive the packet. This
extra data allows a mote receiving/ snooping a packet to
reconstruct dynamic state.
Calculation of next packet arrival time.
Here we describe the algorithm for calculation of
next packet arrival time. We use experimentally
determined constant Trelay for expected duration of a
single packet relay. Parameter Tpacket is used to control
the amount of time between packets. We define the
following simple functions for the calculations:
¾

S1 = nextstate(S) function which returns the next
state S1 given the current state S.

¾

i = getreceiver(S,v) computes the node i to receive
packet, given state S and the next sample number v
from the pseudo random sequence.

¾

isInvolved(S) whether or not the mote involved in
the next relay given the current state S.

¾

v = rand(S) returns the pseudo random number v
from the sequence given state

We present the state prediction algorithm
Algorithm shown in fig 3. This algorithm computes
next relay/packet generation event and is essential
computing the required sleep duration. It uses

Figure 3. Send/fwd DLow chart
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random number generator state and packet location to
compute next location and the updated random number
generator state. Through successive applications of state
update we predict next packet arrival time, which is in
turn used for determining the sleep duration.The
following flow chart as shown in fig 3 which is the
sleep/awake algorithm flowchart called as SnoozeNap
which is responsible for deriving the sleep duration and
put the idle nodes in the network to sleep as well as to
awake the node to receive the data packet.

Presleep.

¾

Postsleep.

Active state of the entire node.

¾

Transceiver of node.

So to calculate the power consumed in the above two
states we use the standard parameters α and β where α is
the standard transceiver power consumption value and β
is the power consumption value to powerup the TelosB
motes.
To send the 16 bits of data through the network the
mote consumes 23ma in transceiver and 1.8 ma in active
state. So as we using the AES algorithm the data block
size is 128 bit so in our project we using the utf-8 format
to send the data in the network which means it takes 8
bit to represent a character and up to 16 character can be
packed to a data packet and send packet by packet in
network as the mote consumes same energy if send a
byte itself or a packet itself. For this packet the power
consumption is measured by the following formula

Basically there are two types of sleeps which are
achieved in the algorithm
¾

¾

Presleep is the condition where the nodes which are
not involved in the relay will be put to sleep state before
communication starts and Postsleep is state in which the
node after forwarding the data packets to next node will
be immediately put to sleep after their work is over.

Ec (t) = α*count+ β
Eres (t) =E- Ec(t)

..........(1)
..........(2)

Finally the amount of energy consumed at each
node will be displayed with the remaining energy left in
node will be displayed. If the energy decreases below
certain level a change battery message will also be
displayed.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed system has been implemented using
the Eclipse IDE,java and swings. Initially all the sensors
are created using the swings framework and the
functionalities that a sensor will perform are encoded in
to the developed GUI .All the algorithms are coded to
the GUI so that the developed GUI sensor represent the
real world sensor. Table 1 shows the various test cases
performed on to the developed sensor so that it holds
good the proposed system. Figure 4 shows the GUI
developed for proposed system

Fig 4 Sleep/awake flow chart
4.

Power consumption module

This module calculates the amount of energy
consumed by the sensor during the communication
process. The main power consumption sources in a node
are

Figure 5. GUI of the sensor
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Abstract – Phishing emails contain socially engineered messages to lure victims into performing certain actions, such as clicking on
a URL where a phishing website is hosted, or executing a malware code. URL and textual content analysis of email will results in a
highly accurate anti phishing email classifier. We propose a technique where we consider the advantages of blacklist, white list and
heuristic technique for increasing accuracy and reducing false positive rate. In heuristic technique we are using textual analysis and
lexical analysis of e-mail. Since most of the phishing mails have similar contents, our proposed method will increase the
performance by analysing textual contents of mail and lexical URL analysis. It will detect phishing mail if DNS in actual link is
present in blacklist.DNS is present in white list then it is considered as legitimate DNS. If it is not present in blacklist as well as
white list then it is analyzed by using pattern matching with existing phishing DNS, contents found in mail and analysis of actual
URL. With the help blacklist and white list we are avoiding detection time for phishing and legitimate email. At the same time we
are decreasing false positive rate by combining features of DNS, textual content analysis of email and URL analysis.
Keywords: Phishing, DNS , URL.

I.

times. In June 2006, 130 legitimate brands have been
attacked. [2]

INTRODUCTION

Phishing is the process of fooling a consumer into
divulging personal information, such as credit card
numbers or passwords, usually by sending an email
carefully constructed to appear as if it's from a bank or
other trusted entity, such as PayPal[1][2][3]. As people
increasingly rely on the Internet for business, personal
finance and investment, Internet fraud becomes a greater
and greater threat. Internet fraud takes many forms,
from phony items offered for sale on eBay, to scurrilous
rumors that manipulate stock prices, to scams that
promise great riches if the victim will help a foreign
financial transaction through his own bank account. One
interesting species of Internet fraud is phishing.
Phishing attacks use email messages and web sites
designed to look as if they come from a known and
legitimate organization, in order to deceive users into
disclosing personal, financial, or computer account
information.

In the proposed method we are using hybrid
method for phishing mail detection which is a
combination of blacklist, white list and heuristic
technique. In heuristic technique we are considering
textual and lexical URL analysis for further
classification. Hybrid email classification is used to
enhance the classification accuracy of email messages.
A number of features are extracted from email messages
like text content, DNS name from visible link, URL
features]. This results into representing each message as
a set of values where each value shows existence of that
feature in that e-mail.
In this paper section II describes background and
literature survey on Phishing mail detection methods
and their drawbacks. Section III includes phishing mail
detection framework. Section IV deals with proposed
phishing mail detection technique. Section V contains
conclusion.

Phishing emails usually contain a message from a
credible looking source requesting a user to click a link
to a website where she/he is asked to enter a password
or other confidential information. Most phishing emails
aim at withdrawing money from financial institutions or
getting access to private information. Phishing has been
growing really fast. According to the Anti-Phishing
Working Group, in the past two years, the number of
unique reported phishing attacks per month has
increased more than 160 times and the number of unique
reported phishing sites per month has increased about 16

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Phishing is defined as a form of crime that
unlawfully, and through Social Engineering, obtains
data from victims for the attacker’s benefit, over an
electronic communication channel. We have seen in
2003 the proliferation of a phishing scam in which users
received e-mails supposedly from eBay claiming that
the user account was about to be suspended unless he
clicked on the provided link and updated the credit card
information that the genuine eBay already had. Because
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proposed classifier used a total of 27 features, two of
which were model-based features.

it is relatively simple to make a Web site look like a
legitimate organizations site by mimicking the HTML
code, the scam counted on people being tricked into
thinking they were actually being contacted by eBay and
were subsequently going to eBay site to update their
account information. Blacklists and heuristics are
arguably the most popular phishing detection
techniques. As evaluated in [4][5], although blacklists
achieve low false positives, their detection rates suffer at
zero-hours and are evaluated to detect only 20% of zerohour phishing attacks. On the other hand, heuristics are
able to constantly detect phishing attacks at a similar
rate. However, heuristics were evaluated to have high
false positives.

Jeong-Ho Chang proposed a technique called
Improved Phishing Detection using Model-Based
Features [11]. This technique uses heuristic technique
for phishing mail detection. But drawbacks of this
method are low accuracy and blacklist not considered.
Chandrasekaran proposed a technique to classify
phishing based on structural properties of phishing
emails [12].They have used a total of 25 features mixed
between style markers (e.g. the words suspended,
account, and security) and structural attributes, such as
the structure of the subject line of the email and the
structure of the greeting in the body. Lexical URL
Analysis for Discriminating Phishing and Legitimate EMail Messages is proposed in [13]. In proposed method
we are try to minimize false positive rate.

Phish Block is a hybrid phishing technique which is
a combination of blacklist and heuristic approach and is
explained in [6]. Lookup based systems suffer from
high false negatives while classifier systems suffer from
high false positives. To better detect fraudulent
websites, we propose in this work an efficient hybrid
system that is based on both lookup and a support vector
machine classifier that checks features derived from
websites URL, text and linkage this method is very
complex and tested for small dataset.

III. PHISHING MAIL DETECTION
A. Framework
Figure 1 depicts an overview of our proposed
phishing detection system framework.

Next technique introduced was PhishCatch.
PhishCatch is a heuristic based algorithm which will
detect phishing emails and alert the users about the
phishing emails [7]. The phishing filters and rules in the
algorithm are formulated after extensive research of
phishing methodologies and tactics. Phish catch rate of
this technique is less.
John Yearwood, Musa Mammadov and Arunava
Banerjee have proposed a heuristic method called
profiling phishing email based on hyperlink information.
This technique uses hyperlinks in the phishing emails as
features and structural properties of emails along with
whois information on hyperlinks as profile classes. But
drawbacks of this method are for blacklisted url it is
time consuming.No valid criterion for measuring the
importance of the classes present in profiling [8].

Figure 1 Phishing Mail detection framework
In proposed system of phishing mail detection
framework we are implementing secure e-mail client
which detects phishing mail. In this proposal we are
using hybrid method which is a combination of
blacklist, white list and heuristic approach.

PILLER is a machine learning based approach to e-mail
classification[9]. The tool decides that whether some
communication is deceptive, i.e whether it is designed to
trick the user into believing they are communicating
with a trusted source, when in reality the communication
is from an attacker. The decision is based on
information from within the email or feature vector
itself combined with information from external sources.

B. Componenets of phishing mail detection framework
Proposed method mainly includes three components
DNS analyzer, Classifier system, Lookup System. DNS
analyzer component checks e-mail is phishing or not
phishing by analyzing visual DNS and actual DNS in email. This module checks the DNS of hyperlink is in
Black list and White list respectively. If it is present in

Bergholz, De Beer, Glahn, Moens, Gerhard and
Strobel proposed a Machine Learning classifier with
model-based features that is, features that themselves
are classification models and require to be trained first
prior to their use by a parent classifier [10]. The
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Type II: Obfuscating the Host with another Domain. In
this form of attack the URL’s host contains a valid
looking domain name, and the path contains the
organization being phished. This form of attack usually
tries to imitate URLs containing a redirect so as to make
it appear valid.

blacklist then phishing mail warning will be given to the
user. If it is present in white list then it is considered as
legitimate mail. If it is not present in blacklist or white
list then it calls pattern matching module. This module
is implemented using AnalyzeDNS algorithm.
As a part of lookup system we are maintaining
blacklist and white list. Black list stores list of known
fake DNS, while the white list contains list known valid
or registered DNS.DNS analyser uses these list for
checking whether the domain in visual link is present in
black list or white list. Lookup systems typically have
high precision since they are less likely to consider
authentic sites as fake. They are also easier to
implement than classifier systems. However, lookup
systems are more susceptible to higher levels of false
negatives .we are maintaining list of blacklisted domains
as well as legitimate domain.

Type III: Obfuscating with large host names. This form
of attack has the organization being phished in the host
but appends a large string of words and domains after
the host name.
Type IV: Domain unknown or misspelled. Here there is
no apparent relationship to the organization being
phished or the domain name is misspelled.
AS given in reference [14], [15] URL analysis plays
very important role in phishing mail detection. We are
using 7 features from URL feature and LUA value for
lexical URL analysis. As per study in [16] empirical
evaluation for feature selection following feature has
maximum weight. So we have selected these 6 features
for our proposed method.

Classifier system is used to analyze mail based on
heuristic features like URL features from the link, email
body features, content features, email header features
etc. In proposed classifier system mainly we are using
URL features and textual features for performing
heuristic analysis of mail.

So we have selected 6 features for our proposed
method. UrlnumLinks is a continuous feature that
returns total number of links found in the body of a
given email. urlnumofExtLink is a continuous feature
that returns total number of external links found in a
given email. An external link is a link that points to a
resource that is accessible out of the email (e.g. a
website). urlnumDomains is a continuous feature that
returns total number of domains found in URL in a
given email. UrlmaxNoPeriods is a continuous feature
that returns total number of periods in the body of a
given email. URLnumimagelink. A continuous feature
that returns total number of image links found in a given
email. URLatsymbl A binary feature that returns 1 in
case a given email message contained a URL with an
“@" sign, and 0 otherwise. Urlbaglink A binary feature
that returns 1 in case any of the following keywords were
found and 0 otherwise: Click, Here, Login, update

The justification for using lexical features is that
URLs to malicious sites tend to “look different” to the
eyes of the users who see them. Hence, including lexical
features allows us to methodically capture this property
for classification purposes. URL can be divided into two
parts the hostname and the path. As an example, with
the URL www.geocities.com/usr/index.html, the
hostname portion is www.geocities.com and the path
portion is usr/index.html.
Lexical features are the textual properties of the
URL itself not the content of the page it references.
There are different properties that can be used to analyse
URL which include the length of the hostname, the
length of the entire URL, as well as the number of dots
in the URL all of these are real-valued features. Other
features are binary feature for each token in the
hostname (delimited by ‘.’) and in the path URL (strings
delimited by ‘/’, ‘?’, ‘.’, ‘=’,‘-’ and ‘_’). This is also
known as a “bag-of-words.” In a phishing attack, an
adversary typically lures the victim into clicking a URL
pointing to the phishing site. The adversary usually
obfuscates this URL through varied methods. Following
are popular obfuscation techniques currently in use.

The steps used in textual analysis of email are
indicated in figure 2. First step is stripping all
attachments from email messages. Then extract the
header information of all emails keeping the email body.
Afterwards extract the html tags and elements from the
body of the emails, leaving out the body as plain text.
Next step is standardizing all emails in a form of XML
documents. Next step is to Filter out stop words from
the text of the body. Last step is to find the most
frequent terms using TF/IDF (Term Frequency Inverse
Document Frequency) and choose the top ten most
frequent terms that appear in phishing emails. TF/IDF
calculates the number of times a word appears in a
document multiplied by a function of the inverse of the
number of documents in which the word appears. In

The prominent obfuscation techniques are:
Type I: Obfuscating the Host with an IP address. In this
form of attack the URL’s hostname is replaced with an
IP address, and usually the organization being phished is
placed in the path. Very often the IP address is also
represented in hex or decimal rather than the dotted
quad form.
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consequence, terms that appeared often in a document
and do not appear in many documents have a higher
weight [17].

OUTPUT: output 0 if not_phishing ,output 1 for
phishing and 2 for possible phishing
PROCEDURE:
Int PhishmailDetect (v_link,a_link)

22

{
v_dsn=GetDNS(v_link)
a_dsn=GetDNS(a_link)
if (a_dns exists in blacklist) then
return phishing
else if (a_dns exists in whitelist) then
return not phishing
else
r1=analyzeDNS(actuallink)
r2=analyzetext(emailtext)
r3=analyzelexicalurl(alink)
if (r1==false and r2==false and r3==false)
then return not phishing
if (r1==true and r2==true and r3==true)
then return phishing
if ((r1 or r2 or r3 is true)
then Possible phishing

Figure 2. Steps in Textual Analysis

}

IV. PHISHMAILDETECT ALGORITHM

AnalyzeDNS Algorithm:

Phishing mail detection works by analyzing the
blacklist and white list checking, difference between the
visual link and the actual link, textual analysis and
lexical analysis. There are different techniques to detect
phishing emails that uses email hyperlink properties, email header analysis, file attachment scanning etc. We
developed a algorithm to detect phishing emails. It also
calculates the similarity of a URL with a trusted site,
performs textual analysis and lexical URL analysis.

Analyze the actual DNS as whether it is blacklisted
or white listed or if unknown. Depending on the result it
gives output. If it is not present in blacklist or white list
then it will check for pattern matching.
Pattern matching algorithm compares sender dns
and actual dns. If actual DNS and Sender DNS is
different then return phishing. If it is same then actual
DNS is compared with each element in SEED_SET
database. Depending on the result gives user warning
message.

v_link : visual link
a_link : actual link

Analyze_text algorithm analyzes text and keeps
track of number of blacklisted tokens from the mail
contents if number of blacklisted tokens present are
more than threshold then it is considered phishing and
returns true .

v_dsn : visual DNS name
a_dsn : actual DNS name
PhishmailDetect Algorithm:
PURPOSE: This algorithm analyzes contents of mail,
url , DNS and determines e-mail is phishing mail or no.

Similarly we analyze URL with respect to different
features and try to analyze links embedded in the email
are phishing links or legitimate links.

INPUT: v_link , actual link

Int Analyzetext(emailtext)
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{

V. CONCLUSION
We have studied different fishing attacks on email.
We have described different phishing mail detection
technique. A hybrid method has been proposed to detect
phishing mail which is a combination of blacklist,
whitelist and heuristic method. In heuristic detection
technique we are considering textual analysis of email
and lexical analysis of email for detection. This
mechanism can effectively detect phishing mails as
compared to the previous methods. This mechanism
uses combination of textual analysis and lexical URL
analysis. From previous study it is understood that most
of the phishing mails has similar text. So with the help
of textual analysis we can effectively determine
phishing mail. For increasing effectiveness of
mechanism we are using lexical URL analysis. Our
main aim is to reduce false positive
29 rate. So by
analyzing DNS from the link, textual contents of mail
and URL analysis we are trying to reduce false positive
rate. At the same time we are taking care of possibility
of phishing email then it alerts user with possible
phishing.

Set tcount=0
For(every token in email)
If (token belongs to blacklisted tokens)
tcount=tcount+1
If(tcount >threshold)
tokens part of Blacklist
Return true
Else
Return false
}
From literature survey we have understood that
following are the features which plays very important
role in identifying phishing URL. Analyze URL
algorithm converts link URL into tokens and keeps
count of presence of black listed features from URL. If
count is greater than threshold then it returns true else it
return false.
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Abstract – In peer-to-peer file sharing system, file replication technology is widely used to reduce hot spots and improve file query
efficiency. Most current file replication methods replicate files in all nodes or two end points on a client-server query path. However,
these methods either have low effectiveness or come at a cost of high overhead. File replication in server side enhances replica hit
rate, hence, lookup efficiency but produces overloaded nodes and cannot significantly reduce query path length. File replication in
client side could greatly reduce query path length, but cannot guarantee high replica hit rate to fully utilize replicas. Though
replication along query path solves these problems, it comes at a high cost of overhead due to more replicas and produces
underutilized replicas.
This paper presents an Efficient and Adaptive Decentralized (EAD) file replication algorithm that achieves high query efficiency and
high replica utilization at a significantly low cost. EAD enhances the utilization of file replicas by selecting query traffic hubs and
frequent requesters as replica nodes, and dynamically adapting to non uniform and time-varying file popularity and node interest.
Unlike current methods, EAD creates and deletes replicas in a decentralized self-adaptive manner while guarantees high replica
utilization. Theoretical analysis shows the high performance of EAD. Simulation results demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness
of EAD in comparison with other approaches in both static and dynamic environments. It dramatically reduces the overhead of file
replication, and yields significant improvements on the efficiency and effectiveness of file replication in terms of query efficiency,
replica hit rate, and overloaded nodes reduction. This paper also presents features like file update and save normal file. File update
which updates the file in the traffic hub when the server modifies the content of the original file. Save normal file gives the option to
save the file which are other than hot files.
Keywords— Peer-to-peer system, file sharing system, file replication.

I.

time, it could become overloaded and consequently
cannot respond to the requests quickly. Therefore,
highly popular files (i.e., hot files) could exhaust the
bandwidth capacity of the servers, leading to low
efficiency in file sharing.

INTRODUCTION

The Peer-to-peer file sharing is a form of file
sharing using peer-to-peer networking. P2P allows users
to download files such as music, movies, and games
using a file sharing software client that searches for
other connected computers (called ‘peers’). Similarly,
other computers on the network are able to search for
files on one's own computer. This differs from
traditional file downloading that searches servers for the
requested file.

File replication is an effective method to deal with
the problem of server overload by distributing load over
replica nodes. It helps to achieve high query efficiency
by reducing server response latency and lookup path
length (i.e., the number of hops in a lookup path). A
higher effective file replication method produces higher
replica hit rate. A replica hit occurs when a file request
is resolved by a replica node rather than the file owner.
Replica hit rate denotes the percentage of the number of
file queries that are resolved by replica nodes among
total queries.

The immense popularity of Internet and P2P
networks has produced a significant stimulus to P2P file
sharing systems, where a file requester’s query is
forwarded to a file provider in a distributed manner. The
systems can be used in shared digital library
applications, where individuals dedicate files that are
available to others. A recent large-scale characterization
of HTTP traffic [1] has shown that more than 75 percent
of Internet traffic is generated by P2P file sharing
applications. The median file size of these P2P systems
is 4 MB, which represents a 1,000-fold increase over the
4 KB median size of typical Web objects. The study also
shows that the access to these files is highly repetitive
and skewed toward the most popular ones. In such
circumstances, if a server receives many requests at a

Recently, numerous file replication methods have
been proposed. The methods can be generally classified
into three categories denoted by ServerSide, ClientSide,
and Path. ServerSide replicates a file close to the file
owner [2], [3], [4], [5]; ClientSide replicates a file close
to or at a file requester [6], [7]; and Path replicates on
the nodes along the query path from a requester to a file
owner [8], [9], [10]. However, most of these methods
either have low effectiveness on improving query
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efficiency or come at a cost of high overhead. By
replicating files on the nodes near the file owners,
ServerSide enhances replica hit rate and query
efficiency. However, it cannot significantly reduce path
length because replicas are close to the file owners. It
may overload the replica nodes since a node has limited
number of neighbors. On the other hand, ClientSide
could dramatically improve query efficiency when a
replica node queries for its replica files, but such a case
is not guaranteed to occur as node interest varies over
time.

ANALYSIS
The analysis phase of any system is very important
because all the problems are identified and the flow of
all the inter-process and intra-process activities between
all the different modules of the system are identified and
care is taken for the smooth communication of these
processes. This makes analysis one of the most
important components of software development. Hence,
the system and all the processes that are needed for
operation of the system should be thoroughly analysed
so as to get a full proof working software.

Moreover, these replicas have low chance to serve
other requesters. Thus, ClientSide cannot ensure high hit
rate and replica utilization. Path avoids the problems of
ServerSide and ClientSide. It provides high hit rate and
greatly reduces lookup path length. However, its
effectiveness is outweighed by its high cost of overhead
for replicating and maintaining much more replicas.
Furthermore, it may produce underutilized replicas.
Since more replicas lead to higher query efficiency but
more maintenance overhead, a challenge for a
replication algorithm is how to minimize replicas while
still achieving high query efficiency. To deal with this
challenge, this paper presents an Efficient and Adaptive
Decentralized (EAD) file replication algorithm.

A. Related Work
Peer-to-peer (P2P) computing or networking is a
distributed application architecture that partitions tasks
or workloads between peers. Peers are equally
privileged, equipotent participants in the application.
They are said to form a peer-to-peer network of nodes. .
Common methods of storage, transmission, and
distribution used in file sharing include manual sharing
using removable media, centralized servers on computer
networks, World Wide Web-based hyperlinked
documents, and the use of distributed peer-to-peer
networking.
Numerous methods have been proposed for file
replication in P2P systems. As mentioned, most current
file replication methods generally can be classified into
three categories: ServerSide, ClientSide, and Path. Some
proposed approaches use a combination of the methods.
ServerSide category includes PAST , CFS , Backslash ,
and Overlook . PAST is an Internet-based global P2P
storage utility with a storage management and caching
system. It replicates each file on a set number of nodes
whose nodeIDs match most closely to the file owner’s
nodeID. The number of replicas is chosen to meet the
availability needs of a file, relative to the expected
failure rates of individual nodes. The work also
proposed file diversion method in which a file is
diverted to a different part of ID space by choosing a
different fileID when a file insert operation fails. PAST
uses file caching along the lookup path to minimize
query latency and balance query load. Cooperative File
System (CFS) is a P2P read-only storage system for file
storage and retrieval. CFS is built on Chord and
replicates blocks of a file on nodes immediately after the
block’s owner on the Chord ring. CFS also caches a file
location hint along a path to improve query efficiency
and avoid overloading servers that hold popular data.

The ultimate objective of EAD is to achieve high
query efficiency and low file replication overhead.
Specifically, EAD aims to overcome the drawback of
the previous methods with two goals. First, it aims to
minimize replicas and achieve high file query
efficiency. More replicas lead to higher query efficiency
and vice versa. How can a replication algorithm reduce
replicas without compromising query efficiency? Rather
than statically replicating a file along a query path, EAD
replicates a file in nodes with high query traffic of the
file, thus reducing replicas while ensuring high hit rate
and comparable query efficiency. Second, rather than
depending on a file owner to determine replica creation
and deletion in a centralized manner, EAD aims to
conduct the operations in a decentralized manner
without compromising replica utilization. Since P2P
systems can be very large, decentralized replication
decision making is key to scaling the system. For
example, the popular KaZaA file sharing application
routinely supports on the order of two million
simultaneous users, exporting more than 300 million
files. To achieve this objective, EAD uses self-adaptive
method in which nodes themselves decide replica
creation and deletion.
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DESIGN

ALGORITHMS USED

System design is a transmission phase from a user
oriented documented system to a purely programmatic
oriented system for programmer’s database personnel.

A. EAD File replication algorithm
The ultimate objective of EAD is to achieve high
query efficiency and low file replication overhead.
Specifically, EAD aims to overcome the drawback of
the previous methods with two goals. First, it aims to
minimize replicas and achieve high file query
efficiency. More replicas lead to higher query efficiency
and vice versa. How can a replication algorithm reduce
replicas without compromising query efficiency? Rather
than statically replicating a file along a query path, EAD
replicates a file in nodes with high query traffic of the
file, thus reducing replicas while ensuring high hit rate
and comparable query efficiency.

A. System Architecture
System architecture is the conceptual model that
defines the structure, behaviour, and more views of a
system. The architecture of system is as in below fig. 2

Second, rather than depending on a file owner to
determine replica creation and deletion in a centralized
manner, EAD aims to conduct the operations in a
decentralized manner without compromising replica
utilization. Since P2P systems can be very large,
decentralized replication decision making is key to
scaling the system. For example, the popular KaZaA file
sharing application routinely supports on the order of
two million simultaneous users, exporting more than
300 million files. To achieve this objective, EAD uses
self-adaptive method in which nodes themselves decide
replica creation and deletion.

Fig. 2 System Architecture
EAD replicates a file in nodes that have been
carrying more query traffic of the file or nodes that
query the file frequently. The former increases the
probability that queries from different directions
encounter the replica nodes and the latter provides files
to the frequent file requesters without query routing,
thus increasing replica hit rate. In addition, replicating a
file in the middle of a query path rather than near its
server as in ServerSide speeds up file querying. The
software is to be realized as one Network. The network
consists of file owners and file requesters.
•

•

•

//Executed by a file requester
Periodically calculate qft by qft = βqft-1 + (1 – β)qft
if qft > αTq then
if query for file f then
Include replication request into the query
//Executed by a query forwarding node

The system is composed of three main parts:

Periodically calculate qft by qft = βqft-1 + (1 – β)qft

Replicating File to Traffic Hub: The traffic hub
takes the file request from the requester and passes
it the owner, where traffic hub is a neighbor of the
file owner. The main aim of the traffic hub is to get
the replica of the popular file and service to the
requesters.

if qft > αTq then
if receive a query for file f to forward then
Include replication request in to the query
//Executed by a file server i
Periodically calculate li

Replicating File to Frequent Requester: If a peer
sends request frequently then file owner will be
replicating file to the frequent requester.

if it is overloaded by a factor of γl{
if there are file replication requests during T{

Applying Decentralization: EAD enables nodes
themselves to determine whether they should create
replicas or delete replicas based on their actual
experienced query traffic

Order replication requesters based on their qf
in a descending order
while Σqft < (li – γlci) do{
Replicate file to replication requester on
the top of the list
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an effective method to deal with the problem of
overload condition. By replicating a hot file to a number
of other nodes, the file owner distributes load over
replica nodes, leading to quick file response. Moreover,
a file query may encounter replica nodes before it
arrives at the file owner, reducing lookup path length.
Thus, file replication helps achieve high file query
efficiency due to lookup path length reduction and quick
query response.

Remove the replication requester from the
top of the list}}
else
Replicate file to the neighbor nodes that most
frequently forward
Queries for file f}
else

In ServerSide, node G will choose its neighborsK,
F, N, O, and L as options for replica nodes. Though it
has high hit rate, it cannot significantly reduce the
lookup path length and may overload the neighbors. On
the other hand, ClientSide replicates a file to requesters
A, B, and C. It brings benefits when the requester or its
nearby nodes always queries for the file. However,
considering non-uniform and time-varying file
popularity and node interest, the replicas may not be
fully utilized. Path replicates the file in all path nodes D,
E, and F. It has high hit rate and significantly reduces
lookup path length, but comes at high cost of much
more replicas. The ultimate objective of EAD is to
achieve high query efficiency and low file replication
overhead. Specifically, EAD aims to overcome the
drawback of the previous methods with two goals. First,
it aims to minimize replicas and achieve high file query
efficiency.

for each requested file replication by a node with qft
if qft × d × lq > r
Make a replication to the replication requester
//Executed by a replica node
for each replica of file f do{
Periodically calculate qft = βqft-1 + (1 – β)qft
if qft ≤ δTq do
Remove the file replica}
IMPLEMENTATION
To satisfy the aim of this paper, the system
been implemented as different modules.

has

1. File Requester, File Owner & Query forwarding
node: File requesters are the peers in the network, where
file requesters will be requesting for a particular popular
file that is present in another peer (File owner) in the
network. Once the file requester, sends the request to
that file owner, owner will respond back with the
popular file. Query forwarding nodes are the nodes,
which present in between the file requester and the file
owner. These are also called intermediate nodes. The
query forwarding nodes will also be facing traffic
because of queries.

More replicas lead to higher query efficiency and
vice versa. How can a replication algorithm reduce
replicas without compromising query efficiency? Rather
than statically replicating a file along a query path, EAD
replicates a file in nodes with high query traffic of the
file, thus reducing replicas while ensuring high hit rate
and comparable query efficiency. Second, rather than
depending on a file owner to determine replica creation
and deletion in a centralized manner, EAD aims to
conduct the operations in a decentralized manner
without compromising replica utilization. Since P2P
systems can be very large, decentralized replication
decision making is key to scaling the system. For
example, the popular KaZaA file sharing application
routinely supports on the order of two million
simultaneous users, exporting more than 300 million
files. To achieve this objective, EAD uses self-adaptive
method in which nodes themselves decide replica
creation and deletion.
2. File Replication: Replica nodes are the nodes, where
the file owners will replicate a file after processing the
algorithm. Decentralization is applied to Replica nodes.
Considering that file popularity is non-uniform and time
varying and node interest varies over time, some file
replicas become unnecessary when there are few queries
for these files. To deal with this situation, EAD
adaptively removes and creates file replicas. In previous

Fig.3 Query forwarding node
In a P2P file sharing system, overloaded conditions
are common during flash crowds or when a server hosts
a hot file. For example, in Fig. 3, if many nodes query
for a hot file in node G at a time, G will be overloaded,
leading to delayed file query response. File replication is
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thus ensuring high replica utilization. When a file is
becoming less and less popular, its replicas will be
removed from the system until a balanced condition is
reached, where no node is overloaded by the file’s
queries and all the replicas are fully utilized.

methods, a file server maintains information of its
replica nodes to manage the replicas and disseminates
information about new replica sets. Rather than
depending on such a centralized method, EAD makes
replica adjustment in a decentralized manner. EAD
enables nodes themselves to determine whether they
should create replicas or delete replicas based on their
actual experienced query traffic. If a node has too high
query traffic of a file, it requests to be a replica node of
the file. On the other hand, if a replica node receives too
few queries of a replica, it removes the replica. Such
decentralized adaptation helps to guarantee high hit rate
and replica utilization. In addition, it reduces the extra
load for replica information maintenance in file servers,
making the replication algorithm more scalable. If a
server receives many requests at a time, it could become
overloaded and consequently cannot respond to the
requests quickly. Therefore, highly popular files (i.e.,
hot files) could exhaust the bandwidth capacity of the
servers, leading to low efficiency in file sharing. File
replication is an effective method to deal with the
problem of server overload by distributing load over
replica nodes. To achieve this we are introducing
efficient Adaptive and decentralized peer to peer file
sharing system.

4. Send/Receive: This is used to send and receive data
over the network. This operation is performed in Peerto-Peer network by using socket programming. In Peerto-Peer network any nodes can be either server or they
act as client. With the help of socket programming
server can send data to the client or client to sever.
When user presses the send button the socket program
will create a socket from one node to the other as
required by the path and outputs the data to new
DataOutputStream channel through which data will be
delivered to destination.
5. File Update: When client node requests a hot file
which is present in a file owner through a traffic hub, at
that time because of more requests query overload will
occur at the file owner node. To avoid the load, hot file
will be transferred to the traffic hub. Where it stays for a
fixed amount of time, at that time if the user changes the
file content, then file update feature helps to replace the
old file with the new file. So that client gets a fresh copy
of the hot file instead copying the old hot file.

3. Decentralization: Considering that file popularity is
non-uniform and time varying and node interest varies
over time, some file replicas become unnecessary when
there are few queries for these files. To deal with this
situation, EAD adaptively removes and creates file
replicas. In previous methods, a file server maintains
information of its replica nodes to manage the replicas
and disseminates information about new replica sets.
Rather than depending on such a centralized method,
EAD makes replica adjustment in a decentralized
manner. EAD enables nodes themselves to determine
whether they should create replicas or delete replicas
based on their actual experienced query traffic. If a node
has too high query traffic of a file, it requests to be a
replica node of the file. On the other hand, if a replica
node receives too few queries of a replica, it removes
the replica. Such decentralized adaptation helps to
guarantee high hit rate and replica utilization. In
addition, it reduces the extra load for replica information
maintenance in file servers, making the replication
algorithm more scalable.

CONCLUSION
Traditional file replication methods for P2P file
sharing systems replicate files close to file owners, file
requesters, or query path to release the owners’ load,
and meanwhile, improve the file query efficiency.
However, replicating files close to the file owner may
overload the nodes in the close proximity of the owner,
and cannot significantly improve query efficiency since
replica nodes are close to the owners. Replicating files
close to or in the file requesters only brings benefits
when the requester or its nearby nodes always queries
for the file.
In addition, due to non-uniform and time-varying
file popularity and node interest variation, the replicas
cannot be fully utilized and the query efficiency cannot
be improved significantly. Replicating files along the
query path improves the efficiency of file query, but it
incurs significant overhead. This paper proposes an
EAD file replication algorithm that chooses query traffic
hubs and frequent requesters as replica nodes to
guarantee high utilization of replicas and high query
efficiency. Unlike current methods in which file servers
keep track of replicas, EAD creates and deletes file
replicas by dynamically adapting to non-uniform and
time-varying file popularity and node interest in a
decentralized manner based on experienced query
traffic. It leads to higher scalability and ensures high
replica utilization.

Specifically, EAD arranges each node to
periodically update its query rate of each file. The
determination of keeping file replicas is based on
recently experienced query traffic due to the file
popularity and node interest. When a file is no longer
requested frequently, there will be less file replicas for
it. The adaptation to query rate ensures that all file
replicas are worthwhile and there is no waste of
overhead for the maintenance of unnecessary replicas,
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FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS
In the future work, further studies can be carried out
on the efficiency and effectiveness of EAD. For future
enhancement the areas of concentration can be as
follows,


In a public P2P system, replication issues.



The effect of real system constraints and access
right constraints for replications.



Exploring adaptive methods to fully exploit file
popularity and update rate for efficient replica
consistency maintenance.
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Abstract – Face Recognition is a nascent field of research with many challenges. The proposed system focuses on recognizing faces
in a faster and more accurate way using eigenface approach and genetic algorithm by considering the entire problem as an
optimization problem. It consists of two stages: Eigenface approach is used for feature extraction and genetic algorithm based feed
forward Neuro-Fuzzy System is used for face recognition. Classification of face images to a particular class is done using an
artificial neural network. The training of neural network is done using genetic algorithm, a machine learning approach which
optimizes the weights used in the neural network. This is an efficient optimization technique and an evolutionary classification
method. The algorithm has been tested on 200 images (20 classes). A recognition score for test lot is calculated by considering
almost all the variants of feature extraction. Test results gave a recognition rate of 97.01%.
Keywords : FaceRecognition,PrincipalComponentAnalysis,Eigenfaces,Fuzzification,ANN,Genetic algorithm.

I.

INTRODUCTION
II. RELATED WORKS

ACE is a heterogeneous multidimensional optical
model and exploiting a computational model for face
recognition is difficult. Systems for face identification
are based on information theory approach of coding and
decoding the face image. Generally, a face recognition
system consists of two stages: learning and
classification.

There are two basic techniques for face recognition.
The first technique is to draw out feature vectors from
the basic parts of a face such as chin, mouth, nose, and
eyes, with the help of constant templates and enormous
mathematics. Then key entropy from the basic parts of
face is collected and commuted into a feature vector.
Another technique is based on the information theory
methodology, known as principal component analysis
method. In this method, feature vector is derived from
the entire face image. These are the eigen functions of
the average covariance of the ensemble of faces. Later,
Turk and Pentland [1] proposed a face recognition
method based on the eigenfaces approach. But Euclidian
Distance approach is not best method for images with
irregular shape areas or regions. Mapping to a particular
class is time consuming and not accurate.

The methodology proposed here is to differentiate
face images from a large set of stored images,
considering possible variations in face orientation as
well. In our system, we use Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) for feature extraction and a Genetic
Algorithm based neuro-fuzzy system for recognition.
The eigenface approach used gives us the best path to
find the lower dimensional space of an image. Any new
face image can be then represented as a linear
combination of these eigenfaces. Classification in
eigenface approach is normally based on Euclidean
distance. However, Euclidean distance does not work
well for irregular face

Another technique used for face recognition is
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [2],[3]. Hidden Markov
model is a better method that works well for facial
images with huge change in illumination, and
orientation of head, expression of faces.HMM used to
enhance the features of signals. HMM is a statistical
model. It will give good results when it is applied on the
speech recognition and character recognition. Face
recognition rate will be decreased when the head
orientation and illumination is varied. This can be
avoided in the above model up to a certain limit.

A new training method using Genetic Algorithm is
introduced here for effective training of the artificial
neural network, which improves the accuracy of the
system and reduces the time requirements. Fuzzification
of PCA values is also introduced before the neural
network stage to further improve the accuracy. The
entire problem is treated as an optimization problem and
the technique used here is one of the most efficient.

In neural network classification, the training using back
propagation is very much time consuming method. Time
complexity will increase if the number of feature points
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wide range of applications like image and information
processing. It resembles human deciding with its power
to work from near data and discovered accurate
solutions. Fuzzy logic deals with logical thinking that is
abstract thought rather than fixed and exact. Fuzzy logic
may be two-valued logic ie truth value or false value,
fuzzy logic variables can have a truth value that ranges
in degree between 0 and 1. Fuzzy logic has been
elongated to treat the concept of partial truth, where the
truth value may range between fully truth value and
completely false value

large and the accuracy achieved in this method is up to
88%-94%. Face recognition is still not implemented
successfully.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In statistics, principal components analysis (PCA) is
a technique that can be used to simplify a data set more
formally. It is a transform that chooses a new coordinate
system for the data set such that the greatest variance by
any projection of the data set comes to lie on the first
axis (then called the first principal component), the
second greatest variance on the second axis, and so on.
PCA can be used for reducing dimensionality in a data
set while retaining those characteristics of the data set
that contribute most to its variance by eliminating the
later principal components. Eigenfaces method seemed
to be a decent technique to be used in facial recognition
due to its easiness, fastness and understanding
capability.

Fuzzification [4],[5]is the process of altering a real
value into a fuzzy value. For each input and output
variable selected, we define two membership functions
(MF). We have to define a qualitative category for each
one of them, for example: Absence and Presence (High
and Low). Absence membership function having low
values of input variables and Presence membership
function having high values of membership variables.ie
the input variables are divided into high and low values.
Neuro-fuzzy system (NFS) refers to combinations
of artificial neural networks and fuzzy logic. Here input
of NFS is principal components of images. The PCA is
divided into High values and low values. Then high and
low values are given to the hidden layers of neural
networks (NN). Later operations are managed by neural
network. Fuzzificatin is used to speed up the process
and to increase the identification accuracy.

Fig. 1. Face Recognition System

B) Training of Neural network: The trial and error
method is basically used for training an artificial neural
network [6]. If the network behaves in the way it should,
then we change the weight of arbitrary link by an
arbitrary amount. The changes will continue till the
network shows good accuracy. It takes time, but the trial
and error method does produce results. Regrettably, the
amount of possible weights increases exponentially as
one adds new neurons, making large number of neural
nets. So it is not feasible to construct the network using
trial and error methods.

Eigenfaces are a set of eigenvectors used in the
computer vision problem of human facial recognition.
Generally, the eigenfaces are the principal components
of a distribution of faces, or equivalently, the
eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of the set of face
images. Eigenfaces are mainly used for the following
purposes.
•

Draw up the suitable face information, which may
or may not be directly related to human face
features such as the eyes, nose and lips.

•

Interpret facial images efficiently. To cut down the
calculation and space complexity, every face image
can be represented using a small number of
dimensions.

The back-propagation algorithm [7],[8] compares
the result that was obtained with the result that was
expected. It then uses this information to systematically
modify the weights throughout the neural network. This
training takes only a fraction of the time that trial and
error method take. It can also be reliably used to train
networks on only a portion of the data, since it makes
inferences.

The PCA components were given to the input of a
Neuro Fuzzy system (NFS). NFS consists of 2 main
stages, Training of Neural network and Testing of
Neural network. Both these stages require the input in
the form of PCA values that has undergone
Fuzzification. The Face recognition system is shown in
fig 1.

But the back propagation method for training is also
slow and inefficient. The other problem of back
propagation is that it can get stuck in local minima
resulting in sub-optimal solutions and it needs large
amount of input/output data for training. We were not
sure to relate these inputs and output variables properly.

A) Fuzzification of PCA values: Fuzzification is one of
the powerful problems solving methodology having
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m
a soolution in randdomly
selected from a populaation, one of itss weights is chaanged
to an arrbitrary value. It is a processs that happenss with
low prob
bability. Mutattions (Fig 4) annd crossover (F
Fig 5)
shown below.
b
[ n611,n62,n63,n64,,………………
……………n800]

Mutation randomly assiigns a candidatte solution

R
Replaces
With A
Arbitrary Valuues
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Fig 4: Mutation
M

a 3 or 5-dimensional space.
s

[n61,n662,n63…………
…..n80]

90

[n161,n162, ……n1799,.n180]

93

Thee PCA values ((vector value 3 or 5) obtaineed are
then sup
pplied to a Fuzzzification stagge. Fuzzificatioon is a
powerfu
ul problem solvving methodollogy having a wide
range of
o applicationns in areas like image and
informattion processingg. Fuzzificatioon is the proceess of
altering a real value innto a fuzzy valuue, for e.g., abbsence
and presence (high aand low). Durring this stagee, the
number of the PCA coomponent is dooubled (fuzzy value)
v
g
to the neural networrk. The rest of
o the
and is given
process is managed byy the neural nettwork.

Crossover
Fig 5.C
C) Testing of neural
n
networkk: Testing of Neural
N
network
[11],[12] is peerformed on a new
n face by co
omparing with
known output faces. The inpput of neural network
n
is the
A components of
o unknown facce. The output
fuzzified PCA
is the numbeer of individu
ual faces (claasses) in the
databases. Tessting phase results mapping of
o the input to
any one of outtput classes (Fiig 6). The outpput classes are
represented by
y exemplars (The
(
highest value
v
may be
represented maay be 1). By co
onsidering the exemplars the
system can ideentify output cllasses.

Theese fuzzy PCA value is applieed on a feed forrward
perceptrron multilayer neural network. The training of
neural network
n
is donne with respecct to the exem
mplars
which are
a representattions of the ouutput. The facces in
eigenspaace representeed with each face in a column.
Value 1 is substituteed for largestt output valuee. By
looking at the exemplaars, we can ideentify whose face
f
is
given att the input. Thhe neural netwoork is trained based
on a maachine learningg approach i.e. Genetic Algorrithm,
in order to optimize the result. The network will maap the
mage into any oone of the classes with respect to
input im
the exem
mplars by adjuusting the weights. Genetic--based
feature weighting signnificantly impproves the acccuracy
utions. The objeective
compareed to presently available solu
function
n for the traininng phase is takken as "the nuumber
of outpuut determinatiion errors shhould be miniimal".
Fitness population (w
weights) is thhen found ouut by
a
considerred the objecctive functionn. Mutation and/or
crossoveer are applied oon the populattion which impproves
the fitneess of the sollutions. This process
p
is reppeated
several times
t
to get thee optimum resu
ult. (Fig.7)

Fig
g 6: Testing off Neural network
IV. EXPERIM
MENT
The propposed system is tested usin
ng a database
containing facce images of 200 distinct subjeects. We have
ten different im
mages each for these subjectts taken under
different condditions like ex
xpression, illuumination etc.
Each image is 112 x 92 pixeels in size withh 256 levels off
grey. For som
me subjects, the images were
w
taken at
different timess, varying the lighting, faciaal expressions
(open/closed eyes,
e
smiling/nnot smiling ettc.) and facial
details (glassees/no glasses). All the imagees were taken
against a daark homogeneeous backgrouund with the
subjects in an
n upright, fronntal position (w
with tolerance
for some sid
de movement).Reduce the size
s
of input
image into 8 x 8 matrix (Total
(
64 com
mponents). An
d
64,
image of size 8 x 8 describees a vector of dimension
T reduce the
or a point inn a 64-dimenssion space. To
number of dim
mensions for coomputability, some
s
principal
components having
h
values close to zeroo are omitted.
Principal com
mponent haviing high eiggenvalues are
retained. In th
his experiment,, the image is represented
r
in

Fig 7: E
Experimental Result
R
It is observed
o
from the experimennt that the efficciency
of the prroposed face reecognition systtem is 97.01%.
V. CONCLUSION
t
paper we have presentted the modell of a
In this
static Faace Recognitioon System ussing the conceept of
Eigen Domain
D
with N
Neuro-fuzzy Claassifier and Geenetic
Algorithhm based optim
mization. A neew training method
m
using Geenetic Algorithhm is introduceed here for effe
fective
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training of the artificial neural network, which improves
the accuracy of the system and reduces the time
requirements. Fuzzification of PCA values is also
introduced before the neural network stage to further
improve the accuracy. The entire problem is treated as
an optimization problem and the technique used here is
one of the most efficient. The maximum efficiency is
observed to be 97.01%. The efficiency can be further
increased by using a better face scanner, better
techniques for scaling as well as efficient techniques of
edge detection and feature extraction of the face image.
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using SHA1 Oriented Digital Signature
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Abstract – The problem with this existing scheme is the correlation among packets makes them vulnerable to packet loss, which is
inherent in the internet. The ideal approach of signing and verifying each packet independently raises a serious challenge to
resource-constrained devices. An attacker may compromise a multicast system by intentionally injecting forged packets to consume
receivers resources leading to Denial of Service (DOS).
We propose a novel multicast authentication protocol, namely MABS. The basic scheme eliminates the correlation among packets
and thus provides the perfect resilience to packet loss and it is also efficient in terms of latency, computation and communication
overhead due to an efficient cryptographic primitive called Batch Signature. We also present an enhanced scheme which combines
the basic scheme with a packet filtering mechanism to lessen the Denial of Service (DOS).
Keywords – Multimedia, multicast, authentication, signature.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Digital Signature

MULTICAST is an efficient method to deliver data
content from a sender to a group of receivers and is
gaining popular applications such as real-time stock
quotes, interactive games, video conference, live video
broadcast, or video on demand. Authentication is one of
the critical topics in securing multicast in an
environment attractive to malicious attacks.

A digital signature or digital signature scheme is a
mathematical scheme for encrypting the data using the
sender’s private key. A valid digital signature gives a
recipient reason to believe that the message was created
by a known sender, and that it was not altered in transit.
Digital signatures are commonly used for software
distribution, financial transactions, and in other cases
where it is important to detect forgery or tampering.

Basically, multicast authentication may provide the
following security services:
•

Data integrity: Each receiver should be able to
assure that received packets have not been modified
during transmissions.

•

Data origin authentication: Each receiver should
be able to assure that each received packet comes
from the real sender as it claims.

•

Non repudiation: The sender should not be able to
deny sending the packet to receivers in case there is
a dispute between the sender and receivers.

•

Confidentiality: Confidentiality ensures that the
exchanged data is kept secret from any unauthorized
entities over the network.

II. ARCHITECTURE
The proposed architecture in Figure ‘A’ shows
different level where sender is the level in which it
selects the group of nodes to which the data has to be
transmitted. The next level is to generate block message,
the data to be transmitted is divided into batch
messages. The signature is generated for the batch
messages using BLS key generation algorithm and DSA
algorithm. The generated signature is attached to the
batch messages in the next level. The attached signature
with the data or message to transmit is sent to the
receiver in the transmitter level. Lastly the signature gets
verified at the receiver side by comparing the received
signature with the calculated signature.
These layering give us insight on how to
decompose the system into subsystems. In order to
reduce the complexity and improve the quality of the
system, decomposing the system into loosely coupled
subsystems is one of the known approaches. The
proposed system is decomposed into functional modules
which consists of key generation technique and
signature systems. This is also called a pipeline
approach. A flow chart model may be used when

All the three services can be supported by an
asymmetric key technique called signature. In an ideal
case, the sender generates a signature for each packet
with its private key, which is called signing, and each
receiver checks the validity of the signature with the
sender’s public key, which is called verifying. If the
verification succeeds, the receiver knows the packet is
authentic.
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conceive a receiver-oriented approach by taking into
account the heterogeneity of the receivers. As receiving
devices have different computation and communication
capabilities, some could be powerful desktop computers,
while the others could be cheap handsets with limited
buffers and low-end CPUs. Mixed with various channel
loss rates, this heterogeneity poses a demand on the
capability of adjusting the buffer size and authenticating
buffered packets any time when the high layer
application requires at each receiver.

decomposing a system into subsystems, next section
describes about flow charts.
Our target is to authenticate multicast streams from
a sender to multiple receivers. Generally, the sender is a
powerful multicast server managed by a central
authority and can be trustful. The sender signs each
packet with a signature and transmits it to multiple
receivers through a multicast routing protocol. Each
receiver is a less powerful device with resource
constraints and may be managed by a non trust worthy
person. Each receiver needs to assure that the received
packets are really from the sender (authenticity) and the
sender cannot deny the signing operation (nonrepudiation) by verifying the corresponding signatures.
Ideally, authenticating a multicast stream can be
achieved by signing and verifying each packet.
However, the per-packet signature design has been
criticized for its high computation cost.

Figure 1
Module Description:

They do reduce the computation cost, but also
introduce new problems. The block design builds up
correlation among packets and makes them vulnerable
to packet loss, which is inherent in the Internet and
wireless networks. Received packets may not be
authenticated because some correlated packets are lost.
Also, the heterogeneity of receivers means that the
buffer resource at each receiver is different and can vary
over the time depending on the overall load at the
receiver. In the block design, the required block size,
which is chosen by the sender, may not be satisfied by
each receiver.

This Project describes four modules. Based on the
modules only we develop the project. The modules
define how to generate the block messages and signature
generation and verification all those things are explain
detailed.
Generation of Block Messages:
In this module we convert the data into small
packets. The next step is to take the packets to generate
a block of messages. The block generation depends on
the receiver. We conceive a receiver-oriented approach
by taking into account the heterogeneity of the receivers.
As receiving devices have different computation and
communication capabilities, some could be powerful
desktop computers, while the others could be cheap
handsets with limited buffers and low-end CPUs. Mixed
with various channel loss rates, this heterogeneity poses
a demand on the capability of adjusting the buffer size
and authenticating buffered packets any time when the
high layer application requires at each receiver.

Third, the correlation among packets can incur
additional latency. Consider the high layer application
needs new data from the low layer authentication
module in order to render a smooth video stream to the
client user. It is desirable that the lower layer
authentication module delivers authenticated packets to
the high layer application at the time when the high
layer application needs new data. In the per-packet
signature design it is not a problem, since each packet
can be independently verifiable at any time. In the block
design, however, it is possible that the packets buffered
at the low layer authentication module are not verifiable
because the correlated packets, especially the block
signatures, have not been received. Therefore, the high
layer application has to either wait, which leads to
additional latency, or return with a no-available-packets
exception, which could be interpreted as that the
buffered packets are “lost.” This latency, which is
incurred at the high layer when the high layer
application waits for the buffered packets to become
verifiable, is different from the buffering latency, which
is required for the low layer authentication protocol to
buffer received packets. In view of the problems
regarding the sender-favored block-based approach, we

Batch Signature Generation:
The signature is generated for the batch messages
using BLS key generation algorithm and DSA
algorithm.
The signature of a message M is computed
according to the equations below:
r = (y modPow (a, p)) mul (a modPow (b, p)) mod p.
The Signature is r.
The signature is transmitted along with the message to
the verifier.
Transmission:
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After generating the signature it will be attached to
the block of messages. Then the block of messages will
be transmitted to the destination. The destination can be
received the messages from the buffer. While receiving
the message it can verify the signature. If the result is
true it will be accepted otherwise the message will
discarded.
Verification:

2.

a = g modPow( k,p).

3.

y = g modPow(d,p).

4.

k = is computed using the greatest common divisor
b\w k and p.

5.

b = (m sub (d mul(a))) (mul(k modInvers(p))) mod
p.

The integer p, d, and g can be public and can be
common to a group of users. A user's private and public
keys are ‘a’ and y, respectively. They are normally fixed
for a period of time. Parameters y, g, p, a, and b are used
for signature generation only. Parameter k must be
regenerated for each signature.

The Batch Verify () algorithm should satisfy the
following properties:
Given a batch of packets that have been signed by
the sender, If these signed packets reaches the receiver
end the output of BatchVerify() function should be
True.Given a batch of packets including some
unauthentic packets, the probability output of
BatchVerify() function True is very low.

IV. DSA SIGNATURE GENERATION:
The signature of a message M is computed
according to the equations below:

The computation complexity of BatchVerify() function
is less comparable to that of verifying one signature and
is increased only gradually when the batch size ’n’ is
increased.

r = (y modPow (a, p)) mul (a modPow (b, p)) mod p.
The Signature is r.
As an option, one may wish to check if r = 0. If r =
0, a new value of b should be generated and the
signature should be recalculated.

The implementation phase of any project is the most
important phase as it yields the final solution, which
solves the problem at hand. The implementation phase
involves the actual materialization of the ideas, which
are expressed in the analysis document and developed in
the design phase. Implementation should be perfect
mapping of the design document in a suitable
programming language in order to achieve the necessary
final product. Often the product is ruined due to
incorrect
programming
language
chosen
for
implementation or unsuitable method of programming.
It is better for the coding phase to be directly linked to
the design phase in the sense if the design is in terms of
object oriented terms then implementation should be
preferably carried out in a object oriented way. The
factors concerning the programming language and
platform chosen are described in the next couple of
sections.

The signature is transmitted along with the message
to the verifier.

Implementation:
The implementation stage in a system project involves
•

Careful planning

•

Investigation of the current system and the
constraints on implementation.

•

Training of staff in the newly developed system.

Fig 2: GUI designed for the transmission side using
JAVA
Above Figure shows the graphical user interface
designed for the transmission side using JAVA
Node field displays the number of nodes stored in
the database.

Algorithm Description

Browse button will select the file to be transmitted
& the path of selected file is displayed on the file
text area field.

III. DSA ALGORITHM PARAMETERS:
The DSA makes use of the following parameters:
1.

Block button will generate the blocks by grouping
the packets.

p, g & d are pseudo randomly generated integer.
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Signature button will generate the signatures to the
blocks of messages that was generated.

The purpose of testing is to discover errors. Testing
is the process of trying to discover every conceivable
fault or weakness in a work product. It provides a way
to check the functionality of components, sub
assemblies, assemblies and/or a finished product. It is
the process of exercising software with the intent of
ensuring that the Software system meets its
requirements and user expectations and does not fail in
an unacceptable manner. There are various types of test.
Each test type addresses a specific testing requirement

Encryption button will encrypt the message to be
transmitted.
Message digest button will generate a hexadecimal
value to the selected file.
Transfer button is used to transfer the data to the
selected group of receivers.
In the text area field, content of selected file is
displayed. The signature field will display the
generated signatures.

•

Unit Testing.

•

Integration Testing.

•

Functional Testing.

•

System Testing.

•

Acceptance Testing.

After successful login the main window as shown in
Figure 2 will appear. Then by selecting the destination
node the file to be transmitted is chosen and the
transmission node will convert the file to number of
batches. To that batches the signature is generated.

Fig 3: GUI designed for the receiver side using JAVA
Above Figure shows the graphical user interface
designed for the receiver side using JAVA.
When receiver gets the message from the sender,
the sender field will display the node name of the
sender. SSignature1 & SSignature2 field will
display the signature sent from the sender.

Fig 4: Generating Signature
After getting the batch size, the signature is
generated to those batches by clicking on the ‘signature’
button. Once you get the signature by pressing the
signature button the button gets disable as shown in the
Figure 4 and the two signatures are also displayed. The
encrypted file with its signature is sent the selected
group of receivers.

Signature button is used to generated the signature
for the received message & the generated signature
is displayed is the RSignature1 & RSignature2
fields.
Verify button is used to verify the signatures by
comparing the sender signature with the receiver
signature.

At the receiver end, as the data get delivered it will
be there in encrypted format, the signature is also get
delivered by the receiver. By clicking on the decrypt
button at receiver end you can decrypt it. After
decryption, to that decrypted data a new signature is
generated at the receiver end. The sender signature is
compared with the receiver’s signature if it get matched
a message ‘both signature are matched’ will appear, and
its shown in Figure 5.

Decrypt button is used to decrypt the encrypted
message & the file content is displayed in the text
area field.
Digest button is used to check whether the receiver
gets the original content or what.
Test Results
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•

If a hacker or a malicious attacker altered data at the
middle of the transmission, the generated signature at
receiver end will not matched with the received one.
Hence the authentication, data integrity will fails.

In Future we also combine BLS and DSA scheme
to increase the key length to improve the security.
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VI. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
Due to limitation of time and constraint of resource,
the current project work is restricted to specific
functionality only. But in case if such obstruction are
conquered, then the current project work could be
extended to following future enhancement.
•

In Dos attacks the attacker can inject the forged
packets to the original packets. To avoid this
problem the sender marks each packet, which is
unique to the packet and cannot be spoofed. So we
can easily eliminate the DOS attacks and provide
strong security.
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Abstract – CAPTCHA stands for Completely Automated Public Turing Tests to Tell Computers and Humans Apart. The
CAPTCHAs have been widely used across the Internet to defend against undesirable and malicious bot programs. It was observed
that an alarming number of CAPTCHAs could be broken by the technique of Image Processing and Artificial Neural Network. Many
Researchers have tried to break a CAPTCHA so as to design robust CAPTCHA , but it is essential to generate a strong CAPTCHA
that will resist bot attack. This paper has proposed algorithm to analyze the strength of CAPTCHAs using simple image processing
techniques such as Preprocessing, Segmentation and Character recognition which in turn helps to improve the robustness and
usability of CAPTCHA in Internet System. The experimental result shows the proposed algorithm gives 75 % accuracy to analyze
the strength of CAPTCHA.
Keywords- CAPTCHA Analyzing, Segmentation, and Character recognition.

I.

investigates its strength and suggests recommendation to
improve quality of CAPTCHA design. The rest of paper
is organized as follows: Previous work about breaking
of CAPTCHA in section 2. Section 3 gives
implementation details of algorithm used to analyze
CAPTCHA. The Testing results are given in Section 4
and finally section 5 concludes the paper.

INTRODUCTION

A CAPTCHA (Completely Automated Public
Turing Test to Tell Computers and Humans Apart) is a
program that generates and grades tests that are human
solvable, but beyond the capabilities of current
computer programs [1].CAPTCHAs are widely used on
the internet as a security measure to prevent bots from
automatically spamming registration forms. CAPTCHA
is image to ensure that each request comes from an
individual human and is not an attempt by an automated
program to access systems illegally. With the rapid
development of internet, more and more websites utilize
CAPTCHAs to protect against auto registration login, to
prevent against spam ,comment in blogs, dictionary
attacks and resist search engine bots.

II. PREVIOUS WORK
In 2003, Mori and Malik [3] proposed a shape
matching algorithm to break EZ-Gimpy and Gimpy
CAPTCHAs. They achieved a success rate of 92% in
case of EZ-Gimpy and 33% in case of Gimpy. In 2004,
Moy et.al. [4] use distortion estimation technique to
break E-Z Gimpy CAPTCHAs and achieved a great
success rate. Till date there are various researches on
breaking the CAPTCHA. Among these TessarCap
software is free software develop by MacAfee to break
the CAPTCHA, recently in 2012, Gursev Singh Kalra
used TesserCap software to break visual text based
CAPTCHA to evaluate CAPTCHA strength but the
Tessar Cap software has more manual interference and
time consuming process to evaluate the images [5].As
we compare with proposed algorithm, observes that
proposed algorithm is more durable to used and efficient
for analysis purpose.

Figure 1. CAPTCHA Image with RGB color
background and fuzzy character and number.
The robustness of a CAPTCHA is its strength in
resisting adversarial attacks and improvement in its
usability. It is proposed that a good CAPTCHA must be
both robust and usable. Around the world various
website have diverse CAPTCHA generation technique
so there is no uniformity to analyze the CAPTCHA
whether it is strong or weak to defend the bots attack.
Solving CAPTCHA is a Hard AI image processing
problem in the general case [2] so it has attracted
considerable attention in the research community. To
solve the problem the paper has proposed algorithm that
is applicable to any CAPTCHA used in web world and
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w
www.ibps.com

Type 3

w
www.idea.com

Type 4

www
w.incometax.com
m.in

III. IMPLEM
MENTATION
The Proposed algorithm
m has differen
nt phases such
as preproceessing, segm
mentation annd character
recognition whhich are explaiined in details as mentioned
below
IN
NPUT - CAPT
TCHA Image
Connected
d character

Disconnected Character

Pre-Processing

3.1 Pre-P
Processing

RGB Grayyscale

Thee
Pre-processsing is summ
mation of alll the
operation like converssion of colorr to grayscale,, then
converteed to binary foormat .As the image has nooise in
backgrou
und hence itt is necessaryy to eliminaate in
preproceessing phases and reduces noise
n
level, thhereby
simplify
ying processinng for the rest of stages. The main
goal of noise
n
removal is to remove unwanted
u
bit paattern,
which doesn’t
d
reflect change in fiinal output. Fuurther
preproceessed clean image is to get ahead foor the
segmenttation phase.

Pre-Processing
OTSU Thressholding

Removal of Noise
Detection of Line
Dot remo
oval
Thin
nning
Stentiford Thinning
T

3.1.1

Segementtation
Projection
n Based

CA
APTCHA imagge contains maany combinatioons of
colors annd to work on each of this coolor is very diffficult
so it neccessary to connvert into grayy scale by provvide a
way to work
w
on 256 inntensity values[[12].
Algorithhm:

Character Reccogination

Template Maching
M
Strength Analysis
A
Human

Machine

Time
required

C
Character

OUTPUT‐CAPTC
CHA Strength
WEAK CAPTCHA

MODERA
ATE
CAPTCH
HA

Graying

STR
RONG
CAP
PTCHA

•

Acccept CAPTCHA
A Images in JP
PEG as input.

•

Obttain pixel valuees by using graab Pixel () funcction.

•

Obttain gray scalee value for eaach RGB valuue by
usinng the formula

•

G = (.56 *g +.33*rr + .11*b)
Where r, g, b arre the red, greeen and blue color
com
mponents of thee pixel in the im
mage.

F
Figure
3: System architecturee.
The sampples are taken from real time
t
dynamic
website and strength
s
of saample determiine at end off
implementatioon.
Tablee I: Original CA
APTCHA Sam
mples

•

For each pixel in the input imagge, replace the RGB
valu
ue by its corressponding gray scale
s
value.

•

Stop
p.

3.1.2. Thhresholding
Thee Thresholdingg is to convert 8-bit grayyscale
image to
t black-and-w
white image[99]. There aree two
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objectives to threshold. Onee is to decreasse subsequent
data processinng, and the oth
her is to extraact the objects
from the bacckground. Gennerally it is observed
o
that
CAPTCHA is composed of dark objects on
o a light back
ground [6]. One
O way to exxtract the objeects from the
background iss to select a thhreshold T. Anny point(x, y)
for which f(x, y) < T is called an object poiint; otherwise,
the point is caalled a backgroound point. T selection
s
[8] is
described by
T=T [x, y, p (x, y), f(x, y)]

total wid
dth or height off the image, then detected as a line
and thuss removed it byy making it white.
B) Mediaan Filter
Thee median filter is applied to reduce
r
noise leevel in
respect of smoothingg of characteer and removval of
unnecessary dots preseent in the image. As the linees are
d
removedd, characters become discontinuous.
To
overcom
me this discontinuity the paper use thhe 8connecteed technique tto detect a wh
hite pixel whiich is
surroundded by at least one black pixeel in its 8-connnected
region, if
i this conditionn is true then we
w convert the white
pixel to black. To rem
move unnecesssary dots preseent in
the imaage, the imagee is scanned for calculatinng the
median value. First soort all the pixxel values from
m the
surroundding neighborhhood into numeerical order andd then
replacing
g the pixel beeing considereed with the middle
m
pixel vaalue. The meddian value mu
ust be the acctually
value off one of the pixxels in the neigghborhood, here the
median value does noot create any new
n
pixel wheen the
filter is applied and iff the median value
v
is less than
t
a
particulaar threshold theen makes it whhite[6][7].

(1
1)

Where f(xx, y) is the grray level of pooint(x, y) and
p(x, y) denotees some local property of this
t
point, the
average gray of a neighbo
orhood centereed on (x, y).
nds only on f(xx, y), the thresshold is called
When T depen
global. If T deepends on f(x, y) and p(x, y),, the threshold
is called local. If T depends on the spatial coordinates x
and y, the thrreshold is calleed dynamic [6]. The pixel’s
value g(x, y) after
a
thresholod
ding is define s
G(x, y)) ={ 255 f(x ,y)) > = T backgrround
f(x, y) T < obbject

(2)

The key paarameter in th
he thresholding
g is to find a
global or mulltiple local opptimized threshhold value T.
The proposed algorithms select value of
o T by using
OTSU threshhold. OTSU threshold bassed on class
variance. It determines thhe
maxim
mize threshold
between-class variance. It coomputes threshhold value as
μ) 2 +Wb (µb-µ
µ) 2
(T) =Wa (μa-μ

(3)

Figure 4: M
Median filter Caalculation

Where (T
T) is a thresholld maximizingg the betweenclass variance; Wa and μa are the probabbilities of class
object occurreence and object mean level ; Wb and μb
are the probabbilities of class background occurrence and
background mean
m
level; μ iss the total meaan level of the
original picturre. Finally threeshold (T) valuue is obtained.

3.2 Thinnning
Thee Skeletonizatioon was introduuced to describbe the
global properties
p
of oobjects and to reduce the orriginal
image into
i
a more ccompact repreesentation. A basic
method for skeletonizzation is thinn
ning. The propposed
algorithm
m works on S
Stentiford Thin
nning process. The
Stentiforrd Thinning uuses the prin
nciple of Tem
mplate
mark-an
nd-deleting whiich helps in creeating a set of ffour 3
X 3 temp
plates to scan the
t image.

Binary im
mages are oftenn produced by thresholding
t
a
grayscale or color
c
image, inn order to sepaarate an object
in the image from the bacckground. Thee color of the
object (usuallyy white) is referred to as thhe foreground
color. The reest (usually bllack) is referrred to as the
background co
olor.
3.1.2

Remooval of Noise

The Noisse level in thee CAPTCHA comprised off
line, dots and wavy
w
line in between character to increase
its strength. In
n order to obbtained clean im
mage removal
of line and dotts are necessaryy.

Figuree 5. Templates to identify pixels to be erodeed in
theStenttiford Method. The empty whhite boxes beloong to
Places where
w
the coloor of the pixel does
d
not need to
t be
checked.

A)Line
A
removaal

Thee Stentiford Alggorithm can bee stated as folloowing
[10]:

The CA
APTCHA im
mages sometim
mes contain
horizontal linees and vertical lines. To remoove these lines
the number of continuouss black pixels in row or
ounted. If the count is moree than 80% off
columns is co

1.

Find
d a pixel locattion (i, j) wheere the pixels in
i the
imaage match thoose in template T1. Withh this
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3.3 Segmentation

template all pixels along the top of the image are
removed moving from left to right and from top to
bottom.
2.

If the central pixel is not an endpoint, and has
connectivity number = 1, then mark this pixel for
deletion.

3.

Repeat steps 1 and 2 for all pixel locations
matching T1.

4.

Repeat steps 1-3 for the rest of the templates: T2,
T3, and T4.

Here the image is segmented to extract letter from
the CAPTCHA word. For each segmented character, it
is thinned and scaled to a uniform size depend on the
image size. The projection segmentation technique is
implemented in the present the paper[11]. The
traditional projection based algorithm works on fixed
threshold, which makes it static. It focuses upon
projecting the image data onto the X-axis. it is
implemented by summing the number of non-white
pixels in each column of the image parallel to the Y-axis
as shown in Fig7.

T2 will match pixels on the left side of the object,
moving from bottom to top and from left to right. T3
will select pixels along the bottom of the image and
move from right to left and from bottom to top. T4
locates pixels on the right side of the object, moving
from top to bottom and right to left.
5.

Set white pixels for deletion.

Endpoint pixel - A pixel is considered an endpoint
if it is connected to just one other pixel. That is, if a
black pixel has only one black neighbor out of the eight
possible neighbors.

Figure 7 Projection Segmentation
The count black pixels in each column are
compared with the threshold value and accordingly
character is separated from each other in the uniform
size. The segmented characters are pass further for
character recognition.

Connectivity number - It is a measure how many objects
are connected with a particular pixel.

3.4 Character Recognition with Template Matching

(3)

The character recognition algorithm has two
essential components feature extractor and the classifier.
The feature extractor derives the features that the
character possesses. The derived features are then used
as input to the character classifier. Template matching is
one of the most common classification methods.
Classification is performed by comparing an input
character with a set of templates from each character
class. In each comparison results is based on in a
similarity measure between the input characters with a
set of templates[11]. The amount of similarity increases
when a pixel in the observed character is identical to the
same pixel in the template image. If the pixels differ the
measure of similarity it may decrease chance of
matching. After all templates have been compared with
the observed character image, the character’s identity is
assigned the identity of the most similar template.
Template matching is a trainable process as template
characters can be changed. The extraction of the
character into a corresponding matrix is shown .here w=
Numerical value corresponding to white and b=
Numerical value corresponding to black. From this
matrix algorithm find the character which matches the
template the most and finally detects the character .

Where: Nk is the color of the eight neighbors of
the pixel analyzed. N0 is the center pixel. N1 is the
color value of the pixel to the right of the central pixel
and the rest are numbered in counterclockwise order
around the center. Fig. 6 illustrates the connectivity
number
S = {1, 3, 5, 7}

Figure 6 a) Represents connectivity number = 0. b)
Represents connectivity number = 1, the central pixel
might be deleted without affecting the connectivity
between left and right. c) Represents connectivity
number = 2, the deletion of the central pixel might
disconnect both sides. d) Represents connectivity
number = 3, and e) Represents connectivity number = 4
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Table-III: Proposed Algorithm with operation on
samples From Table 1
Original
CAPTCH
A

Graying

OTSU
Thresholding

CAPTCHA
Stentiford
Thinning

Segmentati
on

Figure 8 (a) Segementated character ‘E” (b) Template
Matching Matrix
3.5 Strength Analysis
Recognition of character is done by OCR and
passed further for strength analysis. The basic principle
of CAPTCHA is to distinguish between human and
machine, hence the algorithm
provide
same
CAPTCHA image is presented to human being and
same time given to CAPTCHA solver(machine) as input
image. If values obtained from human being matches
with CAP Solver (machine) then it results in weak
CAPTCHA else it is strong CAPTCHA. The percentage
of analysis for proposed algorithm depends on the
correct recognition rate and time required for breaking
CAPTCHA. CAPTCHA Solver is able to break the
image in less time and detect 75% of character in
images then it come under weak category

Figure 8 –Type III CAPTCHA Sample are weak
Type –III CAPTCHA sample are easy broken by
tool and its character are easy detected by the Machine
in 16 msec.
Strength-Analysis

Human

CAPTCHASolver [Machine]

Detection of character

Table II: Percentage to Evaluate Strength of
CAPTCHA.

in CAPTCHA

75 % - WEAK
85-100 %

IV. TESTING RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE
ANALYSIS

50% - Moderate

25 % - Strong
Response Time to

The Proposed algorithm has analyzed nearly 200
CAPTCHA samples from various website. Out of
standard database, 30% of the samples were weak
CAPTCHA, 45 % were Moderate CAPTCHA and 25 %
were Strong CAPTCHA with respect to strength
analysis. The strength analysis rate can be improved by
considering a set of patterns for each character while
measuring CAPTCHA Strength. .The paper has
calculated 75 % Accuracy to analysis the CAPTCHA.
Lastly comparison of Tessarcap1.0 vs. Proposed
Algorithm is done.

Second

Mill-Second

solve CAPTCHA

Figure 9: Type IV- CAPTCHA sample is 80 %Strong
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ResponseTime for
CAPTCHA
Solver

Second

mill-Second

Graphics
User
Interface

Complex

Simple

V- CONCLUSION
•

The proposed algorithm has analyzed the strength
of CAPTCHA that are deployed on Internet to resist
attack of Bot. We conclude that Type-IV CAPTCHA
samples are strong due to connected characters present
in CAPTCHA image. The projection based algorithm
used for segmentation gives accuracy of 98% for
disconnected characters but it fails to segment connected
characters. Our future work will concentrate on
segmentation of connected characters. As per the
CATPCHA
designs
we
proposed
valuable
recommendation for CAPTCHA to improve its usability
in online system. We conclude that proposed algorithm
helps in building more secured CAPTCHA and maintain
balance between authentication and security in online
system.

Figure 10 . Time taken by machine to analysis
CAPTCHA

Figure11: CAPTCHA strength for four samples
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Efficient Probe Station Placement and Probe set
Selection for Fault Localization

Shakti Kinger & B.M. Patil
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Abstract – Network fault management has been a focus of research activity with more emphasis on fault localization – zero down
exact source of a failure from set of observed failures. Fault diagnosis is a central aspect of network fault management. Since faults
are unavoidable in communication systems, their quick detection and isolation is essential for the robustness, reliability, and
accessibility of a system.
Probing technique for fault localization involves placement of probe stations (Probe stations are specially instrumented nodes
from where probes can be sent to monitor the network) which affects the diagnosis capability of the probes sent by the probe
stations. Probe station locations affect probing efficiency, monitoring capability, and deployment cost. We present probe station
selection algorithms and aim to minimize the number of probe stations and make the monitoring robust against failures in a
deterministic as well as a non-deterministic environment. We then implement algorithms that exploit interactions between probe
paths to find a small collection of probes that can be used to locate faults. Small probe sets are desirable in order to minimize the
costs imposed by probing, such as additional network load and data management requirements. We discuss a novel integrated
approach of probe station and probe set selection for fault localization. A better placing of probe stations would produce fewer
probes and probe set maintaining same diagnostic power. We provide experimental evaluation of the proposed algorithms through
simulation results.
Keywords — Adaptive probing, Probe station selection, Fault diagnosis, Network monitoring, Probabilistic dependency model.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A. Active Monitoring

With increasing complexity in computer networks,
effective network management has become even more
crucial and challenging. The network management aims
at ensuring networks are monitored and kept running as
smoothly as possible. Network monitoring generates
huge information that needs to be processed and
diagnosed to detect/localize the failure. This
information is generated by either monitoring tools
[1,2,3,4,5] or by network entities themselves (in the
form of alarms) [6,7,8,9]. Fault Management system
broadly deploys two types of monitoring (1) Active
Monitoring – actively send probes to gather
performance data (2) Passive Monitoring – rely on
network devices to send alarms, as shown in fig-1. Both
approaches have their own advantages and bear their
own limitations. Combined, they are used to effectively
solve network management problem.

Active monitoring deploys probing methods to
gather health status and performance statistics of
network entities in the managed system. The main
component of probing-based techniques is a sample
measurement called probe. A probe is basically a
dedicated program (such as ping or traceroute) or an
application entity (such as email or web access). These
probes are installed, sent and their results analyzed from
network nodes called as probing station. A probe is
periodically sent to examine a subset of network nodes
in the managed system. Once a probe is sent to the
network it either successfully returns to its probing
station, signifying that all the network nodes in its path
are in working order, or it fails to return to its probing
station, indicating that one node or more in its path are
in a failure state
Probing based techniques have various advantages
over passive monitoring techniques, such as (1) less
instrumentation (2) capability to compute end-to-end
performance (3) quicker localization, etc. Developing
probing based monitoring solution involves solving two
major problems, namely probe station selection and
probe set selection. The probe station selection problem
addresses the problem of selecting minimum subset of
nodes in the managed network where probe stations

Figure 1 Fault management technologies
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Active probing implementation involves developing
solutions for the following issues:

should be placed such that the required diagnosis
capability can be achieved through probes. Probe
station selection is followed by task to select optimal
probes such that any failure in network can be detected
and localized.
Different criteria’s are imposed on probe set
selection for fault detection and fault localization [4].
Probe set for fault detection is selected such that all
elements in the managed network are probed. On the
other hand, fault localization requires minimal probe set
that can uniquely diagnose the suspected network
element failure. Probes for failure detection are sent
periodically and thus the management traffic produced
should be low enough that it does not affect the
performance of other applications. Moreover the time
constraints on probe set selection for failure detection
are less stringent than that for fault localization. Fault
localization is done only when some problem is
encountered. Thus probes for fault localization should
be selected such that the fault localization can be done
in minimum amount of time and at the same time the
network in the identified problem areas should not be
overwhelmed with the management traffic.

•

An initial minimum probe set must be pre-selected
for any problem detection in network.

•

The network state is determined by analyzing probe
results.

•

The probes to send next must be selected such that
it should be “most-informative”, based on the
analysis of previous probe results.

•

This process must be repeated until the problem
diagnosis task is complete.

II. APPROACH FOR PROBE STATION
SELECTION
In this section, we present an algorithm that
incrementally selects nodes which provide a suitable
location to instantiate a probe station. The algorithm is
based on the concept that to diagnose k failures in a
network, the probe stations should be placed such that
each node can be probed through k independent (node
disjoint) paths.

B. Preplanned Probing

A. Assumptions

Preplanned probing involves offline selection of
probes those are periodically sent out in the network
[2]. The results are then analyzed to infer the network
state. This approach requires probe set selection such
that every failure in the network can be uniquely
localized. It is practically difficult envisaging all
possible failures that might occur and come up with
probe set to detect those failures. Also, sending this
large number of probes at a periodic interval generates
large amount of management traffic. Moreover, large
part of this network traffic can be waste as many
problems that are envisaged may not ever happen.
Another disadvantage of this approach is that because
probes are sent at periodically at scheduled intervals,
there might be considerable delay in obtaining
information when problem occurs. As it is desirable to
detect and localize failures immediately, this delay
might not be acceptable. Moreover, this delay will
potentially delay in next step of fault localization.

Our algorithm for probe station selection is based
on the assumption that there only exist node failures in
a network. However, this approach can be extended to
monitor link failures as well. We assume that network
has a static single path routing model and there are no
loops in the routing model.
We place a limit on the maximum number of node
failures that can be diagnosed. In a connected network
consisting of k failures, a set of probe stations can
localize any k non-probe-station node failures if and
only if there exists k independent probe paths to each
non-probe-station nodes.

C. Active Probing
It initially selects probes for fault detection [2]. The
probe stations send these probes and observe the
network. Additional probes are sent out to obtain further
information about the problem, and this process may
repeat - as more data is obtained, decisions are made as
to which probes to send next, until finally the problem is
completely determined. It greatly reduces management
traffic and provides more accurate and timely diagnosis.

Figure 2 k Independent paths allow detection of k node
failures

Figure 2 shows 3 independent (node disjoint) paths
to node 5 from probe station 1. Even if there are failures
in two paths, node 5 can still be probed.
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We also assume that probe stations are not required
to be fault tolerant. However, with our approach probe
stations are selected such that there exists k independent
paths to each of probe station as well.

1. Define: N=no.of nodes in the network
UN = Uncovered nodes set
PS = probe station set
V = set of nodes in the network

B. Probe Station Algorithm
We model the network by an undirected graph G
(V, E), where the graph nodes, V, represent the network
nodes (routers, end hosts) and the edges, E, represent
the communication links connecting the nodes, We use
Pu,v to denote the path traversed by a probe from a
source node u to a destination node v.

2. initialize PS Å NULL, UN Å V
3. u= SelectFirstProbeStation()
4. add node u to PS and remove u from UN.
5. remove neighbors of u from UN
6. foreach node c ∉ PS, compute uncovered node set
S(c) such that there are k independent paths from these
probe stations to remaining uncovered and nonneighbor nodes

Probe Station Selection: find the set Q ⊆ V of least
cardinality such that every node u ∈ {V - Q} has k
independent paths from the nodes in Q.
Initially the selected probe station set is empty and
all nodes belong to the uncovered node set. Selecting
highest degree node as first probe station can remove
large number of nodes from uncovered node set.
However, from its spanning tree it is observed that such
a probe station results into large number of shorter
probes. This results into larger probe set size that is
required to localize a failure. Therefore, we don’t select
highest degree node as first probe station; instead we
select one of its neighbor that has got least number of
neighbors having node number less than the max degree
node.

7. select node c with smallest |S(c)| as next probe station
8. Add c to PS and set UN Å S(c)
9. repeat step 6 thru 8 until |UN| = 0
Procedure SelectFirstProbeStation()
1. Define: NN= Neighbor nodes
2. Identify the node x with highest degree
3. Identify neighbors NN of node x having minimum
degree
4. For each node n ∉ NN, compute set (S) of neighbor
nodes of n having node number less than x

When only one probe station has been selected, all
nodes that are not neighbors of the selected probe
station belong to the set of uncovered nodes. All the
nodes that do not belong to the selected probe station
set are candidates for the next probe station selection.
For each candidate probe station, the algorithm
determines how the uncovered node set would change if
the candidate was selected as a probe station. This
uncovered node set will consist of
i)

5. Select node n having minimum |S| as the first probe
station.

nodes that are not neighbors of selected probe
stations, and

ii) nodes that do not have k unique paths from the
selected probe stations.
Of all the candidate probe station nodes, the node
that produces the smallest set of uncovered nodes is
selected as the next probe station node. The algorithm
iteratively adds a new node to the probe station set till
the desired capacity of diagnosing k faults is achieved.
The algorithm terminates when no uncovered nodes are
present or the probe station set size reaches the
maximum limit.

Figure 3 : Probe station selection
Figure 3 presents an example of how the probe
station selection algorithm selects probe stations to
detect any two node failures in the network. Figure 3(a)
shows a network topology with nine nodes considering
all nodes as uncovered nodes. Figure 3(b) shows nodes

Algorithm: Probeset Reduction
input: MAXFAULTS
output: Probe station set
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2 & 5 (minimuum degree nod
des) as neighbors of node 4
which has larggest degree in the network. Both
B
2 and 5
have one neiighbor node, but only nodde 2 has got
neighbor nodee 2 which is lesss than 4. Hencce node 2 will
be selected as first probe staation removingg neighboring
nodes 3 and 4 from the unccovered node set, as shown
in Figure 3(c)). Figure 3(d) shows node 9 as the next
selected probbe station, whhich removes neighboring
nodes 6 and 8 from the uncoovered node seet. Nodes 1, 5
and 7 are not neighbors of any probe stattion, but they
have two indeependent probee paths from prrobe station 2
and 9 as show
wn in the Figure 3(e). Thus nodes 1, 5 and
7 are also rem
moved from thee uncovered no
ode set. Thus
the probe statiion placement at nodes 2 and
d 9 can detect
any two node failures in the network.
n

Figure 44: Sample netw
work

S
SELECT
TION
III. PROBE SET
In this section,
s
we propose
p
an algorithm
a
for
selecting minnimum set of probe seet for fault
localization. As
A discussed earlier there are different
criteria to be taken into conssideration for fault
f
detection
and localizatio
on. Before gettting into those details, it’s
important to understand thhe concept off dependency
matrix.
A.
A Notation
We havee a set of nodes
n
(compoonents) N =
{N1,...,Nn}, eaach of whicch can be either “up”,
functioning correctly,
c
or “down”, nott functioning
correctly. In a distributed system,
s
the no
odes may be
physical entitiies such as rouuters, servers, and links, or
logical entitiess such as softw
ware componeents, database
tables, etc. Thee state of the sy
ystem is denoteed by a vector
X = (X1,...,Xn) of Boolean vaariables, wheree Xi represents
the state of node
n
(componeent) Ni. Loweer-case letters
denote the vallues of the corrresponding varriables, e.g. x
= (x1,...,xn) denotes
d
a partiicular assignm
ment of node
values. In gen
neral, there aree 2n different system
s
states;
however, in prractice it can often
o
be assumeed that only k
faults can occu
ur simultaneouusly - indeed thhe case k = 1
is often sufficient.

N1

N2

N3

N4

N5

N6

N7

N8

N9

p21

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

p13

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

P24

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

P25

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

P26

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

P27

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

P28

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

P29

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

P91

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

P92

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

P93

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

P94

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

P95

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

P96

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

P97

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

P98

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

Tablle 1: Dependenncy matrix for sample
s
networrk
N2 and N9 are probe staations.

A probe iss a method of obtaining inforrmation about
the system com
mponents. The set of compon
nents tested by
a probe p (i.e. the componennts p depends on)
o is denoted
N(p) ⊆ {N1,...,Nn}. A probe either
e
succeedss or fails: if it
n every componnent it tests is up; it fails if
succeeds, then
any of the com
mponents it tests are down.

Given anny set of nodess N = {N1,N2,..., Nn} and probbes P
= {p1, p2,…,pr}, the ddependency matrix
m
DP,N is given
g
by:
DP,N (i; j)
j = 1 if Nj ∩ N(p
N i) ≠ φ = 0 otherwise:
DP,N is an
a r-by-n matrrix, where eacch row represeents a
probe annd each columnn represents a node.
n

A depend
dency matrixx captures the relationships
between system
m states and prrobes.

Table-1sshows an exaample dependeency matrix ffor a
simple network
n
- the network
n
and tw
wo of the probees are
shown in
n Figure-1.
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B. Fault Detection
The task of fault detection is to find the smallest
subset P’ of the probe set P such that, if any (nonempty) f ∈ F occurs, there is some probe p ∈ P’ that is
affected by f. This can be formulated in terms of the
dependency matrix:
Detection: Given DP,F , find P* that minimizes |P’|,
where P’ ⊆ P such that there is at least one 1 in every
column of DP’,F.

N1

N2

N3

N4

N5

N6

N7

N8

N9

P28

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

P26

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

P93

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

P95

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

Since all 9 columns are unique, the results of these
4 probes allow us to determine exactly which node has
failed. For example, if p26 and p93 both fail, then we
infer that node N6 has failed.

By monitoring the probes we will know, as soon as
a probe fails to return, that there is a problem
somewhere in the network, but we may not know
exactly what the problem is.

D. Probe set selection algorithm
After the deployment of probe stations, appropriate
probes need to be selected such that the required
diagnosis capability can be obtained. As probes involve
sending additional network traffic, it is important to
minimize the number of probes to perform fault
diagnosis. We use a form greedy search algorithm where
each probe is evaluated in terms of their localization
quality. Localization quality of a set of probes is defined
as amount of information provided by a probe set for
faults in a network.

C. Fault Localization
Fault localization requires finding the smallest
probe set such that every fault has a unique probe
signal, since in that case exactly which fault has
occurred can be determined from the probe results.
Since the probe signal of fault fj is the column cj of DP,F,
each fault has a unique probe signal if and only if each
column in DP,F is unique; i.e. differs from every other
column. Since two columns ci, cj differ if and only if
there is some entry where one of them has the value 1
while the other has the value 0 (i.e. there is some probe
which is affected by one of the faults but not the other),
fault localization can be expressed using the number of
non-zero elements, denoted by nij, in ci ⊕ cj, where ⊕
denotes exclusive-OR:

The localization decomposition SP,F is a collection
of groups {G1,...,Gk}, where each group Gi contains the
faults fi ∈ F, that cannot be distinguished from one
another by P. Then localization quality of P is defined
as the conditional entropy H(F/G), where F is random
variable denoting fault and G the random variable
denoting which group of SP,F contains the fault.

Localization: Given DP,F, find P* which minimizes
|P’|, where P’ ⊆ P satisfies ∀ fi , fj ∈ F, nij ≥ 1.

Q(P,F) = H(F/G)

Referring to same network in Figure 4, fault
detection requires finding the smallest number of rows
such that every column has at least one 1. In this
example, this means the smallest set of probes which
pass through every node, so that, no matter which node
fails, there is a probe that will detect it. The following
set of 3 probes suffices:

If the faults are independent and equally likely, then
,
Where ni is the number of faults in group Gi of SP,F and
n=|F|.
Algorithm: Greedy search

N1

N2

N3

N4

N5

N6

N7

N8

N9

P25

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

input: Dependency matrix DP,F, with rows p1,p2,...,pr

P28

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

output: Probe set P' (possibly non-minimal size)

P93

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

P' = φ = empty set

Since no single probe passes through all the nodes,
this is clearly a smallest subset for fault detection.
However this set fails for the task of fault localization
because, for example, failures in nodes N4 and N5
cannot be distinguished from each other and failures in
nodes N6 and N7 cannot be distinguished from each
other - they generate the same signal, since their
columns are identical. However the following set of 4
probes is a minimal set for fault localization:

While SP',F ≠ SP,F
\

,

Output P'
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As an example, consider the dependency matrix
shown in Table 1 corresponding sample network shown
in Figure 4.
Greedy search algorithm will select a probe with
minimum QPF and calculate decomposing induced by
this probe.
Following table shows minimum probe set, its
corresponding QPF and decomposition induced by each
probe - fn denotes failure in Node Nn.
Probe

QPF

Decomposition

P28

2.17

{f1, f2, f3, f8},{f4,f5, f6, f7,f9}

P26

1.27

{f1, f3, f8},{ f2},{ f4, f6}{f5, f7,f9}

P93

0.44

{f1, f8},{f2},{f3},{f4},{f5},{f6},{f7,f9}

P95

0

{f1},{f2},{f3},{f4},{f5},{f6},{f7},{f8},{f9}

Figure 5: Number of probe stations with different
network sizes

Table 2: QPF value and decomposition induced by each
probe
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we present the experimental
evaluation of the proposed algorithm. We apply
algorithms to select minimal set of probe station
followed by minimal set of probe set for fault
localization.

Figure 6: Number of probe stations and probes
The faults we are interested in diagnosing are any
single node being down or no failure anywhere in the
network. We assume that each node has the same prior
probability of failure, and that there is no noise in the
probe results. Note that in this case n probes are
sufficient, because one can always use just one probestation and probe every single node. Thus we expect that
the minimal number of probes should lie between log n
and n.To test the algorithm on networks of different
sizes, we ran the Greedy, Quick search and
ProbesetReduction algorithm on networks with varying
sizes having the average node degree 3. The comparison
of these algorithms is shown in Figures 7. Figure 7
shows that the probe sets computed by the
ProbesetReduction are smaller than those computed by
the Greedy algorithm and Quick algorithm. The results
of experiments with integrated probe station and probe
set selection algorithm reveals that probe station
selection plays a pivotal role in identifying minimal set
of probes. A better placing of probe stations producing
fewer probes close to log n than to n.

A. Experiment setup
We are using OMNET++ as simulation tool to
simulate network, test our algorithms and capture
results. We produce different scale networks using
OMNET++ random network generator. Given a network
topology the simulation proceeds with
•

Selecting probe stations using algorithm explained
in section II-B

•

It next generates dependency matrix for the network

•

Using algorithm explained in section III-D it selects
probe set

B. Simulation Results
We have studied results of our algorithm with
different size of networks and compared it with results
obtained from random probe selection algorithm. We
conducted experiments with network size varying
between 10 and 50 nodes. Figure 6 shows that the
proposed algorithm, ProbesetReduction, provides better
results as compared to random algorithm as network size
increases.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we address the problem of diagnosis
in distributed systems using test transactions, or probes.
Probes offer an approach to diagnosis that is more active
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than traditional “passive” techniques like event
correlation. Our main objective is developing a costefficient probing strategy; we want a small probe set
which at the same time provides wide coverage for
locating or detecting problems anywhere in the network.
We first presented algorithms to select suitable
locations to deploy the probe stations which will
generate long probes and will return minimum probe set
for fault detection and localization. We presented the
algorithm assuming the availability of complete and
accurate information about the underlying network.
Analysis and experiments show that better placing of
probe stations can greatly reduce the probe set for fault
localization.
Directions for future work include developing
algorithm for probe station selection based on nodes and
links covered and can produce probe set for detecting
node and link failure.
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Kannada Character Recognition System Using Neural Network
Suresh Kumar D S1 , Ajay Kumar B R2 & K Srinivasa Kalyan3
Department of ECE, CIT,Gubbi,Tumkur,India.
Abstract – Handwriting recognition has been one of the active and challenging research areas in the field of pattern recognition. It
has numerous applications which include, reading aid for blind, bank cheques and conversion of any hand written document into
structural text form[1]. As there are no sufficient number of works on Indian language character recognition especially Kannada
script among 15 major scripts in India[2].In this paper an attempt is made to recognize handwritten Kannada characters using Feed
Forward neural networks. A handwritten kannada character is resized into 20x30 pixel.The resized character is used for training the
neural network. Once the training process is completed the same character is given as input to the neural network with different set
of neurons in hidden layer and their recognition accuracy rate for different kannada characters has been calculated and compared.
The results show that the proposed system yields good recognition accuracy rates comparable to that of other handwritten character
recognition systems.
Keywords - Handwritten Kannada Character Recognition, Feed forward neural network, Recognition accuracy rate.

I.

INTRODUCTION

B. Creating a character matrix

One of the most classical applications of the
Artificial Neural Networks is the Character Recognition
System. This system is the base for many different types
of applications in various fields, many of which we use
in our daily life. Cost-effective and less time consuming,
businesses, post offices, banks, security systems, and
even the field of robotics employ this system as the base
of their operations. Whether you are processing a check,
performing an eye/face scan at the airport entrance, or
teaching a robot to pick up an object, you are employing
the system of Character Recognition.

First, in order to endow a neural network with the
ability to recognize characters, we must create those
characters. The first thing to think about when creating a
character matrix is the size that will be used. Too small
characters may not able to be created,especially if you
want to use two different fonts. On the other hand, if the
size of the matrix is very big, their may be few
problems like training of neural network may take days,
and results may take hours.In addition, the computer’s
memory may not be able to handle enough neurons in
the hidden layer needed to efficiently and accurately
process the information. However, the number of
neurons may just simply be reduced, but this in turn may
greatly increase the chance for error.A character matrix
size of 20X30 was created and it is shown in Figure 1.

II. CREATING THE CHARACTER
RECOGNITION SYSTEM
The Character Recognition System must first be
created through a few simple steps in order to prepare it
for presentation into MATLAB. The matrixes of each
kannada character must be created along with the
network structure. In addition, one must understand how
to pull the binary input code from the matrix, and how
to interpret the binary output code, which the computer
ultimately produces.
A. Character matrixes
A character matrix is an array of black and white
pixels; the vector of 0 is represented by black, and 1 by
white. They are created manually by the user using
image processing techniques, in whatever size or font
imaginable; in addition, multiple fonts of the same
character may even be used under separate training
sessions.

Figure. 1 Character Matrix of ‘ah’
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III. NEURAL NETWORK
A feed forward back propagation neural network is
used in this work for classifying and recognizing the
kannada handwritten characters[1].The neural classifier
consists of a hidden layer besides an input layer and an
output layer as shown in Figure 2.The hidden layer use
tansig activation function and the output layer is a
competitive layer as one of the characters is required to
be identified at any point in time. The neural network
receives 24 element input vector in which each element
represents a particular kannada character of 20x30 pixel
in size[1]. Once the neural network has been trained
successfully it is then required to identify the same
corresponding character of 20x30 pixel.In addition, the
network should also be able to handle noise. In practice,
the network does not receive a perfect kannada character
as an input. Specifically, the network should make few
mistakes as possible when classifying characters with
noise.

Figure. 3 Comparison of the recognition accuracy for
individual networks
TABLE III
The performance comparision of four neural based
character recognition systems

TABLE I
Details of Four Neural Based Character Recognition
Systems

Networks

1

2

3

4

No of Layers

2

2

2

2

No of neurons in
hidden layer

10

25

50

100

No of Neurons in
output layer

18

18

18

18

Learning rate

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

Error rate

10e-4
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V. CONCLUSION
A neural network based kannada character
recognition system has been introduced in this paper for
classifying and recognizing the kannada handwritten
and printed characters. The pixel values derived from
the resized characters using image processing
techniques have been directly used for training the
neural network[8].As a result, the proposed system will
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I.

metadata about an element could include data types,
name of data, size and many more characteristics about
that element. It would also give information about the
tables the database is storing, information, such as
length of fields, number of columns, where the tables
are located and other pertinent information.

INTRODUCTION

Websites play a key role in the world of internet.
websites now a days are low at complexity and more at
database query count which decreases the quality of the
website and increases the load on the database server.
User interactivity decreases with the increase of the
complexity of the database.

Meta Definition is the definition of the metadata which
is also template of the html in this system which is filled
up by an sql query for every 2-3 minutes.This meta
definition is displayed to the user after it gets filled up.

Data cache is one of the solution which increases
the scalability of the database and with the help of
database caching[1] speed of the website is increased
which in turn increases the quality of the website.

lazy read is the process of reading the whole bunch of
data at a time. When using lazy reading, it is critically
important that you finish reading the entire data set
before you attempt to close the connection or execute a
new query.

1.1 Purpose:
Database cache plays a key role in building any
dynamic website which has large amounts of data in the
database server. A cache is a collection of data objects
that serves as an intermediary between the database and
the client applications. Database data may be loaded into
a cache and made available to different applications.
Thus, caches reduce load on the database and provide
faster access to database data.

lazy write is the process of collecting all information of
the user at a time and then inserting it into the database
is a lazy write.This system uses lazy write to scale up
the system and increase the interactivity of the user.

The purpose of the mesh is to increase the scalability of
the dynamic websites by using database cache.

If the database is small and if it used in small enterprises
and which has less number of users then caching of
database is not required but if the system is used in large
enterprise and large number of users then database
caching is required.

1.2 Technologies used:
PHP is a widely-used general-purpose scripting
language that is especially suited for Web development
and can be embedded into HTML.

III. IMPLEMENTATION:

Mysql is an open source relational database
management system[2] which is very fast reliable and
flexible Database Management System.
II. DESCRIPTION OF PAPER:
Database cache is developed to increase the
scalability of the website which increases the
interactivity of the users. This is accomplished by using
metadata[3],metadefinition-html template which is filled
by using an sql query,lazy write[4] and lazy read
Fig. 3.1 Architecture

Meta data is “data about data”. An item of metadata
describes the specific characteristics about an individual
data item. In databases, metadata describes the structural
components of tables and their elements. For example,

In the present system meta data and meta definition
is not used which is making the system more complex
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with joins. While
W
if we use meta daata and meta
definition the joins[5]
j
are noot used and daata is retrieved
from metadataa and meta defiinitions.
Following
g is the dessign which is
i the actual
implementatioon of the meta data.
d

User

initiaative

Image

video

user

follo
ow

start

post

post

initiative

-n/a-

-n/a--

containns

contains

image

liked
d/posted

posteed

-n/a-

-n/a-

Video

liked
d/posted

posteed

-n/a-

-n/a-

Table. 3.1 Matriix of the system
m
Fig.3.3 Webpaage after usingg data cache
ove matrix therre is a mappingg between
In the abo
entity to entityy where the firsst entity user exxplains the
following senttences:
1.

user can follow
f
other users

2.

user can start
s
an initiativ
ve

3.

user can post
p an image

4.

user can post
p a video

Thee fig.1.3 explaains the webppage which is used
before using
u
data cache and it is impllemented with lot of
joins in the
t source codde.
Thee fig.1.4 explaains the webppage which is used
after usiing data cachee and it is imp
mplemented witth the
help of meta
m data and meta
m definitionns.

D
Database

So these sentences
s
are foormed using meta
m data and
meta definitionns.
The databbase is divided into two parts one is the
raw data and thhe other is the combination of
o both
metadata and metadefinition
m
.

Metadataa and Meta deefinition

If any actiion is invoked on the webpagge metadata
records the acttion that is perfformed and with the help of
the stored proccedure it fills up
u the templatee present in
the metadefiniition.

Raw Data

F
Fig.3.4
internaal structure of th
he database.

Fig.3..2 current pagee without data cache
c

Fig. 3.55 table fot metaadata.
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Above is the table for storing meta data

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Final implementation of data cache is done using
simple English language by using entities, verbs, tenses,
action(verbs+tenses), objects, indirectobjects.In the
above given matrix we have derived some sentences
which is a simple English language.

The satisfaction that accompanies that the
successful completion of any task would be incomplete
without the mention of people whose ceaseless
cooperation made it possible, whose constant guidance
and encouragement crown all efforts with success.

example : user has posted an image in an initiative

I am grateful to my project guides, Mr. Yash Sharma
and Prof. Anil Dudhe for the guidance, inspiration and
constructive suggestions that helpful us in the
preparation of this project.

In the above sentence user is the subject, has posted
is an action, image is an object and initiative is an
indirect object.
There verbs, tenses and actions are stored in the
tables of the database and metadata of these elements
are stored in the actions table of each entity. Below is
the table structure of meta data.

REFERENCES
[1] database caching basics can be studied from
pages.cs.wisc.edu/~natassa/dbseminar/spring02/tal
ks/qiongluo.pdf

Meta definition contains the html template that is to
be filled with the help of meta data. Stored Procedure
which runs in the database selects the user’s data from
the metadata table and fills the html template that is
present in the meta definition table.
The template which is filled is now retrieved from
the single table and displayed to the user. Here we can
understand that if the meta data and meta definition is
not used we would have used joins to join the tables and
retrieve the data which is complex process when the
website is growing. After meta data and meta definition
is used the use of joins is not present and only one query
is used to retrieve data and data is displayed from the
meta definition.

[2]

RDBMS www.databasedir.com/what-is-rdbms/

[3]

Meta
data
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be
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www.niso.org/standards/resources/
UnderstandingMetadata.pdf

[4]

Lazy write can be studied from
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IV. CONCLUSION:
This method of caching data and updating it
iteratively is very useful in circumstances where the
html content of web pages is not completely dynamic.
Even in cases where webpages have a mix of dynamic,
static and interactive content this method can be used to
speed up the dynamic content of the page.
In our web application we have noted two distinct
benefits of the method :
1.

Faster loading times in comparison to data fetched
through native sql queries.

2.

clear demarcation of dynamic content, that is loaded
several times for multiple users, from
static/interactive content. This has far reaching
benefit such as re-usability in logic and robustness
of application.
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Abstract – A message starting from its origination node follows the network route to reach its destination node. The process of
establishing and selecting a suitable path to direct the message to follow that path through the network is referred to as network
routing. The average message delay is the most frequently used performance measure in communication networks. The availability
of multiprocessor and parallel computing architectures have increased the interest for decomposition algorithms that decompose the
item and vehicle routing in multi commodity flow problems. A natural illustration of decomposable structures in linear optimization
models for network design and the linear multi-commodity flow problems have attracted the interest of researchers in operation
research. It is reported that the capacity constrained package transfer problem with the fixed schedules of packages release/delivery
at nodes is formulated as a multi-commodity flow problem and the approximation algorithms developed from the randomized
rounding technique are used to obtain the solution. This paper presents a methodology in which the message release/delivery times
are computed based on the traffic rate of messages on the links for the transfer of message from source node to sink node in a
network. Then the capacity constrained linear multi-commodity flow problem is formulated. Later, the resulting problem is solved
to obtain the solution of relaxed linear programming problem. Further, the randomized rounding technique is applied to the resultant
solution, in order to determine the message transfer path from source node to sink node. The results of the proposed methodology
are compared with that of an existing methodology for an illustrative example presented in the reported literature.
Keywords—Capacity constrained, traffic rate, link capacity, multi processor, parallel computing,Tier-1 provider, multi-commodity,
relaxed linear programming, randomized rounding technique.

I.

shortest path from the neighboring node to the
destination node and the waiting time at the neighboring
node (Echenique, et al., 2004; Echenique, et al., 2005).
The waiting time depends on the number of packets
(messages) or traffic in the queue at a neighboring node
at the time of decision and they correspond to dynamical
or time-dependent information (Huan Zhang, et al.,
2006). Flow control techniques assign messages to
routes based on network traffic (Ahuja 1985). Adoptive
routing employs centralized or distributed schemes to
forward messages based on some criterion that are
usually not fixed over time. Thus, the message route is
determined during message transmission to adapt to the
current network traffic or other conditions to the current
network traffic or other conditions, such as node or link
failures (Ahuja 1985).

INTRODUCTION

A message (package) starting from its origination
node follows the network route to reach its destination
node. The network routing pertains to the process of
establishing and selecting an appropriate path for a
message and directing the message to follow that path
through the network.
A network can be viewed as a network graph G =
(N, A), where N is the set of network nodes and A is the
set of transmission links connecting the nodes. A
directed path of a network joins two network nodes
through a collection of connecting links. These directed
paths through the network are known as network routes
or message routes. Routing problems appear frequently
when dealing with the operation of communication or
transportation networks (Ouorou et al. 2000).

First, the non-linear cost models were studied in
connection with telecommunications and transportation
networks. The average message delay is the most
frequently used performance message in communication
networks. Under appropriate assumptions, the problem
of determining the optimal routes on which packets have
to be transmitted is formulated as a class of non-linear
convex multi-commodity flow problems (Fratte et al,
1973; Bertsekas and Gallagers, 1987). Theoretically,
these models can be solved by general nonlinear

A good routing algorithm is essential for sustaining
the proper functioning of a network (Guimera, et al.,
2001; Moreno, et al., 2003; Motter, 2004; Yan et al.,
2006). There are several routing algorithms for both
static and adoptive routing. The shortest path routing
approach is based on static information, i.e., once the
network is constructed, the shortest paths are fixed. The
algorithms are developed in which a node would chose a
neighboring node to deliver a packet by considering the
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the schedules of the vehicles are fixed and packages are
routed by transferring them between vehicles as these
vehicles make stops according to their fixed schedules.
They have applied their methodology to the networks, in
which the commodity refers to the package in
transportation networks and the same refers to the
message in communication networks. Greenwald and
Dean (1996) have also reformulated the capacity
constrained package transfer problem as a multicommodity flow problem, and the approximation
algorithms developed from the randomized rounding
technique of Raghavan and Thompson (1987, 1988) are
used to obtain the solutions. In this approach, the
schedules of packages release and delivery at the nodes,
and hence the transmission times between the nodes are
fixed. The packets are assumed to be stopped to
load/unload between the vehicles. In this study, the
problem is formulated as a linear programming (LP)
problem to obtain the quantity of flow between the pair
of nodes to minimize the total transmission time through
the network and then randomized rounding technique is
used to formulate the resulting solution of the relaxed
LP problem to determine travel path of package from
given source to sink node in networks. The linear multicommodity flow problems have naturally attracted the
interest of researchers in operations research, first as
basic optimization models for network design and
operation problems, and then as a natural illustration of
decomposable structures in linear optimization
(Gondron and Minoux, 1979; Ahuja et al., 1993).

programming techniques.
In practice, the special
structure of these models makes to use decomposition
methods to gain much efficiency. The decomposition
methods identify easier sub problems for which
polynomial algorithms can be coded very essentially,
such as shortest path and minimum cost flow
computations (Ouorou, et al, 2000).
The Flow
Deviation method (FD), the Projected Newton method
(PM), the Analytic Center Cutting Plane Method
(ACCPM) and the Proximal Decomposition Method
(PDM) are main algorithms used in both transportation
and telecommunications networks. The Flow Deviation
algorithm (Leblanc, 1973; Fratta et al., 1973) easily
generates feasible solutions from shortest path
computations and enjoys fast convergence in the early
iterations. The Projection algorithm (Bertsekas et al.,
1984; Bertsekas and Gallagers, 1987) alternates shortest
path computations with projected Newton steps with fast
convergence. ACCPM (Gaffin et al., 1997 and PDM
(Mehey et al, 1998) belong to the family of Cutting
Plane Methods and distributed algorithms of the
proximal point algorithm (Rockafellar, 1976)
respectively.
However, the availability of multiprocessor and massively parallel architectures has
increased the interest for decomposition algorithms
(Quorou, et al., 2000).
In order to circumvent the problems of producing
good bounds and degeneracy in solving the LP
relaxation, solution methods that decompose the item
and vehicle routing have been successful in solving
large multi-commodity network flow problems (Crainic
and Roussean 1986, Crainic 2000). Armocost (2000)
introduced composite variables and Kim et al. (1999)
used column generation technique combined with
cutting planes to reduce the problem size and overcome
the problem of LP relaxation in air craft routing and
packages in express delivery networks. The efficient
versions of decomposition algorithms for LP, such as
Dantzig-Wolfe’s algorithms (Jones, et al., 1993)
partitioning (Farvolden, et al., 1993) are used to solve
large scale network problems. Holmberg and Yuan
(2000), and Cordeau et al. (2000) employed Lagrangean
relaxation and Benders decomposition, respectively
combined with branch and bond techniques to solve
large scale capacitated network design problems. The
large scale network design problems with a single
vehicle type are solved, using a new solution procedure
(Yano and Newman 2001). The multi- commodity flow
problem solution procedure motivates the message
routing problem in communication networks (Ouorou et
al. 2000). Hence, this methodology is used to trace the
path of a package from the given source to a sink in
communication networks.

The problem under consideration refers to a
network with N number of nodes and A number of
transmitting links connecting the nodes. The network
routing is related to the process of establishing and
selecting an appropriate path for a message and
directing the message to follow that path through the
network. Greenwald and Dean (1996) applied
transportation problem of a package routing to the
networks, in which the commodity refers to the package
in transportation networks, and the same refers to the
message in communication networks. Further , It is
established that the multi commodity flow problem
solution procedure motivates the message routing
problem in communication networks (Ouorou et al,
2000). In the present work, we propose a methodology
to compute the message (package) transfer path in
which schedules of message release and delivery at
nodes are based on the traffic rate. The message
(package) routing problem is formulated as a capacity
constrained linear programming model and randomized
rounding technique of Raghavan and Thompson (1987,
1988) is used to obtain a single path for transferring a
message from source note to sink node.
The
methodology is applied to an illustrative network

Greenwald and Dean (1996) have explored a
transmission problem for a package routing, in which
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presented in Greenwald and Dean (1996) and results are
compared.

linecards headed for the same output). At the output
linecard the cells are reassembled before being
forwarded to the relevant output link scheduler. The
packet might then experience queuing before being
serialized onto the output link. In queuing terminology it
is ‘served’ at a rate equal to the output link capacity.
The packet might be queued both at the input and output
linecards, however in practice the switch fabrics are
overprovisioned and therefore very little queueing
should be expected at the input queues.

The remaining part of the part paper is organized as
follows: The mathematical equation to compute the
transmission time between the pair of nodes based on
traffic rates, capacity constrained linear programming
problem formulation, and its solution procedure are
presented in section 2. Application of the methodology
to an illustrative network is presented in section 3. The
results of the proposed methodology for an illustrate
example and its comparison with that of an existing
routing strategy are presented in section 4. Finally, the
paper is concluded in section 5.

Generally, the messages are required to wait at the
nodes until the outgoing links to the adjacent nodes are
identified in order to reach the message to the
destination.

II. CAPACITY CONSTRAINED MESSAGE
TRANSFER PROBLEM

To prepare message release and delivery schedules
at the nodes, the duration of stop for each message at the
nodes is considered into account. A time–space
transformation is provided to express discrete time
problems of capacity constrained message transfer as
integral multi–commodity flow problem (Greenwald
and Dean 1996).As a result, the induced flow graph G' =
(V, E), where V is set of vertices and E is set of edges
based on the pre-specified routes in the network is
constructed, using the message (package) release and
delivery schedules. Then the multi–commodity flow
problem is formulated as a capacity constrained linear
program to minimize the total message transmission
time in a network based on the capacity requirement of
the message on each link as follows (Greenwald and
Dean 1996).

The message transfer problem in communication
networks is dependent on the geometry of the
underlying network, the message generation and
delivery rate, and the routing strategy. The widely used
networks belong to either random networks or scale-free
(SF) networks. Random networks are homogeneous
with the Poisson degree distribution and jamming is
harder to occur as the packets tend to be distributed
quite uniformly to each node (Huan Zhang, et at., 2006).
The message transmission time (tij) for the given arrival
rate of messages (λij) between the pair of nodes i and j is
computed as follows (See Ahuja, 1985).
tij = 1 / (uLij – λij )
(1)
Where, , λij = Arrival rate in number of messages per
unit time on to the link (i, j)

Minimize

Z = ∑∑ Coste. Xpe

(2)

p∈P e∈E

Lij = Capacity of the link (i, j) and

(Performance criterion/ objective function)

1/u = Average message length in number of
bits per message.

Subject to:

∑R X

To find the arrival rate the router architecture is as
follows.

pe ≤

P

Cape 

(3)

p∈P

(Capacity constraint for each e є E)

Router is of store and forward type, and implements
Virtual Output Queues (VOQ) [5]. It is comprised of a
switching fabric controlled by a centralized scheduler
inter-connecting linecards that process traffic from one
or more interfaces which each control two links: one
input and one output. A packet arrives when it has
exited the input link and is stored in linecard memory.
VOQ means that each linecard has a dedicated First In
First Out (FIFO) queue for each output interface. After
consulting the forwarding table, the packet is stored in
the appropriate VOQ, where it is decomposed into fixed
length cells, to be transmitted through the switching
fabric when the packet reaches the head of line (possibly
interleaved with competing cells from VOQ’s at other

∑ X (u, v) − ∑ X (v, w) = 0
p

p

( u , v )∈E

(4)

( v , w )∈E

(Conservation of flow constraint) for each p є P,

v ∈ V − {sp, tp}

∑X

p ( u , tp )

( u , tp )∈E

−

∑X

p ( tp , u )

=1

0 ≤ Xpe ≤ 1 (5)

( tp , u )∈E

(requirement delivery constraints) for each p є P
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formulated as a linear program, in which the message
release and delivery schedules are computed based on
the arrival (traffic) rate of messages on to the links. The
proposed method is used to determine the message
transfer path in the network presented by Greenwald and
Dean (1996). Once, the solution of the relaxed linear
program is obtained, the randomized rounding technique
of (Raghavan and Thompson 1987, 1988) is used to
determine the message transfer path from the given
source to sink.

Where, Cape & Coste are the capacity and cost (time),
respectively of edge eєE in the flow graph.
Xpe є [0, 1] be the variable describing the fractional flow
of message (package) p assigned to edge e, i.e., if
message (package) p could be divided into arbitrarily
small pieces, the fraction that would be assigned to any
given edge in the flow graph.
V = Set of nodes in the flow graph.
E = Set of edges in the flow graph.

The results of the proposed methodology indicate the
path from A to B via C is selected to transfer the
message 1 (package 1), whereas the results of
Greenwald and Dean (1996) in which the schedules of
the messages release and delivery are fixed indicate the
waiting of the message followed by transfer to B from A
via C for the network under consideration as shown by
dotted arrow in Fig. 6. The first stop of message is
considered as 12.00 in Greenwald and Dean (1996). The
solution of the relaxed linear program is used to
determine the transfer path of message 2 also from A to
B. Similarly, the solution is also used to determine the
transfer paths of messages 1 and 2 from B to F, from F
to E, from E to C, and from C to A.

sp and tp are source node and sink node respectively.
Rp =

Requirement capacity for message (package)p.

Coste =Delivery time of message – relieved time of
message on each edge e є E.
A solution of this relaxed linear programming
problem is obtained, such that all the constraints are
satisfied. A solution describes a fractional flow of
messages (packages) through the flow graph. This
solution minimizes the mini-sum performance criterion.
Then the randomized rounding technique of Raghavan
and Thompson (1987, 1988) is used to determine the
message transfer path. The randomized rounding
technique is involved with obtaining high probability
approximations for integer problems by first solving a
relaxed liner program and then using the resulting real
number values to determine integer values for the
variables (Greenwald and Dean, 1996). The randomized
rounding technique is involved with path-stripping
phase and randomized rounding phase. In path-stripping
phase, edge-based flows are interpreted as path based
flows.

III. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a methodology is presented to
determine the message transmission route from source
to sink in which the message release and delivery times
are computed based on the arrival (traffic) rate of
messages (packages) on to the link. The methodology is
applied to the network presented by Greenwald and
Dean (1996), in which the schedules of message release
and delivery are fixed to determine the route of message
from source to sink. The problem is formulated as a
linear program and the solution is obtained for this
relaxed linear program. Then, the randomized rounding
technique of Raghavan and Thompson (1987, 1988) is
used to obtain the path for transmission of message
(package) from source to sink. In this problem, the
capacity requirement constrains are not violated. In case
of violation of capacity constraints of solutions given by
randomized rounding, the general analysis technique of
Raghavan and Thompson (1987, 1988) is employed to
the feasible fractional solution to explore the feasibility
of the integral solution (i.e., capacity constants are not
violated).

To assign a single path in the flow graph to each
message, the flow values are assigned to a set of paths.
The value assigned to each path is corresponding to the
largest possible common flow across all edges of the
path. In randomized rounding phase, the fractional flow
of a message (package) assigned to a path is interpreted
as the probability that the message will be assigned to
that path in a probabilistic experiment. This randomized
rounding procedure can be performed in polynomial
time and hence, the capacity constrained message
routing can be performed in polynomial time. In case of
a violation of capacity constraints of solution given by
randomized rounding technique, the general analysis
technique is employed to the feasible fractional solution
to explore the feasibility of the integral solution (i.e.,
capacity constraints are not violated).

Based on the link capacity, the message may be
split into different fraction of flows and hence a number
of alternative paths may be generated. In the path
stripping phase of the randomized rounding technique,
the edge–based flows are interpreted as path–based
flows assigned with fractional flow of message

II. RESULTS
In this paper, the capacity constrained message
(package) transfer problem is reduced to multicommodity flow problem in polynomial time, in order to
apply randomized rounding technique. The problem is
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(package). This fractional flow of a message (package)
assigned to a path is interpreted as the probability that
the package will be assigned to that path in a
probabilistic experiment. The randomized rounding
phase of randomized rounding technique selects a single
path for each message (package), based on the
probabilities produced by path–stripping. The
application of this methodology can be extended to
finite capacity storage location problem (Greenwald and
Dean 1996). This procedure may also be extended to the
networks, in which the traffic rate vary from time to
time. The problem can also be formulated into 0–1
integer program and exact solution can be achieved
using branch and bound technique.
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Abstract – The Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attack is a serious threat to the legitimate use of the Internet. Prevention
mechanisms are thwarted by the ability of attackers to forge or spoof the source addresses in IP packets. By employing IP spoofing,
attackers can evade detection and put a substantial burden on the destination network for policing attack packets. IP-Spoofing works
because trusted services only rely on network address based authentication. Since IP is easily duped, address forgery is not difficult.
The main reason is security weakness in the TCP protocol known as sequence number prediction. In this paper, we propose an
interdomain packet filter (IDPF) architecture that can mitigate the level of IP spoofing on the Internet. A key feature of our scheme is
that it does not require global routing information. IDPFs are constructed from the information implicit in Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP) route updates and are deployed in network border routers. We establish the conditions under which the IDPF framework
correctly works in that it does not discard packets with valid source addresses. IDPFs can proactively limit the spoofing capability of
attackers. In addition, they can help localize the origin of an attack packet to a small number of candidate networks.
Keywords- IPspoofing, DDoS BGP, Network level security and protection, Routing, IDPF.

I.

they cannot control the actual paths that the packets take
to the destination.

INTRODUCTION

Packets sent using the IP protocol include the IP
address of the sending host. The recipient directs replies
to the sender using this source address. However, the
correctness of this address is not verified by the
protocol. The IP protocol specifies no method for
validating the authenticity of the packet’s source [1].
This implies that an attacker can forge the source
address to be any desired. This is almost exclusively
done for malicious or at least inappropriate purposes.
Given that attackers can exploit this weakness for many
attacks, it would be beneficial to know if network traffic
has spoofed source addresses. This is a well-known
problem and has been well described In all but a few
rare cases, sending spoofed packets is done for
illegitimate purposes Sending IP packets with forged
source addresses is known as packet spoofing and is
used by attackers for several purposes [2]. In many
cases we are able to determine when packets are
spoofed, and generally from where they originate [3].
Spoofing of network traffic can occur at many layers
[1]. These are attacks on routing] and the DNS system.
Packet spoofing is restricted to false source addresses in
the IP packet header [4]. IP spoofing will remain
popular for a number of reasons. First, IP spoofing
makes isolating attack traffic from legitimate traffic
harder: packets with spoofed source addresses may
appear to be from all around the Internet. Second, it
presents the attacker with an easy way to insert a level
of indirection. As a consequence, substantial effort is
required to localize the source of the attack traffic.
Finally flood attacks use IP spoofing and require the
ability to forge source addresses [5]. Although attackers
can insert arbitrary source addresses into IP packets,

IMPLEMENTATION:
The Internet consists of thousands of network
domains or autonomous systems (ASs). Each AS
communicates with its neighbors by using the Border
Gateway Protocol (BGP), which is the de facto
interdomain routing protocol, to exchange information
about its own networks and others that it can reach [3].
BGP is a policy-based routing protocol in that both the
selection and the propagation of the best route to a
destination at an AS are guided by some locally defined
routing policies. Given the insular nature of how
policies are applied at individual ASs, it is impossible
for an AS to acquire the complete knowledge of routing
decisions made by all other ASs. Hence, constructing
route-based packet filters, as proposed in [2], is an open
challenge in the current Internet routing regime.
Inspired by the route-based packet filters [7], we
propose an
interdomain packet filter (IDPF)
architecture, a route based packet filter system that can
be constructed solely based on the locally exchanged
BGP updates, assuming that all ASs employ a set of
routing policies that are commonly used today [4], [5],
[6]. The key contributions of this paper are given as
follows: First, we describe how we can practically
construct IDPFs at an AS by only using the information
in the locally exchanged BGP updates. Second, we
establish the conditions under which the proposed IDPF
framework works correctly in that it does not discard
packets with valid source addresses. Third, to evaluate
the effectiveness of the proposed architecture, we
conduct extensive simulation studies based on AS
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counts from the origin to the end system. Packets that
arrive with a different hop count are suspicious and are
therefore discarded or marked for further processing.
In this section, we briefly describe a few key aspects of
BGP that are relevant to this paper. We model the AS
graph of the Internet as an undirected graph G=V (E).
Each node v V corresponds to an AS, and each edge e
(u, v)
V represents a BGP session between two
neighboring ASs u, v.. V. To ease the exposition, we
assume that there is at most one edge between a pair of
neighboring ASs. Each node owns one or multiple
network prefixes. Nodes exchange BGP route updates,
which may be announcements or withdrawals, to learn
of changes in reachability to destination network
prefixes. A route announcement contains a list of route
attributes associated with the destination network prefix.
Of particular interest to us are the path vector attribute
as_path, which is the sequence of ASs that this route has
been propagated over, and the local_pref attribute that
describes the degree of local preference associated with
the route. We will use r.as_path, r.local_pref, and
r.prefix to denote the as_path, the local_pref, and the
destination network prefix of r, respectively. Let
r.as_path = (vkvk-1…v1v0). The route was originated
(first announced) by node v0, which owns the network
prefix r.prefix. Before arriving at node vk, the route was
carried over nodes v1, v2,…, vk-1 in that order. For i= k,
k-1,…., 1,we say that edge e(vi, vi-1) is on the AS path,
that is e(vi, vi-1) r.as_path. When there is no confusion,
route r and its AS path r:as path are interchangeably
used. For convenience, we also consider a specific
destination AS d.

topologies and AS paths extracted from real BGP data.
The results show that, even with partial deployment, the
architecture can proactively limit an attacker’s ability to
spoof packets. When a spoofed packet cannot be
stopped, IDPFs can help localize the attacker to a small
number of candidate ASs, which can significantly
improve the IP trace back situation [7].

Source
1

BGP-Border
Gateway
Protocol It
updates the
router

Router
It chooses
Source
the path2

Source 3

IPDF-Inter
domain packet
Filter, It allow or
discard the packet

Destinat
ion 1
Destinat
ion 2

Destinat
ion 3

Figure 2.1: System Architecture

II. EXISTING OF LITERATURE SURVEY:
The idea of IDPF is motivated by the work carried
out by Park and Lee [2], who evaluated the relationship
between network topology and the effectiveness of
route-based packet filtering. They showed that packet
filters constructed based on the global routing
information can significantly limit IP spoofing when
deployed in just a small number of ASs. In this work,
we extend the idea and demonstrate that filters that are
built based on local BGP updates can also be effective.
Unicast reverse path forwarding (uRPF) [3] requires that
a packet is forwarded only when the interface that the
packet arrives on is exactly the same used by the router
to reach the source IP of the packet. If the interface does
not match, the packet is dropped. Although this is
simple, the scheme is limited, given that Internet routing
is inherently asymmetric; that is, the forward and
reverse paths between a pair of hosts are often quite
different. The uRPF loose mode [4] overcomes this
limitation by removing the match requirement on the
specific incoming interface for the source IP address. A
packet is forwarded, as long as the source IP address is
in the forwarding table. However, the loose mode is less
effective in detecting spoofed packets. In Hop-Count
Filtering (HCF) [5], each end system maintains a
mapping between IP address aggregates and valid hop

TABLE 1 Importing routing policies in AS
if(( u1 customer(v) U sibling(v)) and (u2 peer(v) U
provider(v))) then r1.local_pref > r2.local_pref
Let r be a route (to destination d) received at v from
node u. We denote by Import (v→u) [{r}] the possibly
modified route that has been transformed by the import
policies. The transformed routes are stored in v’s routing
table. The set of all such routes is denoted as
candidate(v, d)
candidate (v, d) = {r: import (v←u) [{r}]≠{}
r.prefix = d, for all u

N(v)}.

(1)

Here, N (v) is the set of v’s neighbors.
Among the set of candidate routes candidate R(v, d)
node v selects a single best route to reach the destination
based on a well-defined procedure (see [9]). To aid in
description, we shall denote the outcome of the selection
procedure at node v, that is, the best route, as bestR (v,
d), which reads the best route to destination d at node v.
Having selected bestR (v, d) from candidateR (v, d), v
then exports the route to its neighbors after applying
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B. Lemma 1 states that if node u is a feasible upstream
neighbor of node v for packet M(s, d) node u must have
exported to node v its best route to reach the source s.

neighbor-specific export policies. The export policies
determine if a route should be forwarded to the
neighbor, and if so, they modify the route attributes
according to the policies. We denote by export (v→u)
[{r}] the route sent to neighbor u by node v after node v
applies the export policies on route r.

Proof. Since Theorem 1 applies to feasible routes, a
feasible route can be one of the six types of paths in
Theorem 1. In the following, we assume that the feasible
route r is of type 6, that is, an uphill path followed by a
peer-to-peer edge, which is followed by a downhill path.

TABLE 2 Export Routing Policies at an AS
Export
r1
r2
r3
r4
rules
Export
routes
to

provider

customer

peer

Case 1. Nodes u and v belong to the uphill path. Then,
node s must be an (indirect) customer or sibling of node
u. From the import routing policies in Table 1 and the
export routing policy r1 and the definition of indirect
customers/siblings, we know that u will propagate to

sibling

A. Theorem 1. If all ASs set their export policies
according to r1-r4, a candidate route in BGP routing
table can be any of the following:
•

An uphill path,

•

A downhill path

•

An uphill path followed by a downhill path,

•

An uphill path followed by a peer-to-peer edge,

no

yes

no

yes

customer

yes

yes

yes

yes

peer

no

yes

no

yes

sibling

yes

yes

yes

yes

(provider) node v the reachability information of s.
Case 2. e (u, v)is the peer-to-peer edge. This case can
similarly be proved as case 1 (based on the import
routing policies in Table 1 and the export routing policy
r3).

• A peer-to-peer edge followed by a peer-to-peer
edge, which is followed by a downhill path
The following concepts will be used in this section.
A topological route between nodes s and d is a loop-free
path between the two nodes. Topological routes are
implied by the network connectivity. Formally, let
feasibleR (s, d) denote the set of feasible routes from s
to d. Then, feasibleR(s, d) can recursively be defined as
follows:

Case 3. Nodes u and v belong to the downhill path. Let
e(x, y) be the peer-to-peer edge along the feasible route r
and note that u is an (indirect) customer of y.
From the proof of case 2, we know that node y
learns the reachability information of s from x. From the
export routing policy r2 and the definition of indirect
customers, node y will propagate the reachability
information of s to node u, which will further export the
reachability information of s to (customer) node v. .

feasibleR(s,d) = {(s Ф U feasibleR(u,d))},
u: import(s ← u)[{r}] ≠ {}, r.prefix = d, u
(2)

provider

N(s)

where Ф is the concatenation operation, for
example, { s Ф {(ab), (uv)}} = {(sab), (suv) }. Notice
that feasibleR(s, d) contains all the routes between the
pair that does not violate the import and export routing
policies specified in Tables 1and 2. Obviously, bestR(s,
d) candidateR(s, d) feasibleR(s, d).

III. EVALUATION OF LITERATURE SURVEY:
IDPFs can independently be deployed in each AS.
IDPFs are deployed at the border routers so that IP
packets can be inspected before they enter the network.
By deploying IDPFs, an AS constrains the set of packets
that a neighbor can forward to the AS: a neighbor can
only successfully forward a packet M(s, d) to the AS
after it announces the reachability information of s. All
other packets are identified to carry spoofed source
addresses and are discarded at the border router of the
AS. In the worst case, even if only a single AS deploys
IDPF and spoofed IP packets can get routed all the way
to the AS in question, using an IDPF perimeter makes it
likely that spoofed packets will be identified and, hence,
blocked at the perimeter. Clearly, if the AS is well
connected, launching a DDoS attack upon the perimeter

The following lemma summarizes the technique for
identifying the feasible upstream neighbors of node v
for packet M(s, d):
A. Lemma 1. Consider a feasible route r between
source s and destination d. Let v € r.as_path and let u be
the feasible upstream neighbor of node v along r. When
the routing system is stable, export(u→v)[{bestR(u,s)}]
≠ {}, assuming that all Ass follow the import and export
routing policies in Tables 1 and 2 and that each AS
accepts legitimate routes exported by neighbors.
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itself takes a lot more effort than targeting individual
hosts and services within the AS.
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Abstract – Data mining is a useful tool for extracting non-trivial, implicit, previously unknown and potentially useful information or
pattern from large databases. Such large databases are possibly store at different places over network or may store at one place. This
paper use association rule mining to exploring interesting relationship between data. While exploring useful information, needs to
concentrate on that it should not expose any private data to preserve privacy. This paper based on two concepts: SMC and
association rule hiding. Basically SMC (Secure Multi-party Computation) deals with secure data transfer over the network and
hiding process hide sensitive association rule which create threat to privacy.
Keywords-data mining; association rule; privacy preservation; SMC.

I.

on, which rely on distortion of a portion of database..
One of them is ISL (Increase Support of LHS) and
second is DSR (Decrease Support of RHS). R. Agrawal
is one of first person who proposed algorithm for hiding
association rules which create threat to privacy.

INTRODUCTION

The system proposed in this paper is based on two
concepts. One of them is Secure Multiparty
Computation and second one is association rule hiding.
Concept of secure computation was first proposed
by A. C. Yao in ‘How to generate and exchange secret’
for two party computation and then modify by many
people to improve the performance of secure
computation. Later, this was modified as multiparty
computation by Goldreich. SMC provide platform on
which several parties can perform joint operation on
their private data without loss of data security.

ISL increase support of left hand side itemset in
order to decrease the confidence of association rule.
While DSR decrease the support of right hand side
itemset in order to decrease the confidence of
association rule.
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
This section gives the overview of our proposed
system which is based on trusted third party model of
SMC and it is divided mainly into three part.

Suppose there are n parties interested in joint
operation on their private data with the need that no
other party have access to any other party’s private data.
At the end each party final result of joint operation is
obtained without being aware of inputs of parties. The
simplest and most general approach to solve the
problem of multiparty computation is to use the Trusted
third party on behalf of all parties which perform all
joint computations and maintain security. Therefore, no
party can find out input from other party. There are
many real world problems exist which can be viewed as
SMC and can be solved by using SMC. The SMC may
be based on one of model:

First part related to the secure dataset collection
from each party involve in secure computation, second
part is used to generate all association rule of collected
dataset and final third part is about to hide the
association rule by using hybrid algorithm which
combination of both ISL and DSR technique. Diagram
1. shows structure of system.

A. Without Third party: Parties can run and use their
own SMC protocols without the need of third party for
joint computation.
B. Trusted Third Party: Parties rely on trusted third
party for joint computation
Also there is huge work have done on association
rule hiding. L. Wang and A. Jafari present two improved
schemes that incorporate unknown and aim of hiding
informative association rules containing sensitive items
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1.

≥ min_support

2.

≥

min_confidence
Where
n – is number of record available
min_support and min_confidence – are user defined
threshold values
The association rules which contain sensitive item on
either side of rule are consider for next step i.e. hiding
association rule.
C. Hiding Association Rule
To decrease the confidence of a rule A→B, we can
either increase the support of A, i.e., the left hand side
of the rule, but not support of (A B), or decrease the
support of the item set (A B) (Poovammal and
Ponnavaikko, 2009). For the second case, if we only
decrease the support of Y, the right hand side of the rule,
it would reduce the confidence faster than simply
reducing the support of (A B). To decrease support of
an item, we will modify one item at a time by changing
from 1 to 0 or from 0 to 1 in a selected transaction.
Hybrid algorithm first tries hide rules in which item A in
RHS and then tries to hide rules in which item in LHS.

Fig. 1. association rule mining over network
A. Dataset Collection
In dataset collection step, we use both private and
public encryption technique. We use private encryption
technique at Disturb center and public encryption
technique at Data miner. First Data miner produce
central encryption key E and key pair (ei, di) for each
party on network. Data miner send central encryption
key E and party encryption key ei to each party and also
send di to the Disturb center. Simultaneously Disturb
center provide identification i.e. ID to each site.

Hybrid algorithm:

Consider at party X, X receive the key pair (E and
eA) from Data miner and ID from Disturb center. Party
X, first encrypt dataset with central encryption key and
then encrypt with unique encryption key ex. Again party
X uses ID to encrypt dataset which is already encrypted
twice. Then party X, send this data to the Disturb center.
At Disturb center, received encrypted dataset of each
party is first decrypted using ID and di. After this
Disturb center change order dataset records and send
this whole collected data set to the Data miner for
further operation.

Input:

B. Association Rule Generation

Side (RHS) will be hidden.

As dataset collected and changing sequence order
of dataset record by Disturb center made available to
Data miner. Dataset available at Data miner is still
encrypted with central encryption key E is decrypted by
Data miner using central decryption key D getting the
combined and mixed dataset. After that Data miner
simply apply apriori algorithm on dataset to get frequent
itemset and hence to find out association rules A→B
contains which satisfy the two conditions:

Steps of algorithm:

1. A source database D,
2. A minimum support min_support,
3. A minimum confidence min_confidence,
4. A set of hidden items A.
Output:
A transformed database D, where rules
containing A on Left Hand Side (LHS) or Right Hand

1. Find all possible rules from given items A;
2. Compute confidence of all the rules.
3. for each hidden item h
4. For each rule containing h, compute confidence of
rule U
5. For each rule U in which h is in RHS
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5.1. If confidence (U) < min conf, then
Go to next large 2-itemset;
Else go to step 6
6. Decrease Support of RHS i.e. item h.
6.1. Find T = t in D | t fully support U;
6.2. While (T is not empty)
6.2.1. Choose the first transaction t from T;
6.2.2. Modify t by putting 0 instead of 1 for RHS item;
6.2.3. Remove and save the first transaction t from T;
End While
6.3. Compute confidence of U;
6.4. If T is empty, then h cannot be hidden;
End For
7. For each rule U in which is in LHS
8. Increase Support of LHS;
8.1. Find T = t in D | t does not support U;
8.2. While (T is not empty)
8.2.1. Choose the first transaction t from TR;
8.2.2. Modify t by putting 1 instead of 0 for LHS item;
8.2.3. Remove and save the first transaction t from T;
Fig. 2 sensitive rule hiding process of algorithm

End While
8.3. Compute confidence of U;

CONCLUSION

8.4. If T is empty, then h cannot be hidden;

In this study, we have proposed the system for
hiding sensitive association rules using hybrid algorithm
where the dataset is distributed over the network. For
dataset collection, we use trusted third party SMC model
in which cryptographic technique are used for providing
better security when data transfer from each party to
trusted third party. Secure computation will cause
communication costs and also cryptographic technique
makes the system little bit slow due to use complex
crypto operation will perform more than once on same
dataset. Hybrid algorithm used is the combination of
ISL and DSR technique and association rule hiding is
based on modifying the database transactions so that the
confidence of the association rules can be reduced. Such
approach will provide better result than using either ISR
or DSR.

End For
End Else
End For
Output updated D, as the transformed D;
To explain the working of above algorithm consider
item B which we want to hide. First find out the rules in
which item B contains. For explanation consider the
rule A→B where item B which is in RHS of given rule
whose confidence is greater than or equal to specified
min_confidence. Search for transactions which support
both B and A i.e. B = A =1. Now put B = 0 for item B in
all the transactions and we get modified database. Now
calculate confidence of given rule and will be less than
specified min_confidence so now rule is hidden. We
have to follow same procedure for every item which
needs to be hide.
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Abstract – The problem of distributing virtual machine (VM) images to a set of distributed compute nodes in a Cross-Cloud
computing environment is considered as the main issue in this paper. Here the term Cross-Cloud Computing refers to the
environment with multiple cloud sites. Self Scheduling schemes are mostly used for high performance as they represent adaptive
schemes where allocation is done in run time. From review it is observed that Factorizing Self Scheduling (FSS) offers better load
balance when execution time changes widely and randomly. Here, Heterogeneous Factorizing Self-Scheduling (HFSS) algorithm is
proposed and considered for the implementation of virtual machine scheduling in cross-cloud computing environment. Such an
implementation is not yet done with cross-cloud platform which is proposed here. Another feature of the project is that, data sent by
user for computation on cloud environment is stored in encrypted form. Data Encryption Standard (DES) is used for Integration of
storage encryption & decryption.
Keywords-virtualization, cloud computing, virtual machine (VM) image, cross-cloud computing, scheduling, DES.

I.

expense to operate it. They need not be concerned about
over-provisioning for a service whose popularity does
not meet their predictions, thus wasting costly resources,
or under-provisioning for one that becomes wildly
popular, thus missing potential customers and revenue.
[4] This elasticity of resources, without paying a
premium for large scale, is unprecedented in the history
of IT.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing [1] [2], the current emerging trend
in delivering IT services, can address many of the
problems. By means of virtualization technologies,
Cloud computing offers to end users a variety of
services covering the entire computing stack, from the
hardware to the application level, by charging them on a
pay per use basis. Another important feature, from
which scientists can benefit, is the ability to scale up and
down the computing infrastructure according to the
application requirements and the budget of users.
Scientific computing involves the construction of
mathematical models and numerical solution techniques
to solve scientific, social scientific and engineering
problems. These models often require a huge number of
computing resources to perform large scale experiments
or to cut down the computational complexity into a
reasonable time frame. These needs have been initially
addressed with dedicated high-performance computing
(HPC) infrastructures such as clusters or with a pool of
networked machines in the same department, managed
by some “CPU cycle scavenger” software such as
Condor [3].

Nowadays a lot of enterprises or users need to
process a long amount of information data or need to do
some complex operations, for example some
mathematical models calculations, and they need a high
amount of process power to resolve it. Maybe the power
of a personal computer can be not enough to finish in a
determinate time one task and maybe this task is so
punctual that is pointless to acquire the hardware
necessary to do it. Also sometimes a user wants to use a
program for few times, for example for making some
practices in university, and maybe it’s pointless to make
install this user a program, like Scilab, so for both
problems it is convenient to bring the possibility of use
some programs without the needing of install in own
computers and with the possibility of have more
calculation power. So there will be necessary schemes to
be able of executing a problem in the cloud of the
university with all fasted way as they expect from their
desktop systems.

Any information is available anywhere in the world
at any time. That was not possible few years ago. Cloud
Computing, the long-held dream of computing as a
utility, has the potential to transform a large part of the
IT industry, making software even more attractive as a
service and shaping the way IT hardware is designed
and purchased. Developers with innovative ideas for
new Internet services no longer require the large capital
outlays in hardware to deploy their service or the human

The following problems are considered to be solved:
•

The primary goal is efficient VM image distribution
of users job
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•

Achieving a good workload distribution

•

Providing security to the users data

•

This process goes on continuously for all the
incoming requests.

This workflow is followed smoothly with the peerto-peer computing network. This network provides high
scalability, as it is possible to add more peers to the
system and can scaled to larger network [8]. Thus it is
good for large scale computations.

The new concept of Cloud Computing offers
dynamically scalable resources provisioned as a service
over the Internet and therefore promises a lot of
economic benefits to be distributed among its adopters.
Along with the benefits described in [5], Cloud
Computing also raises severe concerns especially
regarding the security level provided by such a concept.
. Eight encryption methods were compared based on Pvalue, Rejection rate and finally based on time
consuming for each method in [6]. Each of the
algorithms was evaluated on desktop environment and
cloud environment by using encryption algorithms; it
includes RC4, RC6, AES, DES, 3DES, MARS, TwoFish, and Blow-Fish. From the results of [6], the
evaluation of eight modern encryption techniques shows
that RC6, AES, DES and Blowfish results were slightly
better than other-encryption methods. But, Blow-Fish
and DES is more suitable when a focus is on time of
encryption method.

On one cloud server of student management, the
two servers will hold two different databases for
students as a storage computation. The incoming request
will be partitioned and will be getting computed on the
respective servers holding corresponding required
database. In this way request will be partitioned and
effective load balance at heterogeneous environment
will be achieved. System will be evaluated by such a
real life applications at each cloud server.
A. System Architecutre
System Architecture for LAN scenario of Cloud
Environment is best depicted in figure 1. It is divided
into three parts as shown below. In first section all the
users are shown, which are accessing computing
services from the cloud servers. A cloud is formed
consisting of a server and m-different computing nodes
which are running at server side.

This paper is an extension of [7], in which cloud
environment creation and execution of proposed work is
given using windows azure cloud platform.
II. PROPOSED SYSTEM APPROACH
Depending upon a analysis of different Virtual
Machine (VM) load balancing algorithms from previous
chapter a new VM load balancing algorithm has been
proposed here and implemented in windows azure
Virtual Machine environment of cloud computing and
also tested on LAN desktop scenario in order to achieve
better response time and cost. In this detailed execution
plan is given for a job.
Whenever a request comes from a client it will be first
accepted at the appropriate cloud server. At this local
cloud site the incoming request will be served by the
scheduler to better match the requirement at that cloud
server. This is elaborated in the following steps:
• Client sends a request to perform some computation
on cloud.

Fig. 1 LAN scenario of Cloud Environment

• First it goes to the respective serve requested for
computation.

A scheduler is executed at server node upon
accepting computing request from users. This is the
simple scenario detailed execution at each of these is
given below.

•

•

If the request is given to a cloud server then it is
scheduled to the best computational node (actual
compute nodes) with the help of proposed
algorithm by the scheduler.

At Cloud Server:

Once the request reaches the desired computing
node, then the client-server gets connected and
computations are carried out.
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user gets exit, the Goodbye Protocol is invoked. Upon
receiving request through the Goodbye protocol from
Computing node, the server will disconnect the
respective computing node as well as all the entries of
this node is get deleted from the database and computing
node is removed from the list of current running
computing nodes displayed on Server Main Window.
When same is received from User, the server will
disconnect services provided to the respective user and
delete its entry from the Remote User’s list displayed on
Server Main Window.
At Computing Node:

Fig. 2 Architecture for Server
At first server application should be ready and
executed to start the computations. In figure 2, all the
processes executed at server side are shown in there
execution sequence. There is an Application Manager
who will manage execution of all these processes at
server. Three main managers which are controlled by
the Application Manager are Communication Manager,
GUI Manager and Task Transfer Manager.
Communication Manager is used to communicate server
with computing nodes and users. It runs two processes
i.e. sender and receiver. At receiver it will execute
Welcome Protocol, Goodbye Protocol, SystemInfo
Protocol, and Task Transfer Protocol. These all are
executed through multi-socket programming. Whenever
server receives a welcome protocol, it will execute a
GUI manager to enter the connected Computing Node
or User to their respective list which is displayed by
GUI Manager on the Server Main Window. When
SystemInfo protocol executed by Computing Nodes, at
server side it will receives continuous updated system
information of computing nodes. This information is
stored first on to a database and then given to GUI
manager to display on Server Main Window. Similarly,
when user asks for computation Task Transfer Protocol
will be executed by the User. Upon receiving it at
server, server will activate the Task Transfer Manager.
Task Transfer Manager will take the information of
CPU utilizations of all connected and running
computing nodes from GUI manager. Then list is
arranged in an ascending order of CPU utilization, so
that all Computing Nodes with minimum CPU
utilization are placed first in the list. Depending upon
the factorization of the task first few required computing
nodes from the list are selected for the computation. The
response of task is accepted and sent by the Task
Transfer Manager through sender process multi-socket
programming. Lastly whenever any computing node or

Fig. 3 Architecture for Computing Node
Figure 3 shows the processes that will be executed
at computing nodes of server. There is a client
application manager for each of the computing node
who will manage all these processes running at
respective computing node. These processes include
sender application, client RMI and client monitor tray
for Computing Node. Client RMI is responsible to
handle the services that are provided to the Remote
Client i.e. User. The called service among factorial,
square root, average, etc. will get computed by the
selected computing node on users’ data. At sender side
various protocols are designed and called according to
the computing node interaction. When firstly the
computing node is started, it will call the welcome
protocol. So the computing node is connected to the
server and appears in the list of Remote Computers i.e.
the list of computing nodes running at server side. After
successful connection, immediately it will run
SystemInfo protocol, through this computing node will
send its system information to server. There is a Client
System Monitor Tray, it will continuously track the
changes in system information of computing node, i.e.
CPU usage, RAM usage etc. The changed and updated
information is continuously forwarded to server through
the SystemInfo protocol. Thus server will have a
continuous track of current system information of all
connected and running computing nodes.
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called Heterogeneous Factoring Self Scheduling
(HFSS). The HFSS scheduling guarantees that suitable
service nodes will be assigned to execute the task in the
minimum execution time.

At User System:

As VM workload i.e. users computational task is
assigned to a node which is minimally loaded, this
section describes the method of selecting minimally
loaded node. A computing node is said to be minimally
loaded if its CPU utilization is minimum among all
available computing nodes.
Algorithm: Following are the algorithm steps to get the
minimally loaded computing node.
Input:
Fig. 4 Architecture for User (RClient)
Remote Client is considered as User here. Thus
RClient Application Manager is executed at User side
which controls all processes running at User. Similar to
Computing Node, User will run Communication
Manager to communicate with the server. It has two
processes running i.e. sender and receiver. Through the
sender Welcome Protocol, Task Transfer Protocol and
Goodbye Protocols are sending to server. The response
of the selected tasks are accepted at receiver and
displayed through the GUI Manager. There is a Client
RMI invoked as soon as user requested for the
computations. All the offered computations and
provision for data is shown on Task Placement Frame
running at user side.

•

A non empty list of client computer (CCL)

•

A non empty list of Rclient computer (RCL)

•

Client CPU percentage (CCP)

•

Task to be performed(TP)

Output:
Response to the task as per CCP utilization and task
complexity.
While(true) (Repeat through Server is running)
If(TP !=null and CCL!=null) then
Find complexity of each task
Create CPU percentage list of computing nodes in
ascending order

In LAN scenario of cloud environment, a user is
facilitated with Task Placement Frame. This frame will
display all computing services available at cloud server.
There is a provision to accept users data on which user
wants to perform computing services. Here, now
computing services considered are finding factorial,
calculating square root and calculating average of list
provided by the user.

Create hash-map to Map the time complexity and CPU
percentage list to get the desired client name.
End if
If(task is factorial) then
with the help of fact Key get client name from the hashMap

If user wants to do only one computation, then a
first minimally loaded computing node is selected by the
server and computations will be performed. When more
than one computation included in the users task, then
first n computing nodes with minimum CPU utilization
among all are selected and these computations are
performed one on each. Server collects the result and
given to the user who invoked Task Transfer Protocol.
Computing nodes are already sorted in ascending order
of their CPU utilization and computations are allocated
according to the descending complexity of required
computation.

Transfer the task to the specific hash-map client
End if
If(task is avg) then
with the help of avg Key get client name from the hashMap
Transfer the task to the specific hash-map client
End if
If(task is sqrt) then

B. Heterogeneous Factoring Self Scheduling (HFSS)

with the help of sqrt Key get client name from the hashMap

In order to achieve the load balance and reduce the
execution time of each node in the cloud computing
environment, this study proposes modified algorithm

Transfer the task to the specific hash-map client
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authors of this pare suggested that, clients of cloud
storage services, regardless of the service they use, can
stop it by encrypting their data before the storage
service’s client software operates on their files. DES is
selected for implementation by taking into mind the
results of previous research work and major design
objectives of the DES which best suited for the
requirements.

End if
Combine the result of each operation and transfer
response to the specific Rclient
End while
In order to reach the load balance and reduce the
execution time of each node in the cloud computing
environment, this study proposes. The HFSS scheduling
guarantees that suitable service nodes will be assigned
to execute the task in the minimum execution time.

At Scheduler:

Data Encryption Algorithm: DES uses the two basic
techniques of cryptography - confusion and diffusion.
At the simplest level, diffusion is achieved through
numerous permutations and confusions are achieved
through the XOR operation [10].

•

Accept VM request of user at scheduler

•

Substitution-Permutation:

•

Scheduler will detect corresponding computing
nodes in ascending order of their CPU utilization

9

64-bits input and output blocks

9

56-bit key with additional parity bits

•

Factorize the tasks according to the computations
involved as well as complexity of the required
computation

•

Information data is cycled 16 times through a set of
substitution and permutation transformations:
highly non-linear input-output relationship

•

As mentioned in above algorithm steps, scheduler
will map minimum loaded computing node with the
computational task complexity.

•

Very high throughput rate achievable

•

Based on the mapping result task are transferred to
the respective computing nodes.

•

Fractioning of the text into 64-bit (8 octet) blocks;

•

•

Computational result will be accepted from
corresponding computing node and provided to the
user.

Initial permutation of blocks; Breakdown of the
blocks into two parts: left and right, named L and
R;

•

Permutation and substitution steps repeated 16
times (called rounds);

•

Re-joining of the left and right parts then inverse
initial permutation.

The modified and proposed algorithm is as below:

The main parts of the algorithm are as follows:

The process continues for the each coming request
At Compute Node:
•

Update its system information and send it to the
server.

•

Compute node assigned for the task will track its
execution time upon accepting the request till it gets
completed.

•

After successful completion of the task execution,
computing node will send computation result along
with the time required to compute it.

•

And it will update its system information, also
sends same to the server.

DES has 16 rounds, meaning the main algorithm is
repeated 16 times to produce the cipher text. It has been
found that the number of rounds is exponentially
proportional to the amount of time required to find a key
using a brute-force attack. So as the number of rounds
increases, the security of the algorithm increases
exponentially [11].
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Various outputs for LAN cloud scenario are show and
explained in his section.

This partitioning provides better load balance as both
computing node performance as well as task complexity
is matched for better performance. It will boost the
performance of cloud server.
Storage Encryption and Decryption
In paper [9], three attacks on online storage services
were described. It includes, Identifying Files, Learning
the Contents of Files and A Covert Channel. The
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Fig. 5 Server Flash Window
Fig. 7 User Main Window
This is the main window displayed at user side. It
includes options for Task Placement and Exit under
System Tag. Task Placement option is used by user to
place a task for computations at cloud server. Various
options for task placement and data are given in next
window of Task placement. Other is Exit option which
is used to disconnect user and cloud server connection.
Upon exit, it deletes all information about users send to
cloud server and list of current users at server side is
updated.

This is just a flash window displayed at server side upon
startup. Indicates the start of cloud server, and view is
made so.

Fig. 6 Server Main Frame Window

This is a main window displayed at server system.
It is divided into three parts as shown above. One is to
display list of computing nodes currently available at
server side. It is shown in Remote Computers section.
Second is Remote User, which displays the list of
current users accessing cloud. In third window system
information like Computer Name, CPU Model, CPU
Cores, Operating System, RAM Size, CPU Usage, and
RAM Usage etc. for respective computing nodes is
displayed as a table. Out of which CPU usage of all
computing node is used to find minimally loaded node.
Here it is showing two computing nodes running and a
user is running.

Fig. 8 User Task Placement Window
This is the task placement window provided at user
side. As shown above user can perform three different
computations at cloud server which includes, calculating
factorial, calculating average, calculating SQRT. As an
input user has to select respective tasks and provide
corresponding data for execution of selected tasks. At
output three parameters will be displayed including,
result of selected task for selected data. It also displays
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the client name,
server side, to
execution/to do
execute task at
milliseconds.

of evaluation shows that, the factoring and computing a
task with better CPU utilization and complexity
consideration boosts the performance of cloud server.
Thus, the objective of distributing virtual machine i.e.
users task to the physical computing node on cloud
computing environment is achieved successfully.

this is the name of computing node at
which the task was transferred for
computations. The time required to
computing node is also displayed in

While executing complete job on one computational
node requires more time for execution. If the same is
performed on this system with HFSS, less execution
time is required with faster response. This will also help
to better utilization of cloud resources, solving the
problem of underutilization and overutilization of
computing resources. In addition to the proposed HFSS,
another feature added to this project is storage
encryption and decryption. This is just considered as the
good feature and implemented using better encryption
results from previous research on cloud computing.
Further factoring tasks will be a good research
work. In future one can do research to solve following
problems
Fig. 9 Three tasks selected for execution by user
In above figure 9, user has selected three tasks for
execution. The status of server when a complete job was
received at server is shown in below figure 10, where
there are two computing nodes running. According to
status first computing is having large CPU utilization
than second computing node. Thus tasks were scheduled
according to the ascending order of computing node’s
CPU utilization.

•

Solving task dependency and factoring large tasks
for further execution on multiple computing nodes.

•

Implementation of more types of application
programs

•

Strong analysis and integration of strong encryption
and decryption.
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A Survey on Vehicular Mobility Modeling: Flow Modeling
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Abstract – Motion or Movement patterns of vehicles communicating wirelessly play a important role in the simulation based
evaluation of Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs). It is to know that recent research about mobility modeling has given direction
for vehicular network study still to obtain realistic behavior of vehicles; developments in this area are required in detail level. In this
paper, one of the main mobility modeling approach is discussed to the extent that it can help to understand models formulation and
integration strategies with network simulators. This approach is called as flow mobility modeling. It is put into the discussion and
elaborated in such way it clarifies basics of flow modeling and its impact. It also finds a different ways of modeling and
implementation into existing traffic simulators viz. SUMO, VISSIM etc. Flow of vehicle is a key aspect of flow modeling which is
often used in VANET‘s simulation.
Keywords— VANET, Flow modeling, Integration strategy.

I.

random mobility modeling, flow modeling, traffic
modeling, behavioral modeling and survey based
modeling. In literature, it is found that from random
modeling to survey based modeling is the improvement
in mobility modeling approach which considers
vehicle’s own behavior and vehicle’s interaction with
other vehicles [4,5]. In this paper, flow mobility
modeling is discussed in length since this is modeling
used in latest many traffic simulators. This approach
covers static and dynamic [6,5] behavior of car’s in
motion which can lead to simulate realistic behavior of
vehicles. Instead of discussing other modeling
approaches, flow modeling is emphasized and focused
to understand clear idea behind consideration of smallest
to largest details of car’s behavior. This survey may give
us required guidance when model is to be developed and
clarifies basic of flow modeling to its classification as
microscopic, macroscopic and mesoscopic[7,3]. Later it
discusses in detail about how interaction between traffic
simulator and network simulator can take place. This
entire work of survey completes the discussion into five
sections. Section I gives idea of flow modeling whereas
next three sections discusses its types with existing
models and last section explains different integration
strategies.

INTRODUCTION

Vehicular Adhoc network is a subset of mobile
Adhoc network (MANET) having unique characteristic
as road topology which separates both the networks.
Vehicles move on roads and these road segments (maps)
contains traffic lights, speed breaker, diversions, other
obstacles etc. due to which movement of vehicle is not
the constant from source to destination which changes
due to above factors[1]. Thus while implementing
mobility model into traffic simulator or into network
simulator real motion constraints as well as motion
pattern [1,2] with obstacles to be considered. This
indicates that vehicles motion is major concern in
VANET’S advancement. Additionally mobility
modeling help to simulate motion of vehicles accurate
rather than random or ambiguous. There are different
approaches to model mobility as shown in fig.1. The
movement of vehicle is modeled differently in all five
approaches [3].

II. FLOW MOBILITY MODELING
A. What is flow modeling?
Flow of vehicles is nothing but number of vehicles
moving in one direction at one unit distance. Vehicles
are moving on road (see fig.2) which a multi lane has
traffic lights and diversions.

Fig. 1. Vehicular Modeling Approaches
From Fig.1 we can observe that vehicular mobility
modeling can be achieved by five approaches viz
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be encountered in formal design framework [3] for
mobility generator.
There are three kinds of flow modeling approaches
and recognized as development occurred in this area.
These are viz 1) microscopic 2) macroscopic 3)
mesoscopic etc following Sections III to V discusses
these three ways of modeling.
B. Impact of flow modeling on routing

Fig. 2. Movement of vehicles in as directional flow

Routing protocols are used for communication
among vehicles on road. These routing protocols
popularly are based on distance vector or link state
algorithms [11]. They are used when scenario such as
moving vehicles on road and message communication is
to be simulated and one of the routing protocol is used
for communication then the impact of traffic generator
on routing is observed and understood by analyzing its
performance using some metrics [6,11] . Suppose we are
using different traffic simulators to generate same
scenario and those traffic simulators are implemented
with different mobility models. Then we can obtain
different results although the same protocol is used for
communication. This is because flow models in traffic
simulators are different and therefore we can say that
performance of routing protocol may get influenced due
to the use of different simulators. Hence impact of flow
modeling [3,6,11] can be reported.

Vehicular flow modeling is a process in which
mobility pattern which is described at local and global
perspective as vehicle flows on road. Interaction of
driver with external of cars is depends on its own
parameters as well as on external conditions itself [8,3].
However it is the matter of perspective that both are
important when realistic behavior is to be simulated. In
this flow modeling flow of vehicle is important to have
closer insights to develop a model. As surveyed flow
modeling is useful because it can cover critical aspect of
vehicular motion. Vehicular flow can also be explained
with the help of car following theories [9, 7] which
describes how one vehicle follows another vehicle in an
uninterrupted flow. Various models were formulated to
represent how a driver reacts to the changes in the
relative positions of the vehicle ahead [9, 5]. The basic
assumption of these models is the “A good rule for
following another vehicle at a safe distance is to allow
yourself at least the length of a car between your vehicle
and the vehicle ahead for every ten miles per hour of
speed at which you are traveling[10]”.

III. MICROSCOPIC FLOW MODELING
Microscopic mobility modeling is way of flow
modeling in which flow of vehicle is considered in
detailed level i.e. local characteristic of vehicle [5,8] is
attributed. In other words, Car’s properties such as car’s
acceleration / deceleration, driver’s behavior, car’s
length, car’s speed etc [3] are to be modeled. Following
are the examples of microscopic flow models.

While designing flow model [11], it mainly
emphasize on flow of vehicle but it is also influenced by
street layout, block size (Road in grid form), traffic
control mechanism and average speed [11,4,2]. Fig.3
depicts these influencing factors.

A. Car Following Model (CFM)
This model represents microscopic details such as
time, speed and position of cars on road segment.
Mobility pattern is formulized as rules which are set to
avoid any contact with leading vehicle that are called as
distance headway and distance gap. Pipe rule is applied
in this model which has equation as

Δx safe (vi ) = L + T vi + μ. vi2
Where L is Length of vehicle, T is the safe time
headway, Vi is the velocity of vehicle, µ is the adjusting
parameter for deceleration.
Fig. 3. Factors affecting flow mobility model
Generally mobility model is capable of including
various dimensions of vehicular mobility which we can
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movement of vehicle cell to cell are used. Cell size is
chosen such that it can host a single vehicle that can
move at least to next cell in unit step time t. Rules for
accelerating, breaking, randomization are used in terms
of distance and velocity.

B. Intelligent Driver’s Model (IDM)
This is the extension of CFM. This model includes
instantaneous acceleration of car which is based on
stimulus response approach. Rather than finding safe
distance it is able to calculate free acceleration which
has equation as follows.
a

free

[

(

= a 1 − vi

v ides

It is implemented in traffic simulator TRANSIMS
(2009).

]

)

4

IV. MACROSCOPIC FLOW MODELING

To reach desired speed, Interaction deceleration to
contact leading vehicle i+1 is

This is a approach of flow modeling which
considers flow of vehicle at global perspective.
Macroscopic properties are global in nature that is when
large number of vehicles is in motion; global parameters
can be represented as flow, mass and density
respectively. If x is road segment, then flow m(x,t) is the
expected number of vehicles passing by x for more
interval (x, t ) and density ρ ( x , t ) reflects expected
number of vehicles located in x at unit time t. The
velocity v ( x , t ) is the expected speed of vehicles in x
and it is represented by below equation which is nothing
but relationship among speed, density, flow etc.

a int = − a (δ Δ x i (t ) )

2

Where δ is the desired gap between follower and
leader vehicle.
This model is implemented in well know traffic
simulator VanetMobiSim (2009).
C. Krauss Mobility Model
This model is also based on stimulus – response
approach but differs from IDM in the term that it models
acceleration which is discrete in time. IDM is ideal that
it finds maximum acceleration and maximum speed
whereas this model uses µ. stochastic parameter to
adjust maximum speed and acceleration. It is nothing
but variation to current speed for unit step time
t.
This provides speed increment and driver’s
conformance to model.

v ( x, t ) = m ( x, t ) ρ ( x, t )
Another equation describes that the vehicular density in
varies according to incoming and outgoing flows in x.

∂ ρ (x , t ) ∂ m (x , t )
+
=0
∂t
∂x

This model is implemented in traffic simulator SUMO
(2009)

V. MESOSCOPIC FLOW MODELING

D. Wiedemann Mobility Model

Mesoscopic modeling represents an intermediate
modeling level of traffic flow. It is a way of modeling in
which microscopic and macroscopic modeling is
merged. It may lead to efficient trade-off between
modeling of individual vehicles and the modeling of
large quantities of vehicles. This type of model’s may
take different forms such as the modeling headway
distance[3,8] as a average of large number of vehicles
sometimes size or density of cluster of vehicles. One of
mesoscopic model called as queue model [3].This model
includes dynamic behavior of vehicle and macroscopic
properties such as density and velocity for large number
of vehicles. Queue is nothing but waiting place where
vehicles have to follow first in first out policy to
maintain flow. Queue capacity is another crucial aspect
of this model since this quality is macroscopic in nature
which affects flow of vehicles [3].

It is a psycho- physical model. Reason to introduce
such model is that same behavior cannot be induced
from different drivers since stimulus and various
external conditions changes rapidly. This model is
identified with four driving states that are free driving,
approached, following and breaking in which driver’s
driving influenced differently by other vehicles as
following equation is true.
Driver’s response = stimulus * sensitivity
It is model which implemented in VISSIM (2008) traffic
simulator.
E. Cellular Automata Model (CAM)
Representation of this model includes not only time
which is discrete but also discrete space to reduce
computational complexity. It is also capable to mimic
driver’s reaction precisely. This model describes traffic
lane as lattice of cell of equal size as well as like the
widemann model, it also incorporates four driving
states. Additionally other rules of acceleration to control

VI. INTEGRATION STRATEGIES FOR
TRAFFIC SIMULATORS
Interaction between traffic generator and network
simulator is needed to established properly to achieve
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This coupling exists in The NCTUns simulator
(Wang and Chou 2008) also falls into the category of
embedded models [3]. Although being initially a
network simulator, it has later been embedded with a
vehicular traffic simulator providing a sufficient level of
detail in the vehicular motion pattern.

smooth communication between simulators and
application [1,3]. Below mentioned Interaction
strategies may give us idea about existence of
architectural techniques for traffic generator that
historically generates random, microscopic, real world
(survey based) traces [1,4] etc. Presently in literature
there are three major methods to accomplish this
interaction between traffic and network simulators and
they are follows.

C . Federated simulation
Coupling between traffic simulator and network
simulator communication occurs via external interface
which controls as well as permits smooth
communication to pass between two. In this type of
method, interface will be bidirectional for two separate
entities [3].This is depicted in Fig.6.

A. Isolated simulation
In this class of integration, vehicular, mobility
traces are generated as static and parsed to network
simulator. These traces can be real world traces or
randomly generated traces. No specific interface is
defined for communication (see Fig. 4). This may
include external random modeling and main network
simulator is coupled as two separate entities [2,3].

Fig. 4. Isolated Simulation
Fig .6. Federated Simulation

Modifications to the mobility scenario are not
possible and therefore no interaction exist between these
two simulators[2,7].Unfortunately, all historical models
and most of the recent mobility models available to the
research community fall into this category [3].

This approach exist in traffic simulator SUMO
which federates with network simulator NS-2 or
OMNeT++ Using an interface called TraCI interface[3].
VII. CONCLUSION

B. Embedded simulation

VANET is a advanced technology composed of
modules which helps in simulation of vehicular network
for last many years. But recent development in network
simulator requires another or more advance modules
which can simulate more realistic behavior of highway
and urban scenarios. This paper surveys flow mobility
modeling approach in which flow model is developed in
fact it gives clear idea about what is flow model and its
various ways to develop it. Flow of vehicles is focused
in these models. Flow can be seen as local or global
parameter in order to incorporate it into the mobility
generator. It may lead to implementation of traffic
simulator which can generate realistic traffic. However,
most often microscopic mobility modeling is used in
many traffic simulators and Krauss model which found
useful in traffic simulators since it cover necessary
formulation when urban and city scenarios are to be
simulated. This work also covers the details of
integration strategies exist for communication between
traffic simulator and network simulator.

A vehicular traffic simulator is into network
simulator or conversely a network simulator is
embedded into a vehicular traffic simulator allowing
bidirectional interaction between both the simulators
(see in Fig.5). This method includes microscopic traces
and also traffic simulator is coupled as microscopic
model inside the network simulator [2,7].

Fig. 5. Embedded Simulation
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VIII.FUTURE WORK
When considering large number of vehicles to be
simulated in vehicular applications, road with single
lane cannot be fixed factor. In real world, road can be of
multilane and movement of vehicles on this topology is
different than single lane road. Therefore research in
future should be conducted to have road map which is
multilane structure and flow of vehicles is not in one
direction or in one lane only in other words lane
changing models can also be analyzed and developed in
detailed. Other than this, intersection management and
real world traces can be used in formulation of models
when bridge scenarios [9,11] to be simulated. It can give
large impact on generation of traffic since city scenarios
such as bridge (flyover) is common in road layout.
Finally, to make modeling more easier apart from
having traditional design framework [3,6] various
different templates can be developed to achieve more
flexibility in their modeling.
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Abstract – Sensor Networks are application-specific networks composed of a multitude of tiny sensor nodes with limited
computational, communication, and power capabilities. Swarm intelligent algorithms have been used to design distributed and fault
tolerant routing protocols for Sensor Networks, able to self-adapt to environmental changes. Swarm (ant) routing is a new scheme
for routing inspired by the behavior of real ants. Real ants are able to find the shortest path to a food source by following the trail of
a chemical substance called pheromone deposited by other ants. In ant routing, the ants (control packets) collect information about
the network conditions and are used to update and maintain the routing tables. The paper describes implementation of swarm
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I.

is present, reinforcing that specific route. However,
pheromone evaporates allowing the system to remove
existing information and randomly search for new
solutions. In this way, large groups of simple agents,
interacting only locally with neighbouring agents, work
together to coordinate their actions toward fulfilling a
common goal. In such systems modelling the state space
of the entire system as a cross-product of the state
spaces of individual nodes results in the well-known
state explosion problem. The main characteristics of
swarm intelligence systems are:

INTRODUCTION

A Sensor Network is a special type of ad hoc
network which consists of a large number of nodes
equipped with different sensing devices. [1] Sensor
nodes collect measurements of physical parameters and
transmit them to a sink node. Sensors may be scattered
randomly over a geographical region and, in order to
save battery energy, they may undergo cycles of
sleeping–active periods. Nodes deployed in real fields
might get damaged, or just fail at any time. The sink
node might also change its location, and more than one
sink can be present at the same time. As a result, the
topology of the active nodes in a Sensor Networks may
vary in time in an unpredictable manner. For this reason
routing algorithms used to carry messages from a sensor
node to a sink in a multi-hop fashion should rapidly
adapt to the changing topology.
Literature survey shows that Swarm Intelligence
(SI)based routing protocol showed promising results in
Vehicular ad-hoc networks in terms throughput, latency,
data delivery ratio and data delivery cost than AODV
and DSR. Hence we are going for swarm routing.[2]and
also ant colony optimization technique proves to be
better than Bee-colony and slime-mold in terms of
energy, scalability, Network lifetime and fault –
tolerance . [3]

•

Autonomy, human supervision is not needed.

•

Adaptability, system changes are detected and the
agents can decide new paths in case of environment
changes. The simile in networks would be adding or
disconnecting nodes or failures in the network links.

•

Fast propagation of changes through the system.

•

Scalability, the population can be increased or
reduced

Swarm Intelligent algorithm is a model in which
multiple agents (ants) parallelly try to achieve a specific
task by cooperating among themselves. A natural ant
generates chemical substance and deposits on its way to
the food source. Since an artificial ant (packet) cannot
generate chemical substance, it is modelled to carry
memory with it. While moving, the ant can change the
pheromone trails (probabilistic value) associated with
the problem.

SI in Sensor Networks is inspired by observing on
how ant colonies forage for food [4]. Ants release a
substance called pheromone during their passage, and
tend to move along paths where a high pheromone trace
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AntNet is
i ant colon
ny optimizatioon algorithm
proposed for data
d communiccation network
ks [5] and it is
efficient in teerms of energ
gy, scalability and network
lifetime than bee-colony and
a
slime-mold algorithms.
Hence we aree going for it.
i Brief descrription of the
AntNet is giveen below:
A forwarrd ant is laun
nched, at reguular intervals,
towards a destination ‘d’ from source ‘s’ to find a
fr
‘s’ to ‘d’.
feasible path from
•

At each node, each foorward ant whhich is going
towards destination
d
d, seelects the next node to move
on dependding on pherom
mone intensity.

•

A cycle iss detected wheen the forwardd ant reaches a
node which is already present in its memory. If a
d
the nodes
n
which are
a forming a
cycle is detected
cycle are removed
r
from the memory.

•

When thee forward ant reaches the desstination node,
the Ant aggent generates a backward annt, transfers all
of its mem
mory to it and the
t forward antt is killed.

•

The backkward ant rettraces the saame path the
forward annt traversed buut in the reversee direction.

•

The backw
ward ant updattes the routing table at every
node in th
he path.

It gives support to wired
w
as welll as wireless
simulationns.

•

A primitiv
ve energy mod
del is present in
n it.

•

Object orriented design and Lots of documentation
d
is present in NS2.

•

It uses Tccl to specify thhe Componentts, and Otcl to
glue them
m together.

•

Suppposedly, it ddoes not worrk well for large
topoologies.

NS22 source codess are distributeed in two form
ms: the
all-in-on
ne suite and the componeent-wise. We have
installedd all-in-one suuit. With the all-in-one pacckage,
users geet all the requiired componennts along with some
optional component. This
T
package provides
p
an “innstall”
script which
w
configuures the NS2
2 environmentt and
creates NS2
N executablee file using thee “make” utilityy.
Currrently used vversion is ns-22.35 with all nam,
xgraph and gnuplot installed.Also
i
p and grep script
perl
for plotting graphs are installed.
TNET ALGO
ORITHM
III. ANT
AnttNet i.e SWAR
RM is an Ant colony
c
optimizzation
algorithm
m. The applicaation of algoritthm inspired by
b the
forging behaviour off ant coloniess to routing tasks.
AntNet behaviour
b
is bbased on the usse of mobile aggents,
the ACO
O’s ants, that realise
r
a phero
omone and upddating
of the paths
p
connectinng sources and
d destination nodes
n
[5].
Informallly, the behaviour of AntNet can be summaarized
as•

Cons:
•

Orig
ginally it wass built for wired networks, later
exteended for wirelless.

NS22 is a free sim
mulation tool. It runs on vaarious
platform
ms including U
UNIX (or Linuux), Windowss, and
Mac systems. Being deeveloped in thee Unix environnment,
with no surprise, NS2 has the smootthest ride theree, and
so does its
i installation.. Unless otherw
wise specified.

Network Simulator verssion 2 (NS-2) is a free and
open source diiscrete event network
n
simulaator developed
at UC Berkeeley [6]. It caan add our own
o
protocol,
contribute to the
t code and, from
f
time to tiime, you need
to troubleshooot some of the bugs.NS2
b
is a discrete event
simulator wheere the advancce of time deepends on the
timing of even
nts which are maintained by
y a scheduler.
Current releasse is ns-2.34.Some of the feaatures of NS2
are :
•

•

Fig.1 N
NS2 Archchiteccure

RK SIMULATOR 2
II. NETWOR

D facto standarrd for network simulations.
It is the De

Inteerdependency aamong modules pose difficult to
impplement new prrotocols.

Figure bellow
b
shows aarchitecture of NS2.
N

Implemeentation of Antnet protocol iss described in
the paper. Sooftware platform
m used here is Network
Simulator 2.

•

•

It is difficcult to use and learn.
l

At regular
r
intervaals t from everyy network nodde s, a
mobbile agent (foorward ant) FsÆd
F
is launnched
tow
ward a destinatiion node d to discover a feaasible,
low
w-cost path to that node andd to investigatte the
load
d status of the network. Desttinations are loocally
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routing tables the information accumulated by the
forward ants.

selected according to the data traffic patterns
generated by the local workload: if fsd is a measure
(in bits or in number of packets) of the data flow
sÆ d, then the probability of creating at node s a
forward ant with d as a destination is:
fsd
pd=
———
(1)
N
∑ fsd’
d’=1
•

•

A cycle is detected when the forward ant reaches a
node which is already present in its memory. If a
cycle is detected the nodes which are forming a
cycle are removed from the memory.

(4)

Probabilities Pnd’ for destination d’ of the other
neighbouring nodes n implicitly receive a negative
reinforcement by normalization. That is, their
values are reduced so that the sum of probabilities
will still be 1:
Pnd’Å Pnd’ -rPnd’ ; n ε Nk; n≠ f

(5)

In this way,SWARM intelligentalgorithm used to find
shortest path by using pheromone intensity.
IV. RESULTS
Antnet algorithm implementation proceeds through
writing tcl script at frontend which describes scenario of
network with different topologies and packet flow
between them. At the backend we have created a new
Agent called Antnet which actually implements
algorithm, and according to control packets updates its
routing tables for finding shortest path, also patch for
linking New Antnet Agent with Network simulator 2 is
implemented.

|Nk|

n’=1

3 basic topologies are created. Firstly, topology
with 12 nodes is created, and swarm intelligent routing
algorithm is applied to it using NS-2. Output nam file is
shown bellow for the same.

The value of α weights the importance of the
heuristic correction with respect to the probability
values stored in the routing table

The backward ant takes the same path as that of its
corresponding forward ant, but in the opposite
direction. At each node k along the path it pops its
stack SsÆd(k) to know the next hop node.
Backward ants do not share the same link queues as
data packets; they use higher priority queues,
because their task is to quickly propagate to the

The reinforcement r =r(T;Mk) to be a function of
the goodness of the observed trip time as estimated
on the basis of the local traffic model. The
probability Pfd’ is increased by the reinforcement
value as follows:

•

∑ qn’

•

•

In this way, the probability Pfd’ will be increasedby a
value proportional to the reinforcementreceived and to
the previous value of the nodeprobability

The heuristic correction ln is a [0,1] normalized
value proportional to the length qn(in bits waiting to be
sent) of the queue of the link connecting the node k with
its neighbor n
qn
ln= 1- —————
(3)

When the destination node d is reached, the agent
FsÆd generates another agent (backward ant)
BdÆs, transfers to it all of its memory, and dies.

Arriving at a node k coming from a neighbor node
f, the backward ant updates the two main data
structures of the node, the local model of the traffic
Mk and the routing table Tk, for all the entries
corresponding to the (forward ant)destination node .

Pfd Å Pfd’ + r(1 – Pfd’ )

At each node k, each travelling agent headed
towards its destination d selects the node n to move
to choosing among the neighbours it did not already
visit, or over all the neighbours in case all of them
had been previously visited. The neighbour n is
selected with a probability (goodness) P’nd
computed as the normalized sum of the
probabilistic entry Pnd of the routing table with a
heuristic correction factor ln taking into account the
state (the length) of the n-th link queue of the
current node k:
pnd+αln
p’nd= ————
(2)
1+α(|nk|-1)

•

•
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example showing updated routing
topology.

table for Ring

Fig.5 Updated routing table for ring topology
Similarly routing tables for basic and grid topology
are updated. Depending on pheromone value shortest
path routing takes place.

Fig.2 Creation of basic topology with 12 nodes and its
routing
Secondly, Ring topology is implemented with 3
nodes and routing takes place between them. Animated
file is shown bellow for the same.

For performance analysis we compare above 3
topologies using two parameters, loss packet ratio and
throughput. Perl and Grep scripts are used to extract
data from trace files and plotted gnuplots by increasing
pause time. Following graph shows performance of
throughput of all the three topologoies in Megabytes per
seconds Vs pause time.

Fig.3 Creation of Ring Topology with 3 nodes and its
routing
Lasty, Grid topology with created to implement
swarm routing. Output file for the same is as bellow.

Fig.6 Gnuplot showing comparison for throughput Vs
pause time for all topologies
From above graph we observed that throughput is
more more for ring topology than grid,and
basic.Similary we plot gnuplot of loss packet ratio Vs
pause time as shown below:

Fig.4 Creation of Grid Topology and its routing
At the end, routing tables are updated according to
antnet algorithm. Routing table shows entry for source
node ,its neighbours ,destination node and
corresponding pheromone intensity .Here is one

Fig.7 Gnuplot showing comparison for loss packet ratio
Vs pause time for all topologies
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Here we observe that loss packet ratio showing best
results than other two topologies. Its showing 0% packet
loss ratio for ring topology which is very ideal result
indicating no packet drop.
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V. CONCLUSION
As the topology of the active nodes in a WSN may
vary in time in an unpredictable manner. Routing
algorithms used to carry messages from a sensor node to
a sink in a multi-hop fashion should rapidly adapt to the
changing topology. Hence we considered SWARM
intelligent algorithm used to self adapt the changes.
SWARM Intelligence based on concept of how ant
colonies searches for the food. Hence paper focuses on
implementation of Antnet Algorithm using forward and
backward ants showing ant colony optimization in
which the ants (control packets) collect information
about the network conditions and are used to update and
maintain the routing tables. Network Simulator 2 is used
for simulation. paper describes creating Antnet agent for
ACO algorithm and linking of tcl files for antnet with
Otcl files at the backend using network simulator 2
leading to antnet algorithm implementation.3 topologies
basic, ring and grid are created and Swarm Intelligent
algorithm is implemented for the same. Also, routng
tables are updated for each topology and shortest path is
calculated depending upon pheromone value.
Lastly performance analysis for all above
topologies is done using parameters like throughput and
packet loss ratio. And we observed best result for Ring
topology shows better performance than other two.
Hence, we conclude that Swarm Intelligent Algorithm
using Ring topology shows good performance.
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I.

quality assurance process) is to maintain the quality of
the software products. SQAP is very important as it
builds quality into the products.

INTRODUCTION

Software Quality Assurance as per IEEE is a
“planned and systematic pattern of all actions necessary
to provide adequate confidence that an item or product
conforms to established technical requirements” [1]. A
set of activities designed to evaluate the process by
which the products are developed or manufactured.

In traditional development SQAP requires reviews
at each stage, with careful records, verification and
signatures. In an agile programming environment SQA
has to be more flexible. The quality assurance principle
under open source software development is an approach
to improve software product quality against traditional
methods and techniques. Someone must be responsible
for assuring testing of basic requirements, rapidly
updating and recording regression test and ensuring
progress reviews

IEEE Standard 12207 defines QA as “a process for
providing adequate assurance that the software products
and processes in the product life cycle conform to their
specific requirements and adhere to their established
plans” [2]. Thus quality is treated as measurably (not
philosophical issue) meeting expectations and
conforming to requirements. The rigor of the process
should be chosen to suit the needs of the product and
organization [2].

Quality assurance under Open source development
deals with larger development community and security
issues [17]. Delivery of high quality products and
services is for increasing customer satisfaction is the
need of open source development [16]. SQCP is the
process for controlling and monitoring the quality of the
software. All this results into a standard product with
high level of quality. In this, rest of the paper is
structured as follows. Section II deal with short
Literature Survey, Section III
present Research
Methodology, and Section IV has listing of all factor
affecting software quality assurance, Section V
analysis, results, conclusion and future work.

Software Quality control is defined as “a set of
activities designed to evaluate the quality of a
developed or manufactured product” (IEEE, 1991).
A company has to produce very high quality
products to achieve a respectable position in global
market. In this era of globalization things are changing
and moving with great pace. To survive in this world of
global competition needs efforts, money, people and
time. Time is very precious and one cannot go back to
find mistakes and errors committed during the process
as it involves cost, time and resources. What ever is
done should be consider as first and last time. To avoid
such problem the organization should come up with
major factors influencing the quality of process and the
product. There have been many incidences of failure in
real time software system which led to serious
consequences. The main role of SQAP (software

II. RELATED WORK
We identified principal/key factors affecting the
software quality assurance process. Many authors have
classified the various factors under specific domains.
Some authors have suggested techniques like Inspection
[24], Peer Reviews [25] useful for all phases of
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identified. Moreover the relationship between various
factors should be identified. The process adopted for
developing software needs to take into account these
factors. Mapping is required between various factors to
optimize the process of software quality.

software development. Review of documents and
artifacts, design documents, coding documents are
important for quality control activities. Inspection is
quite useful for assuring quality in software
development. Inspection helps for detecting and
removing the errors. Revision is sort of revising work in
all phase. Revision builds confidence in the process.
Some authors have classified factors according to the
influences. Some have classified them on basis of
software development phases.

The journey of software development can be
divided into following major phases which are Quality
Assurance Process SQAP i.e. Input, Quality Control
Process SQCP i.e. Measure & Software as end product
SAEP i.e. Output.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOTY

A. SQAP - Software Quality Assurance Process

A. Searching and Selecting Papers

SQAP is the process involving various activities of
software development. It involves building quality into
the product through four main phases which are
requirements gathering, converting requirement into the
design phases, implementing the product developed,
maintaining the product. There are four main
developmental approaches i.e. structured, object
oriented, component base and web based development
[6]. For any process the goal has to be defined. SQAP
determines whether everything is going according to
polices standards and procedures. QA is about
providing assurance and credibility the product should
work right and people should believe that it will work
right. It is an expensive time consuming process. It
touches all aspect of project. It pushes the product
outdoor.
SQA is the responsibility of separate
independent group and has authority of redevelopment
and retesting when needed. It is involved in
improvement of process and product. It works like the
process police. Thus it is a preventive approach and
prevents faults from occurring by providing rules and
methods. It prevents defects from occurring. It
establishes process.

The main criteria for searching were journal,
conference paper and other paper on factors. Searching
was done manually and also on internet.
B. Information Sources
We have searched and collected information from
various sources which are listed in references

www.acm.org
www.ieee.org
www.sciencedirect.com
Springer Journals
Elsevier Journals
Conference papers (National and International)

C. Threats to Validity
The main validity threats of this study are
publication selection bias, misclassification and
unavailability of research paper. We have tried to
search journal and conference paper on Internet but we
could get limited papers from IEEE, Springer, and
ACM. We like to submit a detailed analysis of paper
with relationship between these factors in future.
Presently we identified and listed factors based on
research paper available with us.

There are many factor associated with activities
which influences the quality assurance process. Some
of them are listed as:


Planning (objective, review plan, appraisal plan)

Any activity associated with SQA has to be
planned and should be with objectives. The plan has
been reviewed, approved with concerned person.


IV. FACTORS AFFECTING QUALITY
ASSURANCE PROCESS

Standards ( code, design)

Standards are the set of guidelines which help to
achieve best results. The standards include CMMI and
ISO but it is difficult and costly for small Software
Development Organizations to follow the standards.

The factors have to be identified which will optimize
the software development activities and bring profit to
the industry. It is human centric process and involves
time.
Process maturity level predicts the quality of
software and other aspects. Identifying of requirements
and finalizing them is time consuming process. The
software development should be dynamic and not
mechanical activity and hence factors should be



Rules



Legal Procedure
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Procedure should be made legal so that they are
followed properly. They are developed to help
organizations to achieve quality products.


Documentation ( of Process & Product)

Any legal activity which is going on should be
documented.


Guidelines

Their should be guidelines for every activity which are
taking place under SQAP.


Responsibility

For every activity which is being carried there should
be responsible person.


Technology



Right Conduct



Authority



Approvals



Environment



Culture [11],[21]



Techniques (Customization )



Feedback/Customer satisfaction



Output of each phase entering into other
phases



Tools



Time limit ( deadlines)



Revision (all phase, design, code review,
technical review, walkthrough)[12]



Checklist



Manuals



Inspection ( code inspection)

Fagan and Gibbs have suggested on code inspection
[24]

Culture difference among software developers, project
managers, and executive managers were the main
reason in Thailand for not implementing software
process models and improvements.


Risk



Size [20]



Report



Reuse [23] ( code and design )



Virtue & Ethics [13]



Defects (low, high, medium severity)



Certification (quality attributes, process, level
of that attribute)



Management
(Co-ordination
Communication)



Result Oriented



Budget Pressure [19]



Resources



Process Metrics

&

Team

Key activities are identified, controlled, monitored
and measured by metrics [7]. Key parameters are
identified and variations are measured. Corrective
actions can be taken in case of deviation.

Poor quality of software presents an ethical issue
for society. Quality in recent times is extremely poor
causing significant monetary and social problems.
Quality problems are also affecting our national
security. E.g. National security plan is required to
protect the cyberspace. Some other factors are listed
here with. There are many innumerable sub
factor/aspect on which a factor depends.



Information Diversity [14]



Task conflict [14]



Learning [14]



Project Management



Methodologies[8]



Cycle Time ( speed of process)



Complexity (process, code)



Cost involved



Efforts ( Manpower
others )



Practice [4]



Process Maturity



Schedule



Security (in open source development)[17]



Schedule Pressure



Approaches

The Software complexity has a deep relationship
with constraints, testing, quality, development and
productivity [4].

i.e. developers, tester,

All above factors are being listed from papers
(journals, conference) listed in reference. These entire
factors have impact on the quality of the software.
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approach. It find faults, corrects faults when occurs.
Task is conducted on products. It implements process.
Testing is one of the activities which are carried from
starting to last phase. Testing and Quality are like two
sides of same coin. More we spend on quality, better
we get the results. Factors controlling the process are
listed as below:-

These factors are in some way influencing the quality
assurance process thereby building, accumulating
quality drop by drop into software. Many times it is
seen that these factors if not taken care starts eroding
the quality from software. So all the factors has to be
taken care of in some or other way.
Some authors have classified the above factors as
per their influence as listed [10]
Influencing factors
¾

¾

Development Context (Development process
e.g. waterfall, Programming language e.g.
C++, Notation e.g. UML, Reuse e.g. High,
low, med).
Goals ( Quality attributes e.g. reliability,
Quality levels i.e. high, medium, low, Defect
classes i.e. critical, major , secondary goals
e.g. team building)

¾

New Technology e.g. Ajax

¾

Resources (efforts i.e.7/8 hours, experience,
time, team size),

¾

Artifact (Size, Complexity, Defect density,
Extent of quality).

¾

Variable factors
Focus (Quality attribute, defect class),

¾

Resources ( Effort, Team Size, Experience )

¾

Scope,

¾

Entry/exit criteria (reading techniques,

¾

Inspection ( Applied phases e.g. planning,
meeting,
Roles,
Process
structure,
Documentation, Defect detection procedure)

¾

Testing (tool, test execution, test methods), and

¾

General (resources, Scope of QA, focus of
QA, criteria)

Distrust able factors

¾

Dependable factors



Monitoring



Inspection



Measuring /Measurement( process, product)
[8]



Evaluation ( Establish,
Execute the evaluation )



Testing (What goes into QA?)

Specify,

Design,



Continuous Improvement [3]



Audit ( fail / pass)



Improvement ( process, product) [6], [14]



Product Metrics



Product Evaluation



Feedback



Evaluation Report



Team involved ( Certified or not, experienced
or not, skill, relationship among them)

C. SAEP - Software As End Product
SAEP i.e. output Product which is obtained is
measured, checked and used further.
Various
techniques like regression tree, case based reasoning,
neural network, genetic algorithm, Bayesian Network,
Principal component analysis, Fuzzy logic, Function
points, metrics’ based are employed by authors for
estimating the quality of the product [22].

Some other have classified into two major
¾

Examining

A solid test plan should ensure that design is
appropriate, the implementation is careful and the
product meets all requirements before release [2].

Tools e.g. QTP.

¾



V. RESULT,
WORK

CONCLUSION

AND

FUTURE

Software Quality is dependent on many listed
factor. It is very important to list all factors to optimize
the process of software development. Identification of
all these factors depends on availability of number of
research paper. Improving quality leads to decreasing
rework, cost, and schedules. This leads to improved
capability which in turn lowers prices and larger market

B. SQCP-Software Qualty Control Process
SQCP
prevents
deviation
from
normal
development is indirectly influencing quality. The
process which is going on is controlled by different
ways. It is monitored and evaluated to keep it to
maximum level for optimized output. It is corrective
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shares. All this causes increased profits and business
continuity.
One of the major problems with software
development organization of low and medium process
maturity is that the priority is always to maintain the
stability of the organization. Such organization cannot
afford to invest more money in process improvement as
their future is unpredictable. Our future work is to
develop a model on software quality assurance. The
relationship can be established among these factors.
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